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HISTORICAL NOTE:

The first issue of NewsRounds, or News Rounds, currently published by Rush University Medical Center's Marketing and Communications Department, appeared in May 1963, as the newsletter of Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital. The first issue provided the following description of the newspaper. "The publication will be issued the first week of each month and will feature special news stories on the hospital, a calendar of events, as well as news items on members of the hospital family." Originally nameless, the newsletter held a "Name the Paper Contest." Florence Miller, a secretary in the division of medicine, submitted the winning entry of NewsRounds, which was first used for the July 1963 issue.

The paper's first issue as the newsletter of the newly formed Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center was June 1971. The next issue was the first issue titled "NewsRounds," July 1971, as one word, instead of two. It was published mostly monthly until 2004 when it began to appear quarterly. Because of its long, continuous run, NewsRounds is especially helpful in researching Rush's history of advancements in medicine, nursing, and the health sciences; and its commitment to education, research, and patient care.

[An issue summary or table of contents from 1963 to 1989 was compiled by Marketing in 1989. It was scanned and converted into text using OCR by Nathalie Wheaton, 2008. Table of contents, 1989-2003, entered by Katie Ingrum, Fall 2008. This is an ongoing project.]
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[Due to the snowstorm of January 26+, this issue did not get to the publishers on time and was therefore included in the February issue]
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Skiers get all the breaks without instruction p.3
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Volume 5, Number 6, October 1967
Standard Oil donates $50,000 for surgical unit p.1
Solicitor teams canvass hospital to aid 900 Health-Welfare agencies p.1+
Medical-Radiologic Technology Schools hold dual graduation p.2
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Corridor News p.5+
Couple camps out in parking lot p.6
Trustees honor 16 on Woman’s Board p.6
Activities director named in Pediatrics p.6

Volume 5, Number 7, December 1967
Hospital extends holiday wishes to all p.1
Kramer to direct Industrial Relations p.1
Enrollment period open for Blue Cross-Blue Shield beginning December 15 p.2
Blood Bank suggests the Christmas Gift of a lifetime p.2
Hungarian group honors Cardiovascular Surgeon for contributions to man p.2
Open letter to the President of the Hospital p.2
Russian Revolution led houseman to new way of life p.3
Board elects Officers and names members to Trustees and Clerical Board p.3

Corridor News p.4
Professional Activities p.4+
Appoint pediatrician Medical Director of Mile Square Center p.5
Employees top combined appeal goal by third p.5
Louis Gdalman named Pharmacist-of-the-Year p.5
Coronary drug study accepts male volunteers in program to reduce heart attack fatalities p.5
Personnel urged to use Minibus Service during night hours p.5
Bowling race tight; roll for turkeys p.6
All-Stars start season with two big wins p.6
Ski Club announces first three trips p.6
Name Oncology director to National Cancer Study p.6

Volume 6, Number 1, February 1968
Employees Receive Free Insurance Plan p.1
George Belsey named to administrative post in surgical division p.1
Hockey Star makes dream come true for young burn victim p.1
Blue Cross-Blue Shield announce rate hike p.1+
Health Aids-D.O.R. Technicians hold graduations p.2
Labor contract signed; Union sets dues fees p.2+

Corridor News p.3
Professional Activities p.3
Holiday Art Contest award winners named p.4
Volunteers set record with service hours p.4
Tight bowling race; Teams picked for tournament p.4

Volume 6, Number 2, April 1968
Ceremonies Honor Hospital Family for Years of Service p.1
Director named to Gastroenterology p.1
Junior and senior Volunteers honored for family planning and emergency room work p.2
Bus driver turns love of music into second career p.2

Corridor News p.3
Professional Activities p.3+
Administrators named to four hospital areas p.4
Family praises floor for adopting grandmother p.4
Five participate in Public Health meeting p.4
Nurse Homecoming held p.4
All Stars take second “Y” championship p.5
Consulting surgeon named Dean of Medical School p.5
Union membership elects 19 area stewards to represent employees p.5
Mexican Fiesta to aid day care programs of Laurance Armour Day School p.5
Allied Health holds graduation, names consultants p.6

Volume 6, Number 3, July 1968
Staff Awards Given for Professional Excellence p.1
$2 Million in gifts establish endowed chairs for Pathology, Hepatology and Gastroenterology p.2
Highest Honor awarded Trustee p.2
Two elected to Vice Presidencies p.2
Therapist aids benefit to build music school for underprivileged p.2

Corridor News p.3+
Tornadoes squeeze into bowling lead p.3
Founders’ Day photo page p.4+
Professional Activities p.6
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LPN’s sponsor first annual recruitment day p.6
Eula Montgomery, LPN, honored for dedication, leadership p.7
Administration names three to staff p.7
150 area physicians attend Chicago Heart Research Seminar p.7
Kresege gift helps build operating room of future professional activities p.8
Mile Square signs 10,000th patient p.8
Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Nursing Alumni give Edith Payne honorary membership p.8
Third European Charter termed success; Plans underway for 1969 vacation flight p.8

Volume 6, Number 4, September, 1968
Hospital "Spaceship" Saves Boy's Arm p.1+
Nursing School graduates 85 in final class p.1+
Enrollment period opens for Blue Cross-Blue Shield p.1+
Postgraduate course held in Pediatric Cardiology p.1+
Scientists find clue to bone growth mystery p.2
Attending Staff names 1968-69 officers p.2
University of Illinois honors attending staff p.2
Hospital becomes home of Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society p.3
Speech-Hearing Class helps children face problems p.3
Unit management holds graduation p.3
Three areas name Administrative assistants p.3
Hartford Foundation supports three year renal disease study p.3
Corridor News p.4+
Chaplain Brockway begins retirement p.4
Hospital-City College team up for community education p.5
Visitor areas show improvements p.6
Professional Activities p.7+
Dr. Heck to direct Orthopaedic [Orthopedic] Academy p.7
House Staff honors two old friends p.7
Summer health project helps students understand Ghetto medical problems p.8+
Quick test predicts circulatory disease p.8
Five teaching programs hold graduation ceremonies p.9
New service relieves strain on emergency room facilities p.9
House Staff Wives face 1968 season p.9
Department formed for industrial engineering p.10
Professional Building renews first lease p.10
European charter announces low $220 fare p.10
Bowling memberships available for 1969 p.10
Winnetka Auxiliary holds Hukelau benefit p.10
Grants secretary and training director named p.10

Volume 6, Number 5, October 1968 (should be 1969)
Cover Story: Combined Appeal Seeks Help for 900 Care Agencies
Delores Pulley gets the job done—a better way p.2
Vice President named outstanding Young Man of the Year p.2
James Aiello heads Central Supply Department p.2
Corridor News p.3
Professional Activities p.3
Emergency force aids Blood Bank p.4
Industrial Relations makes appointments p.4
Six students join administrative residency program p.5
Woman’s Board honors 24 for years’ service p.5
R.N. Anesthetists graduate p.5
Zurich professor named Ralph C. Brown Professor p.6
Chief named to section of Ambulatory Pediatrics p.6
Ex-Messenger dies in Vietnam p.6
Bowling season gets underway p.6
Dixieland benefit night aids Anderson House p.6

Volume 7, Number 1, 1969
Cover Story: Heart Transplant: Campaign involving an entire Hospital p.1+
Dr. Richard Buenger heads Radiology Division as Dr. Fay Squire retires after 34 years p.4
Corridor News p.5
Professional Activities p.5+
Employees refer friends to hospital work p.6
University awards staff promotions p.7
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Educational programs offered to all p.7
LPN'S complete course p.7
Specialty and transport administrators named p.7
Steroid unit boasts United Nations atmosphere p.8
Fee reductions to save patients $233,000 a year p.9
City College names 4 to advisory group p.9
New Annex expands mile square facility p.9
Physician heads University of Illinois community health study p.9
Physician conducts renal research on Himalayan mountain climb p.10+
Four elected to Hospital Board p.12
New financial service offered hospitals p.12
Nursing Alumni plan Homecoming day p.12

Volume 7, Number 2, June 1969
Cover Stories: Hospital Hosts College of Physicians; 185 Foot Ride for Air Conditioner; I.T. Nurse Is Employee of the Year
Spring ceremonies honor 141 employees, Doctors, Trustees, Volunteers p.2
Dr. Bachman heads coagulation lab p.2
Service medallion presented to Physician, Trustee p.2
I.T. Nurse is employee of the year; Top volunteer aids child development p.3
1969 Charter wings 143 to Europe p.4
Associates get Washington posts p.4
Roy E. White heads patent services p.4
Corridor News p.5
Professional Activities p.5+
Founders’ Day photo page 1969 p.6+
Cooling units provide thrilling air show p.9
James Morgan is employee counselor p.9
LPN's attend professional meetings p.9
Attending staff elects officers p.10
Children's floor receives gifts p.10
Hospital hosts College of Physicians p.11
PSLH bowlers close season as top hospital team p.11
Honor Staff Members for professional excellence p.12

Volume 7, Number 3, October 1969
Cover Stories: Combined appeal drive is on-with $35,000 goal set for 1969; Seats available on 1970 charter
Students of Radiologic and Medical Technology Schools earn diplomas p.2
There's still time to refer-a-friend p.3
Employees are eligible for 200 percent jump in tuition aid p.4
Bowling league is off to new season p.4
Mr. Gupta accepts managerial post p.4
Corridor News p.5
Hospital Honors Woman's Board p.5
Young girls take grooming course p.6
House Staff elections and dinner dance held p.6
Symposium held on Parkinson's disease p.6
Nursing Division names two Nurses as assistant chairmen p.6
Miss Flinn devotes time as hospital nurse and Red Cross volunteer, too p.7
Hospital receives membership award at AHA meeting p.8
Gdalman appointed to State position p.8
Professional Activities p.8+
Last year's charter trip - in review p.10

Volume 8, Number 1, February 1970
Hospital revives historic Rush name by reinstating Medical School after 27 years p.1+
Gibbons heads education area p.2
Board of Trustees adds new members p.2
Parisi appointed to managerial position p.2
Pomerantz is new medical director p.3
Bowlers vie in holiday contests p.3
Prominent medical and athletic figures participate in winter sports symposium p.4
Honor paid volunteer on 75th birthday p.5
Several families mark arrival of new infants p.6
Phelan is elected p.6
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Experts show proper use of extinguishers p.6
Hospital to host association of dentists p.6
Long-term employees honored for years of service through awards ceremonies p.7
Ski season is filled with ski club trips p.8
Corridor News p.8+
Vijaya Khatkhate earns $250 grant p.8
Photography department adds new staff member p.8
Professional Activities p.10+
Cub Scouts send greeting cards p.12

Volume 8, Number, 2, April-May 1970
NASA helps relay trans-Atlantic Medical Program p.1
HOSPITAL awards long-term employees, names Mr. Johnson Employee of the Year p.1+
Chapel services honored Nursing School founder: Miss M. Helena McMillan p.3
Administrative re-organization aims for improved patient care p.3
Hospital adopts improved phone system with change to centrex p.4
Mrs. O’Neill completes rehabilitation course p.4
Findlay exhibit is distributed p.4
Disaster Plan: Method for handling mass emergencies p.5
Miss Ellis retires after 40 years p.6
Woman’s Board has new office space p.6
PWL award given to Rush Library p.6
Nursing division marks Illinois Nurses' Week p.6
Corridor News p.7+
Mrs. Webb earns volunteer award in dialysis work p.7
Professional Activities p.9+
J.Apter explains computer usage p.10
HEW member tells of malnutrition p.11
Nursing recruitment is underway in Miami p.11
Comer appointed to managerial position p.11
Employees eligible to bowl at Illini lanes p.11
Shirk is named to succeed Ed Yates p.11
Appointments earned by several employees p.12
Several families mark arrival of new infants p.12

Volume 8, Number 3, October 1970
Dr. Schwartz is named chairman p.1
Dr. Lepper appointed Dean of Rush p.1+
Wilbanks named OB-GYN chairman p.2
Professorship, chair established out of "high regard" for Dr. Boysen p.2+
Jaycees honor D.P. Buchmueller p.3
Combined appeal campaign begins this week; contribute your share p.3
Preparation of 1971 enrollment: Rush Medical College announces Key Academic, administrative appointments p.4+
Professional Activities p.6+
Miss Cane describes work in Nepal p.6
L.P.N.-II program trains nurses to assume added responsibilities p.7
Dr. Campbell receives service award for contributions in health care p.8
Corridor News p.9+
Ellen Codd receives 20,000 B.C.B.S. card p.9
Founder's Day 1970 p.10+
Two families share "son" thousand miles apart p.13
Blomquist elected P.M.A.C. President p.14
House Staff holds annual awards presentations, elects officers p.15
Kirkel accepts managerial post p.15
Former Employee Relations director is named Director of Human Resources p.16

Volume 8, Number 5, November 1970
Cover Stories: Parents keep two week vigil; Hospital grows, 2 floors added; Visitors amuse pediatrics patients
Traveling Zoo Entertains Pediatrics p.2
Rush Faculty hears Stanford surgeon p.3
62 Bowlers join League, elect officers p.3
Hospital grows taller, two floors added p.4
Hospital purchases employee shuttle bus p.4
Administrative Residents begin year study program at hospital p.5
Waldrop retires after 20 years p.5
Couple keep vigil from parking lot p.6
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Mr. Meyer made honorary employee p.6+
Carleton wins Mackinac p.7
1971 Charter seats available p.7+
Gallery features student art show p.8
Doctors perform at Peds [Pediatrics] party p.8
Experts review liver research p.9
Four year old charms pediatrics p.9
Hospital supports blood donor month p.9
Corridor News p.10
Professional Activities p.10+
Symposium explores all phases of skiing p.12
Pastoral care urges patience from callers p.12

Volume 8, Number 6, December 1970
Cover Stories: Volunteers aid hospital staff; Hospital enjoys holiday spirit; Employees find job mobility
Holiday celebration begins at hospital p.2
Hospital announces Trustees, Officers p.3+
Rush receives accreditation p.4
Employees make drive a success p.4
Peds [Pediatrics] receives Christmas check from Illinois Bell employees p.4
Victor Ing displays in gallery p.4
Season underway: Eight teams play in basketball league p.5
Union, Hospital reach agreement p.5
200 free tests given to detect diabetic p.5
Employees find hospital benefits stretch p.6
Employees find job mobility at hospital p.8+
Volunteers bring a friend to hospital p.9
Tea recognizes secretaries p.9+
Corridor News p.10
Professional Activities p.10+

Volume 9, Number 1, January 1971
Cover: Spirit lingers after holidays; Dr. Blue means practice drill; Teamwork helps laundry service
'Dr. Blue' signal begins Peds [Pediatrics] fire drill p.2
Hospital barber retires after 47 years p.3
Employees play role of Santa p.3
Hospital selects quarter employee p.3
Christmas Roundup 1970 p.4+
Teamwork pays: Laundry and linen service handles over 115,000 lbs. of hospital laundry weekly p.6+
Seminars open to personnel p.8
Patients meet, wed in chapel p.8
Keypunch manager demonstrates creative art in window displays p.9
?? &!!5999 p.9
Hospital Santas vary in size, shape and sex p.10
Corridor News p.11
Professional Activities p.11
Gallery features abstract artist p.12

Volume 9, Number 2, February 1971
Program offers career mobility p.1
Hospital begins award program p.1
Orientation program emphasizes hospital operation, philosophy p.1+
Employees enjoy new lounge p.2
?? &!! 5999 p.2
Employees submit art for display; Employe Art Fair May, 1971 p.3
Hospital honors two retirees p.3+
Dermatology keeps pace with hospital expansion, Dr. Malkinson named Chairman p.4+
Medical Group gives assistance in Haiti p.6+
Corridor News p.7+
Professional Activities p.7+

Volume 9, Number 3, March 1971
New award program recognizes outstanding hospital employes p.1
Pastoral care announces chapel schedule for Easter Services p.1+
Hospital names four department chairmen: Dr. James W. Dow, Dr. Ormand C. Julian, Dr. Howard H. Sky-Peck, Dr. Walter W. Whistler p.2+
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Human Resources wins basketball title  p.3+
Bowling League elects 1971-72 officers p.3
Human Resources Department handles needs of over 4000 hospital employes p.4+
Ruth Haas receives second place in newspaper, bowling tournament p.6
Employe Art Fair May, 1971 p.6
Bank sponsors endowed chair  p.6
Management wives tour hospital facilities p.6
??&!! 5999 p.6
Corridor News p.7+
Professional Activities p.7+

Volume 9, Number 4, April 1971
Patient raises research money  p.1+
Hospital honors long-term employes at annual Trustee-Staff dinner Lithuanian employee display features folk culture p.2
Area donates to Tag Day drive p.2
Junior Auxiliary has Easter Fashion Show p.2
Mile Square Health Center holds seminar for over 25 delegates p.3
Employe Art Fair begins in May p.3
Resident forms acting group p.3
Volunteers provide extra services for patients, visitors; aid hospital staff p.4+
Corridor News p.6
Professional Activities p.6+
??&!! 5999 p.7
Charter departs with 143 aboard p.8

Volume 9, Number 5, May 1971
Hospital names Roger McGhee Employe of the Quarter, Year p.1+
Hospital hold Founder’s Day p.1+
Cooperative attitude describes Leo Galvin, Volunteer of Year p.3
Obstetrics-Gynecology Department offers comprehensive Family Planning program p.4+
Corridor News p.6
Professional Activities p.6+
Dental Clinic holds open house p.7
??&!! 5999 p.7
Singing Club raises $20,000 for esophageal equipment, research p.8

Volume 9, Number 6, June 1971
Hospital begins employe suggestion plan p.1
Rush reopens in fall with 90 students p.1+
Panel discusses heart patients p.2
Pediatric patients prepare for surgery p.3
Intern Staff, RPSLMC, 1971-1972 p.4+
Corridor Views p.6+
Professional Activities p.6+
??&!! 5999 p.7
Day School offers comprehensive program p.8

Volume 9, Number 7, July 1971
Cover: Long range plan issue:  Spirit of 1976; Expansion to cost $91 Million; Statement by A. B. Dick, III
Spirit of 1976 p.2
Expansion to cost $91 Million p.3
Unique Geriatric Center to be built p.4
Rush to be reactivated  p.5
Did you know? p.6
Elements of expanded Medical Center p.7+
Know your Medical Center p.9+
Q & A re H.M.O. p.15
Employee HMO starts July 1 p.16
Statement by A. B. Dick, III p.16

Volume 9, Number 8, August 1971
Cover Story:  Unit provides postoperative care to radical surgery patient p.2+
ANCHOR begins service p.4
Educational programs graduate 54 p.4+
Centralized materials program yields efficiency and savings  p.6
Medical Center names three section directors:  Julien T. Archie, M.D., M.P.H., Joseph V. Brazie, M.D., Paul E. Carson, M.D.
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Professional Activities [Attending staff annual election results] p.8+
Annual House Staff awards p.9
Founder’s Day p.10
Shuttle bus service p.10
Corridor News p.11
Q and A p.11
Alumni Association holds meeting p.12
Lost and Found p.12
Pastoral care and education recognizes Community Clergy p.12

Volume 9, Number 9, September 1971
Cover Story: Rush Medical College; Curriculum and Student p.1+
Employees win cash awards for methods improvement studies p.4
Cantrell named MSHC Project Director p.5
Betty Kuhar is employee of Quarter p.6
All employees wear identification badges p.6
1972 Charter Flight planned p.6
Samuel G. Taylor Endowed Chair of Oncology p.7
Perlia named Oncology Director p.7
ANCHOR extends enrollment period p.8
Curtin named department Chairman p.8
New Employee Benefit: Auto Insurance p.8
Corridor News p.9
Dance taught at Armour Day School p.9
Professional Activities p.10+
Construction begins on 1,500 car garage p.11
Golf outing planned p.12
New offices for OB-GYN, Ambulatory Care Administration, Library p.12

Volume 9, Number 10, October 1971
Cover Story: Unit focuses on problems of youth p.2+
Rush Medical College orientation p.4
Sadove heads Anesthesiology p.5
Hollenbecks exhibit p.5
Coordinator of Tissue Biology named: Raymond U. Seals, Ph.D. p.5
Volunteers prepare for October activities p.6
Administrative Appointments: Steven Rueter, John Soderholm, George Belsey p.6
Professional Activities p.7
Keeping up with the Ski Club p.8
Corridor News p.8

Volume 9, Number 11, November 1971
Cover Story: Radiation Therapy
Rush Medical College holds luncheon p.2+
Radiation Therapy graduates seven p.3
"Together we will make the difference" p.4
Researchers form Thrombosis Club p.5
Hospital honors Woman’s Board p.5
Connective tissue workshop held p.5
Medical Records: where it all gets together p.6+
Division of Nursing reorganizes p.8
Administrative Residents begin study program p.9
PNA Program begins second class p.9
Preparations begin for Xmas Program p.9
Standing room only for “Lunch-In” p.10
Professional Activities p.11
Corridor News p.12
New offices and relocations p.12

Volume 9, Number 12, December 1971
Cover Story: MSHC holds groundbreaking
Rush Alumni return home p.2
MSHC holds groundbreaking p.3
A wheelchair for Allen Mitchell p.4
Ernestine Smith is Employee of the Quarter p.5
Mrs. Norris retires p.5
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Volume 10, Number 1, January 1972
Cover Story: Four Hospitals Join Network
Four Hospitals Join Network p.2
Q & A Re Network of Hospitals p.3
Leon Dingle Named Allied Health Dean P.3
Board Named Blettner New Chairman p.4
Disaster Plan Rehearsal Held p.5+
January Declared Blood Donor Month p.6+
Professional Activities p.7
Personnel Policies and Procedures Quiz p.8
Corridor News p.8

Volume 10, Number 2, February 1972
Cover Story: Network of Hospitals: Profiles of First Four
Graphic Reproduction: Communication in Printed Form p.2+
Network of Hospitals: Profiles of First Four p.4+
PNA Program Graduates 12 p.6
Institute on Local Health Care Systems p.7
The Rules of the Establishment p.7
$20,000 Deposit in Community Bank p.8
A Lithuanian Christmas Display p.8
Pilgrimage to Japan p.9
Physical Fitness for Day Schoolers p.9
Professional Activities p.10+
Corridor News p.11
Frischer Named New Lab Chief p.12
Charter Flight Seats Available p.12
Chicago Health Care Scene Seminar Series p.12

Volume 10, Number 3, March 1972
Cover Story: LADS Offers Free Day to 40 Children
Psychiatric Nursing: a key to reality p.2+
Officer Peter Mosby is Employee of the Quarter p.4
Suggestion Plan Announces Winners p.5
LADS offers free day for 40 children p.6
Thrombosis Center Team Awarded Cochems Prize p.7
Center names new Department Heads: David I Chiefetz, Ph.D., Jorge Galante, M.D., D.M.Sc., Joyce C. Lashof, M.D., p.7+
Harris Bank Sponsors 1972 Fashion Show p.8
In Memoriam: Edwin M. Miller, M.D. p.9
Employees to stage Fashion Show p.9
Professional Activities p.9+
Corridor News p.12
Pediatric Anesthesia Conference Held p.12

Volume 10, Number 4, April 1972
Cover Story: Nursing College Plans Announced p.1+
Woman’s Board creates Pastoral Fellowship p.3
Raffle to benefit scholarship fund p.3
Mrs. Robert Lamson is Volunteer-of-the-Year p.4+
The President’s new secretary p.6
Schedule of Events p.6
New Suggestion Winners p.6
Nursing Homecoming is April 20 p.6
Professional Activities p.7+
Corridor News p.8
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Volume 10, Number 5, May 1972
Cover Story: "We Want You... In The Picture Of Health"
Christman speaks at first nursing seminar p.2
Three trek through Africa p.2+
McGee's Investment in ANCHOR Pays Off p.3
New X-Ray program offers AS Degree p.3
Corridor News p.4
Employee Fashion Show highlights p.5
House Staff donates $1,000 for Room 3 at LADS p.5
"...In the Picture of Health" p.5
Nurse recruitment seminar held p.6
Trustees, Staff honored for years of service p.6
Judie Miller tells of the AAMA p.6
Professional Activities p.7+
Meetings held p.8
Professorship Endowed p.8

Volume 10, Number 6, June 1972
Cover Story: EKG by Phone Saves Time, Money, Space
Ernestine Smith is Employee of the Year p.2
Rookies lead 2-0 p.2
Employee Award Committee named p.2
Ruby Gilbert really cares p.3
Annual Alumni Meeting to be held p.3
EKG by phone saves time, money, space p.4+
Enrollment begins for LADS Kindergarten p.6
Corridor News p.6
Professional Activities p.6+
Woman's Board News p.8

Volume 10, Number 7, July 1972
Cover Story: Suggestion Plan Pays Off
Rumor Clinic p.2
Isabella Ingram retires p.3
Suggestion plan pays off p.4
Annual House Staff Awards p.5
Founder's Day 1971 p.6+
Round About p.14
Corridor News p.15
Advisory Council represents Employees p.16
Professional Activities p.16

Volume 10, Number 8, August 1972
Cover Story: MSHC Teams: "So Much Easier"
Round About p.2
Granger Award goes to Gwendolyn Lewis p.2
Rookies win it all p.3
MSHC Teams... p.4+
Anton Dorner and the incinerator p.6+
Educational programs graduate 52 p.8+
Corridor News p.10+
Professional Activities p.12

Volume 10, Number 9, September 1972
Cover Story: Two Branch Hospitals to be Constructed p.1,3
Round About p.2
$1 Million Gift for Immunology Chair p.4
Gewurz named to Coogan Chair p.4
Our Publications win Four Awards p.5
Mobley named Urology Chairman p.6
Fashion Show set for September 27 p.6
Suggestion plan winners p.6
Bone Pathology course planned p.7
Professional Activities p.7+
New Appointments: Dr. John A. Boswick, Jr., Dr. James H. Nichols,
Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
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Marc A. Pomerantz, Diane Meyer, Mrs. Alla Mae Davis, Mr. William W. Lyon, Mrs. Xenia E. Jenkins, Mr. Edwin L. Glunz p.8

Volume 10, Number 10, October 1972
Cover Story: Clayborn and Emma Turner: Together in Every Way
Galesburg Hospital Joins Network p.2
Christman elected to National Academy p.3
Clayborn and Emma Turner: Together in Every Way p.4+
Miles Square Becomes a Community Corporation p.6
Crusade of Mercy: "People Helping People" p.6
GED and CLEP: Keys to a Brighter Future p.7
Drug Addicts Find "The Path" p.8+
Radiation Therapy Graduates five p.10
Corridor News p.10+
Professional Activities p.11+

Volume 10, Number 11, November 1972
Cover Story: Rush Academic Building Plans Announced
Round About p.2
Hospital cost ungodly? Results can justify it. p.3
Rush Academic Building Plans Announced p.4+
New Chairman, Center, Chair for Psychiatry p.6
Medical Center Honors Woman's Board, Volunteers p.7
Rush receives Student Aid funds p.7
Fairy Tales Teach Psychiatric Principles p.8
Barton named Assistant to Allied Health Dean p.8
Cardiology Chair Established p.9
Employee Information Center debuts p.9
Preparations begin for 2nd annual Xmas program p.10
College Extension courses offered p.11
Professional Activities p.11+
Corridor News p.12

Volume 20, Number 12, December 1972
Cover Story: Happy Holidays
"A Personal View" p.2
Belsey and Buhrmann named to branches p.2
DeKalb Hospital is Sixth in Network p.3
Margaret Schlagel is Employee of the Quarter p.4
LADS Learn Reading Readiness p.5
More Suggestion Plan winners p.5
Hudson to Head Ambulatory Care p.6
The Ten Commandments of Patient Care p.6
Builder donates "Fine" to Hospital p.6
Pomerantz named Geriatrics Director p.6
Annual Charter Flight to Take Off p.7
Ten Days in Switzerland p.7
Farewell and Good Wishes p.8
We Thank You Mrs. Velthuys p.8
New Teaching Device for Urology p.9
Professional Activities p.10+
New Appointments: Dr. Frank Morrell, Dr. Charles Schauf, Dr. Virbhandas Arjun, Dr. Shigeru Hatano p.11
Holiday Calendar p.12

Volume 11, Number 1, January 1973
Cover Story: Parking Garage Opens
A Personal view - Richard Sassetti, M.D.
Kudos: Andrew Charles, Robert Damptz, James Scharf, F. Daniel Cantrell, Jack Chalker, Alice Johnson, Debbie Lewis, Leona Penn
Gail L. Warden wins administrator award
New home for graphic reproduction
Announcing Rush University
Parking garage opens
An educational network for Rush
Service league ladies aid RPSL South
Professional Activities
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Volume 11, Number 2, February 1973
Cover Story: Unit Provides Coronary and Medical Intensive Care
RoundAbout
Strohi receives institute award
Appoint Graettinger to University post
Unit provides coronary and medical intensive care
Liebson named director
Charter seats still available
Employees welcome new canteen
Marshall Field IV center dedicated
Professional Activities
Roving reporter captures comments

Volume 11, Number 3, March 1973
Cover Story: Sanborn Houser is Volunteer of the Year
Kudos: Arthur Wood, Robert Tetik, Margo Mansfield
Teaching Program for diabetics continues
Edna Edwards is employee of the quarter
State appointments head RPSL staff changes - Lepper, Lashof, Hejna, James Schoenberger, Penfield Faber
Sanborn Houser is volunteer of the year
Professional Activities

Volume 11, Number 4, April 1973
Cover Story: Christ Community Offers Core Clerkship
RoundAbout
Take a secretary to lunch - April 22-28
Corridor News
Employee honesty recognized
Branch hospitals receive permits
Network awarded research grant
Central DuPage joins network
Christ Community offers core clerkship
Professional Activities

Volume 11, Number 5, May 1973
Cover Story: Your Hospital...A Caring Community, Your Health...Our Common Concern
RoundAbout
Spring Symposia Abound
Endowed chair marks Dr. Friedberg's 65th
Art Fair '73
ANCHOR opens enrollment
Elegant elephant scores rousing success
The hospital that never sleeps...a tribute to the RPSL night shift
Patients receive Bill of Rights
Patients evaluate hospital
"A Caring Community"
Gordon named JRB Administrator
Professional Activities

Volume 11, Number 6, June 1973
Cover Story: Margaret Schlagel is Employee of the Year, 1972
RoundAbout
Heart expert tells of new baby test
Corridor news
Leona Chappel named employee of the quarter
Margaret Schlagel is employee of the year for 1972
First internal disaster drill rehearsed
Dying patient care discussed
Founder's Day 1973
Trustees, staff honored for years of service
Professional Activities

Volume 11, Number 7, July 1973
Cover Story: Rush Medical College Holds 99th Commencement
RoundAbout
Kudos: Joyce Lashof, Doris Harrell, Dewey Homes, James Woods
Medical Affairs Director for RPSL branches named - Robert E. Reynolds
Rush Medical College holds 99th Commencement
New program shortens physician training time
Two on 10 East win Granger award
Illinois Resolution praises RPSL
Medical Staff elects officers
Nursing Homecoming ’73
Annual house staff awards
Radiologic tech school holds graduation
Nurse associate programs graduate 43
Professional Activities

Volume 11, Number 8, August 1973
Cover Story: New Architectural Plans
RoundAbout
Kudos: Luther Christman, Iris Shannon, Jan Fawcett, Bruce Douglas, Mr. Kona
New division supports patient care
Professional Activities
Medical Center honors employees
Occupational therapy aids rehabilitation
Appointments: Yvonne Munn, Susan Dunitz
Professional Activities
Student volunteers brighten summer
PhotoRounds

Volume 11, Number 9, September 1973
Cover Story: Blood Bank Extends Thanks
RoundAbout
Kudos: Donald Oder, Leon Dingle
Medicine Harnesses energy for ultrasound
Distinguished alumnus - Dr. Harold Schuknecht
Radiation therapy trains technologists
Judy Mittle is employee of the quarter
New Mile Square building opens
Corridor News
Understanding is key for life with MS
Seminar enhances secretarial skills
Garber named new Vice President
Professional Activities
Medical records receives face-lift
Learning pays at RPSL

Volume 11, Number 10, October 1973
Cover Story: First Undergraduate Nursing Class of Rush, College of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
RoundAbout
Kudos: Jan Fawcett, Ira Rosenthal, Gail Warden
Nursing and Allied Health classes begin
Meet three nursing college students
Rush Bookstore opens
Professional Activities
Innovation is a LARC
Stella Morken retires
Corridor News
Extension school classes begin
Kidney preservation permits long-distance transport
Appointments - Maynard Timmons, Elizabeth Rozek
Kubler-Ross comes for seminar
Help people help themselves - Crusade of Mercy
Nurse anesthetist week observed
Medline available
Fashion show scores success

Volume 11, Number 11, November 15, 1973
Cover Story: Rush Medical College, Groundbreaking 1973
Break ground for Rush Medical College home
James A. Campbell, M.D.
Answers to your construction questions
Rush through the years
William F. Hejna, M.D., Dean, Rush Medical College - Interview
A building to suit the curriculum
Building a building

Volume 11, Number 12, November 1973
Cover Story: Human Resources - a new monthly feature
RoundAbout
Kudos: Deborah Gerken, Raymond Seale, Evan Barton, Jan Fawcett, Betty Marrs
New help for the asthmatic
Woman’s board and volunteers honored
Health grant to help inner city
Appointments: Rev. Robert W. Jais, Rev. Larry Ulrich
You and your job
Building a bank account
Alcoholism unit opens
Holiday beauty in art gallery
Professional Activities
Sex roles discussed
Weir named to new post
Cancer society honors Dr. Taylor
Gift of a lifetime
An open letter
PhotoRounds

Volume 11, Number 13, December 1973
Cover Story: A Look Inside the Brain
RoundAbout
Kudos: Frederick Deinhardt, Frederick Merkel, John W. Curtin, Samuel G. Taylor, III
You and your job
Trustees elect new members - Donnelley, Douglass, Montgomery, Loucks, Shaw, Roberts
Giving the gift of life
RPSL responds to energy crisis
New life through facial surgery
Groundbreaking 1973
Robbie’s return
Appointments - Gordon Bass, Edward Johnson
Nursing care discussed at Network conference
Operating room nurses retire
Professional Activities
Hepatology fellows hold reunion
an RPSL Christmas
New state bill ensures women’s health
RPSL offers TB skin test
First nursing educators named
“Can you see the fractured platelet?”
Lithuanians display holiday art

Volume 12, Number 1, January 1974
Cover Story: The Amazing Analyzer
RoundAbout
Heartfelt thanks
ACM meets at Rush
Monthly women’s lectures scheduled
Tax clinic offered
The amazing analyzer
You and your job
Learning while working
A reminder...
Statistical highlights 1972-73
PhotoRounds
Sharing love at LADS
Professional Activities
In the Beginning...
Car, Money Head raffle prizes
Rawson's new addition
Illinois teaches New York and New Jersey
King memorial service held
Readership survey

Volume 12, Number 2, February 1974
Cover Story: New Hospital Administrator Named
RoundAbout
Kudos: Will Ryan, Bruce Douglas
Thank you, RPSL
Ultrasound seminar hosted
Holiday artist decorates Schwebpe
Register for classes
Thrombosis center hosts group
Innovative and perceptive role
Cheifetz named associate dean
Perlina Gipson: "Loyalty and dedication"
You and your job
Employee relations director named
Vacation in Austria
Welcome to Smith Lounge
Job openings
Salute to RPNSL Nurses
Urology receives video system
"An Interesting and Exciting Career"
Ruth Schmidt retires
Professional Activities
Raffle Prize donated
Orthopedists report on child abuse
Dr. Henikoff and the prince
Steelworkers donate blood
Newest faces in ambulatory care
Corridor News

Volume 12, Number 3, March 1974
Cover Story: Illinois Nurse's Week
RoundAbout
Spring Holiday Time
The New Consultant
Medical Assistants Plan Workshop
Rush-Grinnell Program Announced
Added Weapon to Combat Cancer
The World of Restful Alertness
Professional Activities
You and Your Job
U.S. Savings Bonds
Comer Adds New Post
Update Your W-4
A Great Match
Traveling with the Bloodmobile
Corridor Views
Happy 99!
Hull named to new post
On Tour
Nursing VP names assistant
The 98.6 Time-saver
A Starr-Edwards for Christmas
Credit through life experience
PhotoRounds

Volume 12, Number 4, April 1974
Cover Story: The Misenheimer Story
RoundAbout
Kudos: William F. Hughes, Wayne M. Lerner
Skid into summer
The child and heart surgery
McCollum Fund
New post for Mansfield
The Misenhimer story
1974 Fashion show sponsor announced
Bookstore opens
Construction chronicle
Dr. Bonbrest to the rescue
The man with a smile
You and your job
Commandments of patient care
Turn down, turn off
Face-lift for pediatrics clinic
Professional Activities
Attending staff blood drawing
Rehearsing for disaster
The Ob-Gyna arrives
Instant replay
Corridor News
PhotoRounds
Saluting Miss Woodruff

Volume 12, Number 5, May 1974
Cover Story: Founder’s Day
The Patient helping patients
Attending staff blood drawing
The crafts and concern of Virginia Berbaum
Medical staff and trustees honored for years of service
“Get to know us before you need us”
Growing up with the hospital
The man of many hats
Mrs. Thomas Bradbury: dedicated volunteer
Volunteer of the year
Alex Szreader: ‘a smile and a courteous bow’

Volume 12, Number 6, June 6, 1974
Cover Story: Rush Medical College, the 100th Commencement
The first years of Rush
Rush marks 100th commencement
Keynote speaker: Robert H. Ebert, M.D.
Commencement awards and special honors
The Phoenix Award, 1974 - Todd S. Ing, M.D.
Admissions and the student
Rush Medical College - Class of 1974
RoundAbout
“Genetics and Ethics”
Mrs. McCullom’s appreciation
IRS thanks RPSL
Afternoon in May
Mrs. Gibson is top employee of 1973
Raffle winners announced
Visitors from the north
Professional Activities
Visiting the alma mater
Trustees, staff honored for years of service
Founder’s Day - 1974
PhotoRounds
Training the new physician

Volume 12, Number 7, July 1974
Cover Story: Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley, Patient
RoundAbout
Doctors, students aid community effort
Let’s smile
The 100th Commencement of RMC
RPSL’s famous patient
Cancer center for Illinois
It took a diplomat - and here he is
The 12,000 hours of Mrs. Velthuys
Big day for Sigma Xi
Annual awards honor house staff
Dr. Gilchrist is top alumnus ’74
Medical staff officers elected
New play tells Dr. Rush story
Professional Activities
Accreditation visit for Rush University
Branch news
RPSL-North
RPSL-South
PhotoRounds
Appointments: Helen L. Longs, Karen McNeilly
1974 Fashion show approaches

Volume 12, Number 8, August 1974
Cover Story: Construction of New Facilities for Rush University
RoundAbout
Sign up for bowling
Ski club meeting
Money for kidney machine
New paging system
Junior league seminar
Bethany Brethren/Garfield Park joins Network
Exchanging research, exchanging friendship: the US/USSR Commission on Viral Oncology
Construction chronicle
New house staff on board
You and your job
Introducing the new PNA-MNA graduates
Nursing appointments
Fisk joins Rush educational network
New employee tuition plan
Rush University accredited
New Development officers named - Vance Johnson, Andrew Wilcox
Corridor News
Kellogg grant aids Network
Ann Cavallone retires
Mary Romero named nurse of the year
Art Gallery features employees
Intern staff - 1974-1975
Professional Activities
PhotoRounds

Volume 12, Number 9, September 1974
Cover Story: Adolescent Family Center
RoundAbout
Kudos: George F. Smith, Evan M. Barton, John S. Long, Richard J. Sassetti, Bruce L. Douglas
The Adolescent Family Center: Help for the Teenage Mother
Blood Drive reaches out
You and Your Job
Compensation for crime victims
Remember Confidentiality
Medic Alert saves lives
ANCHOR extends services
The volunteers of summer
Communications names new personnel
Corridor Views
Branch news
Construction chronicle
Professional Activities
Lighting the Night
RPSL graduates radiation therapy technologists
New titles
Health fair attracts youngsters

Volume 12, Number 10, October 1974
Cover Story: Crusade of Mercy
RoundAbout
Giving that extra effort - Ken Jensen
Dr. Gilchrist retires
Branch News
RPSL North
RPSL South
Bigger and better: Rush University begins its second year
A Fashionable day at Medinah
Elections and service awards highlight woman's board annual meeting
From Rush to Africa
Help others - give your fair share
Volunteer News
Corridor News
New post for Hull
Professional Activities
PhotoRounds

Volume 12, Number 11, November 1974
Cover Story: A Statement of Affirmative Action Philosophy of the Medical Center
RoundAbout
New fashion show leader
Moving around
Luncheon scores success
Mrs. Hodgkin, spokeswoman
Trustees hold annual meeting
Fr. Millea named chaplain
Free employee parking lot opens
Nursing research center planned
Certificates for acute care nurses
No-smoking area reserved
Nursing program expanded
Schuh appointed administrator
Party for senior out-patients
Marketing director named
Building blocks - excavation starts for connecting tower
Volunteer news
Seniors pay a visit
Corridor news
Enroll for blood insurance
Professional Activities
Medical Center-North gets check
Dr. Straus dies
MS unit members attend meeting
Brain scan seminar

Volume 12, Number 12, December 1974
Cover Story: Appeal for Blood
RoundAbout
Kudos: Luther Christman, Jack Weinberg, George Flanagan, Lenn Block, Cheryl Haugh, Jane Wheeler Warren, Frederick K. Merkel, New chairmen appointed - Caldarelli, Schmidt, Weinstein
The blood crisis
Blind donor helps others
Volunteer news
Building blocks - academic facility takes shape
Forum on family practice
`You and your job
Parties prohibited in care areas
MRFIT makes a visit
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A letter on smoking - James A. Campbell
Reading writing and algebra
Professional activities - Dr. Lambert retires
An experiment in art

Volume 13, Number 1, January/February 1975
Cover Story: RPSL Regional Perinatal Center
RoundAbout
Kudos: Felix Escalas, James L. Cavanaugh, David B. Rubin, John W. Curtin
Exhibit gets grand prize
EEO coordinator named
Research and support grow
Cheifetz named acting dean
Sprague professorship named
The Perinatal Center - a struggle for life
Volunteer Services
Mrs. Velthuys celebrates 80th
Volunteers spread holiday spirit
PIT moves
Holmes named to head new section
Rechargeable pacemaker implanted
Triage unit opens
Helping patients cope
A party for everyone
Professional Activities

Volume 13, Number 2, March 1975
Cover Story: NIRMP Results Announced, Seniors Excel
RoundAbout
House of Vision now operating dispensary
Match results outstanding: Campbell
Employee of the Quarter - Virginia J. Jones
Benjamin Rush home restoration: birthplace to be rebuilt
Volunteer Services
Volunteer directors discuss problems, ideas
Seminar for volunteers
Kids love their visit
Program begun with Mt. Sinai
Bush continues support
Faculty wives give $5,000
Planning for branches halted
You and Your Job - savings bonds a good buy
ANCHOR representatives appointed
Infant care studied
Smoking petition circulated
Professional Activities
PhotoRounds

Volume 13, Number 3, April/May 1975
Cover Story: Fair Thee Well
Employees up for honors
A constant concern is our spirit
First Rush University commencement
Leukemia Society award to Falk
Nursing grads reunited
Volunteer Fair held
Volunteers honored
Video screens and typewriters
Grand rounds for small but grand people
Professional Activities
Anderson acting chairman
House drawing set - Blood news
Trobaugh named blood chairman
You and Your job - job openings
Volume 13, Number 4, June 1975
Cover Story: Commencement, A Family Affair
Rush U. holds first commencement
Honors and awards
First Rush nursing graduates
The Medical Center's Mr. Electricity
Founder's Day
Poetry, praise and awards from A to Z
Awards, tributes and new officers for the medical staff
Bogdonoff elected president
Campbell outlines main themes for continued success
Contractual agreements needed: Hejna
Staff members honored for their service
Trustees hear reports at spring meeting
Trustees, spouses take grand tour
Faculty meets; new committee members elected
New fellows and residents 1975-1976
RFWA forums
New officers for faculty wives
Judy Stedronsky, R.N., Employee of the Quarter
Day School accepting applications

Volume 13, Number 5, July 1975
Cover Story: Orthopedic Surgery, Gait Lab
Body scanner to arrive in December
Delbert's walking!
Pediatrics ICU remodeled
The gait lab
Carson to head pharmacology
Volunteer recruiter of the year
Joy, tears, admiration at commencement
Professional Activities
Appointments: Sarah Detmer, Edmund Bolton, Hermann Mattenheimer, Frank Leavitt

Volume 13, Number 6, August 1975
Cover Story: “Topping Out” New Rush Academic Facility
RoundAbout
Rx for ailing lungs
Defects in nerve transmission studied
You and your job: continuing education
ANCHOR expands
New marketing director appointed
Dr. Hass honored
Lake Forest joins academic network
Professional Activities
Workshop discusses effect of eating habits on heart disease
Nuclear medicine exhibits
PhotoRounds

Volume 13, Number 7, September 1975
Cover Story: Medical Technologists
RoundAbout
Kudos: Iris Shannon, George Wilbanks, Rev. Bernard Pennington, Henry Gewurz, Max S. Sadove, William McCarthy, Robert M. Kark, Sue Heggyvary, Lucille Davis, Jan Fawcett
Summer volunteers honored at luncheon
Gdalman honored at retirement
Security officers “always there to help”
Employee of quarter
Implement fifth Pathway program
Volunteers needed for heart study
Students learn about health careers
Professional Activities
Appointments: Mary Ann Eells, Rand Baird, John E. Trufant, William Battle, Ramesh Chhablani, Csaba Hegyvary, Laurens Ackerman

PhotoRounds

Volume 13, Number 8, October 1975
Cover Story: EMI Brain Scanner – Margaret Thatcher Visits
RoundAbout
Kudos: Jorge Galante, Philip Liebson, Robert Reynolds, Terry Banich, Kenneth Gracz, A. Lenn Block, Frederick Merkel
RPSL bookstore has new hours
Annual volunteer day October 29th
RPSL gives free diabetes test Nov. 17-21
Hand surgery course to be held in December
Team combats child abuse
49th annual Fashion Show completes Pediatrics chair funding
Cancer center funded
You and your job: worker’s compensation
RPSL’s medical illustrator
Crusade of Mercy Drive
Second annual tomography course Nov. 6-7
Blood donors needed
Appointments: John Graettinger, Homer Manfredi, Anthony Indovina, Mary Glessner, Mary Ann Cardello
New students arrive
House officers sign contracts
Professional Activities
Aids downstate Illinois hospital
PhotoRounds
Nuclear medicine holds party
Radiation therapy graduates
Neonatal ICU remodeled

Volume 13, Number 9, November 1975
Cover Story: Nurse Anesthetists
Professional Activities
Historical gift for Medical Center Volunteer day
Hematology helped by ‘medical robot’
You and your job: life insurance
Crusade of Mercy
Focus on Admitting Department
Woman’s Board holds annual meeting
RoundAbout
Kudos: Gail Warden, Phillip Liebson, Ronald Weinstein, Norma Wagoner
RPSL surgeons attend national clinical congress
Health category of 11th Annual Chicago International Film Festival to be held at Schewpe-Sprague
High school raises $562 for oncology research
December registration for U. of I. continuing education courses
First annual Luther Christman award presented
Appointments: John Graettinger, Pathology Department, Functional Occupational Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Respiratory Therapy, Ruth Johnsen, Joyce Stoops, David Bertauski, Nancy Jo Zega, Verlin Guiffre
Dr. Hejna favors four year medical school

PhotoRounds

Volume 13, Number 10, December 1975
Cover Story: Listening to Heart of Medical Center
RoundAbout
Kudos: Lucille Davis, Richard Powers, George Wilbanks, Michael Colandrea, Philip Liebson, James A. Campbell
Grants awarded
Gift of life
Trustees hold annual meeting
College of Health Sciences formed
Install Heart Sound Teaching System
Medical Center Tour
Speech program involves child/parents
Employee of the quarter
Something for everyone ... (food service)
Professional Activities Deceased - Cecil C. Draa, M.D.

PhotoRounds
Volume 13, Number 11, January 1976
Cover Story: Sheridan Road Pavilion Joins RPSLMC
Mt. Sinai-RPSL sign agreement
SRP an integral part of RPSL
Crusade of Mercy exceeds goal
Continuing education registration set
College of Nursing accredited

RoundAbout
Kudos: Robert L. Devetski, Phyllis Thompson, Marie Sinioris, James A. Campbell, William E. Battle, Margo Mansfield
Grant to Nutrition Program
Ski Club
Laurance Armour extends hours
Chapel Memorial Fund
"Lot of goodies for everyone"
Blood Bank gets cell separator machine
January - blood donor month
Biofeedback aids tension headaches

Professional Activities
'75 in review
Research awards increase in '75
Medical Center investigators receive $5,695,000 in research awards
Focus on cast room

Volume 14, Number 3, March 1976
Cover Story: RPSLMC Laundry Department
Rub-a-dub-dub ... 104,000 lbs. of laundry in a tub
Eisenberg named first occupant of Bard Chair of Physiology
Carton named pulmonary medicine director


RoundAbout
Kudos: Robert A. Miller, Jane Ulsafer, Kenjo Aimi, David C. Garron
First Stanton A. Friedberg visiting professor of Otolaryngology
Guest lecturer on British health system
Faculty wives to hold art auction
Hold career programs for Rush students
Affiliated college students visit RPSLMC

Former Nursing School director dies
"How to say no to a rapist and survive"
Dr. Meehan retires

Hard work does pay off
Employee of the Quarter

Professional Activities
You and your job: salary review
Rush medical students present scientific papers

PhotoRounds

Volume 14, Number 4, April 1976
Cover Story: Rush Cancer Center
Symposium honors Dr. Capps
Nuclear body scanner installed

Nursing program helps homebound patients
Appointments: Donald S. Ebersman, Paul W. Wong, Eugene Uretz, Joyce Croft

Children's Therapeutic Day School

Professional Activities
You and Your Job: unit clerk training program

RoundAbout
Kudos: James L. Cavanaugh, Lynn Merrill, Floyd A. Davis, Edsel Hudson, Marshall Blankenship, Frederick D. Malkinson Social Service

Month
Promise magazine to be published by Sun-Times May 16
Nobel laureate lectures at Medical Center

Symposium on "Should nurses be doctors?" held in March
Health fair to be held May 14th

Woman's Board holds Book Sale

Ms. Softball team at RPSL

Medical Technologist Week April 11-17

RMC seniors/house staff "find their match"
PhotoRounds

Volume 14, Number 5, May/June 1976
Cover Story: Benjamin Rush
Rush University holds Commencement 1976
Two awarded honorary degrees
Honors and awards
Founder's Day - Honor employees for service
Employee of the Year - "Psychic income important"
Ludean Tharpe named Employee of the Quarter
You and your job: social security
Honor medical staff for service
Praise medical staff for accomplishments
Audit for outcome - Bogdonoff asks medical staff
Enhance quality as growth stabilizes: Hejna
Woman's Board pledges $2 million for Cancer Treatment Center
College of Nursing adopts coat of arms
Faculty wives elect officers
Nurses hold Alumni Tea
Borwells donate chapel organ
Body scanner installed; brain scan costs cut
Microbiology technician honored for 50 years' service
RoundAbout
Kudos: Paul H. Hollinger, Robert M. Kark
See latest in uniforms June 23 at fashion show
Parking garage to open in July
RoundAbout
MRFIT enrollment closed
Hospital code of conduct
New employee health service hours
Train medical center fire brigade
Offer nutrition course this summer
Former RPSLMC administrator dies
New fellows and residents 1976-1977
PhotoRounds

Volume 14, Number 6, July 1976
Cover Story: Commencement
Klutznick elected Trustee, Wood named Life Trustee
Trustees approve budget
Woman's Board to hold Fashion Show and Gala
Department of religion and Health established
Student writes health oath
The Oath of the Health Professional
Sexual health care of patients subject of new inservice program
RoundAbout
Picnic honors graduates
In Memoriam: Henrietta Froehlke
Oncology chair endowed
More power to you
Professional Activities
Infant Day care for employees' children to begin this fall
New diagnostic test for coronary artery disease
Blood campaign begins this month
Staff gives blood in emergency
You and your job: salary adjustments
PhotoRounds

Volume 14, Number 8, September 1976
Cover Story: September 14 is Rush University Day
Open new home of Rush University
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Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s and Schwab sign association agreement
Crusade of Mercy goal: $52,500
Margaret H. Taylor - Employee of the Quarter
Supervisors complete management training
Professional Activities
Brueschke appointed chairman, Department of Family Practice
RoundAbout
Historical Society honors 50th Fashion Show
Kudos: Rand Baird, William F. Hughes, Carl E. Eybel, Ramesh Chhablani
Dr. Wakefield is Chicago-Mackinac race fleet surgeon
Annie Baker appointed director, central service
Sochacki is named associate director of medical records
Six departments complete blood drive
Trufant named assistant vice president
Fred Shapiro, M.D., dies

PhotoRounds

Volume 14, Number 9, October/November 1976
Cover Story: Youth Motivation Program
Medical Center encourages minority students to pursue health careers
Enrollment of Rush University at all time high
Woman’s Board celebrates 50th anniversary of fashion show
Woman’s Board holds annual meeting
Rush University dedicates new academic facility
Morris Fishbein, M.D.
Surgery telecast from Medical Center to surgeons’ convention
RoundAbout
Group blood assurance drive sees record set
Free diabetes tests offered
Graduation for supervisory management trainees
Enrollment open - LADS
Human Resources offers free money-saving booklets
Local nursing honor society established
Psychiatric intensive care unit opens
Radiation therapy holds graduation
Kudos: James A. Schoenberger, Richard L. Ellis, Karen McNeily, Michael Hartings, Steven Gitelis, Harry P. Elam
Professional Activities
Appointments: Barbara Boesch, Richard Lessor
Rare blood disease requires Medical Center tests
Crusade of Mercy still taking pledges

Volume 14, Number 10, December 1976
Cover Story: Volunteer Day
Trustee elections held
Expand senior vice president roles
Dr. Henikoff named acting vice president, medical affairs
Dr. Hejna gives faculty five-year progress report
Volunteers receive honors and thanks on their day
Anne Belle Jacks is Employee of the Quarter
Medical Center and Christ Hospital expand cooperation
Bowman Center opens
In Memoriam: Charles P. Perlia, Fay Huffman Squire, Loren W. Avery
RoundAbout
Floyd Davis receives National Multiple Sclerosis grant
Alfred Solomon honored for 50 years of service
Kudos: Ronald S. Weinstein, Peggy Lusk, Frank R. Hendrickson, Martha Kona, Paul H. Holinger
Continuing education program to hold registration
Faculty wives announce new officers
Scientific communications course is offered
Data Center is reorganized
Appointments: Tilkin is medical director of SRP alcoholism program; Tracy Sochacki, Dorothy Kemp, LeRoy P. Levitt, Rev. George Fitchett
Rape victim advocates sponsor workshop
Professional Activities
Learn about Spectra System, Dr. Bogdonoff urges medical staff
PhotoRounds - Flu shots
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Volume 15, Number 1, January 1977
Cover Story: Housekeeping Department
Day hospital provides part-time psychiatric program
Scientists to proceed from animals to humans in study of new stroke drug
Housekeeping department: On the job all the time, everywhere
Richard B. Capps, M.D.
New administrative appointments announced
Trustees elect corporate officers
Professional Activities
Symposium held in honor of Dr. de Takats
Dr. Capps gives rare books to Rush University library
Kudos: Peggy Lusk, Nancy Whitman, William F. Hughes
Daily News calls Academic Facility "Best Building" in Chicago in 1975
Rush bookstore is more than a good deal
Security guard saves boy from drowning
What patients are saying in their letters
Registration dates announced for continuing education programs
January is volunteer blood month
Appointments: John V. Jones, Kathy E. Brown
Santa makes guest appearance at two parties

Volume 15, Number 2, February 1977
Cover Story: Biomedical Communications
Biomedical Communications - new name, new equipment, new quarters
Medical Center honors Dr. Deinhardt
What patients are saying in their letters
Behavior modification for weight control: How to take and keep it off
Professional Activities
Kudos: Mark H. Lepper, Michael H. Berkson, James A. Schoenberger Robert M. Lipgar
RoundAbout
King service held
Journal devotes issue to Quality Assurance Program
Day school holds open house for infant care room
Rush University Sigma Xi club
Rush University offers doctoral program in nursing
Appointments: Arieh Gilai, Richard Mathias
Zimmerman appointed staff counsel
Appointments: Mary Lorry Gresham, Janet Feldman, Joye Williams, Debbie Ginsberg
William D. Sicher, M.D.
PhotoRounds

Volume 15, Number 3, March 1977
Cover Story: Pharmacy System
Satellite pharmacy system is underway
New trustees elected -- Gordon R. Corey, James W. DeYoung, Donald G. Lubin
Theresa Koetters, R.N., is Employee of the Quarter
Employees and staff asked to use new parking spaces
What patients are saying in their letters
Professional Activities
Kudos: Luther Chistman, Sue T. Hegvarya, Pam McCullough, Donna Frownfelter, Iris R. Shannon, Marge Stumpe, Debbie Roland
Appointments: Lauren G. Wolfe
Medical Center treats "EI" crash victims
Needs for energy conservation is ongoing
Series of seminars on aging being held
Dr. Henikoff, panel meet with volunteers
Organ recovery exhibit wins award
Safety Committee starts newsletter
China tour features earthquake
Medical Records department helps Egyptian envoy
Writing seminar a success, may be repeated Security reminder
Robert Overstreet, M.D.
PhotoRounds

Volume 15, Number 4, April 1977
Cover Story: Medical Records Department
Medical Records: New facilities suit changing roles
Dedicate Department of Physiology
Art works brighten 4 Jones
What patients are saying in their letters
Quality assurance program for unit clerks is developed

RoundAbout
"Rush is a first-class place"

Dial S-A-F-E to report hazards

Bridge open

Elevators are being overhauled
Section of Communicative Disorders gets accreditation

Human Resources starts preretirement seminars
Occupational therapists complete neurology training program
New department in the College of Nursing
ANCHOR opens new medical offices
National Nutrition Week observed
Results of National Internship/Residency Matching Program

Why basic sciences?

Appointment: Theodore Nichols
J. Arnold Bargen, M.D.

Professional Activities

Appointments: Peggy Szygenda, Christine Frank
Kudos: Henry Gewurz, Carolyn M. Bergholz, Frederick Malkinson, James L. Cavanaugh, Jr., Thomas J. Welsh, Leon Dingle, Jr.

Photo Rounds

Volume 15, Number 5, May/June 1977
Cover Story: Rush University Commencement

Rush University holds third Commencement
Award David A. Hamburg honorary degree

Honors and awards

Dedicate Bowman Health Center for the Elderly
Honor employees at Founder’s Day
Margaret H. Taylor - Employee of the Year
Donna Zillman named Employee of the Quarter

Campbell reports to Medical staff on progress
Honor Medical Staff for years of service
New medical staff officers
Rush Medical College faculty holds annual meeting
College of Health Sciences gets new seal

Spectra 2000 installed at SRP

Appointments: O’Shea, Weir, Hegvarya, Jamann

Promotions and new assignments announced at Medical Center

RoundAbout

Spine Center opens
Faculty wives elect officers
SRP offers hypertension screening program
Rush holds Midwest hospital/nursing school librarian meeting

Perinatal Center to expand
Supervisor training graduation

New fellows and residents 1977-1978

Photo Rounds

Volume 15, Number 6, July 1977
Cover Story: Roseanne Vitullo Proteau, M.D., Mother of the Year

Offer pre-retirement planning program

Intensify energy conservation efforts
Award 248 students degrees at Commencement
Blood program needs donors
MICU gets new equipment

RoundAbout

Health systems management program established
Medical student’s research published

Hold food demonstration for dialysis patients
Award Dr. Bergholtz fellowship grant

Campbell gets grant to evaluate health center transformation

Professional Activities
Kudos: John Barrett, Nathan Tolchin, Sue Groenwald, Marcia Blomquist, Joseph J. Muenster, Erich E. Brueschke, Rand Baird, Joanne Ryan

Elect new trustees
Fourth annual surgical house staff award banquet held
Appointments: Albert K. Straus, Gary Kaatz, John Tighe, Michael Horan, Linda Simko
Menning Data Center director
Stress more psychiatric training for medical students, residents

PhotoRounds

Volume 15, Number 7, August/September 1977
Cover Story: Child Life Activity Therapy
Office of Continuing Education established in Rush University
$722,000 NIMH Grant to study causes and treatment of depression
Employee of the Quarter
Play therapy eases children’s anxiety about treatment
Estela Leal wins Jaycee's Distinguished Service Award
Sheridan Road briefing for medical staff
Appointments: John E. Trufant, Teresa Slovik, Nancy Sexton, Georgia B. Padonu, Nellie Abbott, Mary Coyle, Mary Higgins, Mrs. Gloria Mack, Dorothy Kemp, Mary L. Gresham, Edward Bruun

RoundAbout
King Tut fund-raiser
Woman’s Board Fashion Show to benefit planned Cancer Treatment Center
Communication Section wins publication awards
Woman’s softball team wins trophy
Training program for unit clerks
New parking lots
Cancer research grant from the Eagles

Professional Activities
Kudos: Peggy Lusk, Fred Kwapisz, Donald Oder
Fall course offerings in Continuing Education Program
100-year roster of RMC Trustees and Faculty
Traveling zoo comes to the Medical Center

Volume 15, Number 8, October 1977
Cover Story: Rush University Welcomes New and Returning Students
Training in transfusion therapy
Help minority students develop careers
Cartwright named Chairperson, Psychology and Social Sciences
The hospital art gallery: A monthly double feature
RPSLMC participation at Surgeon's Congress
Greater benefits from employee health insurance

Professional Activities
Appointments: Garyfallia Forsyth, Teresa Jacobson, Chia-hua Yang, Carol Milburn, C. Roger Camplin, Peter Suydam, Richard Barrett, William J. Raynor, Shuguey Liu, Mary J. Glessner
New fellows to study SLE
New Ob/Gyn sections established

RoundAbout
SRP in a new cooperative venture
Radiation therapy holds graduation
It's your blood assurance program
Nursing workshop on aging
Puppies visit pediatrics

Volume 15, Number 9, November 1977
Cover Story: Groundbreaking, Phase I
Retiring volunteer enjoys “doing something for others”
The Crusade of Mercy - united in care
Arthritis Foundation cites medical center rheumatologist
Woman’s Board annual meeting
"Fashion at the Top" helps build Cancer center
New neighbors dig in
College of Health Sciences faculty holds first annual meeting
Laurance Armour Day School receives YWCA Service Award

Professional Activities
Appointments: Richard Barrett, C. Roger Camplin, Peter Suydam

RoundAbout
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BioService Corporation established
Resale benefit for College of Nursing
Rush University faculty wives fall meeting
Take a free test for diabetes
"Women in Medicine" series
Security officers prepare for emergencies
Kudos: Michael G. Harting, Pablo B. Arnicilla, Peter Werner Henry C. Steucher, "Mr. Laundry"

Volume 15, Number 10, December 1977

Cover Story: Christmas Tree in Front of Professional Building
Medical Center salutes volunteers
Employee of the Quarter
It was just a drill, but what if...
Crusade of Mercy drive nearing goal
RoundAbout
Henry C. Steucher
Kudos: Ronald S. Weinstein, Paul H. Hollinger, Donald R. Oder, Donna Lee Frownfelter, John Hobbs, Klaus E. Kuettner, Joan Sourapas
Looking for a holiday gift? Consider this
New port for ANCHOR
C. Edward Stephan lecture
Bone pathologist named visiting professor
Registration for continuing education
Microbiology has new bacteria sleuth
Nurses alumni association Christmas sale
Maynard Cohen, M.D., honored
Clark W. Finnerud, M.D.
Owen G. McDonald, M.D.
Arleen Levin Massey, M.D.
Professional Activities
Modern dietary therapy and drugs speed downward trend in coronary artery disease
Dr. Wilbanks directs course for practicing ob/gyne, pathologists
Appointments: Pamela Larson, Marguerite Littleton, Julia Quiring, Shirley Good, Myra Ringuette
1977 Woman's Board resale

Volume 16, Number 1, January 1978

Cover Story: National Blood Donor Month
Corridor Views: Have you made, or will you make, any New Year's resolutions pertaining to your health?
Sinioris named to planning/liaison post
ANCHOR receives federal qualifications
Volunteering? It's all in the family
Race car or passenger car - seat belts can help
Establish Keeshin biomedical systems planning center
Holiday cheer shared by everyone
RoundAbout
College of Nursing Honor Society chapter approved
Kudos: Robert S. Eisenberg, Kathy Lamos, Robert R. Schenck, John W. Curtin, Bruce G. Bartlow, Jeffrey King
Maurice Lev, M.D. honored by American Heart Association
Patients should know about cancer, Woman's Board told
Registration for Continuing Education Programs
Appointments: James M. Arnold, Laura Goldman, Kathleen Shanks, Margaret Schilliaci, Juliann Spath
Professional Activities
Holiday handicrafts displayed

Volume 16, Number 2, February/March 1978

Cover Story: Therapeutic Radiology, Treating Cancer with Modern Technology
Three elected to Board of Trustees - Davidson, Henry, Regenstein
Corridor Views: When it's cold outside, what kinds of hobbies keep you busy inside?
Employee of the Quarter - Jozef Piekosz - 23 years of service
Therapeutic radiology - treating cancer with modern technology
Borwell professorship established
Volunteer Services hosts 16th annual holiday party
Hawaii anyone? Nurse Recruitment offers contest for free trip
Kudos: Robert S. Eisenberg, James O'Donnell, Margo Mansfield, Cathy Brady, William Gottschalk, Andrew Thomson, Robert C. Stepton
Rehab Nursing Program offered
Appointments: Robert Lewandowski, Fred Bernal, Kristine Palmer, Joan Sourapas, Geri Smothers, Diane P. Thomas
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Memorial Service for Dr. King
Barcilon named visiting professor of physiology
Communications seminar features Medical Center staff
Anthony W. Savino, M.D., awarded Berkheiser Prize
Rush physicians look at health care - Cuban style
Medical Center employees help Blood Bank avoid shortage
Professional Activities
RoundAbout
Gentry edits renal diet cookbook
Phase II medical students attend eye fair
Surgical Nursing tries "instant replay"
Faculty wives honor new members

Volume 16, Number 3, April 1978
Cover Story: Coming Down...Going Up
Corridor Views: How do you plan to spend your spring holiday? If you've taken it already, what did you do?
Senior medical students get NIRMP results
Taking the administration to the patients
Replacement blood critical to Medical Center, volunteers told
Realignment makes it easier to contact Housekeeping
Medical Center salutes its nurses
Safety Surveillance - Providing a safe environment
Oncology nursing symposium held
RoundAbout
Volunteer workshops in patient, family relationships offered
Nurses Alumni Association slates homecoming tea
In the Gallery
Dr. Christman completes speaking tour of New Zealand, Australia
Reverend Hovde receives award
Nutrition Week offers something for everyone
"I Quit Smoking" seminars to be held May 1-5
Professional Activities
Kudos: Charles R. Martinez, Donna Frownfelter, Jane Ulsafer, Rosalind Cartwright
Memorial services held for Paul Hollinger, M.D.
Essay contest announced
Benefit descriptions mailed to employees
Woman's Board learns lifesaving techniques
Puppies visit JRB

Volume 16, Number 4, May/June 1978
Cover Story: Commencement
Rush University holds fourth commencement
Richmond receives honorary degree
Honors and awards
Employees honored at Founder's Day
Jozef Piekosx - Employee of the Year
Medical staff election results
Patient care and academic training unified at RPSLMC: Campbell tells medical staff
Honor Medical Staff for ten years of service
Maintain quality as federal support shifts; Henikoff to RMC faculty Medical Center volunteers - Special people doing special things
Medical Center begins program to reduce poisonings
RoundAbout
Nursing alumni hold annual meeting
Nurses participate in health fair
Laboratory Technicians Week in April
Dr. Pomerantz addresses Woman's Board
New location for Public Relations
In the Gallery
Occupational Therapy Week held
Professional Activities
Safety Fair well attended
Artist paints mural

Volume 16, Number 5, July 1978
Cover Story: Sleep Research Lab Opens
Sleep research center opens
Two elected to Board of Trustees - Simpson, Arena
Harris named to Taylor chair
259 receive degrees at annual commencement
Graduating nurses honored at Nurses Alumni Association
Picking heroes a "personal thing," Rhoads tells medical college alumni
Two named to Senior Citizens Hall of Fame - Ida Lloyd, Jack Weinberg, M.D.
Patients benefit from fine arts therapy
Switchboard operators - the nerve center of RPSLMC
Medical Center to participate in beta-blocker research project
What patients are saying
RoundAbout
Rush gets local chapter of Sigma Theta Tau
"Stop smoking" class scheduled
Medical Center sponsors national postgraduate course
Services held for William Ahern
Parkinson’s disease center established here
Section of Transplantation receives award
Surgical Sciences and Services presents awards
Professional Activities
Kudos: Ronald S. Weinstein, Margo Mansfield, Sheldon Garber, Francis E. Banich, William Kona, Martha Kona, Joan Sourapas, William H. Roach, Jr., Frederick K. Merkel
Appointments: Kenneth E. Whisler, John T. Keane
Bowling trophy presented
Bon Appetit

Volume 16, Number 6, August/September 1978
Cover Story: Her Love and Faith Lead them to Altar
Her love and faith lead them to Altar
Blacklow named V.P. for Medical Affairs, Dean of Rush Medical College
Alcoholism treatment program - a team approach
Corridor Views: What do you think of the MR YUK program sponsored by the Medical Center’s Poison Control Center and WBBM-TV?
Continuing Education courses announced
RoundAbout
Helen Bensimon wins Fishbein Award
Medical student receives research grant
Dr. Lashof honored
Faculty women elect officers
Blood bank needs donors
JRB, SRP volunteers tour Medical Center
New floor numbers assigned to Professional Building, [Armour] Ac Fac
Traveling zoo visits JRB
Professional Activities
Kudos: Philip R. Liebson, David A. Turner, Erich Brueschke, Deborah Roland, Robert E. Reynolds, Otea Thomas, John Barrett
Appointments: Debbie Walens, Cheri McGuire

Volume 16, Number 7, October 1978
Cover Story: A Groundbreaking, New Hospital Wing
Henikoff named V.P. for inter-institutional affairs
Medical and scientific staffs in campaign effort
Groundbreaking ceremonies scheduled for Oct. 10
New trustee elected - Edward Fay Campbell
University enrollment at all-time high
Children's Day Hospital marks tenth anniversary
Medical Center's Crusade of Mercy goal is $60,000
Regenstein Eye Center dedicated August 30
Medical Center receives grant to study changes caused by aging process
Woman's softball team takes second place
Rush receives grant to train U.S. medical students who studied abroad
Paul Hollinger, M.D., honored
RoundAbout
Student awarded books for outstanding community service
Frentress named director of development
V.A. administrative scholarships offered
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College of Nursing receives grant to continue graduate training
Geriatric psychiatry training program started
Lippner named administrative director of Bowman Center
MR YUK stickers distributed
In the gallery
Physiology training grant received
Witt receives award
Two Medical Center buildings cited for architectural excellence
Professional Activities
Appointments: Barbara Hobbs, Mark Nozicka, Ronald Whitaker
Kudos: Janet Wolter, Arrelia Allison, Leon Kelleher
Employee art fair held

Volume 16, Number 8, November 1978
Cover Story: Groundbreaking, Replacement and Modernization
Groundbreaking ceremonies held
Lina Santos - outstanding new citizen
52nd Annual Fashion Show held
Therapeutic radiology students graduate
Four department chairpersons named in College of Nursing
Corridor Views: Do you think smoking should be permitted in the Medical Center?
Woman’s Board holds annual meeting RoundAbout
Nurses alumni association to hold holiday bazaar
Participation good during Crusade of Mercy campaign
Take a day off from smoking - November 16
Physical therapists honored
Art gallery opens at SRP
Woman’s Board resale scheduled
In the gallery
Presentation made to visiting lecturer
Mozelle named head of security
Medical Center staff participates in nephrology meeting
Medical Center publication wins MacEachern Award
Professional Activities
Kudos: Roy E. Boggs, John W. Curtin, Victor E. Gould, Ronald S. Weinstein, Luther P. Christman, Margo Mansfield, Donna Frownfelter, Charles F. McKiel, James A. Campbell
Appointments: Dorothy Kemp
Service Club of Chicago tours Medical Center
Disaster drill held

Volume 16, Number 9, December 1978
Cover Story: Happy Holidays
Ford in tribute to RPSLMC announces $4.5 million Kellogg gift
The Kellogg Center for Excellence in Nursing
Volunteer interpreters helping break the language barrier
Board elects officers and trustees
RoundAbout
In the galleries
Blood donors needed to avoid holiday shortage
Corridor Views: How do you plan to spend the holidays this year?
Chanuko
Campbell, Sinioris part of Illinois 2000 Foundation Medical Center honors its volunteers
Professional Activities
Appointments: Denise Fink
Kudos: John B. Stetson, William F. Hejna, Jimmy L. Roberts, George Wilbanks
New library director named
Japanese study team visits JRB
Stroke club started at JRB
New officers elected to College of Nursing faculty senate

Volume 17, Number 1, January 1979
Cover Story: Quadruplets Born at RPSLMC
It's a boy! It's a girl! It's a boy! It's a girl!
Got the holiday heavies?
Try a calorie counter lunch
These were the holidays at RPSLMC 1978
Cartwright delivers inaugural lecture
RoundAbout
Woman's Board Resale scores hit
Blood Center needs donors during January
Medical/Scientific staff raises $3.2 million in campaign effort
College of Health Sciences offers health systems management degree
Associates - with help of "Superman" - raise money for RU students
Merchandise Mart and Woman's Board in unique benefit
Assertiveness training course offered to employees
Medical Center raises over $54,000 for Crusade of Mercy
Cancer support group created
Corridor Views: As the source of news, do you prefer television, newspapers, or some other media?
Reflections on Miss Lillian
PhotoRounds
Health career-related jobs for minority students
Professional Activities
Appointments: Dianne Cyrkiel, Lyn Lightfoot, Stanley L. Stanczak
Administrative Appointments: William H. Roach, Bruce Rattenbury
Kudos: Edsel K. Hudson, Edmund J. Lewis, Raymond L. Kaplan, Gary F. Alder, Frederick D. Malkinson, David D. Caldarelli, Margo Mansfield, William F. Hughes

Volume 17, Number 2, February 1979
Cover Story: Blizzard '79
Blizzard '79
Wadsworth Memorial Fund establishes oncology Fellowships, lectures St. Olaf students in special program at RPSLMC
RoundAbout
New computer technique for locating brain tumors
Blood Donor Center receives help
Faculty Women's Association scholarship
National Nutrition Week: March 5-9
New clinic for mentally disordered offenders
Wells College student spends month with volunteers
Corridor Views: How do you cope with winter doldrums?
White world...winter blues?
Professional Activities
Appointments: Ruth Herrick, Kathleen Shanks
Kudos: Armando Susmano, Anthony Chung-Bin, Robert S. Eisenberg, Steven Gitelis
In the galleries
Quads go home

Volume 17, Number 3, March 1979
Cover Story: New Office Coordinates Problem Solving
Safety isn't accidental - Risk Management: a team approach
Rehabilitation unit opens at JRB
Woman's Board expects 100,000 at Merchandise Mart benefit
What patients are saying
Daisy Jordan, Employee of the year
Profile - Richard Harris
Humanities at Rush
Corridor Views: If you could specify how your income tax dollars would be spent, where would you like the money to go?
RoundAbout
In the galleries
New pulmonary outpatient program at JRB
"I Quit Smoking" at SRP...
Sheridan Road Pavilion offers colon cancer screening program
Otolaryngology and Bronchoesophagology sponsor conference
Open House commemorates National Volunteer Week
Professional Activities
Kudos: Steven Gitelis, John S. Long, Frederick D. Malkinson, Klaus E. Kuettner, Wayne M. Lerner, L. Penfield Faber
Appointments: Patricia White, Luther Christman, Sandra Shelley
Administrative Appointments: Wayne Taylor, William C. Wagner
Faculty Wives bring springtime to Medical Center

Volume 17, Number 4, April 1979
Cover Story: The Medical Center at Night
The Medical Center at night - a photo essay
Merchandise Mart Open House at Woman's Board
You were asking...What's happening with Phase III?
Profile - Dr. Paul
Corridor Views: What do you do to keep fit?
Mr. Yuk gets around
Play ball! A history of athletics at Rush
RoundAbout
Special workshops for volunteers
Health education at Marillac House
Teens explore health care careers
Medical Center focuses on nutrition
PhotoRounds
Professional Activities
Appointments: Ann Wohlberg, Marie E. Sinioris, Roger Pearson, Eernavie Grilli, Frederic A. dePeyster
Kudos: Iris R. Shannon, Jean J. Kaufman

Volume 17, Number 5, May 1979
Cover Story: Sensitivity and Knowledge Combat Child Abuse
RPSLMC's Child Protection Team helps families
Abuse before birth - Should pregnant women drink?
Senior medical students get NRMP results
Corridor Views: How will the gasoline crisis affect you?
Dr. Lepper honored
SRP to open Oncology Unit July 1
A trip halfway around the world to see again
Profile - Flora Balanag
Medical Center: and Marillac House host community health fair
In the galleries
High school office worker wins award
Get smart about nutrition Professional Activities
Kudos: Iris R. Shannon
Appointments: Jane Warren, Daniel R. Schuh, JoAnn Wegman, Janet Wolter
PhotoRounds

Volume 17, Number 6, June 1979
Cover Story: Rush University Holds Fifth Commencement
Three colleges award degrees
Honorary degree for Piel Honors and awards
Employees honored at Founder's Day celebration
Medical staff lauded at annual dinner
Dr. Muenster, Medical Staff President
RPSL and Grant Hospital of Chicago affiliate
Visitors welcomed
Reminiscence and recognition mark nurse's homecoming
Homecoming a Family Affair too!
New fellows and residents
Chinese scientists visit medical center
ANCHOR opens Oak Brook office
Rush - oldest medical institution in Chicago
Corridor Views: If you had the opportunity to change your career at this time, what would your choice be now?
Ob/Gyn Visiting Professor
Joan Haynes - "I worked for it" Chuck Holton: nursing student
Ellen DeKoning McGill: married nursing student
Tom Deutsch, 3rd generation at Rush
From both sides now
RoundAbout
Research forum held
Breaking language barriers
Health fair at Casa Atzlan
Professional Activities
Appointments: Pamela Larson, Norma Short, Daisy Jordan, JoAnn Jamann, Sandra K. Seim, Michael O'Brien, Sally Henriksen, Aileen Meyers
Kudos: Leon R. Kelleher, Richard G. Caldwell, Jack Weinberg
Sheridan Road Pavilion appoints new clinical directors
Books at SRP
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Volunteers hold open house

Volume 17, Number 7, July/August 1979
Cover Story: The Future of Success
RPSLMC Family Campaign off and running
Phase III
Fifth full commencement held
Rhoads wins alumni award
Nurses alumni honor graduates
Tolbert Fanning Hill, M.D., honored by alums
Blacklow and Holmes address alumni
New Medical Center trustees
International symposium initiates Keeshin Center
New patient referral service
Multiple sclerosis rehab workshop held
Six degrees authorized by state
Gotterer named Associate Dean
AcFac [Armour Academic Center] wins another award
Rare bird gets radiation treatment
Medical Center observes National Secretaries Week
RoundAbout
Northern Trust sponsors this year’s Fashion Show
Employee of the quarter
Outstanding!
Cancer specialists meet
House staff elects officers
Surgical Sciences and Services awards presented
Summer blood shortage
Security presents awareness programs
Continuing Education for fall ’79
Tuition reimbursement policy revised
Corridor Views: What was the most important decision you ever made?
In the galleries
Profile - Austin Hovland
Volunteers tour Sheridan Road Pavilion
Professional Activities
Wadsworth lectures held
Summer student intern in clinical engineering

Volume 17, Number 8, September 1979
Cover Story: Expanding the Surgical Amphitheater
New TV cable carries surgical teaching to 50 locations at the Medical Center
Up in smoke
Lepper named Vice President, Inter-Institutional Affairs
Russe new Associate Dean at Rush
Medical student receives special fellowship
New office coordinates medical student programs
Donohue named Employee of the Quarter
Good Taste
Corridor Views: If it were up to you, how would you change television programming?
Profile - Diana Barhyte
First Rush-IHA Fellow
Employee car pools available
RoundAbout
Kark prize awarded to Medical Center fellow
Family practitioner’s long-distance commute
PhotoRounds
Sculpture demonstration at JRB open house
Star of book, stage and screen links around lab
Getting ready for the future
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Gift shop at SRP
CHAMP students at Rush
Professional Activities
Kudos: Robert W. Blacklow, Janet Wolter, Peter Werner, Max E. Rafelson, Luther Christman, Donald S. Ebersman, Christopher Goetz, Peter Suydam
In the galleries
"Lions and tigers and bears...?"
Student career guidance counselors tour RPSLMC

Volume 17, Number 9, October 1979
Cover Story: Academic Year Begins
More students than ever before
Student Counseling Center
Kellogg national nursing center to open at Rush
New shuttle bus service
Corridor Views: What book has most influenced your life?
Profile - Gene, the van driver
Reception marks opening of SRP Oncology Unit
Blood drive prevents holiday shortage
PhotoRounds
Where everybody can see it!
It doesn't hurt!
RoundAbout
In memoriam - Mrs. Mathilde Velthuys
Parking and key cards now available
R.T.T. graduation held
Faculty wives and faculty women elect new officers
New service offered outpatients
In the galleries
Correction
Professional Activities
Appointments: Peter B. Zeldow, Russell Brons, Russell Knight
"Don't give up!"
Kids get health check-ups
Free blood sugar tests for diabetes

Volume 17, Number 10, November 1979
Cover Story: Kellogg Center Dedicated to Excellence
The Kellogg Center: "a concept whose time has come"
53rd fashion show - smash success
Employees support Crusade
Woman's board = service and support
Birth is a family affair
Holiday bazaars, books and bake sales
Ruth Giles, Employee of the Quarter Walk off pounds
Board elects two trustees - Cline and Madigan
Disaster plan proves effective
Kidney's odyssey from Midwest to Rome
Honor William F. Hughes, M.D.
Winter classes offered
Profile - Reverend Russell Burck
Corridor Views: What will you give thanks for this Thanksgiving? Some peanuts!
Begin bus service to train stations
In Memoriam - Sandra Graves, R.N., M.S.N.
Holy days mark forgiveness, triumphs over adversity
PhotoRounds
Professionals - at work and at home
Wadsworth lecture
Professional Activities
Appointments: Charles Havel, Marilyn Bonilla, James McIver, Joan Brundage, Jane Tarnow
PhotoRounds
Halloween at JRB
New pharmacy residency program accredited
Prevent drug abuse
A good ouch!
Call doctors to Thailand

Volume 17, Number 11, December 1979
Cover Story: Santa Makes Rounds at Pediatrics
It's that time of year again!
Trustee and Officer elections
Five-year strategic plan approved by Trustees
Burton Trust makes $1 million gift
Medical staff mid-year meeting held
RPSLMC and IHA offer fellowships
Volunteers get well-dressed thanks
Ruthie retires after 42 years
Erika Smith retires from Medical Center
Rush breaks into show business
Conference on radiation exposure held
Chinese geriatricians tour JRB
Chance meeting brings another Chinese visitor to Rush
Plagues and People
Corridor Views: What was the best holiday present you ever received?
RoundAbout
Workshop deals with problems of elderly
Books, books and more books!
The story of Christmas
Health care delivery . . . by air!
PhotoRounds
O.R. Nurse display really educates
Creative employees show their wares
Nursing students in Fashion Show
Testing detects 25 potential diabetics
Holiday shopping made easier
Correction
Professional Activities
Kudos: Rosalind D. Cartwright, Raymond L. Kaplan, Daniel J. Pachman, Donald R. Oder, William F. Hughes, Richard B. Shekelle
Administrative Appointments: Bruce C. Campbell, Wayne M. Lerner, Gary E. Kaatz, Robert G. Lewandowski
Appointments: Dian Weddle
In the galleries
Health insurance open enrollment January 7-18
A most unusual gift

Volume 18, Number 1, January/February 1980
Cover Story: What do the 1980's hold in store for you?
Corridor Views: What do the 1980's hold in store for you?
Skokie Valley Community Hospital joins Rush network
Medical College advisors program helps students cope
Student interns work with volunteers
International program goes to heart of nursing
St. Olaf students look at health care careers
Profile - Karen James
Suffering and satisfaction in Thailand, Rush medics write
Readership survey
PhotoRounds
Fight winter brain drain
JRB holds workshop: The Elderly Amputee
Rush airs first TV program
Spectra system to be installed
Professional Activities
Kudos: Richard E. Buenger, L. Penfield Faber, Harvey J. Ostreicher, Iris R. Shannon, Frederick Malkinson, Rev. Bernard Pennington,
Bruce C. Campbell, Marilyn Johnson, Ronald S. Weinstein, John S. Hyde, Robert S. Eisenberg, Rev. John C. Yeager, Brenda R.
Eisenberg, Jean Khodadad, Robert Marder, Richard T. Mathias, Carol Lewis, Joseph V. Messer
Appointments: Diane Sowa, Laurie Mackey, William A. Mastro, Wilbur Raske, Bradley Hinrichs, Susan Meziere, Barbara Hamu,
Mildred Perlia, Diane Genaze, Cathie Hoelzel, Mickey Bonk
Schoenberger named president-elect of American Heart Association
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Volume 18, Number 2, March 1980
Cover Story: Spring Comes to the Medical Center!
Psychodrama helps patients cope
Krehbiel and Morrow elected to Board of Trustees
Mrs. Frederick M. Allen to lead Woman's Board
Molly Stewart, Employee of the Quarter
Rush offers patient-employee interaction workshop
Helping others, helping ourselves through CETA
Faculty wives grow scholarships from flowers
Blood Center relocates
AcFac [Armour Academic Center] has designing ways
Nurses' homecoming
It's music, music, music
Profile - Mrs. Blanche Giauque
Patients' library serves employees too
Corridor views: Do you think women should be drafted?
Doctors support Cambodian relief efforts
Professional Activities
Kudos: Linas Bieliauskas, James L. Rae, David D. Caldarelli, Shirley Radcliffe, Laura Ruse Sophie, Victor E. Gould
Appointments: Donald S. Ebersman, James O'Donnell, Marie E. Siniors, Patricia Lawrence, Mary Ann Redeker, Edward Bruun, Sheelah D. Dooley, Lynne Wolf, Margaret Hershey, Mark D. Crantz
RoundAbout
Employees share smiles and lunch with d.j.
Happiness is shaping up
Walk up, slim down
Here's help to choose your child's school
In the galleries
L.A.D.S. sells sweets for safety

Volume 18, Number 3, April 1980
Cover Story: They're There When They're Needed
Twentieth century has a PLATO too
Rush salutes nurses
Rush students get NRMP results
Geriatric psychiatry unit opens at JRH
In the galleries Hânja heads medical advisory team to Saudi Arabia
Renny celebrates 30 years in nursery
Best cooks deserve best cooks' book
Volunteers there when they're needed
Profile - Debra Hahn
Corridor Views: How would you resolve the school crisis in Chicago?
Professional Activities
Appointments: Mark D. Crantz, Kathy Mulherin- Carroll, Steve Beaudoin, Cassandra Schroder, Sharon Neisus
RoundAbouts
Musicians visit Peds
Show time at Rush
What Pavorotti knows about physiology...
Gourmet evening for Bishop Anderson House
Gdalman honored

Volume 18, Number 4, May/June 1980
Cover Story: Rush University Commencement
Award 308 degrees at Commencement
Sheridan receives honorary degree Honors and awards
5,617 years! Thanks!
DiDommenico employee of the quarter
Weinberg speaks on problems of aging
Medical staff holds annual meeting
Blacklow addresses RMC faculty
Nurse alumnae make new friends, keep the old
Hectic decade for first D.N.Sc.
Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives
Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358

Miles to go - skills to share
Something very special
Medical/ marital teamwork
"I knew I could do it"
High energy - high ambitions
"Exactly what I wanted"
Calorie conductor?
New fellows and residents 1980-1981
"Women in Medicine" - AOA annual lecture
Rush students in London
In the galleries
Corridor Views: What's your fantasy vacation?
Professional Activities
Kudos: Ronald S. Weinstein, Katherine A. Billingham, Peter R. Suydam, Erich E. Brueschke, Yolanda Hall, Gerald L. Gottlieb, Samuel G. Taylor III, Mary Caluwaert, Claude N. Lambert
Turner receives Darrow Award

Volume 18, Number 5, July 1980
Cover Story: Rush Fest 1980
Community Relations: focus on neighbors and employees
Employee Assistance Program Zip code: a must for mail
ANCHOR's Hypertension Club
Name new Trustees - Bryan, Reynolds
RPSLMC awarded energy grant
What patients are saying...
Profile - Robert Jordan, M.D.
Dr. Blacklow conducts Pops
International visitors tour RPSLMC
Corridor Views: Which one of your possessions would you be most reluctant to part with?
PhotoRounds
Professional Activities
Kudos: James O. Bullock, Colin G.D. Morley, Vicki Royse, Lauren D. Holinger, Gerald L. Gottlieb, George W. Johnson II, John W. Curtin, Dino S. Delicata, Jim Fister, Michael S. Huckman, Bruce Campbell, Robert Breyer, Robert J. Jensick, Frederick Kittle, R. Penfield Faber, Craig Zippe, William Pharr, Violet Mann, Ronald S. Weinstein, Luther Christman, Carolyn Reed, Marjorie A. Stumpe
Appointments: Marilee Donovan, Judith Jezek, Edward Daly, Jeffrey K. Norman, Max D. Brown
JRB patient celebrates 103rd birthday
Commencement Follow-up

Volume 18, Number 6, August/September 1980
Cover Story: The Spirit of Giving at Rush
Rush People helping people
Help for problem eaters
In memoriam - Stuart Burks
Profile - Willie Washington
Corridor Views: What noises of the city do you like best and
and hate the most?
Lepper receives Coeur d'Or Award
Classes offered to Rush employees
PhotoRounds
Nursing administrators examine Rush model
7th Annual Surgical Sciences and Services
Dinner held Professional Activities
Kudos: Marie E. Sinioris, Mark Kanaris, Rhoda S. Pomerantz, Janet M.D. Plate, Victor E. Gould, Ronald S. Weinstein, Eugene F. Diamond, Louis Gdalman, Robert E. Reynolds,
Rush Cancer Center
Appointments: Russell M. Knight, Richard J. Sassetti, Jane C. Grady, William F. Hughes, Brenda Eisenberg, Diane Y. Barhyte, John W. Curtin, JoAnn Butler
New cafeteria smorgasbord of color
Bowling and basketball teams organize

Volume 18, Number 7, October 1980
Cover Story: Happy Birthday Family Birth Center!
Training and Development: small department, big impact
Establish William Noble Lane Medical Research Organization
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RMC advisory program receives grant
Lubbers Employee of the Quarter
In the galleries
Know your role in disaster plan
"I gave at the office": what does it mean?
For employees seeking a bargain
Corridor Views: Where did you spend your childhood, and what is your most vivid memory?
Heart International students wave "goodbye"
Profile - Gary Strokosch, M.D.
Rush University welcomes new students
Rush People
Kudos: Karan Schmitz, Theodore G. Nichols, Linda Bernhard, Stanton A. Friedberg, Rush Medical College (Department of Pharmacology), Claudia J. Anderson, Arthur H. Rossof, Loy D. Thomas
PhotoRounds
Physical Plant takes softball trophy
Get to know your Rush roots
Free tests for diabetes detection offered
Triple open house
JRB holds arts workshop
Professional Activities
Kudos: Jules E. Harris,, Donald P. Braun, Colin Morley, Anatoly Bezkorovainy, Jan Fawcett Woman's Board offers nursing symposium Woman's Board completes pledge

Volume 18, Number 8, November 1980
Cover Story: Colorful Debut for New Cafeteria
Food Services delivers quantity and quality
Trustee and Officer elections
ANCHOR plan to be expanded
Open enrollment for health insurance November 24 to December 12
Woman's Board honors members, announces new officers
Dedicated volunteers recognized
Speech and hearing programs offered at Rush University
New drug testing lab opens at RPSLMC
Housekeeper honored.
Winter quarter continuing education
Profile - Joan Walasek
Corridor Views: What is your idea of a perfect Saturday night?
Rush People
Legal Affairs office expands
Faculty wives elect new officers
Appointments: Richard Welker, Jean Sorrells-Jones, Robert S. Eisenberg, Ronald S. Weinstein, James O'Donnell, Robert Muehrcke, Dorothy Gardner, George Gray, Donald Weisser, Betty Kastory
Kudos: Malachi J. Flanagan, Maureen King, Jamee Rosa, Maureen Shekleton, Melvin Prosen, Kenneth J. Smith, C. Frederick Kittle, Rhoda Pomerantz, Anna Perlberg
In Memoriam - Jacqueling Dominis
PhotoRounds
Celebrate 100th Birthday at JRB
Kidney candy drive
Japanese visitors tour Medical Center
Health fair statistics: gauge of community service
Professional Activities
Holiday events calendar

Volume 18, Number 9, December 1980
Cover Story: Season's Greetings
INSITE - limited only to the imagination of the user
The spirit of Christmas at RPSLMC
A tale of two Christmases
Copley joins patient care network
North Central College joins academic network
Holiday chapel schedule
Major grants for family practice RPSLMC gives "Fair Share"
Retirements - Marie Steinke, Alice Barney
Profile - Leslie Overholser, R.N.
Corridor Views: What do you like best about the holidays?
Rush People
Kudos: Jeffrey C. Salloway, Janet Wolter
Appointments: Jean Jorjorian, Leon R. Kelleher, Erich E. Brueschke, Timothy L. Olsen, Cynthia Barnard

Professional Activities

Volume 19, Number 55, January/February 1981
Cover Story: Employees Can Conserve Energy Every Day
New credit union open to all employees
Medical Center safety manual available
ANCHOR opens Mid-North office
PIN offers Visitor Vision and Request TV
Employees can conserve energy every day
Announce Spring quarter classes
Medical Center attorneys - on-the-spot legal resources
RPSLMC receives nearly $1.5 million for studies on heart disease "Team" nursing in Obstetrics
Rush People
RPSLMC investigators recognized by heart association
Kudos: Carol Resh, Lorri Bogolin, Paul E. Carson
Life Trustee - Stanley G. Harris, Jr.
In Memoriam - John King Bruun
Profile - Clara Domany
Corridor Views: If you could go back and live any time in history, when would it be and why?
Professional Activities

PhotoRounds
Employee Assistance Program marks first year

Volume 19, Number 2, March/April 1981
Cover Story: Medical Records
Medical Records: important for research, planning, patient care
Russe appointed Vice President, RPSLMC, Dean, RMC
St. Mary's Hospital joins Network
Moore new Associate Dean of Nursing
New Trustee elected - James L. Dutt
Speakers Bureau informs employees
First RPSLMC Smokedown
Rush People
Schweppe Foundation makes career development award
Davis visits Orient
Kudos: Mark A. LaPorta, Virginia Wolfe, Ronette L. Kolotkin, Lauren B. Holinger, Marie E. Sinioris, Russell M. Knight, John F. Kachmar
Appointments: Willa J. Harrison, Frederick D. Malkinson, Erich E. Brueschke, Thomas Dent, Ronald S. Weinstein, Michael Cashman, Agnes Fekete, Elisabeth G. Houston, Ronlad Rehr, L. Penfield Faber, Theodore G. Nichols, Dale Draznin
Rush people at work
Profile - Nancy Visocki
Corridor Views: What do you consider the greatest movie of all time, or what is your favorite? PhotoRounds

Professional Activities

Outstanding employees recognized

Volume 19, Number 56, May/June 1981
Cover Story: Have you noticed? It's Spring (Going on Summer)!
RPSLMC honors dedicated employees
Patient/Family Relations: advocated for patients and staff
New fellows and residents 1981-1982
Rush receives nearly $1.2 million for lupus research
Najafi to head thoracic surgical society
Profile - Ron Windows
Rush University Commencement 1981
376 to receive degrees
Hunter to deliver keynote address
Honors and awards
Meet the graduates
Laura Bradford, Janet Sobun, Dolores Gurnick, Gail Hopkins
Corridor Views: What do you do when you get the blues?
RMC Graduates score high on NRMP
Nurse alumni gather for homecoming
Rush People
New trash compactor result of staff ingenuity
RPSLMC secretary honored
CHC’s Candlelight awards to RPSLMC; SRP employees
Kudos: David Schwartz, Ernest Aiello, Francis E. Banich, Lewis A. Lippner
Administrative Appointments:Andrew G. Seipos, Beverly Perret, Linda Lewicki, Vicki Woodward, Marva Anderson
Appointments: Richard D. Penn, Marian Fiske, Ronald S. Weinstein, Richard Rogers, Marilyn Johnson, Anatoly Bezhorovainy
Correction - William Golden/Mark LaPorta
Smokedown contest winners announced Professional Activities
RPSLMC secretaries celebrate "Nine to Five"

Volume 19, Number 4, July 1981
Cover Story: It’s Summertime and the ‘Living is Easy!’
Machine Lab aids research
Helping cancer patients cope
RPSLMC recognized for energy saving
Medical staff lauded
Employee of the quarter named
ANCHOR celebrates tenth anniversary
Profile: Jean Moore
Corridor Views: What is your favorite picnic lunch?
Rush People
PhotoRounds
Happy Birthday, LADS!
Professional Activities
Cookbook offers low cholesterol summer dishes

Volume 19, Number 5, August 1981
Cover Story: Sheridan Road Hospital
Data Center: information specialists at work
PIN update
Fall classes offer enrichment
Faculty wives announce new officers
What patients are saying...
Profile: Rev. Christian Hovde
Corridor Views: If you could be a famous athlete, who would you chose to be?
Rush People
Kudos: Richard Sadove, Lawrence Lanzl, Harold Klawans, Ralph Louis Scafuri, James N. Weinstein
Appointments: Rosalind Cartwright, Edmund J. Lewis, Joel A. Michael, Herb Miller, Ronald Weinstein, Frances Anderson, Sharon Benjamin
Retirements
PhotoRounds

Volume 19, Number 6, September/October 1981
Cover Story: "The Good Old Days!"
Community Health Nursing: from hospital to home
Moving around the Medical Center
Lend a helping hand
Faculty Women's Association provides educational programs and much more
Rush University begins new academic year
Profile: Georgia Padonu
Corridor Views: What do you like best about working nights?
Rush People
Hope wins employee award
In the swim of things
Kudos: Robert Hauser, Sandor Berendi, Luther Christman, Tim Martin Appointments: Ronald Weinstein, William Markey, Jean Sorrells-Jones, Elizabeth Lauber, Sally Palmisano, Susan Szczesny, Charlotte Roeber
PhotoRounds
Junior League volunteers celebrate tenth anniversary
Offer training seminars for secretaries
Medical Information users meet at RPSLMC
Fall festival fun for all
Professional Activities
Donor identification for drivers available soon

Volume 19, Number 7, November 1981
Cover Story: Bowman Center Celebrates Fifth Anniversary
Five years of special care for the elderly
RPSLMC lab services consolidate
New network affiliations
LaPorte Hospital
Wheaton College
Dialysis unit: an RPSLMC "family"
"Night People"
On the job
Rush People
Malkinson named to first Finnerud chair
Economou appointed Smith professor of surgery
Colleagues honor Robert M. Kark, M.D.
PhotoRounds
Fifth annual smokeout slated
New C.T. scanner "tailor-made" for Medical Center
RPSLMC interpreters: making a difference
Corridor Views: If you had to leave the United States and live in another country, which country would you choose to live in and why?
Professional Activities
Upcoming holiday events
Sheridan Road Hospital Annual Hospital Bazaar, Nursing Alumni Association Christmas Bazaar, Gigantic White Mouse Sale, Annual Operating Room Charity and Craft Sale

Volume 19, Number 8, December 1981
Cover Story: In the seasonal spirit of sharing and caring, volunteers at the Johnston R. Bowman Heath Center for the Elderly presented four new rocking horses to the pediatrics department
Perinatal Center: serving high-risk mother and babies
Santa came early
Employees recognized
Volunteers honored
New patient wing to open spring, 1982
Sheridan Road Hospital opens stress disorder unit
Profile: Paloma Larramendi
Highlights of November meetings of the Trustees, RMC Faculty, and Medical Staff
Trustee and Office Elections
Appointments by the President
Campaign for the Future of Success
Trustee Committee Structure
Dr. Campbell reports to medical staff
ANCHOR—past, present, and future
Gotterer: RMC students doing well
Corridor Views: If Santa offered you three wishes, what would they be?
Take a good health break
Free diabetes testing given
PhotoRounds
Rush People
Christman receives award from nursing colleagues
Kudos: Betty Cyekala, COTA, Thomas Madden, M.D., Jane Wheeler Warren, Loy Thomas, Ann Wohlgberg, M.A.
Professional Activities
Reports tell Medical Center story
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Holiday services offered

Volume 20, Number 1, January/February 1982
Cover Story: Sneak Preview! (new wing of medical center)
Social workers: professional problem solvers
Preventive medicine associates: combining care and research
ANCHOR introduces a new benefit
A valuable friend (Cash station)
Honor Martin Luther King, Jr.
Tuition reimbursement a real plus
"Security Aides" on patrol
Health sciences faculty meet
Physicians and plants display at R.U. Library
Crusade of Mercy campaign huge success
Profile: Lantz Arnell, M.D.
Corridor Views: What do you advise people to do to stay well?
Rush People
Training seminar improves management skills
Kudos: Joan LeSage, Ph.D., R.N., Kenneth Wu, M.D.

Volume 20, Number 2; March-April 1982
Cover Story: Making points: Sports at RPSLMC
Making points: Sports at RPSLMC
Keeping RPSLMC clean: 'round-the-clock responsibility
Rush People
Holstein named employee of quarter
Two new Trustees elected
SRH volunteer named Lerner citizen of the year
Kudos: Luther P. Christman, Ph.D., R.N., Sue Hegyvary, Ph.D., R.N. Steven G. Economou, M.D., Bruce C. Campbell, Dr. P.H., Donald Ebersman, Ph.D., Sheldon Garber, Robert Lewandowski, M.B., Lewis A. Lippner, M.A., Donald R. Oder, M.B.A., Bruce Rattenbury, James A. Schoenberger, M.D., Marie Siniortis, M.P.H., Robert Thayer
RPSLMC Appointments: Bruce C. Campbell, Dr. P.H., John G. Larson, Ph.D.
Nursing at Rush: many ways of caring
Profile: Harold L. Klawans, M.D.
Corridor Views: How would your life be different if there were no television?

Volume 20, Number 3, May-June 1982
Cover Story: On the Move
A moving experience
Dedication and celebration
RPSLMC honors dedicated employees
Rush University Commencement 1982
370 receive degrees
McNerney delivers keynote address
Honors and awards
Meet the graduates
Daniel Sheridan, Diana Henry, Terry Pencek
Profile - Eugene Boyd
Employee of the quarter
Rush University Day
Rush People
Volume 20, Number 4, July 1982

Cover Story: July marks the completion of over one million hours of service to the Medical Center by volunteers since September 1959. Above, Trustee Virginia DeYoung, a RPSLMC volunteer for 22 years, helps discharge her daughter-in-law Penny and newborn grandson Andrew Michael. For more about volunteers, see story on page 2.

Thanks a million
Volunteer Mini-Portraits
Virginia DeYoung, Valerie Haller, Margie Byrd, Ruth E. Flinn, Emil Laukes, Virginia Olson and Lillian Golant

An award-winning birth at Rush
Continuing education courses planned for fall
Medical staff honored
55 years, Edwin M. Smith, M.D., 50 years, Geza de Takats, M.D., S.C. Henn, M.D., Eric Oldberg, M.D., Fred O. Priest, M.D., Howard Wakefield, M.D., Willard L. Wood, M.D.,

High blood pressure screening results
Advice for cash station users
ANCHOR opens Norridge office
The underground story:
Medical Center engineering
Fannie Coats returns to Rush for a party
Rush People
Recognition for Blood Center, Richard Sassetti, M.D.
House Staff Elects Officers, Marc Cullen, M.D., Aaron Rosenberg, M.D., Ann Flannery, M.D., Kit Groteleuschen, M.D., George Zaverdas, M.D.
Kudos, Truman Esmond Jr., Marshal D. Goldin, M.D., William Markey, M.D., Donald R. Oder, Syrus Serry, M.D., Michael A. Stocker, M.D., Henry P. Russe, M.D., Aaron Rosenberg, M.D., Juan Vasquez, M.D.
RPSLMC Appointments, Francine L. Williams, Kathleen Taylor, M.S., Dennis Fruin, R.Ph., Grant Larson, R.R.T., Carl Fraterrigo, Ph.D., Kirk Day, Laura Lombardo, T.R.S., Cheryl Meredith, R.R.A., Mattie Woolfolk, A.C.S.W., Gary Knudson, A.C.S.W., June Simon, M.A.
Appointments, Henry P. Russe, M.D., Kenneth K. Wu, M.D., Doris Vidaver, M.A., Richard D. Penn, M.D., David D. Caldarelli, M.D.
Corridor Views: Corridor Views examines the "pet peeves" of Medical Center telephone operators who answer some 1,000 calls every 24 hours.
Elmhurst College offers business degree courses
New 1982-83 fellows and residents
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Meetings
Publications

Volume 20, Number 5, August 1982

Cover Story: A NewsRounds Challenge - Pictured above is a detail found in one of the Medical Center's many buildings. Can you identify it and the other photographs on page 5?
Crusade of Mercy
Medical Center run September 12
Patients breathing easier
What patients are saying...
Where is it? What is it?
Rush People
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Kudos: James A. Schoenberger, M.D., Herb Miller, Ph.D., Marjorie A. Stumpe, M.A., M.T., Robert C. Carbon, M.D., Robert M. Kark, M.D., Stanton A. Friedberg, M.D., Maynard M. Cohen, M.D., Ph.D.

Retirements
Getting a head start
For your shopping pleasure
The Jelke Shop
The Store on Four
The Atrium Shop
Beauty shop for patients and employees
Surgical Sciences present house staff awards Lawrence A. Raines, M.D., Joaquin E. Tomas, M.D., Daniel J. Deziel, M.D., Dominic J. Tedesco, M.D., Joseph L. D'Silva, M.D., Harry W. Southwick, M.D., Bernice Chu, R.N., Michael F. Haklin

Corridor Views: The typical first-year resident spends at least 90 hours a week at the hospital. We asked some new Rush residents what they do in their limited free time.

About Corridor Views
Answers to "Where is it? What is it?"

Medical Center memo: the place for publicity PhotoRounds Professional Activities
Speeches
Meetings
Publications

Volume 20, Number 6, September 1982
Cover Story: Today, more than ever, the Crusade of Mercy needs your help. The Medical Center campaign gets under-way October 11. Above, Rush campaign co-chairperson Merry Beth Krause talks with a member of the Angel Guardian Senior Center. The center was one of three United Way-supported agencies recently visited by Rush employees. For more about Crusade activities, see pages 2-3.

It all depends on you! How to Contribute Back to School Fair
Sheridan Road Hospital's 'Caring Climate' program for improved patient care

Rush Fest '82
Home visit program Profile: Leroy Irvin
Preparing for medical careers
Courses offered
Tennis anyone? Medical Center run

Keeping the Center secure

Rush People


Kudos, Joseph R. Christian, M.D., Sheridan Road Hospital, The Office of Philanthropy and Communication, Victor E. Gould, M.D.

Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures Seminars
Meetings
Publications

Volume 20, Number 7, October 1982
Cover Story: "Mr. YUK Visits LADS" Pharmacists Tony Burda and Layne Oliff of the Poison Control Center recently took their Mr. Yuk Puppet show act to Laurance Armour Day School. To the delight of students, Mr. Yuk warned the youngsters of the potential dangers of playing with household items, medications, and plants. Other members of the poison education troupe included Popeye, Olive Oyl, and Sweet Pea. For more about the Poison Control Center and the services it provides, see page 4.

Keeping the Medical Center fit
Poison Control Center
Free diabetes screenings at RPSLMC set Nov. 8-12
Profile: Verdine Adams, D.P.M.

PhotoRounds
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Jerome J. Hahn, M.D., Helen Marie Lower, Ph.D., R.N., Nancy E. Weisman, J.D., Marc Forkins, R.R.T., Robert J. Salmen, Jr., Richard E. Buenger, M.D., Ernest W. Fordham, M.D.


15 Rush women win YWCA leadership awards
Happy Birthday, FBC (Family Birth Center)
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Christmas activities planned
Holiday blood drive set
New Patient Care Award
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Meetings
Publications
New Copy Center open

Volume 20, Number 8, November-December 1982

Cover Story: "HAPPY HOLIDAYS." Sandra Banger and Ruth Wilcox, pediatrics, give their utmost singing for the Medical Center Choir. The newly formed choral group made its first public appearance at the Christmas party in Schwepppe Sprague Auditorium. The choir will be spreading holiday cheer around the Medical Center. For information about their upcoming Christmas concert, see page 5.

Volunteer Recognition Day
The Great American Smokeout
Celebrating the Holiday Season
Rush Choir Concert Set December 20
Crusade is Giant Success
Continuing Education Registration January 4-5
"Toys for Tots" Drive
Highlights of November Meetings of the Trustees, RMC Faculty, and Medical Staff
Trustee and Officer Elections
President's Report: A Banner Year
Past Chairman of RPSLMC Board of Trustees
Need Comprehensive Capability: Hejna
Facilities Development
Dr. Russe Reports on RMC, Medical Center
Faculty Hears Report on Studies
Rush People
Kudos: Alma Miles, M.S., M.P.H., R.N.
RPSLMC Appointments: Scott A. Kale, M.D., Patricia A. McGuinness, William E. Nix
Appointments: Joseph V. Messer, M.D., Robert G. Hauser, M.D., Henry P. Russe, M.D., Mitchell L. Goldflies, M.D., Charlotte Roeber, M.S., C.A.C., R.N., Amy S. Peele, R.N., Linas A. Bieliauskas, Ph.D., David C. Garron, Ph.D., Leyla de Toledo-Morrell, Ph.D., Randall E. McNally, M.D., Ludwig Kornel, M.D., Ph.D., Bruce C. Campbell, Dr. P.H., Sue T. Hegyvary, Ph.D., R.N., Lawrence H. Lanzl, Ph.D.
Copy Center Installs Polytec
Employee of the Quarter and Stege Winners Named
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Meetings
Publications
BEST WISHES FOR A JOYFUL NEW YEAR!

Volume 21, Number 1, January-February 1983

Cover Story: E.T. was a physician for a day at Presbyterian-St. Luke's where he visited young and adolescent patients. His prognosis for patient George Perez: a speedy recovery.

For other reactions to E.T.’s holiday visit, see page 4.

New Surgery/Pathology Communication System
Nurse Recruitment Ad Series is Winner
Holiday Food Drive, Activities Reap Positive Response
Medical Center in the News
Medical Center Safety Week To Take Place Feb. 21-25
The Atrium Building: A T.V. Star is Born
Profile: Steve Sanchez
Food Services Renamed
New ANCHOR Offices
Supervisors Receive Achievement Certificates
Flower Sale Set February 14
Corridor Views NewsRounds stopped by the Rush University offices to ask staff there: “How do you put up with Chicago winters?” These were their responses:
In Honor of Dr. King
Offices on the Move: New Locations
Surgery/Pathology Communication System (continued from page 2)
New Department at SRH
A Department in Motion
Rush People
Volume 21, Number 2, March 1983

Cover Story: I Love My Computer: The "I Love My Computer" Fair, appropriately held on Valentine's Day, took Schweppes Sprague Auditorium by storm as Rush computer aficionados gathered to discover how their associates are making use of computers.

At bottom far left, Jane Llewellyn, D.N.Sc., surgical nursing; James Shover, MT (ASCP), clinical hematology lab-oratory; and William Wagner, Ph.D., academic support services, view a program on display. At bottom right, Harold Paul, M.D., M.P.H., general surgery, demonstrates his personal home computer to fourth year medical student David Grace.

The fair was sponsored by the interdepartmental Medical Center Task Force on Computer Literacy. Helping to make it a success were Lisa Brenner, Ph.D., and Jerry Justic, computer based education; Thomas Stibolt, M.D., internal medicine; Greg Knepper, M.S., finance; Francine Williams, medical information systems; Ron Schmidt, M.A., training and development; and Bill Wellman, M.S., health systems management.

Eleanor Wrobel, food and nutrition service, was the lucky participant at the fair who won a personal home computer at the "I Love My Computer" raffle.

To learn how some of the folks at Sheridan Road Hospital imagine computers will affect them, see page 5. THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON LIVING

Medical Center Resounds With Song

Flame: An Unusual Patient from Brookfield

Scientific Symposium Scheduled May 26

Corridor Views: NewsRounds posed this question to some of the folks at Sheridan Road Hospital: As we enter the computer age, how do you think computers will affect you at work and/or at home?

Rush People


Kudos: Mila J. Pierce, M.D., Joseph V. Messer, M.D., Melvyn Mahon, M.D., Thomas Andreacchi, M.D., Erich E. Brueschke, M.D.

Lloyd Bowers Appointed RPSLMC Life Trustee

Employee of Quarter Stege Award Winners

Constance Reid, R.N., Denise Smith, Simon Dougal

Mmm...Mmmm...Good: It was a tie between the carrot and cheese cakes in the first Emergency Services Bake-Off held last month.

Seventeen gourmet bakers, all from Emergency Services, did their best to out-do one another and impress an impartial panel of RPSLMC judges. Above, Don Misch, M.D., internal medicine, takes a light-hearted approach to his judging responsibilities while Alan Rhodes, finance, and Diane Howard, M.P.H., administration, regard their tasting duties with more serious concentration. At right, judge Robert Carr, transport, express satisfaction. Official winners of the event: Otha Hunger-Buckley and June Arbogast, R.N., Fran O'Donnell, R.N., came in a close second with her banana split cake. Monica McAndrews, R.N., assistant head nurse, organized the E.R. food fair.

Shannon to Compete For ICN Fellowship

The Gift That Keeps on Living (continued from page 2)

Fragrant Happenings

How To Donate

Woman's Board Announces Fashion Show Sponsor

Professional Activities

Speeches/Lectures/Seminars/Meetings/Publications

Volume 21, Number 3, April 1983

Cover Story: The image of the nurse has undergone radical changes over the centuries. Once a profession exclusively for men and later almost exclusively for women, nursing is now seeing greater numbers of men joining its ranks. Above, an image of the nurse in Shakespearean days, reproduced from a picture in the office of Luther Christman, Ph.D., R.N., vice president, nursing affairs, and dean of the College of Nursing. For more about men in nursing, see page 2.

Nursing: Not for Women Only

Medical Center in the News

Financing Hospital Services: Looking for Answers

Celebrating Illinois Nurses Week


Kudos: Department of Religion and Health, Finance Department Changes are Announced,


Speaking of Days Gone By

Three Generations of Surgeons

Professional Activities

Speeches/Lectures/Seminars

Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.

rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives

Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358
RMC Students Get NRMP Results
Attention Runners: Join R.U.S.H. Sports Program
Elmhurst College Offers Business Degree
Safety First!
Rush People
Appointments: Henry P. Russe, M.D., Diane Howard, M.P.H.
Founders Day Scheduled May 10
Lifesaving Response
Red Cross Offers Camp Nursing
New Acquisition
What Patients Are Saying
Employee Health Service
Data Center, Purchasing Department Offer Computerware Discounts
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars/Publications

Volume 21, Number 4, May 1983
Cover Story: The Faces of Founders Day
RPSLMC Honors Dedicated Employees
Dr. Campbell Addresses Union League Club
Tony Burda: Opening Eyes with His Abilities
It's A Boy! The Woman's Board Cancer Treatment Center was turned into a film studio last month when actors and technicians took over the ear to film a commercial for Illinois Bell. Five employees and a student from therapeutic radiology were hired as extras. Working with professional actors, actresses, producers, directors, and technicians, they were a part of a 60-second spot currently advertising the phone company's "call-waiting" feature. Why the title "It's A Boy"? Tune in to find out...
They Make Magic! "We can do magic" was this year's theme for Secretaries Day, and most secretaries at the Medical Center will agree that's just what they do. At far left, Janice Thomas, wage and salary, Juanita Gant, Adolescent Family Center, and Johnnie Jones, Rush University library, with roses received April 28 at a continental breakfast held in honor of RPSLMC secretaries. Left, Dolores Vogel, preventive medicine, picks up her Secretaries Day gift, the "El Clippo" (a large plastic paper clip).
Honoring our Volunteers
Let There Be Music
Priscilla Bell Wins Barton Nursing Award
Family Day Set June 18
Miller Wins Graves Award
Express Mail Service is Now at RPSLMC
Stop Smoking!
Celebrating Laboratory Week
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Donna J. Knuth, accounts payable, Max Douglas Brown, J.D.
Appointments: James L. Rae, Ph.D., Astrida I. Silins, M.D., Hassan Najafi, M.D., Michael A. Counte, Ph.D., David L. Roseman, M.D., Serge S. Eytan, M.D., Susan Szczesny, M.S., R.N., Dickie Nichols, MT (ASCP) SBB, Joseph V. Messer, M.D., Anna Perlberg, ACSW, Marilyn Johnson, Ph.D., Thomas B. Stillbolt, Jr., M.D.
Pre-Commencement Activities Planned
Retirements: August 1, 1982 to April 1, 1983
Occupational Therapy: What's It All About
Corridor Views: We wandered through the Medical Center before lunch one morning, building up an appetite and finding out what people's favorite restaurants are in the area. Here are some answers:
Professional Activities
Publications
Rush Home Health Services at Sheridan Road Hospital
Professional Activities: Publications (continued from page 19)

Volume 21, Number 5, June/July 1983
Cover Story: Q: What's donut-shaped, weights 5 tons, has a magnetic field 10,000 times more powerful than earth's and may revolutionize diagnostic medicine? For the answer, see page 3. (MRI machine)
Employee Hepatitis Program to be Offered
Dr. Campbell Plans Retirement
ON THE COVER Physicians from diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine peeked through the magnet that is the core of nuclear magnetic resonance here at the Medical Center. Looking through the five-ton magnet are Guy R. Matthew, M.D., Michael Capek, M.D., Robert Kubicka, M.D., John Clark, M.D., and Yolanda Adler, M.D.
Q: What's donut-shaped, weights 5 tons, and has a magnetic field...
A. Nuclear magnetic resonance
Keeping the Medical Center Well-Read
Children's Car Seats Available at RPSLMC
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Volume 21, Number 7, August/September 1983
Cover Story: Those were the days/Thanks for the memories - Festival ’83
Letter from the President - James A. Campbell, M.D.
Behavioral Sciences and the Law
United Way Crusade of Mercy
JAC being honored by Employee Activities Committee for being strong supporter of employee programs
August Art Gallery A Family Affair
Rehab Services Available at Sheridan Road Hospital
"And Miles to Go Before I Sleep"
Students Train At Psycho-Motor Skills Lab
Employees Can View PIN Programs
Medical Center in the News
Photo Rounds
Festival ’83: Those Were The Days
Thanks For The Memories
Retirement Planning Program
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Herbert Kaizer, M.D., Ph.D., Marie E. Sinioris, M.P.H., Tina M. Field, M.S., Jean M. Reckard, R.N., Phyllis Peterson, M. Ed., Joann L. Koepple, Maureen Sheehan, M.S.N., R.N., Lynd D. Bacon, Ph.D., Brigid Brechling, M.S.W., Bernadette Doe, M.S.W., Carol Jacobson, M.S.W., Lee Karrow, M.S.W., Lawrence F. Layfer, M.D., Paul N. Gorman, M.D., Susan K. Jacob, Ph.D., Robert G. Zadylak, M.D., Susan Dean-Baar, M.D., Lee D. Thompson, Ph.D., Mark H. Lepper, M.D.
Employee of Quarter, Stege Winners Named
Kudos: Biomedical Communications Department, Section of Medical Photography, Rita J. Lyons, M.S., R.N., Cleo Manuel, M.S., Steven Schneider
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Publications

Volume 21, Number 7, October 1983
Cover Story: United Way/Crusade of Mercy 1983
Oder Named Acting President
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Benefits Change
Blue Cross/Blue Shield and ANCHOR Open Enrollment
Someone You Know Needs Your Help
On The Cover
Tina M. Field, M.S., assistant administrator, medical sciences and services, and United Way/Crusade of Mercy co-chairperson, hears a story from a child in a day care program at Casa Central
It All Depends On You
Caring Climate Program Offered At Medical Center
Medical Center Facilities on Chicago's west side
Photo Rounds
Camp Safety and Health Management
Classes Begin for Rush Students
Medical Center In The News
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Steven G. Economou, M.D., David D. Caldarelli, M.D., Rebecca A. Dowling, Ph.D., Pamela Brick
Appointments: Steven Haught, M.S., C.A.C., Katherine Billingham, Ph.D., David L. Ratusnik, Ph.D.
Kudos: John Pottage, M.D.
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Publications
Annual Nurses Alumni Association Holiday Bazaar

Volume 21, Number 8, November 1983
Cover Story: Welcome to the new Employee Center: NMR at Medical Center; First in Midwest
New Employee Center at RPSLMC
Employee Benefits - A Hidden Paycheck
Volunteer Recognition Day
"To be Able" or "Not to be Able"...
...Rehabilitation Can Make the Difference
Medical Center Holiday Calendar
Adopt-a-Family
Holiday Religious Services
Holiday Shopping at the Medical Center
Photo Rounds
Crusade of Mercy Campaign Week
Housekeeping Pride Day
Rush Run '83
New Exhibits in Atrium Building
Employee Fitness Day
More Treats Than Tricks on Halloween
Corridor Views: NewsRounds asked Medical Center staff: "When you were a child, what was your favorite television cartoon and why?"
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Wayne Lerner, M.H.A., Michael A. Counte, Ph.D., Gerald L. Glandon, Ph.D., James P. Hill, M.S., Robert Landes, William C. Wagner, Ph.D.
Rush People in the News: Rhoda Pomerantz, M.D., Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., Amy Peele, R.N., Susan Santora, R.N., Jason Birnholz, M.D.
Employee of the Quarter, Stege Winners Named
Kudos: Department of Medical Center Engineering, Blood Center, Department of Pharmacy, Poison Control Center
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Publications

Volume 21, Number 9, December 1983
Cover Story: To Start a Life... To Save a Life... The Medical Center Opens In Vitro Fertilization Laboratory and Bone Marrow Transplant Center.
Rush People
To Start a Life
To Save a Life
ON THE COVER To Start a Life... Close-up of the culture medium specially prepared for use in the Medical Center's In Vitro Fertilization Laboratory.
To Save a Life... Rene Benson, MT(ASCP), Blood Center technician, dons extra thick leather gloves to retrieve a sample of a patient’s bone marrow that has been frozen in liquid nitrogen at 195 degrees C. The marrow was treated to destroy disease-causing cells before being frozen and will be transplanted back to the patient at a later date.

James A. Campbell, M.D.

Highlights of the November Meetings of the Trustees, RMC Faculty, and Medical Staff

President’s Report: A Year of Solid Progress

Management Reports to the Board of Trustees

Dean’s Report on Rush Medical College

Photo Rounds

Bishop Anderson House Gourmet Food and Wine Tasting Benefit

SRH Physician Sends Unique Christmas Card

Corridor Views: With the holidays just around the corner, we asked Medical Center employees, “What’s the best present you ever gave?” Here’s what they had to say:

Rush People

RPSLMC Appointments: Norman Neches, M.D., Esther M. Schechter, Ph.D., John Jacobberger, Donald J. Geraghty

Appointments: James Kimura, Ph.D., Colin Morley, Ph.D., Walter Fried, M.D., Rajalaxmi McKenna, M.D., George D. Wilbanks, M.D., John W. Curtin, M.D.

Volume 22, Number 1, January 1984

Cover Story: For Melvin Cleveland, (left) 1984 represents a second chance at life. On January 6, he received a kidney from his brother Steve, Medical Center Engineering. Steve donated his kidney because he "wanted to give Melvin a chance to watch his kids grow up." Both brothers are under the care of nephrology fellow, Stephen Korbet, M.D. Albert Straus,, M.D., removed Steve's kidney and Stephen Jensik, M.D., performed the transplant.

Flow Cytometry Aids Diagnosis and Research

New Facility, Equipment for Ultrasound

Elevator Etiquette: Things Emily Post Never Told You

Attendant Cars Free Up Internal Traffic Jams

Corridor Views: If you had the chance, would you go up in the space shuttle? Why or why not?

Medical Center Makes Christmas Merrier for Needy Families Valentine Flower Sale sponsored by Rush University Faculty Wives Association, Tuesday, February 14, 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Professional Building lobby and cafeteria corridor

SRH Sponsors Rape Prevention Seminars

Holiday Photo Rounds

"Just Because We Love You”

Photo Rounds

SRH Acquires Cardiac Arrhythmia Monitoring System

Supervisors Complete Supervisory Development Program

Medical Center In The News

Quadruplets Born at the Medical Center

Rush People


Appointments: Dickie Nichols, MT(ASCP)SBB, Frederick D. Malkinson, M.D., Marilyn Rubin-Terrado, M.S., R.N., Constance Reid, M.S., R.N., Raymond L. Kaplan, Ph.D., Henry P. Russe, M.D., Rhoda S. Pomerantz, M.D., Jane Grady, M.A.T., Susan Rutter, MT(ASCP), Janet Wolter, M.D., George D. Wilbanks, M.D., Tonaith S. Weinstein, M.D., James O’Donnell, Pharm.D., John W. Curtin, M.D., James A. Cavanaugh, M.D., Jonathan R. Kelly, M.D., Jeffrey C. Salloway, Ph.D., L. Penfield Faber, M.D., C. Frederick Kittle, M.D.

Kudos: Department of Medical Center Engineering, Robert C. Muehrcke, M.D., George D. Wilbanks, M.D., Debbie Walens, O.T.R., Betty Czekala, C.O.T.A., Housekeeping and Engineering Departments, RPSLMC

Professional Activities

Meetings

Speeches/Lectures/Seminars

Publications

Volume 22, Number 2, February 1984

Cover Story: Magician Patrick Doolan’s sleight of hand produces a white dove for JRB patient Yeota Stravroghohn to enjoy. Recreation therapists Alice Michaud, R.R.T., (1) and Kathy Mynatt, R.R.T., admire her new feathered friend. Doolan performed magic tricks for JRB patients on a recent Sunday afternoon.

Safety Is Year ‘Round Concern

Henikoff To Be Named President of RPSLMC

New Trustees Elected

Professional Nursing Staff Organization Elects Officers

Mark Your Calendar

Career Development Fair

University Research Week Scheduled May 22-24

Employee Assistance Program
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JRB Received Eldercare Grant
ANCHOR Welcomes 100,000th Member, Opens New Office
Corridor Views: if you could spend half an hour with someone famous, who would it be? What would you ask them?
Photo Rounds
Escobar Named JRB Unit Clerk of the Year
Quality Assurance Program
Medical Center Adopts Day Care Center
Medical Center In The News
Midnight Bowling League
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Roger C. Bone, M.D., Sara Segal Levy, Dr.P.H.
Appointments: Anna J. Carvalho, M.S., Henry Gewurz, M.D., Henry Russe, M.D., Luther P. Christman, Ph.D., R.N., Thomas P. Andriacchi, Ph.D., Karen Montgomery, M.Ed., Marilyn Johnson, Ph.D.
Retirements: April, 1983 to January 1, 1984
Safety Awareness Week March 19-23, 1984 Scheduled Speakers
Kudos: Subramania Jayaraman, Ph.D., Ponnunni K. Kartha, Ph.D., Anthony B. Chung-Bin, Ph.D., Lawrence H. Lanzl, Ph.D., Larry Hitzeman, R.N., Rodie and Muriel Milfort, Thomas P. Andriacchi, Ph.D., Richard Micosz, M.S.
Employee of the Quarter, Stege Winners Named
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Publications

Volume 22, Number 3, March/April 1984
Cover Story: Children and members of the nursing staff on 5 Murdock celebrated Children and Hospitals Week, March 19-23, with a week full of activities-puppet show, taco party, fashion show, Sesame Street Hour, movie and carnival. Putting the Business Suit on Health Care
New Emergency Facilities Open
Picture Spring Focus on Fitness
An Exercise Everyone Can Do: Put on Your Name Tag
Dial "25" to Page
First Rush Sweetheart Award Winners Named
Target: Health Education
Photo Rounds
Spring Calendar
Corridor Views: "What's your favorite place in the Medical Center?"
Medical Center in the News
Profile: Denise Williams
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Thomas B. Stibolt, Jr., M.D., John Webb, M.A., Doris A. Smith
Appointments: Frances A. Daniher, M.B.A.
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Seminars
Publications

Volume 22, Number 4, May 1984
Cover Story: On May 9, students took a break from classes to enjoy Rush University's third annual Rush University Day. The day started off with coffee and doughnuts while students signed up for the University bookstore raffle. Interesting educational events offered during the day included tours of the Sleep Disorder Service and Research Center, the gait laboratory, etc. There were two plays on aging, performed by the Department of Performing and Visual Arts of Roosevelt University and sponsored by the Medical Center's Humanities Program. The day's events ended with "mini olympics"-sack races, three-legged races, balloon "sit on it," kick ball race, egg toss, the tug-of-war and a pie eating contest.
Henikoff Named President of RPSLMC
Looking Ahead
Target Health: Health Fair
Founders Day Recognizes Dedicated Employees
Serving Others: 74,479 Hours of Thanks
Photo Rounds
Focus on Fitness
Rush Family Day
Commencement/Alumni Calendar
Corridor Views: "What is the most important lesson you have learned in life?"
Rush People
Rush People in the News: Sushil Bagri, M.D., Vincent Pisani, Ph.D., Thomas Witt, M.D., Stuart Levin, M.D., James L. Cavanaugh, M.D., Jason Birnholz, M.D., David Clark, Ph.D., Jamie Lilie, Ph.D., Amy Peele, R.N., Mindy Malecki, Steven Jensik, M.D., Walter Whisler, M.D., Ph.D.


Appointments: Jules E. Harris, M.D., Steven Gitelis, N.D., Robert S. Eisenberg, Ph.D., James L. Cavanaugh, M.D., Lawrence H. Lanzel, Ph.D., Betty Kastory, Beth Burbank, James Corrigan, Rev. Russell Burck, Ph.D.

Kudos: Henry Gewurz, M.D., H. Gunther Bucheleres, M.D., Rush Medical College Students, Marguerite Littleton, M.S.N., R.N., L. Penfield Faber, M.D., Lawrence H. Lanzel, Ph.D., Raymond L. Kaplan, Ph.D., Section to Ophthalmology, Carmen Colon, Ron Andro, R.N., May Leutkehans

A Lifetime of Caring: Medical Center Employees Awarded Olympic Medals

Professional Activities

Meetings

Speeches/Lectures/Seminars

Publications

Volume 22, Number 5, June 1984

Cover Story: A Reunion of Miracles: Special Care Nursery Alums Return. More than 40 alums and their families came to the ninth annual Special Care Nursery reunion June 24 at the Medical Center. Most of the alums were born prematurely, weighing between one and three pounds; some had additional complications to overcome. All who watched them romping around concurred that they were truly "miracle babies."

Pediatric Luncheon Program

Medical Center Photo Contest Winners

University Research Week

Stroll Around the Medical Center

Outdoor Paths

Indoor Paths

Medical Staff Honored

Rush University: Commencement 1984

Dr. Krevans Delivers Commencement Address

It Seems Like Only Yesterday...Alums Return to Campus

1984 Awards

Meet the Graduates: Christopher Kales, Jieming Hsu, Leslie Jellinek, Lori Kuczwar, Nicole Raaz

1984 Woman's Board Fashion Show and Raffle

Sheridan Road Hospital Opens New Arthritis Evaluation and Treatment Center

Rush People


Employee of the Quarter, Stege Award Winners: Nancy Flowers, M.S.W., A.C.S.W.

Appointments: Marianne N. O'Donoghue, M.D., George D. Wilbanks, M.D., Lauren D. Holinger, M.D., Rosalind D. Cartwright, Ph.D., Leslie Pionke, M.S.W., Lawrence Lanzel, Ph.D., Maureen Shelton, D.N.Sc., R.N.


Professional Activities

Meetings

Speeches/Lectures/Papers

Publications

Volume 22, Number 6, July 1984

Cover Story: Sheridan Road Hospital: You Should See Us Now! If there’s a word to describe what’s happening at Sheridan Road Hospital, it’s "change." In fact, if you haven’t seen SRH in a while, you probably wouldn’t recognize it. A new lobby, emergency room, outpatient registration and business offices, operating room as well as radiology, occupational and physical therapy departments are all recently completed projects.

Resolution of Appreciation

A Famous Trio Returns

Illinois Benedictine Affiliates with Rush

BioService Corporation Becomes ArcVentures, Inc.

Medical Center Family Day: A Fun-For-All

PhotoRounds

Focus on Fitness Schedule

Sheridan Road Hospital 10K Run for the Road

Rush Fest ’84

Rush People

Rush People in the News: Stuart Levin, M.D., James L. Cavanaugh, Jr., M.D., Jules Harris, M.D., Gordon Bass, M.M., Stephanie Cavanaugh, M.D., Janet Wolter, M.D., Bonnie Taylor, R.N., Special Care Nursery, Jean Busby, R.N., Mindy Malecki, R.N., Stephan Jensik, M.D., Rhoda Pomerantz, M.D., Tony Burda
Volume 22, Number 7, August 1984

Cover Story: Rush Fest: a picnic on the lawn, carnival games and musical entertainment.

Volunteering: A Medical Center Employee Family Tradition A Personalized Approach to Childbirth Education

News Briefs
Therapeutic Radiology Opens Hyperthermia Unit
Library Exhibit on Gerontologic Nursing
United Way/Crusade of Mercy: Questions and Answers

RPSLMC and the U of I "Hatch" a New Project
Corridor Views: "If you could win a gold medal in an Olympic event, what event would it be? Why?"

New 1984-85 Residents and Fellows
Rush People

Appointments:  Harold M. Spinka, M.D.
Kudos:  Woman's Board, Volunteers, Jessie Mack, Dale Holstein, Willie Ware, Faith M. Jones, Ed.D., R.N., Carolyn Reed, Rosalind D. Cartwright, Ph.D., James L. Rae, Ph.D.

Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Papers
Publications

Volume 22, Number 8, September 1984

Cover Story: Our Heart's in the Right Place. A Tradition of Caring. The United Way/Crusade of Mercy campaign at the Medical Center kicked off October 1, and it already is off to a good start. The Rush "family" of more than 7,000 employees and staff is being asked to reach a new record of generosity this year. The goal for 1984 is $211,000. Co-chair Carvalho gives of Experience, Knowledge and Time. Anna Carvalho, M.S., has been appointed co-chairperson of the Medical Center's 1984 campaign. Ms. Carvalho has put in a lot of time as a volunteer management consultant. A volunteer like Anna Carvalho not only shares her time and talent, she helps the United Way stretch its resources. Our heart's in the right place - our neighborhood. Late this summer Medical Center employees had the chance to witness their Crusade of Mercy dollars at work -- in this case, very close to home. Marcy-Newberry Association, Inc., is a 100-year-old association devoted to providing day care, after school supervision and summer camp for children; recreational, educational and cultural development for teens; and adult and senior citizen programs and activities.

Classes Begin for Rush Students
A Place to Call Our Own
Always Time to be a Friend
Rush University Bookstore: A Store with Something Extra
British Health Officials Visit Rush

Upcoming Events
Teenagers Aid Medical Center Researchers
Low Vision Clinic
Photo Rounds
Housekeeping Poses These Questions...

SRH 10K Draws Hundreds of "Road Runners"
Operation Vegetable
Security Battles Fire in Schweppe

Rush People

Appointments:  Diane Howard, M.P.H., Jacqueline J. Bishop, Joan LeSeage, Ph.D., R.N., Nancy Schreiber, M.S.N., R.N., Jose Howard-Rubin, M.S., R.N., Steven Waskerwitz, M.D., Robert Eisenberg, Ph.D., Margo Mansfield, M.A., OTR, David L. Palmer, M.A.
Kudos:  Theodore E. Nichols, David Jette, Ph.D., Lawrence Land, Ph.D., Martin Rozenfeld, Ph.D.
Rush People In The News: John Payne, M.D., Mark Frankle, Jan A. Fawcett, M.T., Mindy Malecki, R.N., Thomas Deutsch, M.D., Rhoda Pomerantz, M.D., W. Paul Dmowski, M.D., Ph.D., Nathan Kramer, Roger E. Bone, M.D., John Curtin, M.D., Randall McNally, M.D.

Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/ Presentations Publications

Volume 22, Number 9, October 1984
Cover Story: Rush Medical Meetings Draw World-wide Audiences. Cornelia B. Wilbur, M.D., a pioneer in the treatment of multiple personality disorder (MPD), was a keynote speaker at the MPD conference. Dr. Wilbur spoke on MPD and child abuse. Chairman of the Rush Medical College Alumni Association Library Committee, Stanton Friedberg, M.D., otolaryngology/bronchoesophagology, explained the history of Rush Medical College to North American Traveling Fellowship orthopedic surgeons in the Rare Books Room of the Rush University Library and showed the physicians a selection from the rare book collection. Steven Gitelis, M.D., orthopedic surgery, himself a fellow last year, coordinated the traveling fellowship visit to the Medical Center. A Thirtieth Anniversary Symposium was sponsored by the Section of Medical Oncology, to celebrate its founding in 1954. More than 275 physicians and nurses attended to hear faculty from the top cancer centers present their views on research and patient care.

Psychiatry Sponsors Multiple Personality Conference
Orthopedic Surgeons Share Ideas
Medical Oncology Celebrates Thirtieth Anniversary
The Day the Lights Went Out...for ten seconds
Medical Center Garage Stretches Space
Rush Library Introduces Bar Coding
Your Pledge Card Still Counts

Corridor Views: "If you were going to a Halloween costume party, what would you go as and why?"
It Was an "Upbeat" Year for the Woman's Board
1984 Fashion Show: "Update with a Downbeat"
Woman's Board Art Gallery Opening
Art and Psychiatry Explored in Film Series

Upcoming Events
Annual Nurses Alumni Association Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale
Rush University Faculty Wives' Custom Jewelry Sale
November 14 is Operating Room Nurses Day
National Home Care Week Celebration: November 25 - December 2
Up On Health: A Health Newsletter for Employees
It's time now to start thinking about the holidays...

Photo Rounds
Rush People
Chadwick Prodromos, M.D., James L. Cavannaugh, Jr., M.D., Barbara A. Weiner, J.D.
Rush People In The News: Howard M. Kravitz, D.O., Marie Sinioris, M.P.H., Reverend Christian A. Hovde, Ph.D., Gary Strokosch, M.D., Michael Stocker, M.D., James Schoenberger, M.D., Luther Christman, Ph.D., R.N.

Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/ Presentations Publications

Volume 22, Number 10, November 1984
Cover Story: Children from the Laurance Armour Day School enjoyed an autumn day at the Lincoln Park Zoo. While the main purpose of the trip was to visit the animals (which the children had been learning about in school), there was time left over to visit the Children's Zoo for some "hands on" experience.

Volunteer Recognition Day
Medical Center Sponsors Nursing Research Symposium
In Memoriam
Chappell Donation Aids in Hematology Research
HSM Receives Three-Year Accreditation
Holiday Calendar
Pastoral Services
Holiday Religious Services
Holiday Shopping at the Medical Center
Sheridan Road Hospital Develops Sports Medicine Program
SRH Family Health Center Open House

[Revised January 2016]
Gift Shop Opening December 3
Highlights of the Annual Meeting of the Trustees, RMC Faculty, Medical Staff and Professional Nursing Staff Organization
Trustee and Officer Elections
President's Report: Continued Dedication to Quality
Establish Gottschalk, Sadove Professorships in Anesthesiology
Dr. Russe Reports on RMC, Medical Center
Medical Center of Future: "Broad Based Health Presence"
PNS Holds First Annual Meeting
Medical Staff Welcomes Dr. Henikoff "Back Home"
Photo Rounds
The Medical Center Has Goblins, Ghosts and Gremlins??
Rush People
Appointments: Herb Gewurz, M.D., Allan McLean, James O'Donnell, Pharm.D., James L. Cavanaugh, Jr., M.D., Loy D. Thomas, M.A.
Kudos: Section of Medical Oncology, Rush Medical College, Midge F. Adams, Woman's Board members, volunteers, SPD warehouse employees, Diane Sowa, M.B.A., R.D., Samuel R. Bryant, M.D.
Rush People in the News: Deborah Tuft-Ross, Richard R. Penn, M.D., James L. Cavanaugh, Jr., M.D., Michael Ramsey, M.D., Frank Hendrickson, M.D, Stephen Jensik, M.D., Ph.D., Amy Peele, R.N., Mark Lunde, M.D.
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Volume 22, Number 11, December 1984
Cover Story: The Medical Center Family Adopts Other Families. "Last year 700 employees adopted 90 families. This year, 1700 employees are adopting 150 families," says Zigman. "I can't believe the response this year! Medical Center employees are really giving it all they've got," says Carol Zigman, assistant director, community affairs, in response to employee participation in this year's Adopt-a-Family Program. Needy families have been identified by the Medical Center's social service department the following community agencies: Urban Programs West, Providence of God Church, WACA/Sickle Cell, Lawndale Peoples Planning and Action Conference, Chicago Commons, Concerned Citizens of Little Village, Family Focus, Better Boys Foundation, the Midwest Community Council and Mile Square Health Center.
We Did It! We Reached Our Goal and Then Some!
Tradition of Excellence Follows Patients Home Profile of a Singing Staffer
New Services For Computer Users
Photo Rounds
Skiing Safety Means Conditioning, Common Sense
The Great American Smokeout
The Pharmacy Fills a Special Prescription
Faculty Wives Sponsor Health Care Ethics Series
Patient Questionnaire
Corridor Views: If you could give anyone a Christmas present, what would it be? and who would you give it to?
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Rebecca Dowling, Ph.D., R.D., Thomas Dent, M.D., Charlotte Krueger, M.Ed., R.D., Maria Chairez
Appointments: Marshall L. Blankenship, M.D., Kevin Sherin, M.D., Henry P. Russe, M.D., Helen Shidler, M.S., R.N., Margaret Von Dreelie, Ph.D., R.N., John W. Curtin, M.D.
Kudos: Maria Chairez, Ruth Pearce, Roseanne Vitullo Proteau, M.D., Brady Welsh, M.D., Tanya Jones, M.D., Franklin S. Alcorn, M.D., John R. Charters, M.D., John W. Clark, M.D., Jerry P. Petasnick, M.D., David A. Turner, M.D., Chadwick C. Prudemos, M.D., John W. Clark, M.D., Myrte Pozniak, M.D., Walter John Bayard, M.D., Terence A. S. Matalon, M.D.
Rush People in the News: Bennett Braun, M.D., Lawrence Lazarus, M.D., Glenn Landon, M.D., David Clark, Ph.D., Jan Gosha, R.N., Frank W. Merrick, M.D., Mary Burnett, R.N., Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., John Bernat, J.D.
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Volume 23, Number 1, January 1985
Cover Story: Medical Center Diversifies Health Services
In fulfilling its commitment to serve 1.5 million people in northern Illinois, the Rush System for Health is expanding to offer a number of medical care services to employers for their employees through a new, not-for-profit division of Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's, Diversified Health Services (DHS). DHS includes the Corporate Health Center, located in One Place, one of Chicago's newest office towers, and several occupational health centers. They are the Corbett Clinic, 1380 West Lake Street; Elston Industrial Medical Centers with two locations in Chicago, at 1535 Elston Avenue and 3521 Elston Avenue; and Suburban Medical Center, 9540 West Addison Street, Franklin Park. Members of all staffs are now employees of Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's.
Corporate Health Center. Located on the ninth floor of the 40-story office tower, Corporate Health Center has a staff of three physicians and three nurse practitioners - James J. Collins, M.D.; Ellen D. Mason, M.D., and Morris Papernick, M.D., who spend 20
Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.  rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives
Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358

hours a week at the center, and Terri Grosskopf, R.N., and Deborah Dubeck, R.N., who are there full-time. The staff also includes a part-time nurse, Debra Hahn McNulty, R.N., and office manager Joan Eng. CHC offers employers with office in One Financial Place a package of programs which can provide immediate, long-range and cost-effective health services for employees and their dependents.

Occupational Health Centers. Each occupational health center under the DSHS umbrella offers health care packages specifically designed for employees of industrial firms. The clinics already have established relationships with some 2,000 Chicago-area companies that range in size from ten to almost 5,000 employees. Medical treatment for work-related injuries and illnesses is provided in addition to physical examinations, diagnostic services, physical therapy, disability evaluations and health records maintenance.

Kidney 'Stone-Crusher' Approved for RPSLMC
Association Helps Medical Center Prevent Blindness in Infants
New Geriatric Service Provides Family Solutions
ChemStress
Be a Sweetheart!
Products Committee Gets the Most for Our Dollar
The Many Faces of Dissociative Disorders
Are You Burning Out?
Program Highlights Chicago Technology Park
Go Rush Go!
Holiday Photo Rounds
Photo Rounds
Rush People

RPSLMC Appointments: Janice Zeller, Ph.D., R.N., Cynthia Williams

Appointments: Frederick D. Malkinson, M.D., Janice Zeller, Ph.D., R.N., Margaret Von Dreele, Ph.D., R.N., Jules E. Harris, M.D., Linas A. Bielaukas, Ph.D., Rev. James Corrigan, M.A., Maggie German, M.S.N., R.N., Peter B. Zeldow, Ph.D., Rosalind D. Cartwright, Ph.D.
Kudos: Maynard M. Cohen, M.D., Ph.D.
Rush People in the News: Ellen Bubel, R.N., Jan Fawcett, M.D., Mitchell Skeinkop, M.D., Jack Lipscomb, R.Ph., William Logas, M.D., Rosalind D. Cartwright, Ph.D.
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications

Volume 23, Number 2, February 1985
Cover Story: Expanding Epilepsy Treatment Through Patient Care... p.4-5
Referral Service Aids Patients, Physicians, RPSLMC p.2
Send Your Labsters Home (Employee's Mail) p.2
Pigmented Lesion Center Gives Vital Early Diagnosis p.3
Resident, Barefoot Doctors Team Up in the Jungle Clinic p.6
Health Care Corporations: Surviving in '85 p.7
Miss Etiquette Says 'Park Between the Lines' p.7
Winning When You Lose During National Nutritional Month p.8-9
Soviet, American Physicians Urge End to Arms Race p.10
Photo Rounds: Blood Drive; Woman's Board Art Gallery p.11
University Research Week - April 17,81 p.11
Corridor Views: "What's the luckiest thing that ever happened to you?" p.12
Rush People:
Appointments: Bernard Echlin, Richard E. Buenger, M.D., Bennett R. Braun, M.D., Brenda R. Eisenberg, Ph.D., Ronald S. Weinstein, M.D. p.13
Rush People in the News: Richard Penn, M.D., Jacob Fox, M.D., Jonathan Kelly, M.D., Henry P. Russe, M.D., Stephen Jensik, M.D., Mindy Malecki, R.N., Alan Harris, M.D., Jan Fawcett, M.D., Paul Heckerling, M.D., Janet Wolter, M.D., Jamie Von Roenn, M.D., Roger Pearson, M.D. p.13+
Professional Activities: Meetings; Speeches/Lectures/Presentations; Publications p.14-15
Kudos: Crusade of Mercy Campaign Staff p.16

Volume 23, Number 3, March 1985
Cover Story: Buon Appetito! Come to the Cafeteria's New Pasta Bar
Bar. You don't have to be Italian to appreciate the cafeteria's new pasta bar. Open from 3:30 to 7 p.m. every other Thursday, the bar features a variety of pasta and sauces as well as thick slices of garlic bread and Parmesan cheese. The pasta bar is the newest addition to the weekly dinner line-up. A Mexican fiesta of tacos, tortillas and refried beans is available Wednesdays; on alternate Thursdays, the cafeteria offers a potato bar with a variety of toppings. A salad bar is available at all weekday evening meals and on weekends from 10:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. "I want the pasta bar to be different, unique, out of the ordinary," says Cathie Stein, dietetic
intern, food and nutrition services, who developed the bar for the management portion of her internship. "For taste and for the package price ($1.80 a serving), it competes very well with restaurants," says Stein.

Same-Day Admission Surgery Cuts Costs
Communi-Call Offered to Medical Center Patients
RMC Seniors Match Hopes to Future
Student/Faculty Art Fair: All in the Family
Cardiac Rehabilitation Program Makes Employees CHAMPs
He Who Laughs, Lasts
Nursing Society Holds Awards Competition
Near Loop Hoop Coup
Target Health Fair Returns
Plants: Sometimes A Pretty Poison
Photo Rounds
Corridor Views: This month Corridor Views asked employees: "Have you ever been involved in an April Fool's joke?"

Rush People
Kudos: Patricia Tillman, Robert R. Schenck, M.D., Reginald "Hats" Adams, Avril Hector, R.N.
Outstanding Employees of the Quarter: Joseph Svec, Barbara Nelson, Sonny Cockrell
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Parting Shots: The Laurance Armour Day School (LADS) kindergarten held an Invention Convention on February 15. The kindergarteners learned that inventions should help people do things more easily or in new ways. On this page, some LADS children show off their creations.

Special Issue: April 8, 1985
From the President p.1
Procedures in Staff Reduction Explained p.2
Hotline p.2
Benefits p.2
EAP Counselors: We Can Help You Cope p.4
How Co-Workers Can Help p.4
Procedures in Staff Reduction Explained
HotLine
Benefits: Pay in lieu of notice, severance pay, vacation pay, Health Insurance, Life Insurance and Disability Coverage, Pension Benefits, Unemployment Compensation, Laurance Armour Day School, Placement Services
EAP Counselors: We Can Help You Cope
How Co-workers Can Help: Encourage positive, adaptive behavior, Stay in touch, Keep an eye out for jobs, Refer them to available resources

Volume 23, Number 4, May 1985
Cover Story: Meet the Medical Center’s First In Vitro Baby! From Dish to Delivery-RPSLMC First IVF Baby. "It’s a miracle." Everyone said it. John and Brenda Autrey, the parents. Rita Basuray, Ph.D., who combined the sperm and egg in a culture dish. W. Dmowski, M.D., Ph.D., director of the In Vitro Fertilization (IVF) program. Ewa Radwanska, M.D., associate director. All of the nurses, consulting physicians and support staff who assisted. In fact, the only one who didn’t seem impressed was Tiffany Lynn Autrey, the center of all the fuss. Tiffany, the Medical Center’s first IVF baby, was born by Cesarean section at 12:49 p.m. Wednesday, March 14, weighing in at a hefty 8 pounds, 13 and one-half ounces. "When I look at the little dish she was conceived in and I look at her, it’s hard to believe," says Brenda, 26. "You just can’t put it in words, it’s so fantastic." The Autreys joined the Medical Center’s IVF Program a month after it opened in November 1983. "It was the only hope we had, other than adoption," says John. "And we wanted to have one of our own." Forty-seven women are currently enrolled in the IVF Program, ranging in age from 23 to 42 years old. To date, the IVF team has per-formed 38 laparoscopies and 26 embryo transfers on 23 patients. "Even in the longest-running IVF program, one-third to one-half of the pregnancies don’t progress. That illustrates how difficult the process is," Dr. Radwanska says. That difficulty only makes Tiffany’s birth more special, Dr. Radwanska adds. "We all have been treating infertility for many years, and I still feel a thrill each time a baby is born. I don’t think we’ll ever become immune to the joy. It’s such an enormous reward."

MacNeal, RPSLMC Sign Affiliation Agreement
Medical Center Employees Shed One Ton
New Medical Center Policies
Soup and Salad Buffet: Incredible Edibles!
Moving Up: Former Office Workers Share Strategies
Some Tips for Moving Up
What Patients Are Saying
A JRB Secretary Who "Digs" Her Work
Faculty, Students to Celebrate Spring
Photo Rounds
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: John E. Bagdade, M.D., David J. Rice, J.D.,
Appointment: Andrew O. Lewicky, M.D.
Kudos: Department of Anesthesiology, Janet S. Moore, Ph.D., R.N., Don Oder, M.B.A.
Rush People in the News
Steven Waskerwitz, M.D., John Mead, Ph.D., David Roseman, M.D., Thomas Witt, M.D., Phillip Epstein, M.D., Mindy Malecki, R.N.,
Amy Peele, R.N., Stephen Jensik, M.D., Hector Sabelli, M.D., Ph.D.,
Retirements: June 1984 to April 1985
Professional Activities
Meetings Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Parting Shots: There are always activities going on for youngsters and teens in the pediatric and adolescent units, but they seemed all the more special during Children and Hospitals Week, March 24-30. Events included a staff-patient costume role reversal, movies and popcorn, a visit by Ronald McDonald and make-your-own-lunch fees. There was also a sibling party in pediatric intensive care. All employees got a chance to "celebrate" by donating to a clothing drive for infants and toddlers and viewing the week-long exhibit in the fourth floor Atrium gallery that spotlighted art work by our young patients. In addition, seminars were held for Medical Center staff that focused on "Children and Cancer," "The Hospitalized Adolescent-Why Do They Need a Special Place?" and "The Psycho-Social Needs of Disabled Children/Adolescents and Their Families: How Can the Health Professions Help?"

Volume 23, Number 4, June 1985
Cover Story: Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., Installed as Rush University President. Academic Symposium, Convocation Highlight Inaugural Ceremonies. Medical Center Trustees and Rush University faculty members as well as Chicago civic and business leaders and delegates from college, universities and learned societies from across the country gathered to honor Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., at his formal installation as president of Rush University on May 2 at Medinah Temple. Dr. Henikoff was appointed president of Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center last July. The convocation culminated a two day celebration which included an academic symposium and reception on May 1 and a civic luncheon and post-convocation reception the following day. The convocation, which was presided over by Harold Byron Smith, Jr., chairman of the Board of Trustees, included the presentation of honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degrees to the symposium speakers and an inaugural address by Dr. Henikoff. Three national leaders in the health care field participated in the academic symposium. "The Role of the Academic Medical Center in the 21st Century, which was held at the Medical Center. The educators warned that academic medical centers face difficult times ahead if they are not willing to quickly adapt to the changing health care environment. David E. Rogers, M.D., president of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and Virginia V. Weldon, M.D., vice president of Washington University Medical Center (St. Louis), both predicted the need for the medical center to reduce their student and faculty size in order to safeguard quality. Columbia University economist Eli Ginzberg, Ph.D., suggested that current pressures to restrain costs might "reinject" some sense into American Medicine" by curbing what he termed "the use and abuses of high technology."

"You Make This Place Great"-Dr. Henikoff to Employees on Founders Day
The Award Winners
Employees Honored For Years of Service
Photo Rounds
Research Week Highlights Medical Center Excellence
Getting on Target with Health
Medical Staff Annual Dinner
Our Volunteers: "Special People Tell Their Stories
Student Volunteer for a Real Learning Experience
Rush University Day
Guy Matthew, M.D. -Marathon Man
Rush People
Kudos: Philip R. Liebson, M.D., Louis Gdalman, R.Ph., Elizabeth Carlson, M.S., R.N., Tanya Y. Jones, M.D.
RPSLMC Appointments: Rebecca A. Dolecek, M.S., R.D., Barbara MacLaverty, M.S., Mary Lou Mastro, M.S., R.N., Susan Slusarczyk, M.S., R.N.
Appointments: Frederick D. Malkinson, M.D., Therese A. Dolecek, M.S., R.D., Ronald S. Weinstein, M.D., Raymond A. Clasen, M.D.,
Karen Myrent, CT (ASCP) CMOAC, Joan Temple, OTR/L, Susan Castle, OTR/L, Henry P. Russe, M.D.
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Parting Shots

Volume 23, Number 6, July/August 1985

Cover Story: It was a year ago that eight-year-old Melissa Tichnor underwent bone transplant surgery to remove a tumor from her leg, just above the ankle. Now she and Patricia Piasecki, M.S., R.N., orthopedic surgery, can't help but smile about her progress since then. Until recently, amputation would have been the only treatment available for Melissa, a patient of Steven Gitelis, M.D., who heads the Section of Orthopedic Oncology and the Bone Bank. Now allografting is used to save a limb by replacing a tumorous bone with human cadaver bone.

Liver Transplant Program Is Established

The Liver Behind the Scenes

Crusade of Mercy Campaign Planning Underway

In Memoriam - Paul E. Carson, M.D.

She’s ‘Abell’ to Get Bodies Into Shape

Giving the Gift of Life: No Trivial Pursuit Run For Your Life

Disaster Drill Making Sure We’re Ready

State Senate Resolution Commends Our Staff

Working to Revitalize Our Neighborhood

Payroll Deduction Increases For Health Benefits

Rush University - Commencement 1985

Commencement 1985 Rush Grads Urged To ‘Get Involved’ Graduates

Honors and Awards

Meet the Graduates: Shiva Motameni, Cathy Rives Silverman, Marguerite Littleton

Commencement: Also a Time For Reunion

Symposium Honors Dr. Joseph Christian

Purchasing + SPD + Mailroom = Materials Management

Photo Rounds

Rush People

RPSLMC Appointments: Roger C. Bone, M.D., James W. Williams, M.D., Santiago R. Vera, M.D., Henri Frischer, M.D., Richard J. Sassetti, M.D., Stacy Sochacki, M.S., Donna Olson, R.R.A., Ann Underringer, OTR/L, John Webb, Bob Landes, Gerald E. King, Judy Fitchett, M.S.W., Susan Vanderberg, M.D., William Schwer, M.D., Jo Ann Wegmann, Ph.D., R.N.


Kudos: Stuart Levin, M.D., Matthew Lief, M.D., Majorie A. Stumpe, M.A., M.T. (A.S.C.P.), Cathy Catrambone, R.N., David D. Caldarelli, M.D., James L. Rae, Ph.D., Lawrence H. Lanzl, Ph.D., Beth Burbank, M.T.S., Paul Pierpaoli, M.S.

Professional Activities

Meetings

Speeches/Lectures/Presentations

Rush Fest

Volume 23, Number 7, September 1985

Cover Story: Helping to Make a Difference (United Way/Crusade of Mercy Campaign) HSI is one of the many Chicago-area agencies that survives because you support the United Way/Crusade of Mercy. In August, a group of Medical Center employees toured the agency to see just how it helps its clients. "We serve more than 260,000 people, mostly Blacks and Hispanics, who live in the North Lawndale, Garfield Park and Austin communities," HSI's dynamic executive director, Larry Byrd, told 15 Medical Center employees before they toured the facility. "About half of the population here is below the poverty level, and 15 percent of the potential labor force is disabled. Our job is to create new avenues of self-support and self-fulfillment for these people." HSI staff members do this by offering vocational and educational services, child care, substance abuse counseling, and housing to people of all ages. The United Way/Crusade of Mercy serves millions of Chicago-area residents who need a helping hand. By donating to the campaign: those who are employed help those who are unemployed; those who are in good health help those who are sick; those who have well-cared for children help those who need day care for their youngsters and those who are young and strong help those who are old and frail.

Coleman/Fannie May Candies Foundation Announces $3 Million Gift to Bone Marrow Transplant Center

Marianjoy Rehabilitation Center Affiliation Established

New Smoking Policy Instituted

Outstanding Employees Honored

Wellness Week Introduces Health/Fitness Programs

Calendar of Events

Sheridan Road Hospital 10K Run for the Road

Library Computer Replaces Card Catalog

EEG Lab Open House

Nutrition Project Gets Under Way

Partnership Provides I.V. Therapy to Discharged Patients

Biochemistry Program Links Education and Industry

New Service for Amputee Patients

Ph.D. Now Offered in Medical Physics

[Revised January 2016]
Caution, Construction Area
Course Teaches 'Heart-Saving' Methods
Residents and Fellows Join House Staff
Photo Rounds
Rush People
Professional Activities Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Volume 23, Number 8, October 1985
Cover Story: Wellness Week. Medical Center employees made New Year's resolutions for living healthier a little early by taking part in Wellness Week, September 24 to 28, and by making commitments to change some health habits. "Wellness Week was the first event sponsored under the new Employee Health and Fitness Program," said Meg Evans, R.N., program coordinator. "Forty employees signed up for the 'Let's Get Physical' beginning exercise class, and 27 signed up for the stop-smoking program." Some 400 people stopped at the mobile health unit stations to be tested for high blood pressure, lung capacity, strength, flexibility and endurance, or to have their percentage of body fat assessed. Other events during the week included a beginning exercise demonstration by the staff of CHAMP (Cardiovascular Health and Maintenance Program), a "Taste of Health" food-tasting booth featuring nutritious dishes from the Women's Health Congress, a "relaxation" seminar, and presentations on self-protection and sleep and health. "We distributed 2,850 pieces of literature on health, nutrition, and fitness during Wellness Week," said Evans. "We're glad to see that so many employees are interested in their health and we'll continue to offer health-related programs, seminars and courses to employees."
New Programs at Sheridan Road Hospital
United Way/Crusade of Mercy Campaign Highlights
Housekeeping's Little Bit Extra
Study Recognizes Rush's Operating Success
Computer Designs Surgery for Malformed Hip Bone
Medical Illustration Computer Taps Special Efforts
Woman's Board Celebrates Ambitious, Exciting Year
Let's Share Our Blessings
Fashion Fantasy
Rush Fest 1985
Seminar Gives Formula for Blue Ribbon Babies
ANCHOR Sponsors First Symposium
Photo Rounds
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Ronald H. Whitaker, M.S., Margaret O'Malley
Appointments: L. Penfield Faber, M.D., Brenda R. Eisenberg, Ph.D., Janet Moore, Ph.D., R.N., James Cavanaugh, M.D., Dee Haynes-Lief, M.S.N., R.N., Robert S. Wilson, Ph.D., Reverend George Fitchett, D.Min., James O'Donnell, Pharm.D., Susan R. Silverman, M.S.N., R.N., Diana Young Barhyte, Ph.D., R.N.
Kudos: Lawrence H. Lanzl, Ph.D., Alvin Dubin, M.S., Carol Farran, D.N.Sc., Frances A. Daniher, M.B.A., Doris Vidaver, M.A.
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Meetings
Publications
Sheridan Road Hospital 10K A Second Annual Success
Volume 23, Number 9, November 1985
Cover Story: Get The Holiday Spirit...Give Life. Take it from Ebenezer Scrooge (alias actor Edward Meekin, who made a seasonal visit to the Medical Center): "If I can give blood, so can you!" Get into the spirit of holiday giving by making the gift of life. Set up an appointment by contacting your department blood drive chairperson or calling the Blood Center at extension 6680. Like Ebenezer says, it won't cost you a red cent - just a few red cells.
Rush Contract Care
ANCHOR Opens a New Office
Rush Home Health Service Week
Blue Cross/Blue Shield and ANCHOR Open Enrollment
Research Network Formed
Articular Cartilage Workshop
Medical Care Group Moves

[Revised January 2016]
Volunteer Recognition Day
Rub a dub dub...30,000 lbs. of laundry in the tub

Medical Center Holiday Calendar
We Made Our Goal!

Photo Rounds
Corridor Views: "If you could go back in time, what age would you like to be and why?"

Rush People


Appointments: Margaret Tyszka, D.N.Sc., R.N., Jane Llewellyn, D.N.Sc., R.N., John W. Curtin, M.D., Karen Tertell, M.S., Reverend Russell Burck, Ph.D.

Rush People In The News: Floyd Davis, M.D., Dusan Stefoski, M.D., Ljubomir Djordjevich, Ph.D., Anthony Ivankovich, M.D., Jack Lipscomb, R.Ph., Bennett Braun, M.D., Jane Grady, M.A.T., David Clark, Ph.D., Elva Poznanski, M.D., Alan Harris, M.D., Harold Kessler, M.D., S. Thomas Dunlap, M.B.A., Richard Gardiner, M.D.

Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures Presentations

Meetings
Publications

Volume 23, Number 10, December 1985

Cover Story: "Fridge Fever" hit Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s November 25 when William "Refrigerator" Perry of the Chicago Bears visited the Medical Center. Perry put his weight and $1,000 behind a fund-raiser for liver transplant patient Crystal Jenkins, age 7, who is from the area of South Carolina where Perry grew up. U.S. Representative Butler Derrick, D.-S.C., arranged the press conference to establish "The Crystal Jenkins Life Fund for Children" at the Medical Center.

Heart Transplant Program Established
University Research Week February 18 and 19, 1986
Winter Wellness Programs
Highlights of the Annual Meetings of the Trustees, Rush Medical College Faculty and Medical Staff
Trustee and Officer Elections
Henikoff Discusses Strategic Issues
1984-1985 Highlights
1985 Endowed Chair Appointments
Dr. Russe Reports on Rush Medical College, Medical Affairs
Mission Statement
New Teaching Award
Photo Rounds
Employee of the Quarter, Stege Winners Named: Steve Bild, Robert Plummer, Denotra White

Rush People

RPSLMC Appointments: Dorothy H. Gardner, Bruce Rattenbury, Bradford Weller, Kay E. Fraulini, M.S.N., Kathy Kristof, R.N., Mark Plass
Appointments: Susan Dean-Baar, M.S., R.N., Susan Knight, M.A., A.C.S.W., David Pate, M.A., Rev. Russell Burck, Ph.D., Jack R. Carollo, Steven Gitelis, M.D.
Kudos: Rush University Faculty Wives, Division of Nursing, Department of Respiratory Care, Leona Penn, R.R.T., Rochelle Armstrong, R.R.T., Frankie Poe, Robert Balk, M.D., Clarence Brown, R.R.T., Grant Larson, R.R.T., Gerald Allen, Brenda Carlin, Shawn Goldson, Ed Schneider, Don Holston, Debra Doss, Nobby Humphrey, Joe Napolitano
Rush People In The News: Ljubomir Djordjevich, Ph.D., Steven Gitelis, M.D., Jason Birnholz, M.D., Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D.

Professional Activities
Speeches, Meetings, Publications

Volume 24, Number 1, January 1986

Cover Story: Once again, Medical Center employees proved "there really is a Santa" by participating in the Adopt-A-Family Program, sponsored by community affairs. Even though the temperature was below zero, it didn't stop employees from carting Christmas packages filled with food, toys and gifts for their families over to the Atrium Building lobby. Above, Jo Ann Scott, community affairs, keeps busy (and warm!) by making sure all the packages have arrived.

Medical Center Establishes River City Health Program
Dr. Gotoff Named Pediatrics Chairman
Adopt-A Family Program Still Going Strong
Mammography Testing Available at SRH
ChemStress
Painful Foot and Ankle Clinic Opens at SRH
Technician Helps Patients Shape Wood, Selves
Rush Occupational Health Network
Music, Literature Added to Student/Faculty Art Fair
Faculty Wives Sponsor Second Ethics Series

[Revised January 2016]
Photo Rounds
Interpreters Bridge Language Barrier
Second Annual Near Loop Hoop Classic February 3
RPSLMC To Receive DuSabla Award
Corridor Views: "If you could be in a television commercial, what product would you sell and why?"
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Michael A. Maffetone, D.A., MT(ASCP), Michael J. Harris, Ph.D., Jan Schmidt, Michael Rubin, Elizabeth Novak
Appointments: Gerald L. Glandon, Ph.D., Paul J. Volek, M.P.H., William E. Mozelle, M.S., Lauren D. Holinger, M.D., Angela Jacobi, M.S., R.N., IBCLC
Kudos: Richard Gardiner, M.D., Joanne Pikorz
Push People In The News: Michael Hormuth, W. Paul Cski, M.D., Ph.D., Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., Nathan Kramer, Charmane Eastman, Ph.D., Jack Lipscomb, R.Ph., Jules Harris, M.D., community affairs
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Meetings
Hollywood Director Visits Medical Center

Volume 24, Number 2, February 1986
Cover Story: Child Psychiatry Unit Opens To Aid Troubled Children. It is estimated that of the 11 percent of American children who have some type of mental problem, almost half suffer from depression. To help these children the Section of Child Psychiatry recently opened a 14-bed inpatient unit, specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of childhood depression and related affective disorders. The Children’s Inpatient Program is designed to respond quickly to the depressed child’s behavioral, educational, medical and familial problems. Says child psychiatrist Linda Freeman, M.D., medical director of the program: "We spent more than a year developing this unit, planning the actual architectural layout, comprehensive programming and the staff of professionals we would need to effectively diagnose and treat more severely disturbed children." The result is a comprehensive blend of medical, psychiatric, educational and psychological evaluation and treatment services which can serve children with severe emotional problems (depression, psychosis, autism, conduct disorders, eating disorders) and those who have both psychiatric and medical problems (diabetes, ulcerative colitis, respiratory illness, epilepsy). There are specially equipped rooms on the unit for handicapped children and to monitor those with chronic medical problems.

New Trustees Announced
Dr. Harvey Named Chairman, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Six Physicians Appointed to Named Professorships
What Patients Are Saying
Rush. Near Loop Hoop
Retirements: May, 1985 to February, 1986
Trivia Contest Celebrates National Nutrition Month
First Lithotripsy Procedures Performed
Corridor Views: "Do you believe in love at first sight?" Photo Rounds
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Mindy S. Malecki
Kudos to the 1985 United Way Crusade of Mercy campaign staff, Michael Van Anrooy, Ivan Pavkovic, Irene Turner, Paul G. Pierpaoli, M.S., Jeanette Hoyt, M.S., R.D., Doris Vidaver, M.A., Carol J. Farra, D.N.Sc., R.N., Elaine Shepp, M.S.W., A.S.C.W., Stuart Levin, M.D., Mitchell Sheinkop, M.D., James Cavanaugh, Jr., M.D., Marc Pomerantz, M.D., Barbara Weiner, J.D., Rhoda Pomerantz, M.D., Jane Ramp, M.D., Michael Rezak, M.D., Lynn Simon, M.D., Rebecca Wurtz, M.D.
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Meetings

Volume 24, Number 3, March 1986
Cover Story: "Food for Thought" During National Nutrition Month
What famous American poet likened life of an onion? To find out the answer, the team who won the Nutrition Trivia Contest called the "Wally Phillips Show" (WGN-AM) and discovered that Carl Sandburg felt that "tears came with each layer peeled." The Nutrition Trivia Contest was a three-day "intellectual scavenger hunt" sponsored by the Department of Food and Nutrition Services as part of National Nutrition Month.

Health Systems Management's Fifth Annual Seminar
Put Your Picture on Your Pocket
Walk Your Way to Fitness
University Research Week

[Revised January 2016]
Same Day Admissions: Popular and Convenient
Lorraine Reed, Reliable Soprano

Photo Rounds
Corridor Views: "What is your favorite place to visit in Chicago and why?"

Employee of the Quarter, Stege Award Winners
Rush People in the News - see below

Professional Activities: Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Rush People
Appointments: Linas Bielauskas, Ph.D., Edmund J. Lewis, M.S., Robert S. Wilson, Ph.D., James Cavanough, M.D.
Rush People in the news: W. Paul Dmowski, M.D., Ph.D., Bennett Braun, M.D., Harold Kessler, M.D., Michael Ramsey, M.D., Elva Poznanski, M.D., Thomas P. Andriacchi, Ph.D., Frank Collins, Jr., Ph.D., Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., David Clarke, Ph.D., Tony Burda, R.Ph., Elisa Keh-Wong, M.D., Krystyna Kiel, M.D., Thomas Witt, M.D.

Volume 24, Number 4, April 1986
Cover Story: Thirteen-year old Audja Wilson has fun clowning around during Children and Hospitals Week. Turn to the back page for a look at some of the other activities for patients and employees that week, planned by the child life therapy program, pediatric nursing and social services, in cooperation with other Medical Center departments.

New program Aids Alzheimer's Patients and their Families
All In A Night's Work
New Telecommunications System for Medical Center
Food and Nutrition Services to Begin Third Phase of Nutrition Project
A Clarification
Satellite Office Offers One-Stop Shopping
"I Hold a Record in..."
Hold the Bus!
Medicine in the Philippines: A Surgeon's Story; - Craig Bradley, M.D.
Nursing Students Adopt Grandparents
Medical Students Get Residency Results
"To Your Right, Ladies and Gentlemen..."
Corridor Views: "If reincarnation were possible, what would you like to come back as and why?"

Photo Rounds
Rush People
Professional Activities: Speeches/Lectures/Presentations; Meetings; Publications

Volume 24, Number 5, May 1986
Cover Story: Rush University Day
After a long winter of study, Rush University students took to the Schweppe-Sprague lawn on May 7 for an afternoon of fun and games. An annual event, Rush University Day included a mini-Olympics and volleyball and tennis tournaments. Pictured, counterclockwise: Entrants in the pie-eating contest -- table manners didn't matter. These fourth-year medical and nursing students won the mini-Olympics. Official scorekeeper, William Wagner, Ph.D., associate dean, student services, clocks in times following the sack race.

Medical Center and Copley Establish New Cardiac Program
Headliners Give Illusion of Hair
Construction Re-routes Auto, Foot Traffic
Medical Center Hosts Child Safety Fair
Medical Staff Annual Dinner
Nurses' Quilting Bee is for Baby
Strutting Up the Musical Ladder - David Jordan
Corridor Views: "If you could be a character in a movie, who would you be and why?"
Raffle '86

Photo Rounds
Help Someone, Give Blood
Professional Activities :Speeches/Lectures/Presentations; Meetings; Publications
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: John Bernat, M.B.A., J.D.,, Andy Seipos
Appointments: Ruth Ramsey, M.D., Ronald S. Weinstein, M.D., William E. Mozelle, M.S., Amy S. Palier, M.D., Joel A. Michael, Ph.D., Joyce K. Keithley, D.N.Sc., Joan Uebele, R.N., Katherine Lofgren, M.S.W., Linas Bieliauskas, Ph.D.


Rush People in the News: Dan Sheridan, M.S., R.N., Jack Lipscomb, R.Ph., Tony Burda, R.Ph. Martin Caponi, R.Ph., Elva Poznanski, M.D., Zvi Binor, M.D., Stephen Jemsik, M.D., Cathy Tupper, Mindy Malecki, Robert Hauser, M.D., Thomas Andriacchi, Ph.D., Jan Fawcett, M.D., Michael Davidson, M.D.

Volume 24, Number 6, June/July 1986

Cover Story: Celebrating Founders Day

Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center usually traces its beginnings back to two days before the chartering of the City of Chicago in 1837. At the May 21 Founders Day President's Luncheon for employees with 15 or more years of service, Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., president, took the history one step further: 'If you add up the years of service of all the people in this room (4,355 years), they are longer than the recorded history of man. And if you include the years of service of the five and 10-year employees (9,640 years), we are discussing prehistoric times.'

Medical Students Make Time for Health Fair

The Results of the "I Hold a Record in..." Contest

RUSH FEST is moving to Great America

Employees Play Key Role in Medical Student Instruction

A Statement from William Friedkin

Founders Day 1986

Employees Honored for Years of Service

ANCHOR Celebrates 15th Anniversary

Don't Miss the Safety Fair! August 11, 12 and 13

Photo Rounds

Rush People

RPSLMC Appointments: Anna Carvalho, M.S., Norine Shum, M.S.

Appointments: Joseph V. Messer, M.D., Giacomo DeLaria, M.D., Jane Llewellyn, D.N.Sc., Paul Pierpaoli, M.S.


Grady Named Employee of the Quarter

COMMENCEMENT

Stemmler Advocates Blend of Old Ideals with New Market Place

Graduates

Honors and Awards

Alumni Reunion Weekend

Meet the Graduates: John O'Niell; Carol Nederhood; Toni Bark

Speeches/Lectures/Presentations

Volume 24, Number 7, August 1986

Cover Story: Caring for Sick Children


But not always. Eddie S. Moore, M.D. - photograph

The Midwest Pediatric Kidney Disease Center p.2

Behavioral Pediatrics Program p.3

Section of Pediatric Neurology p.3+

Section of Pediatric Infectious Disease p.4

RushFest at Great America p.4

Get Fit This Fall p.5

Lecture Honors Dr. Shorey p.5

Chernobyl Tragedy: A Personal Story p.6+

Employees Eligible for PC Discounts p.7

Nurses Use Magic Wands to Study Patients p.8+

Walking Winners p.9

Calling All Cooks p.9

What Patients Are Saying p.10

Photo Rounds p.11

Rush People p.12+


Appointments: Jacob H. Fox, M.D., L. Penfield Faber,M.D., William Gold,Ph.D., Albert K. Straus, M.D., Ph.D., Jo Ann O'Reilly, D. Min

Kudos: Max S. Sadove, M.D., Dipali V. Apte, Roger A. Billhardt, M. D. House Staff Assn. Officers, Mary-Ann Redeker
Rush People in the News: Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., Richard Gardiner M.D., Wayne Hanson, Ph.D., Richard Buenger, M.D., Jason Birnholz, M.D., Jerry Petasnick, M.D., David Turner, M.D., William Deutsch, M.D.

Professional Activities: Meetings, Speeches, Lectures, Presentations p. 14+
Publications p. 15
Parting Shots p.16

Volume 24, Number 8, September 1986

Cover Story: Your Campaign Gift Brings Many Happy Returns

Used to be, a year's worth of milk for the children at the St. Vincent dePaul Center cost $2,000. Now it costs $2,200 for a month's supply.

Campaign Notes
RushFest Goes to Great America!
School Bells Ring in September
Suzette Sheppard-What a Winning Smile
Special Discounts For Employees

Volume 24, Number 9, October 1986

Cover Story: Going North

Files and folders, pencils and printouts, books bags and baggage--15 Medical Center departments and offices are packing their belongings in preparation for their November/December move into new quarters at 1700 West Van Buren. (TOB, Triangle Office Building)

Copley-Rush Agree To Combine
Phoning 94-A-B-U-S-E Gets Help
Crossing the Expressway
Access Health Approved By State
Anchor Bans Smoking
New Residency Program Nurtures Physician/Scientists
What Patients Are Saying
'Tis The Season For Giving
Rush Joins VHA
For Your Good Health
Rush Cosponsors First National Symposium on Wrestlers' Injuries

Rush People

RPSL MC Appointments: Mary J. Andree, OTR/L, Sherlyn Bell, R.N., Phyllis Cross, Elisabeth Novakovich, M.B.A., Stephanie E. Thorp, M. M., Mary Ann Miller, M.S, OTR/L, Margaret Williams, M.B.A.
Appointments: James O'Donnell, Pharm-D., M.S.
Kudos: Ronald H. Whitaker, M. S., Steve Henricks, Cynthia Gaona, James L. Rae, Ph. D.
Rush People in the News: Joan Fishman, M.S., R.D., Marcella McGuire, M.S.N., R.N, Michael Davidson, M.D., David Clark, Ph.D., Alan Landay, Ph.D., Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., Ronald S. Weinstein, M.D.
Employee of the Quarter, Stege Award Winners
Retirements: February- 1986 to September, 1986

Professional Activities
Parting Shots
Volume 24, Number 10, November 1986
Cover Story: Holiday Season
The Twelve Days of Christmas
Employee Raffle Dec 1-12
Rush University Book Story Dec 1-19
Rush Choir at JRB Dec 2, Noon
Rush Choir/Medical Center Brass Ensemble Dec 4
Medical Center Gift Shops Dec 1-24
Annual Holiday Blood Drive Dec 22-Jan 10
Religious Services
Christmas Around the Community Dec 1-25
Laurnce Armour Day School Book Sale Dec 3-4
Annual Operating Room Christmas Charity Sale Dec 18, 7:00 a.m.
Adopt-a-family package drop-off week Dec 15-19
Employee Holiday Party Dec 12
Pre-Christmas Shopping Tips: "How to Select Children Books" Dec 2
Hopes Balloon for Overweight Patients
U.S. Bonds Sold Through Payroll Deductions
A Losing Battle?
Reserve Energy
Caring For the 'Doggie in the Window'
Crusade Update
Medical Center Holiday Events
Quitting Time
Corridor Views
Thanking Our Volunteers
Rush People
Appointments: Marilee Donovan, Ph.D., R.N., Paul G. Pierpaoli, M.S., Helen Shidler, M.S., R.N., Joseph M. Payne, M.A., CSW
Kudos: Jules E. Harris, M.D., David Pate, M.S.W., Carol J. Farran, D.N.Sc., R.N., Susan Knight, M.S.W.
In the News: Jules Shapiro, M.D., Gordon Trenholme, M.D., Michael Davidson, M.D., Michael Ramsey, M.D., Harold Kessler, M.D., Judith Tellerman, Ph.D., MAT, James A. Schoenberger, M.D., W. Paul Dmowski, M.D., Suman Sachdeva, Ph.D.
In Brief
Professional Activities
Meetings
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications

Volume 24/Number 11/December 1986
Cover Story: Holiday Concert Entertains Employees
George Gray, Ed.D., director, Office of Curriculum Development and Evaluation, played with the Medical Center brass ensemble in a holiday concert on December 4. Joining them for the lunch-hour performance in the Atrium Building was the 35-member Rush Choir (right) under the direction of Mary Ellen Bernard, RMT-BC, director, therapeutic recreation, JRB, and Cindy Ropp, intern, therapeutic recreation, JRB.
ArcVentures: creative ventures that mean business
Moving Force
Reports of Trustee and Medical Staff annual meetings
Dr. Henikoff discusses 10-year goals
986 Endowed Chair Appointments
1985-86 Highlights
Dr. Russe reports on Rush Medical College, medical affairs
A new year...a new you!
Rush People
RPSLMC appointments: George Yacup, Henry George, Chris Hargreaves, Karen Anderson, MT(ASCP)
Appointments: Jules Harris, M.D., William F. Hejna, M.D., Steven Gitelis, M.D., Margo Mansfield, OTR/L, Barbara Rodriguez, OTR/L, Andrew Thomson Jr., M.D., Frederic S. Cohen, Ph.D., Peter Sand, M.D.
In The News: Marie Sinioris, M.P.H., Thomas Andriacchi, Ph.D., Joan Fishman, M.D., R.D. Rhoda Pomerantz, M.D., Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., Marianne O'Donoghue, M.D., Preston Wolin, M.D., Charlotte Levine, M.D., Milton Levin, M.D., Andrew Davis, M.D., Sandra Hall, M.S.W., Samuel Gotoff, M.D.
In Brief: Dr. Paul Carson, Henri Frischer, M.D., Steven Dunn, Steven Sanchez, Domingo Rivera, Keith Koca, Maria Rivera, Leroy Irvin, Dorothy Lyons, Joe Napolitano, Karla Neihls, Essie Thompson, Venessa Wilson, Trayce Webster, Michael Coleman
Employee of the quarter, Stege award winners: Ora Wilson, Ernavie Grilli, Deloise Hill Orzella Wells Willie Williams
Parting Shots

Volume 25, Number 1, January 1987
Cover Story: Medical Center Observes Sesquicentennial
It's appearing everywhere; on calendars, stationery, sweatshirts, umbrellas, mugs and magazine covers. It's the Medical Center Sesquicentennial logo, representing, with two adjacent seals, our institution from its infancy in 1837, when Rush Medical College received Illinois' first medical school charter, to 1987, when Rush's prominence as a major academic medical center is acknowledged throughout the United States.

Sesquicentennial Logo-A Chicago Tradition/A National Resource

The Way We Were
Daniel Brainard, M.D.: Founder of Rush Medical College
Heart Transplants...What a Difference 18 Years can Make
Lay Ministers Give Comfort To Patients
Sheridan Road Offers Oxygen Test for Air Travel
University Research Week
Food and Nutrition Hosts Second Weight Loss Contest
Rush Set To Battle UIC
Annual Flower Sale
Sesquicentennial Events Calendar-1987
RUFWA Sponsors Health Care Ethics Lecture Series
RPSLMC Chronology
Corridor Views
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Joyce Keithley, D.N.Sc., R.N., Debra Daly-Gawenda, M.S., R.N., Will Raske, Jean Storlie, M.S., R.D.
Appointments: Klaus E. Kuettner, Ph.D., L. Penfield Faber, M.D., Verniece Cherry, Debra Daly-Gawenda, M.S., R.N., Rebecca Dowling, Ph.D., R.D., Elaine Novak, M.S., OTR/L, Margaret Faut, D.N.Sc., R.N., Lauren D. Holinger, M.D., Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., William E. Mozelle, M.S.
Kudos: Penny Benetazzo, R.N., O.R.
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Meetings
Publications
Rush People In the News: Janet Wolter, M.D., Jack R. Carollo, John Jacobsen, M.D., John Bernat, J.D., Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., Charmane Eastman, Ph.D.

Volume 25, Number 2, February 1987
Cover Story: JRB - The first in Rush Rehab Program
Until last December, the Medical Center didn't have what Joan Payne needed. Now it does.
Rush’s government leaders: A cut above
Sesquicentennial History
Try your luck at Sesquicentennial word contest
Take in a show - at a discount
Reminder
Puppies and Kittens and Bears, oh my!
JRB clinic kicks off expanded Rush rehab program
Elevator misuse: a growing social (and medical) problem
New Signs To Help You Remember
The Big Four Still Pose Problems
What mommies and daddies do at work
Corridor Views
Shape, Form and Space
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: James Bova, Meryl H. Haber, M.D., Tina M. Field, M.S., Dusan Stefoski, M.D., Ronald H. Whitaker, M.S.
Kudos: George Yacup, Mary Pat Wenderoth, Robert I. Yufit, Ph.D., Biomedical Communications
In the News: Mindy Malecki, Charmane Eastman, Ph.D.
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Meetings
Publications
Is March 2 Your Birthday Too?

Volume 25, Number 3, March/April 1987
Cover Story: 150 Years - Rush Celebrates March 2 Birthday
More than 200 representatives of Chicago's major educational, cultural, health and civic institutions joined Medical Center Trustees, medical staff, administrators and employees to celebrate the Medical Center's Sesquicentennial and to honor the city of Chicago, a mere two days younger, at a reception and luncheon on March 2, the 150th anniversary of the founding of Rush Medical College. Sesquicentennial festivities honor Medical Center and City
It all started...
May I use the pho...oops, the voice terminal?

Food for thought from the health and fitness program

Employee of the Quarter

Losing but winning

Dr. Andreoli: new dean of the College of Nursing

A doctor’s witness for peace

Social service working to serve in many ways

Corridor views

Rush people in the news

Professional activities

RPSLMC Appointments: Judith Jezek, Ph.D., R.N.

Appointments: Howard M. Kravitz, D.O., Eric Ostrov, J.D., Ph.D.

Kudos: John S. Long, M.D., Ellen Carr, M.S., C.C.L.S.

Meetings: Paula Silenzio, OTR/L


David C. Garron, Ph.D., E. Ostrov, J.D., Ph.D.

It was a close game--

Volume 25, Number 4, May 1987

Cover Story: Students Celebrate Spring

The Medical Center’s commitment to biomedical research was never clearer than during this year’s University Research Week, when more than 500 physicians, scientists and students heard prominent Rush faculty and researchers from other institutions describe and discuss current investigations, pioneering medical discoveries and the relationship between government, industry and academic health centers. The program featured the Sigma Xi poster session and addresses by Nobel laureates, the director of the National Institutes of Health, the research director of a large pharmaceutical corporation and Rush students.

Research in the spotlight

Rush University Day

Celebrating secretaries week

JRB celebrates its 10th anniversary

Fairs for children promote health and safety

Labs link up with a new computer

Photo rounds

Students take a break from medicine for art Rush people

RPSLMC Appointments: Katherine Conrad, Lina Lafferty, Ph.D., R.D., Dorcas Williams, M.S., R.N.


Kudos: JoAnn Eriksson, M.S., R.N., Donna Frownfelter, RRT, PT


Security escort service schedule

Volume 25, Number 5, June/July 1987

Cover Story: Employees are honored on Founders Day!

"The strength of this place is in its people-you are what Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center is all about, ” said Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., Medical Center president, to the employees honored at the Founders Day President’s Luncheon in Room 500 on May 12.

CIBA-GEIGY Endows Chair for arthritis research

Get ready for RushFest

Walking to fitness

The United Way/Crusade of Mercy campaign ready to begin

Wiessner named Employee of the Quarter
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We'd like to hear from you
Medical staff holds annual dinner
Founders Day Celebration: 1987
Rush University Commencement 1987
A Sesquicentennial Celebration
Commencement 1987
Rostenkowski Recommends a Careful Blend of Old and New Graduates
1987 Awards
Alumni Reunion Weekend
Meet the Graduates
Rush people
RPSLMC Appointments: Barbara Barut, David Bliss
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations: James A. Frohlich, M.D., Thomas Hughes, M.D., Jeffrey Jagmin, M.D., Alvaro Liceaga, M.D., Robert Molnar, D.O., Robert Schoen, M.D., Jeffrey Shapiro, M.D., David Wentzel, M.D., Cynthia Wong, M.D., Andrew Woronowicz, M.D., Mary J. DeNoBelle, M.S., Anna N. Perlberg, C.S.W., A.C.S.W.
On your mark, get set...GO (Crain's Corporate Sports Battle)
Volume 25, Number 6, August 1987
Cover Story: Festival of Arts
On the cover: Baubles, bangles and beads -- Eloise Seli, R.N., PAR, has them all--and from such faraway places as India and Hong Kong.
Hundreds of Medical Center employees joined in a week long birthday party to observe the Sesquicentennial. The party, which was coordinated by the Employee Activities Committee, began with a birthday cake, was celebrated throughout the week with music, and ended on Friday with a display of arts and crafts on the Schewepe-Sprague lawn.
It's Now Rush North Shore Medical Center
Tell the kids what you learned during their summer vacation
Picture yourself...helping others
O.R./SPD: Brains + Brawn
Celebrating Rush's Birthday
Fall '87 Catch the Health 7 Fitness Wave!
Alzheimer's Day Care Center Opens
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Robert Lewandowski, M.S., William Wellmann, M.S., William A. Schwer, M.D., Susan L. MacLean, Ph.D., Susan Kilburg, M.S.
In The News: Jules S. Shapiro, M.D., Marvin Rubenstein, Ph.D., Richard Penn, M.D., Stephen Burton, Ph.D., Jorge O. Galante, M.D., Harold Kessler, M.D., Hassan Najafi, M.D., Howard Gebel, Ph.D.
Professional Activities
Speech/Lectures/Presentations Meetings
Publications
Visitors to the Chicago Book and Memorabilia Fair on June 20 and 21
The Mayor visits the Medical Center: Job Readiness Program
Volume 25, Number 7, September/October 1987
Cover Story: ("What we might have been") The Way We Never Were If you think meandering through the tunnels, sub-basement, linking bridges and the corners and curves of the present-day Medical Center is a challenge, consider the difficulty of knowing your way around 29 hospital floors of clinics, laboratories, inpatients and administrators.
Total quality: the vision for RPSLMC
Appointments: new chairmen, chairs, vice president
Crusade of Mercy kicks off Rush Fest: a family affair
Medical Center opens first Dissociative Disorders Unit
Klarich named Tech Park president
The door that continues to open
Info-Fair '87
Take a Breather November 19, 1987/Great American Smokeout
The way we never were
Hey, world, look at us now! The new and the improved
What (or where) we will be in the future
What We Are Now
Limited access provides better security
Painless Breast Biopsies
Team effort helps patients stay on course
Going back to school
Open enrollment for Blue Cross/Blue Shield, ANCHOR and ACCESS Health
New benefits for RPSLMC employees
Rush's 150 years: more than medicine
Employee of the quarter
In Brief
Health and Fitness Carnival Days
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Jack R. Carollo, Paula Douglass, M.A., Tina Field, M.S., Susan MacLean, Ph.D., R.N., Larry J. Goodman, M.D., Keith R. Berndtson, M.D., Marianne Cirone, M.S., Debra J. Szluga, Ph.D., R.D., Margaret Faut, D.N.Sc., R.N., Jane Llewellyn, D.N.Sc., R.N.
Service Awards: 1962 (25 Years) Mrs. Robert C. Ferris, Mrs. Augustin S. Hart, Jr., Mrs. Thomas D. Hodgkins, Mrs. Arnold J. Horween, Jr., Mrs. Howard G. Krane, Mrs. Chester E. Theis, Mrs. C. Carter Smith, Jr.; 1957 (30 Years) Mrs. Harry Boysen, Mrs. Donald B. Baer; 1952 (35 Years) Mrs. Eben W. Erikson, Mrs. John D. Warfield, Jr.; 1947 (40 Years) Mrs. Floyd V. Filson, Mrs. Clifton B. Batchelder, Mrs. Bernard P. Smith, Mrs. Thomas C. Teas, Mrs. John Fred Vickrey, Mrs. Theodore D. Tieken; 1927 (60 Years) Mrs. Halford H. Kittleman; 1922 (65 Years) Mrs. Earle B. Fowler
In Brief: Judith M. Soler, M.Ed., A.T.,C., Lauren P. Riker, M.S.
Kudos: David Helfer, R-CPT, Christine Conkey, M.S.,R.N., Pamela Schultz, R.N., Carmeline Esposito, M.A., Frederick G. Kraeutle, Linda Lee Belknap, R.N., Solid Oak
Professional Activities
Speech/Lectures/Presentations
Meetings
Publications
In the News
Fashion Finery Funds New Facilities
Vol. 25, No. 8, November 1987
Title: Sesquicentennial ending on high note!
Cover Story: Symphony Celebrates Sesquicentennial
Official Sesquicentennial activities culminated on the evening of November 10 when the Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Staff sponsored a Chicago Symphony Orchestra concert to celebrate the medical Center's 150-year history.
It's official! Rush/Copley corporate integration
Thanking our invaluable volunteers
Q & A: Total Quality
Measuring Quality
Around the Medical Center: We made our goal!
OR nurses host open house
*Pregnancy: Inside and Out*
Ethnic fair
Welcome back!
The Blood Center thanks
Medical Center holiday events
Symphony Celebrates Sesquicentennial
Never Fear -- PCIS is here!
Film processing at a discount
Rush People
RPSLMC Appointments: Neil Forster, M.S., MT(ASCP)SH, Barbara Parke, M.D., Suzanne Kulasek, M.S., R.N.
Appointments: Iris Shannon, Ph.D., R.N., Henry Gewurz, M.D., Elizabeth Carlson, M.S.N., R.N., Karen Smith Blesch, M.S., R.N., Mildred Kemp, Ph.D., R.N., James O'Donnell, Pharm.D., Eric O. Ostrov, Ph.D., J.D., James L. Cavanaugh, Jr., M.D., Phyllis E. Amabile, M.D., J.D.
In brief: Tina Grossman, M.A., C.S.W., Andrew O. Lewicky, M.D.
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Kudos: Gary E. Kaatz, M.B.A., Medical Ctr. Engineering, Peter K. Sand, M.D., Cynthia Hughes, M.Ed., OTR/L, Joseph Payne, M.A., C.S.W., College of Nursing
Retirements: September, 1986-November, 1987
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Meetings
Publications
In the News
Happy 10th, MLRC!

Volume 25, Number 9, December 1987
Title: Getting ready for the holidays
Cover Story: Sometimes you just can't help humming the old tunes. After all, it is beginning to look (and feel!) a lot like Christmas around the Medical Center. The signs are everywhere...nursing stations and offices are decorated, last minute items are purchased at the gift shop and the choir is warming up for the December concerts. The warmth and caring of the hospital staff is evident in many ways at this time of the year--especially in the Adopt-A-Family program of generous gifts of food, clothing and other items for needy Chicagoans.

Getting ready for the holidays
Sesquicentennial teaser
'Tis the giving season
"Regionalization of Rush" focus of Trustee meeting
1986-87 Highlights
Trustee and officer elections
"Responding to changes" theme of Medical Staff/College meetings
Rush researchers to launch major arthritis study
Rush people
RPSLMC Appointments: Max Douglas Brown, J.D., Angelina Ledonne, R.N., Gail Smith, Mary McHale, M.S., R.N., Pat Patterson, M.S., R.N.
Appointments: Jean Storie, M.S., R.D., Vincent D. Pisani, Ph.D., Rosalind D. Cartwright, Ph.D., James O'Donnell, Pharm.D.
Kudos: Merle R. Shapera, M.S., R.D., Stefan Bielinski, M.D., Elaine Scorza, M.S., R.N.

In Brief
RPSLMC (The Best Hospital in America)
Carmen Acousta, R.N., Lupe Torrez, R.N., Elvira Carrizales, R.N.
A commitment to our youth
Professional activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Set your sights on summer

Volume 26, Number 1, January 1988
Title: On the line
Cover Story: It starts around six in the morning. Every day, one tray, then another, down two conveyor belts. By 6:30 each night, some 1,800 food trays have been prepared and delivered to hospital patients at the Medical Center.

Adopt-a-Family heaps on the holiday cheer
Quality comes full circle
Corridor Views
On the Line
Employees Honored
What a way to celebrate the holidays!

Rush People: Trudy A. Gardner, Ph.D., Alexander A. Green, M.D., Michael K. Schroyer, MSN,RN,CCRN,CNA
Appointments: James H. Austin, Jr., MPP,MURP, Helen Shidler, MS,RN,C, Jan Fawcett, M.D., Allan Fine, MBA
Kudos: Charles Tattersall, M.D., Angel Bassuk, M.D., Michael Kelly, M.S., Jeffery E. Anderson, M.D., H. Clark Federer III, M.D.
Rush physicians inducted into Hall of Fame
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Starting off right...

Volume 26, Number 2, February 1988
Cover Story: A squeaker! Near Loop Hoop Classic
Tough play and seesawing leads high lighted the 4th Annual Near Loop Hoop Classic All Star basketball game between Rush and the University of Illinois at Chicago at the UIC Pavilion. UIC won 60-59 on a last second 15-foot jump shot. The series is now tied two games all.

Beating heart disease early
Rush RX: Stay in school
On the road
Rush All Stars battle in thriller
Lights, Camera, Action...
College of Nursing offers unique degree
Corridor Views: If all of your clothes had to be one color
Rush People
Appointments: Iris R. Shannon, Ph.D., R.N., Frederick D. Malkinson, M.D., Amy S. Paller, M.D., Steven K. Rothschild, M.D., Susan Dean-Baar, M.S., R.N., Ronald L. DeWald, M.D., Marian Fiske, M.S.N., R.N., Paul C. Holinger, M.D., M.P.H., Rosalind D. Cartwright, Ph.D., Jules E. Harris, M.D., David Cella, Ph.D.
Kudos: Luther P. Christman, Ph.D., R.N.
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
University Research Week March 30-April 1
Eat, Drink and be Healthy

Volume 26, Number 3, March 1988
Title: 3 Birthday Candles for our first 'IVF' baby
Cover Story: When Tiffany Lynn Autrey celebrates her birthday, it's always a special event at the Medical Center, with a guest list that keeps on growing.
Thinking quality
Honoring our best
No ifs, ands, or 'butts'
Go for the gold
Spring into a healthier lifestyle
You can always count on Laury (Lawrence Jensen, Volunteer)
Rush shares in Chicago Bear victory
Musical Gala
Corridor views: if you could have competed in the Calgary Olympics...
When students become teachers
New Trustees, CIBA-GEIGY professor announced
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications
Now there are 20 (and still counting...) [IVF Birthday Party]

Volume 26, Number 4, April/May 1988
Title: Founder's Day
Cover Story: Founder's Day 1988 celebrated the quality work and dedication shown by Rush employees both through their individual achievements and length of service to the Medical Center.
Premier secretaries at Rush
Food for thought
Holding down the fort
Did you hear the one about...?
Honoring our 'newest' Founders
Employees recognized for service
To your good health
Summer in the city
University research week--1988
Multi-organ transplant performed
As the school year closes...
Gallstone lithotripter at Rush North Shore
Corridor views: What is the best advice your mother ever gave you?
Rush people
Kudos: Jo Ellen Shield, M.S., R.D., Elaine Scorza, M.S., R.N., Bennett G. Braun, M.D., Robert G. Sachs, Ph.D., Ann Kadish
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds at Rush
And babies make 5 (In Vitro Triples)

Volume 26, Number 5, June/July 1988
Title: Cancer Survivors Celebrate

[Revised January 2016]
Cover Story: Hundreds of blue balloons symbolizing hope were launched at the “Cancer Survivors Day” Celebration June 5 at the Medical Center. Entertainer Steve Allen (lower right, cover), who had successful colon cancer surgery in 1985, joined more then 150 Chicago-area patients, survivors, their friends and families at the event coordinated by the Rush Cancer Center.

Allen was one of several speakers. Also featured were former Rush patient Amy Harwell, author of “When Your Friends Gets Cancer; Chicago sporting goods czar Morrie Mages, also a cancer survivor; and Jules E. Harris, M.D., the Samuel G. Taylor III, M.D., Professor of Oncology and Director, Rush Cancer Center. The festivities were part of a nationwide celebration sponsored by COPING Magazine, a publication for cancer patients in cooperation with the American Cancer Society.

Sweating for Gold
Quality's catching on
Rx for Success
Northwestern Atrium offices on track
College of Nursing awarded scholarship grant
Corridor views
Commencement 1988
Alums ‘rush’ home
Breathing free
Celebrate RushFest at Great America

Medical staff recognized for years of service

Employee benefits: update
Rush People
Appointments: Leo M. Henikoff, M.D., Eric Ostrov, Ph.D., J.D., Howard T. Strassner, M.D., Margaret Faut, D.N.Sc.,R.N.
Professional Activities -- Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
United Way/Crusade of Mercy Campaign gears up.
Volume 26, Number 7, September 1988

Title: Crusade t-shirt previewed

Cover Story: Coming in October: the t-shirt you can’t resist. Employees becoming part of it!

Your pledge helps...

Changes at work: the quality story

Floating on air

Perinatal conference set

Sports at Rush: Solid Oak takes championship again

The Inn at University Village

Corridor views

Rush people


Kudos: Beverly B. Huckman, Kenneth J. Tuman, M.D., Roger C. Bone, M.D., Patricia A. Csesko, R.N., Jacob Fox, M.D.

The Office of Philanthropy and Communication received two awards from the Social Service Communicators organization; an honor award for the Sesquicentennial slide film and a merit award - a special one-time award of excellence - for the overall program.

In The News

Professional Activities

Fire Prevention Week

Volume 26, Number 8, October 1988

Title: Being good to your heart

Working with the right attitude

Nursing awarded $500,000 AIDS grant

Cover Story: Being good to your heart - Reduce your risk

Savory ArcFeast raises Crusade funds

Exercising for a higher purpose

Corridor views – “What would be the perfect Halloween costume for you?

Honoring our hard workers: Sue Kaleta, Finance; Anthony Burda, Pharmacy; Gerald J. Perry, Library; Patricia Potts, Medical Nursing; Lillie Tanner, Housekeeping; Elsa Dahe, Materials Management; Connie Gentil, Purchasing; Justner Graham, SRH; Mable Kyles, Fin/Accounts Payable; Patricia Lundman, Surgical Nursing; Fred McCloud, Housekeeping; Jonetta Neely, Hospital Transplant; Milagros Peralta, OCLS/PSAU; Anita Rapier, SRH; Rhonda Harbin-Rucker, Medical Nursing; Shirley Stringfellow, Housekeeping; John Tarsa, Graphic Reproduction

Farewell feast – Mary Ashley

Retirees: December - Mary Bedford, Anchor, 4; Ruby Berry, unit clerk, Administration, 20; Richard Buenger, radiology, 35

January - Lydia Benson, food service, 19; Doris Bolef, library, 9; David Cheifetz, psychology, 28; Vivian Harrell, nursing, 21; Everlean Jackson, housekeeping, 14; Doretta Latimore, transport, 19; Sheila Schewitz, communicative disorders, 11.

February - Stanley Blitek, food service, 6; Mary Firszt, OCLS, 26; Shirley Range, ANCHOR, 8; Katherine Stewart, finance, 21; Mary Taylor, elevator operation, 15.

March - Edward Daly, safety surveillance, 8; Ernave Grilli, transfusion therapy, 35; Bessie White, transport, 41.

April - Bernice Granten, food, 7; Lorraine Harris, radiology, 32; Louise Lange, housekeeping, 12; Grace Wing, medical records, 38.

May - Homer Booker, receiving, 19; Stephanie Hartman, property management, 22; Eleanor Hill, library, 7; Maria Mikalcius, cardiology, 23; Ned Moore, receiving, 25; John Moran, medical records, 12; James Pearson, housekeeping, 6; Kenneth Washington, receiving, 20; Eleanor Wrobel, food service, 7.

June - Arlene English, finance, 18; Charlotte Levine, ANCHOR, 20; Christoforos Mangos, engineering, 17; Harry Thompson, engineering, 22; Irene Turner, preventive medicine, 26; Petrus VanDerPol, data center, 20.

July - Effie Bennett, housekeeping, 6; Christian Hovde, religion and health, 18; Jessie Jones, unit clerk administration, 25; Nathan Kramer, ACCESS Health, 24; Dorothy Moore, emergency room, 28; Luyncz Szymanski, library, 31; Marie Thomas, ANCHOR, 15.

August - Livia Murai, medical records, 26; Howard Sky-Peck, biochemistry, 33; Naomi Wainwright, cast room, 30; Nellie Wells, food service, 7.

September - Mary Ashley, food service, 24; Sophie Bogolin, nursing, 9; Hugh Cunningham, Room 500, 12; Elaine Honey, housekeeping, 27; Milton Levine, ANCHOR, 20; Genevieve Logan-Butler, neurology, 11; Frances Skotzko, SRH, 6; Johnnie Walker, SPD, 33.

October - Delphine Konrath, medical records, 13; Dorothy Krol, page and messenger center, 22; Georgia Martin, housekeeping, 26.

Rush people

RPSLMC appointments - Lourens J.D. Zaneveld, D.V.M., Ph.D. has been named Harry Boysen, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology.

John E. Trufant, Ed.D., named the first Catharine and R. Winfield Ellis-Philip N. Jones, M.D., Professor of University Affairs.

Eddythe Ellison Hough, Ed.D., M.S. appointed associate vice president and associate dean for medical nursing sciences and services.


Michael A. Maffetone, D.A., appointed chairman of the Department of Medical Technology.
In the news
Professional activities
A celebration
Check your earnings statement
Take a breather
This is the party you won't want to miss.

Volume 26, Number 9, November 1988
Title: Chicago Bear Covert lends a helping hand.
Just the facts: Six Spanish surgeons - If you're looking for PCIS - Rush Rehabilitation Services - A Medical Exchange Team - National O.R. Nurses Day - The Woman's Board - British health care administrators -- The annual blood drive
Rewarding quality
Giving thanks
One couple's story: COPing AID
Crusade campaign reaches new heights
Recognizing our volunteers
Medical Center holiday events
Patient care trends reflected in our statistics 1987-88 Highlights
Trustees elect new chairman - Edgar D. Jannotta
Two vice presidents appointed - Jerome J. Hahn, M.D. - Marie Sinoris
Rush People
Appointments
Professional Activities
MRI Special Delivery
Rush people
RPSLMC appointments:
Wally Duzansky has been re-appointed director of housekeeping services. He has served as a member of the Service Master management team at Rush since 1981, most recently as area manager. Duzansky has 30 years of housekeeping management experience in a variety of capacities ranging from franchise owner to manager of several large accounts for the Service Master Limited Partnership.
Sandra K. Shepherd, Ph.D., is the new coordinator of nutrition education and marketing, Department of Food and Nutrition Services. She has also been appointed assistant professor in the Department of Clinical Nutrition. Dr. Shepherd's research interests include message impact in nutrition education and the use of marketing techniques for gathering consumer feedback on nutrition education programs. She completed her Ph.D. in nutrition at Pennsylvania State University and, prior to that, held administrative and faculty positions at the University of Tennessee and Northwestern State University in Louisiana.
Giacomo A. De Laria, M.D., cardiovascular-thoracic surgery, has been named director, Section of Vascular Surgery. A senior attending surgeon and associate professor, Dr. De Laria also continues as director of the noninvasive diagnostic laboratory. He is experienced in cardiovascular mechanics, circulatory support, artificial organs and the use of non-thrombogenic materials. Dr. De Laria, who joined the medical staff in 1978 after completing his residency here, received his M.D. from Tufts University School of Medicine and M.S. in bioengineering from the University of California at San Diego.
Flex Reimbursement Accounts, Open Enrollment Now Through December 16: Flexible Reimbursement Accounts enable you to use "pre-tax" dollars to help pay for your family dental expenses and necessary dependent care. The program lowers your tax-able income, which reduces your federal and state income taxes and Social Security contributions. All nonunion full-time and regular part-time employees are eligible. For additional information, contact Janice Thomas, flex benefits coordinator, wage and salary administration, ext. 26637
Appointments:
William Wellman, M.S., administrative affairs, was appointed to the AT&T Customer Advisory Council.
David Clark, Ph.D., psychiatry, was elected to the board of directors of the American Association of Suicidology. He was also appointed consulting editor of Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior, the association's publication.
William E. Mozelle, M.S., security administration, has been appointed chairman of the Medical Center Commission Security Enforcement Group.
Kudos:
Klaus E. Kuettner, Ph.D., biochemistry, received the Pauwels Medal, the most distinguished award in orthopedics in Europe, for his accomplishments in orthopedic sciences.
Iris Shannon, Ph.D., R.N., acting chairperson, community health nursing, received the YMCA 1988 Outstanding Achievement Award Science/Medicine/Technology, which was presented at the Leader Lunch-on-EVII on October 6. Nine other Rush nurses were recognized at the luncheon for their contributions to the Medical Center and the nursing profession. They were: Geraldine Peacock, R.N., medical nursing; Kim Litwack, Ph.D., R.N., O.R. and surgical nursing; Janet Delgado, M.S., R.N., medical nursing; Roberta Fruth, M.S., R.N., medical nursing; Judy Friedrichs, M.S., R.N., pediatric nursing; Margaret Faut, M.S., R.N., O.R. and surgical nursing; Catherine Ferrario, M.S., R.N., medical nursing; Sandra McFolling, R.N., discharge planning; and Joanne Spiess, R.N., medical nursing.
In the news:
Methods of conserving blood in surgery was the focus of a recent Chicago Sun-Times health and science Sunday feature. The story included comments by Bruce Spiess, M.D., anesthesiology, who also described a pilot project of autologous donation for high-risk patients started earlier this year.
Modern Healthcare's cover story on hospital telecommunications advances included a story about the PBX phone system installed by AT&T at Rush, and comments from John Short, M.M., administration.
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The Dissociative Disorders Unit at Sheridan Road Hospital was the focus of a three-part report on WMAQ-TV's ten o'clock news. Bennett Braun, M.D., psychiatry, was featured. Multiple personality was also the focus of a major feature story in the Chicago Tribune, again quoting Dr. Braun. Chicago Tribune magazine columnist Jim Warren devoted a large portion of one of his columns to the cover art similarity of Promise Magazine and the October issue of The Atlantic.

Research on the treatment of winter depression being conducted by Charmane Eastman, Ph.D., psychology and social sciences, was the focus of a recent Chicago Tribune Tempo section feature. The Chicago Sun-Times ran an in-depth report on an experimental form of head and neck cancer therapy that's been developed and tested at Rush. Samuel G. Taylor IV, M.D., internal medicine, and Anantha Murthy, M.D., therapeutic radiology, were quoted in the story.

Long Island Newsday turned to Harold L. Klawans, M.D., neurological sciences and pharmacology, for definitive comment on the value of exercise to Parkinson's patients.

Volume 26, Number 10, December 1988
Title: Peace, good health and happiness to all

Just the facts
Giving 110 percent
From the President
Rush employees speak out; opinion survey triggers actions
What happens next
Bouquets and brickbats

Corridor views (What is your favorite magazine?)
Rush people

RPSLMC Appointments: Ewa Radwanska, M.D. named director of the In Vitro Fertilization Program, Section of Reproductive Endocrinology.
Yvette M. Reiner, M.S. named administrator of professional affairs, Department of Internal Medicine.
Ann Minnick, Ph.D., R.N. appointed director, nursing services research and support.
Sandra Robertson, M.S.N., R.N., named associate director of nursing services research and support.
Kudos: Daniel Bruetman, M.D., oncology, received the Regular Clinical Fellowship Award certificate of the Illinois Division of the American Cancer Society.
Stuart Levin, M.D., internal medicine immunology/microbiology, preventive medicine, awarded the 40th Anniversary of Israel Medal by the Greater Chicago Committee, State of Israel Bonds.
Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., psychology/social sciences, as named Eminent Woman of Psychology, by the American Psychological Association.

In the news
Getting into the festive spirit
2nd annual Rush Holiday Party

Volume 27, Number 1, January 1989
Title: 'Quality is not only a smile in the hallway. It is also what is in the heart behind the smile. I want to thank all for the great care and special concern...' An employee writes about being a patient here - see page 4.

Just the facts
Reaching out to troubled teens
Service from the heart
Lectures focus on ethics
Rush University Faculty Wives Association Annual Flower Sale
Giving From the Heart (Adopt-a-Family)
Corridor views (How did you meet your valentine?)

Rush people:

RPSLMC appointment - Gary M. Gasbarra, M.A.S. appointed assistant vice president, finance.
James P. Hill, J.D., M.S. appointed assistant vice president, human resources.
A. Lenn Block, M.S.Ed., elected to the Board of Directors of the Association of Biomedical Communications Directors.
Howard T. Strassner, M.D., appointed by Governor James Thompson to the Infant Mortality Reduction Advisory Board.
Lorraine McDona, M.B.A., R.N. elected vice-president of the executive board of the Chatham-Avalon Unit of the American Cancer Society.

In the news: Richard Penn, M.D., Vincent Pisani, Ph.D., Harold Klawans, M.D., Klaus Kuettner, Ph.D., Margaret Aydelotte, Ph.D., Cheryl Knudsen, Warren Knudson, Ph.D., Eugene Thonar, Ph.D.
Kudos: Lerner, Huckman, Bergen, Fellencer
Professional Activities
Speeches/Lectures/Presentations
Publications

Photo of Angela Jacobi, M.N., R.N. recognized for her volunteer service to the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation with a plaque awarded by Youth Ambassador Garrett Lewis.

Photo - RPSL awarded first place trophy in the health and medical field for fundraising efforts in the United Negro College Fund - Earlie Thomas (center), JoAnn Scott (1), Gwen Williams (r).
Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives

Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358

Volume 27, Number 2, February/March 1989
Title: Unit assistants help nurses return to the bedside.
Just the facts
Returning nurses to the bedside
Employee plan improves supply delivery
Know your benefits
Rush helps launch region wide cancer screening project
Corridor views (What was the last good movie you saw?)
Rush People:
RPSLMC Appointments
Meryl Haber, M.D. named medical director of the Office of Consolidated Laboratory Services.
Jacob Fox, M.D., is director of the Rush Alzheimer's Disease Center.
Dennis McGann, M.S., appointed director of admitting and medical reservations.
Appointments:
David M. Rothenberg, M.D. appointed affiliate faculty member of the Advanced Cardiac Life Support Division of the Chicago Heart Association.
Frederick D. Malkinson, M.D., D.M.D. assumed the office of vice president of the American Academy of Dermatology and was also appointed to the Academy's Executive Committee at the annual meeting of the American Academy of Dermatology.
Lawrence H. Lanzyl, Ph.D., is president of the International Union of Physical and Engineering Sciences in Medicine.
Karin Grear, COTA, has been named to the advisory board of the Chicago Citywide Colleges' Certified Occupational Therapy Assistant Program.
Terrie L. Nolinske, M.A., OTR/L, has been elected to membership in the National Association of Science Writers.
Daniel L. McLachlan, M.D., ophthalmology, has been named executive secretary of the American Society of Ophthalmology and Plastic Surgery for 1990-92.
Roger Brown, Ph.D., was appointed to the Medical Sociology Section of the Council of the American Sociological Association as newsletter editor.
James Corrigan, M.A., has begun a three-year term as chairman of the board of the North Central Region of the Association for Clinical Pastoral Education.
Kudos
Professional Activities Publications
My Room

Volume 27, Number 3, April 1989
Title: Unit assistants help nurses return to the bedside
Just the facts...: Rush Olympic Games, Walk Chicago Program, Robert W. Cummings, National League for Nursing survey.
Taking steps to create a smoke-free environment: Leo M. Henikoff, James Schoenberger, Janet Buckley, Dr. Lerner
Employee excellence acknowledged: Lisa A. Meves, Betty J. Brooks, Kenneth P. Pawlowicz,
Changing for the better: Total Quality Management (TQM) employee opinion survey
Rush surgical team gives Thai children hope: David Jones, Robert Swartz, Anun Seetapun, Craig Bradley, Kim Litwack
IVF program celebrates success: Ewa Radwanska,
Research week focuses on Parkinson's Disease: Leo M. Henikoff, Harold Klawans,
Multiple Sclerosis center programs to expand: Leo M. Henikoff, Floyd Davis
Rush people: John, w. Curtin,
RPSLMC appointments: Robyn Fell, Ron Rutherford
Kudos: Buler Allen, Lottie Howard, Johnnie Jones, Laberne Sowers, Ruth Bacarro, R.T., Gay Bergaron, R.T. Toni Buckley, Marcia Hargreaves, R.T., Judi Maggiore, N.M.T., Pamela McField, Artis Moore and Bernard Peculis, M.S.
In the news: Robert Katz, Koe Henikoff, Greta Northrop, Robert Schenck, George Wilbanks, Eduardo Yordan, Kenneth Boyer, Janet Wolter, Steven Gitelis, Heart Disease Reversal Program, Michael Davidson
Speeches/lectures/presentations

Volume 27, Number 4, May 1989
Title: Aphreses: A heartwarming donation
Just the facts...: Rush Proposal to U of I trustees, Board of Trustees, Curtis Wilkerson, Breastfeeding programs, River City Club Membership, Laurance Armour Day School
A heart-warming donation: Revecca Torres, Joseph Botticelli, leukemia, Blood Center, Apheresis donors, Jaynee Butcher, Debbie Sava, Annie Owens, Julie, Bjorklund
Recognizing quality: Total Quality Management, Henikoff
13 departments receive awards: Total Quality Management, Henikoff, Donald R. Oder,
Developing your career at Rush: TQM, Henikoff, Linda Hodo, James Hill,
Training and organizational development: T&OD consultants, Thelma Crockett, Niels Dale
News from our extended family: Richard Engels, Carol Zalik, Charlotte Ramazinski,
Sue Luehrs, Natasha Gibbs
Rush people: Paule T Skiem, Charles E McClinton, Kathleen Behner, Roylene W. Gallas, Jeanne Dianda, Andrea Ravenscroft, Denise Wade, Gene Wade, Gene Homandberg

[Revised January 2016]
Volume 27, Number 5, June 1989
Title: Employee of the Year: Wally Mroz

Just the facts...: Organ and Tissue Bank and the Transplant Program, Organ Donor Awareness Week
It's been a good 13 years: Sheridan Road Hospital, Peter M. Butler, Rush North Shore Medical Center, Dissociative Disorders Unit, podiatry residency

Keith Haring at the Medical Center: Samuel P. Gotoff,
President announces new benefits:
Founders Day honors 1,000 employees: Goulbourne Morris, Judy Rarlos, Barbara Rittmanic, Portia Buckner
A day of celebration: Founders Day, 1989

Founders Day honorees:
A Rush secretary is...: Amm Johnson, Nancy Lamon, Louwanda Collins, Beverly DAbis, Nina Gonzalez, Lynette Mehl, Janet lapichino
Responding to changes: Henry Russe, Wayne Lerner, Kathleen Gainor Andreoli, James Schoenberger, Rush appointments: Richele A soja,
Kudos:
John Long, Ann Minnick, Terrie Nolinske, Mary M. Bliesmer
O’Brien Awards Presented: John O’Brien, Kim Rohan, Mary Ellen, Deam Stern, Jan Fawcett, Robert Katz, Rosaline Cartwright, media relations staff, Max Brown, Gilbert Goldman,
In the news: Thomas Witt, Mary Chase-Ziolek, Steven Gitelis, Patty Piazecki

Volume 27, Number 6, July 1989
Title: Flag Day at Rush
Just the facts...: Employee Health Service, Women’s Board, tax deferred annuity programs, five-bed AIDS module, Eleticia Torres, Sharon Anderson, Susan Kilburg, Stephanie Thompson,
Bone marrow unit largest in Illinois: Allen Korenblit, bone marrow transplant program, bone marrow transplant unit expands,
Quitting time: joining together to stop smoking: Ellen Elperm, Marcia Pencak,
Commencement 1989: Leon M. Lederman, Frank w. Merric, Joseph W. Messer
Corporate sports battles: Michael Coleman, Patricia Jones, Steve Hirsch, Stephanie Koop,
TQM forums: ‘We’re here to listen’: TQM, Linda Belknap, Chris Hermann, Maria Martel,
Corridor views: TQM, Linda Belknap, Chris Hermann, Maria Martel,

In the news:
President announces new benefits:

Just the facts...:

In the right place at the right time: Allen Thompson

Appointments: Michael J. Harris, Gilber C. Carroll, Carol Blendowski, Michelle Goodman, Sharon Kay Nighorn, Allen A. Rovick, Paul C. Holinger, David C. Clark, Stephanie Cavanaugh
Kudos: Marie E. Sinaioris, David C. Clark, Jerome Hoeksema

Volume 27, Number 7, August 1989
Title: Topping out ceremony
Just the facts...:

In the news: Robert Schenck, Michael Davidson, Jac
Kudos: Jeanne F. Slack, Margaret Faut, Marilee Donovan, Marianne Genge, Gunnar Anderson, Robert R. Schenck, Jane Bubik,
In the news: Robert Schenck, Michael Davidson, Jac
Kudos: Jeanne F. Slack, Margaret Faut, Marilee Donovan, Marianne Genge, Gunnar Anderson, Robert R. Schenck, Jane Bubik,
Volume 28 (Volume 27), Number 8, September/October 1989
Title: RushFest at Great America
Why United Way funds the Y:
First United Way activities: Patricia King, John Webb, Frank Hampton, Ramona Watkins, RushFest: Tina Malenius, Usha Vasan, Luna, Tami Carroll, Kuszak,
Employee of the quarter: David Reid, John Hare,
Corridor views- What’s a challenge you’ve faced in your life: Charles McClintock, John Koepple, April Hayes, Reynaldo, Emma C Aquino, Cheryl Janusz, Mike Coleman, Caroll Cassini
RPSLMC appointments: Joseph E. Parrillo, Trudy A. Gardner, Tracy Berry, Kenneth Boyer, Anthony Richtsmeier, Barbara G. Harfmann, Justine M. Ringhofer
Kudos: David Jette
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 28 (Volume 27), Number 9, November 1989
Title: Learning from chimp bones
Just the facts…: Bears, anti-smoking rap song, David Cella, Rush Cancer Center, Pew Charitable Trusts, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, National Pastoral Care Week, Susan Ford Bales, Center for Suicide Research and Prevention, Chicago YMCA Leader Luncheon
Monkeying around with bones: John Lobick, Rick Summer, NEW TQM facilitators names: Total Quality Management, ‘Anyone can play golf’: Gus Bernardoni, The Gold Clinic, therapeutic recreation department
Medical Center holiday events: Annual Holiday Party, Laurance Armour Day School children’s book sale, Medical Center gift shop special sales, Community Affairs Christmas giving programs
Rush heroes wind up United Way campaign: Donald R. Oder, Johnnie Jones, Matt Suhey, Vicki Boyd
Corridor views-What are you thankful for: Valerie Witherspoon, Daniel Tancredi, Maria Stonikas, Sharon Hudson, Lori DeFoor-hill, Mario Lostumbo, Jeff Barkoviak, Daniel Rascon
Appointments: Linda L. Nelson
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 28 (Volume 27), Number 10, December 1989
Title: Seasons Greetings
Just the facts…: Office of Community Affairs, TQM, payroll department, St. Paul Federal Bank for Savings, The Rush Body Shop Volunteer recognition day: Henikoff, Loy Thomas, John Short, Jane Tarnow,
Ronald L. DeWald, Penfield Faber, Jorge O. Galante, Frank Hendrickson, Frederick C. kittle, Hassan Najafi After 33 years…: Della Fosco
Helping secretaries maximize their potential: TQM, Mary De Nobble, Ruth Haas
Corridor views-What’s your favorite holiday memory: Lucy Moore, Thomas R. Hurley, Byron Henderson, Sandy Terry, Dan Kuhn, Alma Calloway, Stan Richardson, Charlotte Starino
Rush appointments: James A. Schoenberger
Appointments: Michael J. Harris, Marianne N. O'Donoghue, Lawrence H. Lanzl, Randy J. Epstein, David C. Garron, Michael S. Huckman
Kudos: Mildred Kemp, Joyce K. Keithley, Barbara K. Morreale

Volume 29 (Volume 28), number 1, January 1990
Title: Working smarter in the 90s
Just the facts: Portia Buckner, McCormick, Ewa Radwanska
Employee of the quarter: Earl Wilson, Donna Ruggles, Employees brighten ‘adoptees’ holidays: Carol Zigman, Feasts for the hungry: Coalition against hunger,
Working Smarter in the 90s: Russell Burck, Janice Griffin, Barbara Parke, Catherine Ferrario, Greg C. Knepper, David Cella, Carolyn Heil, Carolyn Fair, Brigid Brechling, Sandra Hendrickson, Joan Koeppele, Jim Hethcox, Gary Strokosch, Sallie Hall, Loy Thomas, Dale Cumbo, Ronnie Gaber, Denise Wilen, Norbert Konetcky

Corridor views: What is your New Year's resolution for 1990: Beulah Gadden, Judith Frank, Barbara Lundy, John Short, Susan Taylor, Al Robinson, Lou diMauro, Fred Sweet

Rush appointments: June Walsh, Reneau Buckner, Judy Saltore, Valeria Stokes, Christine Kennelly, Sharon D. Gates, Gretchen Hinkamp, Daniel J. Peiser

Kudos: Roger C. Bone,


Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 29 (Volume 28), Number 2, February 1990
Title: Ten years of caring in geriatric psychiatry
Just the facts...: “Festival of the arts”, International gourmet dinner, Bob Carlson, bill Wiedenheft, University research week, Dr. Martin Luther King, National Nutrition Month, Pilsen YMCA
LIVING WITH 'ELEPHANT MAN'S DISEASE': Ronald DeWald
Helping kids breathe easier: Debra Weese-Mayer
Ten years of caring in geriatric psychiatry: Andrew Ripecky

Corridor Views- If you would work in another department for one day, which department would you work in and why: Wayne Williams, Julie Karstrand, Daniel Bruetman, Edythe Hough, Mercedes Guyton, Melinda Boice, Gordon Bass, Cheryl Silas

Rush appointments: Lawrence Layfer, Eric Schnell
Appointments: Leo M. Henikoff, Linda R. Brubaker, Bernard R. Back, Jack L. Nichols, David C. Clark
Kudos: Mary Jane Kirchner,

In the news: Michael Davidson, Jane Grady, Rosalind Cartwright, Kathleen Gainor Andreoli, Richelle Soja, Paula Dillon, Jerry P. Petasnick, Roger C. Bone, Debra E. Weese-Mayer, John Zajecka, George Wilbanks, Howard Gebel, Victoria Maclin, Marianne O'Donohue

Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 29 (Volume 28), Number 3, March 1990
Title: Rush Wins!
Just the facts: Keith Haring,
Rush all-starts win at the buzzer: McKinney
And the winner is...Kevin Kissane: Kevin Kissane

Clinical profiles aim for quality Gerry Rakaska, TQM, Harold a. Kessler, Rosen

Corridor views - how do you keep physically fit: David Moton, Ana Bonnin, Barbara Honorow, Niels Dale, Myra Davis, Vanessa Wilson, Lenzy Haley, Titiian Sawetawan

Health management seminar: Vernon R. Loucks,


Appointments: William E. Mozelle, Klaus E. Kuettner
Kudos: Jorge O. Galante, Jerome R. Kusak

In the news: Harold L. Klawans, Christopher G. Goetz, Richard A. Levy, Hilmar Wagner, Craig Bradley, Robert Swartz, Erica W. Ford, David Berquist, Litwack, Lois Margaret Nora, Bruce Rattenbury, Seymour M. Sabesin, Stephanie Cavanaugh, Jacob H. Fox

In the news: Charmane Eastman, Robert R. Schaffner, Leo M. Henikoff, Donald R. Oder, James A. Schoenberger, Marie Sinioris, Thomas J. Schnitzer

Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 29 (Volume 28), Number 4, April 1990
Title: Going home
Just the facts...: Mark. S. Doss, National Occupational Therapy Month, National Organ and Tissue Donor Awareness Week, Perinatal Center, Accessibility task force
Combating family violence: Wendy Taylor, Kathy Donougeh, Debra Moore
Keeping those cards and letters coming: Sally Hall, Leatrice Harris, John Webb, Alfreda Orr, Christine Glenn, Margie Gardner, Christine Overstreet

IVF program celebrates 6th year: ZIFT procedure, Radwanska,


RPSLMC appointments: Sheri L. Marker, Nayareh Shahinpour, Sharon D'Arco, Elizabeth Carlson, Randall E. McNally, Ronald H. Whitaker

Appointments: Michael I. Harris, Diane C. Sowa, George D. Wilbanks, Thomas DeCoursey, Paul C. Holinger
In the news: Jan A. Fawcett, Michael H. Davidson, Marnie McHale, Rosaline D. Cartwright, Kathy Gumbel, Donald M. Jensen, Thomas Buckingham, Zvi Binor, Harold Klawans

Speeches/presentations/lectures:
Volume 29 (Volume 28), Number 5, May 1990

Title: New Perinatal Center open house

Just the facts...: Occupational Therapy Week, Jeanette Baker, Caroline Copeland
Made to order: the secretaries' brunch: Gail Tennnal, Portia Buckner,
Research Week: 1990:
Training tomorrow's scientists:
TQM: planning programs that plan ahead: Suzanne Keers,
New perinatal center open house: Delores Miller, Bonnie Chaney, Tess Cook, Mayor Daley, George Wilbanks Barbara Durand,
Samuel Gottoff, Margie Harigan, Ann McDermott, Edgar D Jannotta, Karen Reid, Judy Friedrichs

Corridor views: Earth day celebrated its 20th anniversary on April 22. What are you doing to help the environment: Brigitte Butler, Sharon Brooks, Susa Dyida, Lisa Taylor, Papasani Subbaiah, Harvey Golden, Michael Schroyer, Tony McDade

RPSLMC appointments: Truman Esmond
Appointments: Sandra K. Shepherd, Lawrence H. Lanzl,

In the news: Frank Morrell, Walter W. Whisler, John Zajecka, Roger Bone, Kathleen G. Andreoli, Rose Labriola, Susan Bohne, Bonnie Nowak, Wayne Lerner, Carol Lyn Soudier, Marianne O’Donoghue, Janet Wolter, Thomas R. Witt, Thomas J. Schnitzer, Margaret Faut, Roger Rodby

Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 29 (28), Number 6, June 1990

Title: Founders Day 1990
Just the facts...: Rushfest, breastfeeding promotion month,
A salute to nurses: Angela Jacobi
A pictorial history of Medical Center nursing:
Employee of the year: John Arleo

Founders Day 1990: Wayne Lerner, James Hill, Steven Rothschild

A look at Founders Day:
Founders day honorees:
Doctors celebrate the past, salute the future
Rush appointments: John J. Nicholas, LeRoy Walker
Appointments: David C. Clark, Catherine MacLeod
Kudos: Leon R. Kelleher, Rita S. Wickham, Charles R. Thomas, Terrie L. Nolinske
In the news: Kathleen G. Andreoli, Eileen Glynn, Richele Soja, Floyd A. Davis, John Schaffner, Lawrence J. Goodman, Marine McHale

Nora Paulford, Harold Klawans, Harold A. Kessler, James L. Cavanaugh, Jr., Ruby Wilson, Andrew Ripeckyja, Thomas Buckingham, Gunnar B.J. Andersson, David C. Clark, Ronald S. Weinstein, Stuart Levin
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 29 (28), number 7, July 1990

Title: Commencement 1990
Just the facts...: Multiorgan transplantation, 7th annual hospital Olympics,

Commencement 1990: Andrea Gonzalez-Stampley, Jan O. Stampley, Christopher Coogan, James Sandrolini, William Henja
Preemie picnic:
Flag Day Celebration:
‘Blue ribbon’ employees earn awards: George Fitchett Carol Stege, Willie L. Williams
Then...and now: Alden’s building, Chicago skyline,
RPSLMC appointments: Erika Riethmiller, Carrie Pidrak, Susan Vlahos, Alla Mae Davis, Grant Larson, Clarence Brown, Alex Kuritza,
Gail Goldberger, Patricia A. Sheel, Michelle Kois, Judith Jezeck
Appointments: Carol L. Cotner, Linda L. Nelson, Barbara Durand, George Wilbanks
Kudos: Barbara Durand, Kirk H. Packo, Ameedah Munir, Dorothy Seals, Barbara Foster
In the news: Harold Klawans, Steven Gitelis, David Bennett Jacob Fox, Family Violence Program, Truman Esmond, Gary Waters, David Clark, Kathleen Andreoli, Cathy Evans, Dusan Stefoski, Robert Schenck, Suzanne Watt, Ken Whisler, Lawrence Lazarus, Jeff Nelson, Charlotte Harris,
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 29 (28), Number 8, August 1990

Title: RushFest at Great America
Atomic age doctor: Dr. Lanzl,
Over 3,000 attend Rushfest: Paul Volek, Firouz Daneshgari, Leroy Irvin,

Hitting the books with TQM: Christine Frank, Maggie Marshall, Trudy Gardner
Re: your paycheck:

RPSLMC appointments: Stuart Campbell, Paula M. Smith, Nancy Wrobel, Zvi Binor, Meryl H. Haber, Elaine Sampson, Deborah Jansky, Cynthia Shipsema, Laura Dulska, Donna Callahan
Appointments: David L. Roseman, Anita Gewurz, Christopher Clardy, Joseph Hoo, Mary Kreiter, Richard Sandler, David Soglin
Kudos: Stephen Gillenwater, Steven K. Rothschild, Revecca Hoffman, Pamela S. Heydorn, Deborah L. Turner

Volume 29 (28), Number 9, September 1990

[Revised January 2016]
Title: Green thumbs and blue ribbon
Judy...: Li Zihong, Bishop Anderson lecture, Multiple Sclerosis Center’s Kroc Lecture,
Bowman garden wind blue ribbon: Alice Michaud
Summer around the Medical Center: William E. Gunn, Dan Peiser, Oscar J. Hunter, Edwin C. Phoenix, Louis Weathersby, Belinda Neal, Aaron Lamour
United Way is there for Cathedral Shelter: Joyce Pellegrini, Jeanne Dianda, Jan Iapichino, Gail Smith, Ruby Archibald, Mark Ballard
Summer picnics: James W. Williams, Howard Sankary, Ken Bowman,
Employee of the quarter: Mark Jaros, John Taylor, Leroy Kramer, David Bouras
First Learner give award: Wayne Lerner
Corridor Views-What was your first job: Mark Dolan, Pamela Jackson, Fred Buchanan, Chris Grote, David Eubanks, Justine Ringhofer,,
Timothy Fullerton, Ellis Pool
RPSLMC appointments: Peter W. Butler, Richele A. Soja, Jennifer Coleman, Linda Hollinger, Pamela Redd, Suzan Osinchak, Cathy Peterson, James J. Gilmartin
Appointments: Rebecca A. Dowling, Mark G. Blue, Janet Plate Frank Joebgen
Kudos: Barbara Washkis, Robert R. Schenck, Rush University’s Gerontological Nursing Program
In the news: Leo Henikoff, John Zajacka, Robert Schenck, Harold Kessler, James Schoenberger, David Roseman, William Shorey,
Speeches/lectures/presentations

Volume 29 (28), Number 10, October 1990
Title: Engineering: 24 hours a day
Just the facts…: Suzanne Eberl, National Diabetes Month, 64 Annual Fashion Show, Department of Family Practice,
Preserving memories: the AIDS memorial quilt: Ruth Parong, Jim Shover, Neil Forster,
Mary DeNoble,
Crusade of Mercy: Broader Urban Involvement and Leadership Development (BUILD), Sharon Yee
Medical Center Engineering works around the clock: Ray McGill, John Hinko, Theodore G. Nichols, Richard Parker, Rubin Contu, Ken Pawlowicz
TQM Report: Phase IV Training Begins: Cynthia Schripsema,
RPSLMC appointments: Reverend Laurel A. Burton, Eugene J.M.A Thonar, Denis A Evans, Richard M. Jaffe, John W. Rogers, Jr.,
Thomas A. Deutsch, Joan e. Weinberg, Cheryl E, Easley, James Chien-Hua Chu, Timothy P. Burdick, Joseph Chickey, Judith Salitore, Anne Cunningham, James. J. Gilmartin
Appointments: James M. Williams, Gary L. Schaefer, Linda D. Hodo, Bernard R. Bach
In the news: William Landau, Alan Harris, John Schaffner, Ewa Radwanska, Lois Halstead, Kathleen Andreoli, Peter Sand, Leo M. Henikoff, Elva Poznanski, Nancy Church, Marion Broome, Roger Bone, Margaret McLaughlin, Michael Ramsey, Anderson Hedberg, Charles Dillon, Mary Wood Molo
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 29 (28), Number 11, November 1990
Title: United Way Wrap-up
Just the facts,…: Lieutenant Tom Brady, Steven g. Economou
How to survive the holidays: Gary Cohen
United Way Wrap up: Leo M. Henikoff, Vevlyn D. Rogers, Donald Oder, Kay Loftgren, Kathleen Girardi, Al Robinson
A LADS Halloween: Mark Ward, Hilmar Wagner, Claire Smith, Robert Kubicka, Maureen Tattersall,
Body Shop: Fitness for kids: Susan Taylor, Hilmar Wagner, Richard Levy,
Holiday events around the Medical Center:
RPSLMC appointments: Patricia Castel Skarulis, Deborah Malkow
Appointments: Thomas A. Buckingham, Thomas DeCoursey, Rosalind Cartwright,
Kudos: Mary-Ann Redeker, Nancy K. Gallagher, Claire S. Smith, L. Penfield Faber
Employee survey update: James Hill
In the news: Jack Lipscomb, David Bennett, Gary Strokosch, Margaret Faut, Thomas Schnitzer, Victoria Maclin, Gunnar Andersson, Jean Storlie, Eileen Potter, Marion Broome, Peter Sand

Volume 29 (28), Number 12, December 1990
Title: Holidays past
Just the facts…: Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center, Office of Consolidated Laboratory Services
Employee of the quarter: Norma Williams, Antonio Mendez, Oswaldo Rivero
Holidays past at the Medical Center:
Annual meeting: Klaus Kuettnner, Roger Bone, Leo Henikoff, Henry P. Russe, Richard Marrow, Edgar Jannotta
1989-90 Highlights:
Morrow elected chairman: Jack McEachern, James Frankenbach, Patricia Skarulis,
Retirees of 1990: Dennis Easley, Ophie Hendle,
RPSLMC appointments:
Kim Litwack, Coleen Kelly, Steve Yermal,
Appointments: Joan Nelson, Bernard Bach, Jack Nichols, Michael Harris, David C. Garron,
In the news:
David Roseman, Albert Straus, William Shorey, Kathleen Andreoli, Bennett Braun, Mary Wood Molo, Peter Sand, Ewa Radwanska, Frank Morrell, Jacob Fox, John Zajecka,
Janet Wolter, James Kerns, Rosalind Cartwright, Saul Rothenberg, Kevin Young, Geoff Hilbert, Christine Tahl, Nancy Schreiber, Alan Landay, Morris Papernik, Steven Economou, Bonnie Hutchinson, Kay Schneider
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 30 (29), Number 1, January 1991
Title: Santa’s Helpers
Just the facts: Steven Gitelis, Link Orthopedics, Stuart Campbell, Penny Tanner, Elaine Sampon, David Baldwin
Assertiveness Training for Women: Linda Belknap,
Celebrating the holidays:
Santa’s Helpers bring Christmas to 500 children: Beverly Brown, Carol Brantley, JoAnn Scott, Maria Fraga, Barbara McCray-Willard,
Back from the USSR: Vasil Truchly, Harold Bigger, Howard Strassner, Susan Kilberg,
TQM seminar targets physicians: Glenn Laffel, Alexander Doolas, Walter Whisler
Appointments: Klaus E. Kuettner, Randy Epstein, Rosalind Cartwright, David Cell
Kudos: Anthony Ivanovich, Mitchell Sheinkop
In the news: Leo Henikoff, Roger Bone, Jan Fawcett, David Clark, Cheryl Easley,
Jacob Fox, Jane Stansell, Michael Davidson, Claire Smith, Anderson Hedberg, William Deutsch, Thomas Deutsch, Alan Landay, Jack Lipscomb, Jerrold Leink, Lourens Zaneved
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 30 (29), Number two, February/March 1991
Title: Medical Match-ups
Just the facts: Robert Katz, National Nutrition Month,
Keeping safe: National Crime and Prevention Week, Pam McKinley
Rush Employees speak out: the second time around: results of comprehensive opinion survey, James Hill, Total Quality Management,
Medical Center Match-ups: Jim and Midge Cogan, Terrie Nolinske, Bill Rose, Sallie and Sam Hall
Vitty: Near Loop Hoop Classic
RPSLMC appointments: Klaus Kuettner, Michael Da Valle, Scott Westberg, Samuel Taylor, Jules Harris, Linda Grossman,
In the news: James Corrigan, David Bennett, David Fox, Michael Young, Charmane Eastman, Paul Skiem, Michael Djuric, John Trufant, Robert Rosenson, James Williams, Keith Berndtson, Thomas Schnitzer, Saul Rothenberg, Peter Sand, Robert Katz
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 30 (29), Number three, April 1991
Title: Care packages to the Persian Gulf
Just the facts: Bobbie O’Brien Oncology Nursing Award, Hearing and Speaking Month, Oncology Nursing Conference, Bobbie Levin, Dawn Spadaro, Fran Jacobs, Sarita Glickman, Belen de la Rosa
Mr. Yuk’s Department: Jack Lipscomb,
Practical education at Rush free clinic: Edward Eckenfels, John Wlodarski, Douglas French
Rush Recycles: Stephanie Koop, Barb Covert, Julie Marfels, Beverly Harbach,
Care packages to the Persian Gulf: Bonnie Macius, Coleen Kelly
Employee of the quarter: Leslie Kryzs, Josephine Gaiter, Wayne Lerner, Bonnie Wright
Health Management Seminar: Jeff Goldsmith, James Campbell, Leo Henikoff
RPSLMC appointments: Ellen Hunt, Jeannine Santoro, Joan Colby, Rebecca Newcomb,
Appointments: Marianne O’Donoghue, Debbe Weese-Mayer
Kudos: Lucy Martinez-Schallmoser, occupational therapy department, Doris Vidaver
In the news: Jack Lipscomb, Jan Fawcett, Rosalind Cartwright, John Zajecka, Aaron Rosenberg, Regina Barden, Seymour Sabesin, Robert Katz, Jorge Galante, L. Penfield, Gary Strokosch, Charles McKiel
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 30, (29), Number four, May 1991
Title: A salute to nurses: National Employee Health and Fitness Day, Carmel Gaughan, Alison West, Rowena Felix, Claudia Baier,
Secretaries take time for their day: Secretaries day, Tina Kaatz, Dawn McGovern, Ann Rozinsky, Bonnie Chaney
IVF wishes 83 babies happy birthday: Ewa Radwanska, Zvi Binor
Salute to nurses: National Nurse Week, Tracy Martin, Jeff Doll, Kathy Moren, Susan Ratieke, Sharon Lofton
Rush-Anchor responds: Barbara Werner, Truman Esmond, Staff from Great Expectations’ second pilot program
Rush becomes newest Sigma Xi Chapter: Leo Henikoff,
Genetic Research:
RPSLMC appointments: Judith Tarlos-Benka, Catherine Pacholski, Cynthia J. Hughes,
Appointments: Klaus E. Kuettner, Gary Cohen, Alex Kuritza, Trudy Gerdner, George Wilbanks, Sharon Nighorn
Kudos: Klaus Kuettner, Joyce Keithly, Carol Kohn, Richard Buenger

[Revised January 2016]
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In the news: Michael Davidson, Jacob Fox, Charles McKiel, Leo Henikoff, Richard Sandler, Craig Bradley, David Clark, Doris Evans, Nelson Stringer, Jan Fawcett
Speeches/lectures/presentations

Volume 30 (29), Number 5, June 1991
Title: Founders Day
Just the facts...: Mike Boxer, Laurens Ackermann, Walk for health
Oh, you beautiful doll: Joyce Marudecki
Nursing award winners: Professional Nursing Society Mentorship Award winners, Luther Christian clinical Nurse Excellence Award
Volunteers get a day of rest: Employees celebrate Founders Day: Don Oder, Peter Butler, Ruth Williams, Barbara Heiden, Alice Sachs, Claudia Baier, George Stathos, Claudia Baier,
Employees honored for years of service:
Medical staff meeting and dinner: C. Andersen, Walter Whisler

In the news: Stuart Rosenbush, Robert Anderson, Howard Zietz, Wendell Richmond, James Moy, Anita Gewurz, Robert Katz, Harvey Golden, Klaus Kuettner, Coleen Kelly, Kathleen Andreoli, Sharon Roth, Lloyd Klien, Kenneth Moore
Medical staff gala: Walter Whisler, James Cavanaugh, Thomas Deutsch

Volume 30 (29), Number 6, July 1991
Title: Graduations
Just the facts...: Mike Singletary, Rush Cancer Center, Rushfest, Senior Citizens’ Month, Denis Evans,
The aftermath of war: visiting the Kurdish refugees: Richard Sandler
Awards abound at Employee of the quarter month: John Short, Gary Kaatz, Cathleen O'Donoghue
LADS: Georgette Levi
An evening at Rush: Tine Howard, Mark Schilling
Commencement 1992: Eli Ginzberg, Mark Lepper, Leonidas Berry, Courtney Lyder, Jeremy Bonn Roth, Samuel Miller
In the news: Edmund Lewis, Leo Henikoff, Charles McKiel, Dennis Pessis, David Spellberg, Harold Kennedy, Michael Davidson, David Clark, Jeffrey Nelson, Harold Kessler
Speeches/lectures/presentations

Volume 30 (29), Number 7, August 1991
Title: Our Miss Brooks
Just the facts...: United Way, Woman's Board, Mary DeNoble, John Webb, Jeanne Dianda, Michele McCrillis, Joseph Parrillo, Charlotte Ramazinski, Gia Crisanti, Janet Haw, Kathleen Caffrey, Carolyn Stevens
Our Miss Brooks: Sharon Brooks,
Kidney patients, rush staff enjoy picnic in the park: Mary and Jack Damall,
A hot and chile vacation: Gwen Bohlke, Diana Mixon,
Rare book room: home of weathered treasures: Stanton Friedberg, David Caldarelli,
NRPSLMC: Theodore Mazzone, Roberta Clarke, Joanne Garcia, Mary Klingelsmith, Walter D. Niles
Appointments: Stuart Campbell, Dianne Meyer, Joe Hoo, Linda Grossman, Paul Holinger
Kudos: Armando Susmano, Suzanne Eberl, Judith Paice, William Deutsch, Fritz Schajowicz,
In the news: Robert Bone, James Moy, Seven Ambrose, Lourens Zaneveld, Jacob Fox, Craig Bradley, Robert Katz, Harold Klawans, John Schaffner, Harvey Golden, Marnie McHale, Frank Morrell, Walter Whisler, Howard Zeitz, Elizabeth Nye, Steven Rothschild, Gary Strokosch, Rosalind Cartwright

Volume 29 (30), Number 8, September 1991
Title: Rush Fest: Just the facts...: Paula Smith, Jules Harris
Diet programs help beat the scale: Alice Perkins, Roberta Clarke, Healthy Eating Day,
Organ and Tissue Transplant picnic: James Williams, Matthew Padula, Lynn Knudson, Teena Jps, Nancy Ebert
Great fun at Great America: Abrudis Baktnabusm Geryl Casarze, Kenneth Cline, Michael Coleman, Frank Joebgen,
Charting to course to TQM: Total Quality Management, Tracy Buck, Suzanne Keers
RPSLMC appointments: Paula Douglass, Mary Kathleen Dunn, Jorgia Briones, Leslie Jellinek, Marcia Murphy, Leslie Albrecht, Diane Frye, Susan Scatchell, Cunthia Hughes, William Hayden, Carolyn Reed, Claudia Baier, John Nicholas, Cynthia Schripsema,
Appointments: Prentiss Taylor, Janet Plate, Samuel G. Taylor IV, Patricia Witherbee, David Clark, Frank Joebgen
Kudos: Kathleen Andreoli, Patricia Booth Levenberg
In the news: David Clark, Jan Fawcett, Jonathan Kely, Mark McClung, James Cavanaugh, Leo Henikoff, Richard Sandler, Linda Brubaker, Charles McKiel, Peter Fink, Harold Kessler

Volume 30 (29), Number 9, October 1991
Title: Improving the wheelchair shortage with TQM
Employee of the quarter: Beverly Lee, Reuben Cantu, Andrew Ripeckyj
Analyzing wheelchair availability:
United Way aids the safer Foundation: Jackie Smith, Elizabeth Stimage, Ray Auclair
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A friendly face and a heart of gold: Steven Rothschild
RPSMC appointments: Keith Berndtson,
Appointments: Randy Epstein, David Clark, L. Penfield Faber
Kudos: James Ertle, Gary F. Alder, Anita S.F. Chong, Marion Broome
In the news: Samuel Taylor, IV, L. Penfield Faber, Roger Bone, Elliott Mufson, Lourens Zaneveld, Reverend Laurel Burton, Reverend Russell Burck, Max Brown, Harold Paul, Joyce Fitzpatrick, Harold Klawans, Laurens Ackerman, David Gilley, Michael Dabidson, Craig Bradley, Randy Epstein, Kenneth Boyer, Thomas Deutsch,

Volume 30 (29), Number 10, November 1991
Title: United Way Wrap-up
Just the facts....: Allied Health Week, Marcie Nevarez, Sandra Seim, Robert Schenck, Adult Liver Transplant Center, ArcVentures, Inc.
Quality Recognition Week: TQM, Harry Roberts,
Medical Center kicks off campaign for Rush: Edgar Jannotta, Rush Institutes, Rush University, Hospitals-within-a-hospital, Research building, philanthropy
National breast-feeding workshop held: Gerald Perry, Angela Jacobi,
Studying our sense of smell: Alan r. Hirsch,
United Way wrap-up: Maggie Duncan, John Webb,
Jan Walch, Sam Eilen, Theresa Anderson,
A lesson in empathy: Terrie Nolinske
Respiratory care: Grant Larson, Leona Penn
Kudos: Harold Klawans, Alan Hirsch, Louise Kinney, Jean Demas, Christine Frank, Trudy Gardner,
In the news: Mark McClung, David Clark, Jan Fawcett, Kambiz Dowlat, Harold Kessler, Max Brown, Leo Henikoff, Craig Bradley,
Marianne O’Donoghue, Howard Zeitz, Robert Katz, Michael Dabidson,
Benefits Fair:

Volume 30 (29), Number 11, December 1991
Title: Happy Holidays!
Double celebration for IVF babies: Radwanska, GIFT,
Lectures preserve Trowbridge legacy: Trowbridge Memorial Lectureship in Women’s Health, Nancy Woods
Quilt commemorates parents’ loss: Perinatal and infant awareness month,
Support groups mend hearts, lift spirits: George McQueen, Philip b. Gorelick,
Heroes on ice: Cheryl Hager,
Clothing drive kicks off holiday programs: Carol Brantley,
Sharing our gifts: Sharon Brantley,
The gift of excellence: Russell Burck, Sylvia Segura, Mary Ann Tan, Ranae Lockhart, Carol Stege Memorial Awards, Eddie Dunmore,
Campaign for rush past halfway mark: Edgar Jannotta, Leo Henikoff,
Annual meeting: Leo Henikoff, A Report of Stewardship,
1990-91 highlights:
Two new trustees elected: Carole Segal, William Brown
In the news: Rosalind Cartwright, Peter Butler, Bennett Braun, Harold Kessler, David Cella, David Bennett, Linda Brubaker, John Zajecka, Neil Forster, Charmane Eastman, Craig Bradley
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 31 (30), Number 1, February 1992
Title: Retirees
Just the facts....: Desert Storm Award, Cancer Research,
Retirement: That golden road: Cynthia Hughes, Vivian Lewis, 1991 Retirees and years of service:
It could have been the uniform: lifelong love,
Precautions blend safety with sensitivity: Larry Goodman,
Learning to speak their minds: Robert S. Eisenberg,
Program treats addictions before disaster: Richard Karrell, Michael Easton, Rush Chemical Dependency Program,
Medical Center holiday celebrations, Palmer House holiday bash, Rev. Dr. Martin Luther, Jr. birthday celebrations
In the news: James Cavanaugh, Jules Harris, Rosalind Cartwright, Wendy Taylor, Peter Fink, Jeffrey Robin, Jan Fawcett, John Trufant, Michael Young, Robert Schenck, Calvin Brown, Lewis Gibson, Kenneth Moore, Jerrold Leikin, Ewa Radwanksa, Roberta Clarke, Marco Aleman, Bernard Bach,
Kudos: Margaret Aydelotte, Tibor Glant, Katlin Mikeca, James M. Williams, Hans H.J. Hauselmann
Rush, Holy Family sign joint venture agreement

Volume 31 (30), Number 2, March 1992
Netols nets employee of the quarter honors: Carol Netols, Ron Pierre, Fernanzo Jamison, Margaret Waszkiewicz, William Montanex,
Seminar debates health care issues: Samuel Gotoff, Michael Counte,
Tech Park: A scientist’s playground: Elizabeth Cochran,
Research week to be held April 14-16:
World Book/Rush Medical Encyclopedia a best seller:
A taste of Rush:
Getting a kick out of life:
Letting kids get messy:
Winning recipe: Loads of benefits, not calories:
Attention runners, walkers and bikers:
In the news: Donald Oder, Jules Harris, Craig Bradley, Leo Henikoff, Diane McKeever, Jack Bohlen, Carl Wahlstrom, John Zajecka, Elaine Scorza, Thomas Schnitzer, Saul Rothenberg, Gary Shaer, Michael Young, Jerrold Leikin, Jack Leipscomb, Robert Katz
Appointments: Roger Bone, Hassan Najafi
Kudos: Edythe E. Hough, Mark L. Jaros
Speeches/lectures/presentations:

Volume 31 (30), Number 3, April 1992
Title: Engineers embrace education program
Volunteers make life easier: Barbara Belt, Bruce Rybarczyk, Lillian Davidson
Corridor Views: Renata Shibata, Beirut Smith, Kris Harvey, Sandra Howery, Eileen Jaminski, Shirley Moore
Match day launches futures: AMA-FREIDA, American Medical Association-Fellowship and Residency Electronic Interactive Data Base Access System.
Innovation helps students prepare for boards:
Research week wrap-up:
Old books attract patrons on library week: Stanton Friedberg
Engineers embrace education program: Theodore Nichols, Dale, Nichols,
Residents’ wives host craft sale:
Concerts attract nearby students:
TQM inspires ER’s ‘blue plate special: Majorie Hayes, Earl Wilson, Joe Doweiko, Gloria Mosley
Rush Appointments: Janet Killackey, Jane Reich
Appointments: Phillip Liebson, Anita Gewurtz, Roger Bone, Marion Broome, Marco Aleman, Donna Bergen, Kenneth Moore, Bernard Bach, Deborah, Andrew Donnelly, Randy Epstein, David Cella, L. Penfield Faber
Kudos: Roger Bone, Harold Klawans, Richard Penn, Richard Rawlins, H. Gunther Bucheleres, Mark R. Schilling
In the news: Mitchell Sheinkop, Timothy Lubenow, Eileen Hopkins, James Cavanaugh, Alan Hirsch, Rosalind Cartwright, Joan LeSage, Bernard Bach, Michael Ramsey, Carolyn Lopez, Stephen Kensik, Judith McCann, Seymour Sabesin
Speeches/lectures/presentations

Volume 31 (30), Number 4, May-June 1992
Title: Mickey Bonk wins the James Campbell distinguished service award at this year’s Founders Day event
New system facilitates patient care: Judy Kieras, Kathy Pischke-Winn, Cathy Catrambone,
Nurses celebrate achievements: Marge Waszkiewicz, Winners of the Professional Nursing Staff Nurse Mentorship Award, Winners of the Luther Christian Clinical Excellence Award
Unit clerks honored:
Nurses promote safe procedures:
Mentors recognized
Employees celebrate career milestones: Pastora San Juan Cafferty,
Walter Fried, Founders Day, Mickey Bonk
Employees honored for years of service:
In the news: Janet Wolter, Melody Cobleigh, Craig Bradley, Keith Berndtson, Laurel Burton, David Clark, Susan Clark, Sara Horton-Deutsch, Jan Fawcett, Kathleen Andreoli, Rosalind Cartwright, Ed Eckenfels, Gary Strokosch, Linda Hollinger, Marion Broome, David Cella Susan Vanderberg-Dent, Roger Bone, Joseph Parrillo, Lloyd Klein

Volume 31 (30), Volume 5, July 1992
Title: Medical Center goes smoke-free on July 1
Supplying the tools of trade: Marisha Thomas, Marilyn Lenick,
Rush opens Institute for Mental Well-Being: Jan Fawcett, Rod Steiger, Rush Institute for Mental Well-Being
Center offers high-tech approach to critical care: Leo Henikoff, Joseph Parillo,
Unlocking the mysteries of Lyme disease: Jeffrey Nelson, Roger Picken
Smokers beware: July 1 is imminent: Dennis McGann, Carol DeMeo,
Outdoor areas where smoking is allowed:
Luncheon honors employee of the quarter “Medical Staff honored at annual meeting; The honorees:
Appointments: Richard Odwazny, Joyce Keithley
Kudos: Mildred Kemp, John Nicholas
Speeches, lectures, presentations
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Volume 31 (30), number 6, August 1992

Title: Lessons in medicine: Student in the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-Minority Education Program learn what it takes to be physicians
Rush researchers attend AIDS conference: Harold Kessler
Atrium celebrates 10 years
Survey measures employee satisfaction:
Commencement 1992:
Future health professionals visit Rush: Eckenfels, Pamela Urbanski, Chaney, Lopez,
Crème de la crème: 16 Rush doctors named best in the business:
Rush nurse helps make camp a success: Lynn Ann Baumann, Allen Korenblit,
In the news: Robert De Cresce, Jan Fawcett, Joan Weinberg, Mildred Kemp, John Zajecka, Allan Luskin, Lois Halstead, Robert Rosenson,
John Principe, Mary Ann Winters, Calvin Brown, Michael Davidson, Lynn Dugan, Kois Nora, Stacie Laff, Larry Goodman,
Kenneth Boyer, Daniel Deziel, Tony Burda, Connie Fischbein, Jack Lipscomb
Rush appointments: Erich Brueschke, Leo Henikoff, Henry Black, Mitchell Sheinkop,
Appointments: Janice Zeller, Bernard Bach, Samuel Gotoff, C. Anderson Hedberg
Kudos: Robert R. Schenck

Speeches/lectures/presentations

Volume 31 (30), Number 7, September 1992

Title: Gardening at JRB, September is “Women in Medicine Month”, Tackling paperwork in Medical Records
Doctors speak out on women’s health issues: Melody Cobleigh, Carolyn Lopez, Lois Nora,
Rush nurse helps organize network to prevent violence: Wendy Taylor
Hepatitis screening scheduled
Gardening is therapy at Bowman Center: Mary Ellen Heelan, Professional Nursing staff officers elected: Nora Paulford-Lecher,
Space-age technology comes to Rush: Gary Alder
Medical Records Department makes strides: Scatchell,
A great day at Great America: Guadalupe Jasso, Gwendolyn Lewis
Programs foster patients’ independence: Cheryl Lafferty, Winsberg,
Rush employees aid victims of Chernobyl: Andrew Davis, Amy Parker, Renee Gosciaki
Rush people: John Zajecka, Gary Alder, Joseph Parillo, James Williams, Stephen Gillenwater, Alan Landay, Kathy Pischke-Winn,
Michael Counte, Philip Gorelick, Edward Eckenfels, Charles McKiel, Shahid Ekbal, Teresa Savage, Daniel Deziel, Roger Bone
Rush Appointments: Jan Fawcett
Appointments: Edward Fischer, Deborah Huff, Charles Sommercorn
Kudos: Robert Kubicka, Claire Smith, Philip Liebson, Lorie Rosenblum,

Speeches/lectures/presentations

Volume 30 (31), Number 8, October 1992

Title: The Rush Heart Institute Opens
Nurses provide relief in the wake of Andrew: Donald R. Oder, Edward Brennan,
Spelunker at home underground:
News briefs:
Medical staff director motivates staff: Sue Satchell
Employees applauded for quality performance: Randy Hayes, Marissa Taylor, Irma Parker,
Oder, Esmond take new posts at the Medical Center
New Institute gets to the heart of cardiac health: Rush Heart Institute
Three endowed chairs established:
New trustees elected to board
Industry and Rush educate each other: Rush’s Division of Education and Research, Industrial Training Programs,
United Way asks you to pledge this year:
Welcome to the profession: While coat ceremony, Henikoff
In the news: Preston Foster, Bennett Braun, Jan Fawcett, Susan Markovich, Melody Cobleigh, Tom Witt, Craig Bradley, Laurel Burton,
Suzanne Yellen, Ellen Elpern, Roger Bone, Rosalind Cartwright, Donald Jensen, Michael Ganger, David Clark, Jean Aschkenasy, Alan Hirsch, Anita Gewurz, Carl Wahlstrom
Appointments: David Palmer, Frank Joebgen, David Klodd
Kudos: Diane Cronin-Stubbs, Deborah Gross

Speeches/Lectures/Presentations

Volume 31 (30), Number 9, November 1992

Q and A with Truman Esmond, Jr., meet cafeteria worker Lena Thompson, Rush Medical College students win award from U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Rush affiliate to build new facility:
Secretaries form network:
She cuts the mustard: Lena Thompson
What patients and their families are saying:
Home care agency makes a move: Tom McNally
Truman Esmond explains his role: Truman Esmond
Allied Health Week honors achievement: Christopher Nantus, Kirsten Peachy, Cori Hansen, Chris Ebell, Rush students place third in competition

Campaign for Rush celebrates first anniversary: Dr. Thonar honors for contributions to Medical Center

Meeting explores role of virus in cervical cancer:

In the news: George Wilbanks, Edgardo Yordan, William Panje, Samuel Taylor, Harvey Preiser, Penfield Faber, Philip Bonomi, Charles McKiel, Philip Gorelick, Stephen Jensik, Keith Berndston, Jack Lipscomb, Michael Easton, Richard Rawlins, Alan Harris, Mary Ellen Carasiti, Allan Luskin, Carolyn Lopez,

Rush appointments: Diane R. La Rochelle,

Kudos: Lawrence H. Lanzl, Richard K. Peach, Brian Corning, Luther Christman, Marie Mahoney, Cheryl Janusz,

Speeches, lectures, presentations:

Volume 31 (30), Number 10, December 1992

Tuition reimbursement gives employees a goal: Bill Karnosak, Pat Littleton, Karnosak,

Bringing smiles to little faces: Julie Smit, Maria Paredero

Communication system gets press: Kathy Pischke-Winn,

Rush links up with Illinois Masonic

Trustees gather for annual meeting: Board of Trustees

You and your health: eating smart

Medical meetings address challenges: Truman Esmond, Robert Marder, Leo Henikoff

Speaker urges society to unite against abuse of women: Jacquely Campbell

Leading children toward a future: Michael Maffetone, Pat Harvey,

In the news: Carly Hellen, Brigid Brechling, Daniel Kuhn, David Bennett, Jane Stansell, Melanie Chavin, Theodore Saclarides, Mark McClung, Robert Rosenson, David Clark, Timothy Lubenow, Robert Schenck, Jerrold Leikin, Rosalind Cartwright, Alan Landay, Thomas Deutsch, Randy Epstein, John Cook,

Appointments: Mary Hayes, Walter Whisler

Kudos: Frederick Malkinson, Shriram Kakate, Michael Bullington

Volume 32 (31), Number 1, January 1993

Payroll: a department you can count on: Maria Rivera, William Flynn, Dianne Ahntholz, Phyllis DeMarco, Pat Spagnola, Elisa Ortiz, Joann Garbacz, Gertrude Smart,

Making the most of life’s possibilities: Brendan Cullen,

New program fixes more than facial defects: Nancy Mills

Playroom a Christmas gift for pediatrics unit: Jim Gary, Robyn Hart

Rush wins a bronze: Worksite Wellness Council of Greater Chicago

Patient rooms at Bowman get new look: John Short, Peggy Karp,

Jazzercise instructor moves beyond cancer: Kay Lindemann

In the news: Kenneth Boyer, Harold Kessler, Peter Jokich, Rosalind Cartwright, Jan Fawcett, Alan Landay, Robert Clarke, Daniel Hardy, Marianne O’Donoghue, Michael Easton, Henry Black, Bernard Bach, John Blackman, Anantha Murthy, Jack Lipscomb, Jerrold Leikin

Rush Appointments: Kent Shaw, Wendall Sullivan

Kudos: Marshall Blankenship, Philip Liebson, Sally Brozenec

Volume 32 (31), Number 2, February 1993

Latex gloves may trigger allergic reactions: Allergy service, Anita Gewurz,

French physicist visits Rush:

Singing engineer to retire: Baniecki

Medicine in China: a visitor’s story: Judith Paice

Preiser heads Rush Cancer Institute: Harvey Preiser

Support group founded on friendship: Heather Johnston, Carla Tinebro

‘Top Doctors’ list features 16 from Rush:

Department chairs named: Meryl Haber, Stuart Levin, Randall McNally

Joann Young bid farewell to Rush coworkers:

Retirees and years of service:

Getting control of hypertension: Henry Black

Remembering Dr. Martin Luther King:

In the news: Richard Sandler, G. Wendell Richmond, Lawrence Lanzl, David Clark, Laurens Ackerman, Melody Cobleigh, Kathleen Drennan, Teresa Savage, Lloyd Klein, Jan Fawcett, Marcella McGuire, Keith Berndston, Michael young, Daniel Ganger, Jeannie Aschemenay, Edward Kaplan

Kudos: Ruby Wilson,

Appointments: Anita Gewurz, Howard Zeitz, Terrie Nolinske

Volume 32 (31), Number 3, March 1993

Title: Rush Surgicenter opens: Leo Henikoff, Shyamala Badrinath,

New steps help soothe the pain: Judy Paice,
Look again: It’s a new ‘logomark’: Leo Henikoff
In the news: Margaret Faut-Callahan, R. Francis Nearbone,
Marion Broome, Roger C. Bone, Lois Nora, Marilyn Johnson, Susan Sipay, Keith Berndtson, Stephanie Gregory, James Cavanaugh,
Barbara Haynes, William Wiessner, Daniel Flemming, Anthony Schmidt, Michael Davidson, Jan Mercil
Humor: a prescription for what ails: Joanne Walczak, Sally Hedrick, Robyn Hart,
In Brief:
Dear Readers:
Paint brushes and bongo drums provide patient therapy’ Karen Reid, Georgia Grawe,
Rush’s history captured in photographs:
Care when there is no cure: John Scott, Joyce Fitzpatrick,
Breaking down barriers. Marilyn Johnson,
‘Cafeteria plan’ serves up choices: James Hill,
Turning his life’s story into his life’s work: Eugene Thonar
Appointments: David Klodd, Matthew Fleming,
Speeches/lectures/presentations:
Publications:

Volume 32 (31), Number 4, April 1993
Title: Good things come in threes: IVF, Radwanska
Breast cancer: are you at risk: Dr. Wolter
Med tech gives more than 100 percent: Sylvia Schwister
Heart researchers present findings at national meeting: James Herrick, Philip Liebson
In the news: James Williams, Rosalind Cartwright, Beverly Huckman, Robert Katz, James Cavanaugh, Thomas Haywood, William Elliott, Charmane Eastman, Calvin Brown, Jack Lipscomb
Treating women from head to toes: Michele Madeksza, Vesna Skul,
Board elects two trustees: Charles Gambill, Nels Pierson
Pioneering surgery helps kids talk again: Rush Epilepsy Center, Frank Morerell, Landau-Kleffner Syndrome International Meeting, Jane Rudick,

Network News: Copley opens ‘Easy Street’, Rush North Shore unveils addition
Employees honored for jobs well done: Dennis Nakanishi, Oscar Johnson, Wally Baniecki
Rare transplant surgery performed: Karla Nehls, Regional Organ Bank of Illinois
Secretary’s caring makes a difference: Pamela Staten
Kudos: Marnie McHale, Michael Holland,
Appointments: Anita Gerwurz, Carl Eybel, Jean Demas, Cathy Halperin, Janice Podolski, Mark McClung,
Shape up for spring: Kate Dunn,
Tax break puts the brakes on your day care costs:

Volume 32 (31), Number 5, May 1993
Volunteers go that extra mile: Diane Mikrut, Connie Kantutis, Jeffry Legge, Sharon Serafini
Medical Center receives accreditation from Joint Commission: Commission on Accreditation of healthcare Organizations,
Nurse gets overtime ‘bonus’: Linda Morris
Encyclopedia keeps pace with medicine: World Book-Rush Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center Encyclopedia
In the news: Truman Esmond, Bennett Braun, Frank Merrick, David Clark, Marco Aleman, Roberta Clarke, Robert Rosenson, Allan Luskin
Head start on bicycle safety:
Students meet their match: Match Day
It’s never too late to start saving:
Reaching a 30 year milestone: NewsRounds
Where were you in 1963: Harold Paul, Lorraine Russell, Barbara Schmidt, Leroy Irvin
Rush Prudential Health Plan names board:
Coping with life’s tensions: Tamera Sher
Managing the media: Rosalind Cartwright, Carmeline Esposito,
Watching her garden grow: Jean Meredith
Kudos: Fred Achilles,
Appointments: Robert Marder, George Wilbanks, Keith Berndtson,
Speaking the language of health: Department of Volunteer Services, George Stathos

Volume 32 (31), Number 6, June 1993
Nurse anesthetist vital link in OR: David Akre,
In the news: James Williams, David Clark, Trudy Gardner, Margaret Faut-Callahan, Howard Zeitz, Peter Fink, John Hobbs, John Zajecka, David Hartman
In brief: Get the facts on arthritis, thinking of Dad, Dental plan sign-up
Celebrating Founders Day 1993:Josephine D’Caro, Leo Henikoff, Deborah Berghold, Janet Long,
Employees honored for service:
More than blues: conference on postpartum psychiatric disorders
What to do when you can’t handle the heat: Gary Cohen
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Going places: Eleticia Torres

Volume 32 (31), Volume 7, July 1993
Students explore health careers at Rush: Novisa Petrusich
Center is sanctuary for cancer patients: Rush Cancer Institute, Wellness Resource Center, David Cella,
In the news: George Holmes, Truman Esmond, William Piccione, Robert Rosenson, David Clark, Sara Horton-Deutsch, Armando Susmano, Jorge Galante, Melopy Cobleigh, Aaron Rosenberg, Jose Velasco, Kelvin Von Roenn
Retiring plan ahead:
Revisiting the Aragon Ballroom:
Deadly lung disease a threat again: Tuberculosis, Nancy Wrobel, Barbara DeHaan
Doctor’s book explores complexities of physicians lives:
Protect your skin from sun’s rays: Matthew Fleming
Health fair teaches, entertains: C. Anderson Hedberg, Walter Whisler, Leo Henikoff, Ronald DeWald,
Bringing compassion to a tough job: Eugene Black
Copley hosts celebration for cancer survivors: Lisa Rosenberg, National Cancers Survivor Day
Finding relief for allergies:
Luncheon honors employees with ‘extra-special something’: Robert Young, Raymond McGill
Good news and bad in survey results: James Hill,
Appointments: Keith Berndtson, Iris Shannon, Robyn Hart, Jeanne Slack, George Wilbanks, Barry Kaufman, Stuart Levin, Lawrence Robbins, Judith Paice, Gerald Mungerson
Patient-care model unveiled:
Choir needs you:
Summer in the city;
Bringing smiles to Filipino children: Nancy Mills

Volume 32 (31), Number 8, August 1993
Unit fine-tunes patients care: Ruth Williams, Jane Reich
New nursing chairperson named: Karren Kowalski,
Serving up smiles: Tea Room,
Aspiring physicians get a taste of medicine at the Medical Center: Linda Murray,
Study explores legacy of Chernobyl: Susan Monaghan
At blood center, platelet donors give valuable gift:
Managing risk: Lee Ann Malinowski, Susan O’Leary,
Focusing on eye health: David Palmer,
Appointments: James M. Williams
Kudos: The Office of Consolidated Laboratory Services, Hector Sabeli, Rosalind Cartwright, Jody Hirsh, Fred Quandt, Iris Shannon
Time capsules:
Needs of deaf patients get special attention:
Happy homecoming: after 18 years, grad reunites with father: Doris Tran

Volume 32 (31), Number 9, September 1993
Physical therapist measures success one step at a time: Kim Brown,
Expressing feelings in clay: Eden Stern,
In the news: Raman Mittra, Henry Black, Philip Liebson, James Schoenberger, Linda Hodo, Leo Henikoff, George Wilbanks, Martha Clare Morris, David Clark, Stephen Korbet, Armando Susmano, Ewa Radwanska, Henry Black
A new twist on summer vacation: Summer Research Program,
Oh, my achy breaky head: Lawrence Robbins
Under her care, rooms sparkle: Henrietta Bunch
Rush home Care Network sponsors health fair:
Rush lab a ‘summer school’ for teacher: Joseph Rodriguez
In brief: Walk for health, lectures begin, be a volunteer, lunch special, running for Rush
A pat on the back for OCLS: Amanda Stanton, Loretta Gvazdinskas

Volume 32 (31), Number 10, October 1993
Bernard Back, Erika Schwelnes,
In the news: David Clark, Lisa Rosenberg, Janet Wolter, Donald Jensen, Lourens Zaneveld, Jan Fawcett, Aglae Velasco, Tony Burda, Keith Berndtson, Debra Schlossberg,
Vaccinations aren’t just for kids: National Adult Immunization Awareness Week
Smoothing the journey through middle age: Vesna Skul,
Time capsules:
Chef carves a niche: Jorge Negrete, Pietro Dipalomares
Paging system takes off: Patricia Skarulis, Genell Jones, Carolyn Whitney
‘Textbook’ patients teach health care professionals about arthritis: Calvin Brown, Peter Lipsky, Leona Shapiro
Network news: Holy family opens birthing rooms, Illinois Masonic breaks ground, Illinois Masonic president dies
‘Paid time off’ begins Jan. 1:
Program helps Rush employees find career potential: Beverly Harbach, George Karavattuvelil
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Appointments: Rosalind Cartwright, Rebecca Dowling, Tamra Heberlein, Vincent Pisani, Steven Riehs

In brief: 9 Kellogg celebrates, lecture series continues, sweat a little, learn about heart disease, soup's on

Thonar award goes to Rush poison expert: Anthony Burda, Rush Americans with Disabilities Act Task Force

Volume 32 (31), Number 11, November 1993

Women make strides in medicine: Anthony Schmidt, Amy Pretlow, Kathie Keenan

Campaign for rush closes in on goal: Edgar Jannotta,

In the news” Claudia Baier, Harold Paul, James Cavanaugh, John Meadow, Edward Linn, Rosalind Cartwright, Scott Serota, Truman Esmond, Jacob Fox

Creating images with computers: Leslie Compere, Biomedical Communications, Alan Landay,

In brief: Info search, fight cancer, celebrating life, Campbell lecture. 'Tis the season

Network news: New president named at Illinois Masonic, Rush North Shore begins open-heart surgery

Fanfare and fashion mark Women's Board fund-raiser: Stephen Wright, 67th annual Woman's board Fashion show, Social worker helps seniors get through life's rough spots: Ronald Froemming

Seminar heightens awareness of depression: John Zajecka, Rush Institute for Mental-Well Being

Beating the holiday 'snooze'

'Five-a-day' keep the doctor away; Dawn Weddle

Dr. Minnick named endowed professor

She kicked the habit and won a grand prize: Lorraine Russell

Listening is key in outreach program: Diane Mikrut, Parish Chaplains Program

Enroll now in “FlexPlus"

United Way: Making a difference in people's lives: Leo Henkoff, Sister Yvonne Thranow

Preserving dignity of people with dementia: Alzheimer's Family Care Center

Volume 32 (31), Number 12, December 1993

Home for Christmas: Mary Beth O'Holleran

Rush heads national quality efforts in AIDS research: James Bremer,

In the news: Edmund Lewis, Roger Rodby, Barbara Luke, James Corrigan, Howard Zeitz, Michael Huckman, David Turner, Carole Pitula, Edward Eckenfels, Avery Miller, Anthony Ivankovich, Elva Poznanski, Steven Fillenwater, Jules Harris, Dianne Meyer, Transplant patient counts blessings:

She’s made 100 wishes: Staci Burkard

In brief: Join the rappers, platelets needed, feeling good, say cheese, health studies, fight breast cancer, cooking for kids, gift of health

FlexPlus kick in January 1:

New members elected to Board of Trustees: McDermott, Pearlman, Bynoe, Mancillas, Hefner

Promoting family medicine in Poland: Department of Family Medicine

Counting on your opinion:

Hard work brings rewards: Michelle Houston

Director named for seventh institute: Whitney Addington

Don’t get stuck without a parking decal:

Kudos: Steven Gitelis, William Schwer, Carolyn Lopez, Anita Gewurz, John Nicholas, Cindy Schripsema

Prostate cancer study under way:

Network news: surgical took protects voice box, test offers earlier prenatal screening, Copley opens breast center

Beating the yuletide blues: Michael young

Dr. Lewis named to endowed chair:

Volume 33 (32), Number 1, January 1994

Network grows with new lab: Community Affairs, Reginald Adams, A. Rii elementary school

Jack Kemp headlines opening of third institute: Jack Kemp, Arthritis and Orthopedics Institute

Walk away from pain: George B. Holmes,

In the news: Chris Clardy, Lynda Powell, Bennett Braun, Elva Poznanski, Ewa Radwanska, George Wilbanks, David Clark, Max Brown, It all comes out in the wash: Department of laundry and linen services,

In the news: Family practice center opens

Home may harbor silent killer: Jerrold Leikin,

Goodbye isn’t easy: Jane Grady

Making peace with the past: Carol Rogers Pitula,

Doing the turkey trot: Employee Health and Fitness Program, Dawn Weddle,

Tube system speeds blood delivery at Rush: JoAnn Potts, Rush Blood Center

Esmond fields employee questions at ‘town meeting’: Truman Esmond,

Kudos: Robert Barkin, Erich Brueschke, David Clark,

Appointments: Larry Goodman

In brief: on the move, give a gift, your opinion please, best and brightest, coping skills, join the rappers

Program keeps seniors on the go: Lynn Sivertsen, Sue Stupay, Geriatric Wellness Program,

Volume 33 (32), Number 2, February 1994

Dancing to beat breast cancer: 1993 Jazzercise Marathon

Peers rate best U.S. docs:
In the news: Max Brown, Rev. Russell Burck, John Zajecka, Teresa Savage, William Scheftner, David Cella, James Williams, Richard Sassetti, John Bagdade
Black history exhibit spotlights Rush alums:
Opening doors to better lives: United Way Funding
One good turn deserves another: Brenda Murphy
He keeps watch in wee hours: Willie Weston
Fighting fair in love’s small battles: Tamara Sher,
Appointments: Jeffrey Dugan, Linda Edwards, Richard Peach, Bruce Rattenbury, Janis Orlowski
Kudos: William Inabnet, Patricia McCarthy, Robert Schenck
In brief: Talking reform, cancer drug study, all in a name, learn at lunch, be a runner, proud grandma
Wearing it safe: Occupational Safety and Health Administration,

Volume 33 (32), Number 3, March 1994
Its all about service: Mary Beth Sterk, Jomo Bristol, Mattie Greer
In the news: Steven Rothschild, Jerrold Leikin, Bennett Braun, Jan Fawcett, Lawrence Lazarus, Elva Poznanski, Whitney Addington, Richard DiSanto, David Clark, Samuel Taylor, Ewa Radwanka,
Feeling at home in the hospital: Children and Hospitals Week
Weighty thoughts on pregnancy: Maureen Murtuagh
Joining forces to fight AIDS: Leo Henikoff, Ruth Rothstein
New technique uses ‘zap energy’ to clear clogged arteries: Lloyd Klein,
Emergency services adds ‘express lane’: Fast Track Program, William Wiessner, Kevin Kissane,
Tips for a peaceful slumber: Jane Dyonzak,
A visitor’s guide: Emily Brockman
Appointments: Marshall Blankenship, Laurel Burton, Susan Macaulay, Frederick Malkinson, Stephanie Marschall, Marilyn Plomann, William Wiessner
Kudos: Michael Counte, Gerald Glandon, Denise Oleske, Mari Terman
Time capsules:
Network news: two boosts for cancer program, holy family gets new laser, DNA technique detects bacteria
Secretaries get the job done with teamwork: Cathy Mills, Cecile Wege
‘Quacks and cure-all on display: “19th century quacks and cure-alls” display, rush library
In brief: cancer drug study, what’s cookin, library news, pharmacy opens. Guest speaker, smoke-free dining
Fine-tuning the diets of the sickest patients: Annalynn Skipper, Nutrition Consultation Service

Volume 33(32), Number 4, April 1994
Transplant center celebrates 10 years: Herbert Kaizer
Infant youngest to receive bone marrow transplant at rush: Leonard Valentino
In the news: Leo Henikoff, Andrew Davis, Judith Paice, Kathleen Andreoli, Edward Linn, Barbara Soltes, Jan Fawcett, Calvin Brown, Robert De Cresce, Ken Kuo, Philip Liebson, James Schoenberger
Library expands data base: MEDLINE
New program helps kids breathe more easily: Dorie Burrell, Karen Turner-Roan, Donnie Allen,
Gifts honor Rush doctors: professorships and directorships
Pulling together to help a friend:
Mark H Lepper. M.D., 1917-1994
Anthony J. Schmidt, Ph.D., 1927-1994
Caught up in spring: Michael Young
Board of trustees elects two new members: Pastora San Juan Cafferty, John Jones
Directory lists Rush programs:
Getting kids on track: Barbara Engels-Scianna
New imaging technology to aid physicians in diagnosis and treatment of diseases: Jerry Petasnick, P.E.T (positron emission tomography scanner)
Aerobics: keeping step with changing times: Denise Lynch
In brief: children and violence, cooking for kids, photo exhibit, plant a garden, Paget’s disease, fight cancer
Experts talk over health care reform: Department of health systems management

Volume 33 (32), Number 5, May 1994
Health advocates build bridges: Dr. Rothschild, Carmen Ortiz
In the news: Ewa Radwanska, Laurence Levine, Barbara Soltes, Hassan Najafi, Leonard Valentino, Dennis Pessis, Jules Harris Chris
Houchins, David Clark, Daniel Hardy, Gregory Geis
Time capsules:
Cuddlers provide a healing touch: Judy Pielsticker
Get set for LADS summer camp
Studies seek participants: Treatment methods, medication in the treatment of abnormal heart rhythms, heart attacks, medication in treatment of alcoholism, arthritis, antidepressants, high blood pressure, oral antihistamines
Turning roadblocks into challenges: Karen Kowalski, Jane Kilian, Rev. Larry Button, Dr. Kowalski
Network news: cancer survivors have a special day, two affiliates open cath lab
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Kudos: M. Joyce Strohman, Judy Friedrichs, Mary Coughlin, Andrew J. Donnelly, Dee Fenner, Ruth Kleinpell, Rebecca Bronsted, Hassen Najafi, E. Mike Raphits, Randy Johnson
Appointments: Donna Bergen, Anita Geewurz, Karen Lindemann
Trying to solve puzzle of a deadly syndrome: SIDS, Dr. Weese-Mayer
For your benefit: fine-tuning, change in paid-time off, updating your choices, payout of sold PTO days, In brief: Annual research week held, plant a garden, fight cancer, flag day, congrats, grads
Helping athletes stay focused: David Orth
Mind body conference held at Rush: 'Angel' earns her wings every day: Lynn Branch
Second town meeting focuses on changes at Rush University
Spreading the word: Leo Henikoff, Kathy Luth, advertising campaign
Start nest egg with U.S. bonds:

Volume 33 (32), Number 6, June 1994
Employees shine on Founders Day: Jane Grady, Cornelius Forster, Paul Espinosa, Sharon Dolce-Manson, William Wiessner
In the news: David Bennett, Julie Bach, Denis Evans, Daniel Angres, Jan Fawcett, John Bagdade, Robert March
Nurses rewarded for excellence: Charlene Thomas, Nurse Mentorship Award
Congratulations Dr. Henikoff
Employees honored for service:
A half-century of caring for patients: Helen Roumbos
One good turn: Debbie Johnson
New dean named: Dr. Brueschke
In brief: Join in the fun, summer's best, sign up for training
Teaming up for better service: Human Resources, Division of Values and Human Resources

Volume 33 (32), Number 7, July 1994
Commencement ‘94: A family affair: Dr. Harrison, Roger C. Bone, Mary Katherine Krause
Heart program gets new blood: William Piccione,
In the news: Whitney Addington, John Zajecka, Leo Henikoff, Sara Lincoln, Gary Schaei, Bennett Braun, Saeed Khan, Jeannie Aschkenasy,
Thonar Award Nominees sought:
Employees win prizes during library week
Healing the healers: Dan Angres, Rush Behavioral Health Center
Recognition program makes comeback: Employee-of-the-quarter, Alison Canto-Rashid
Carol Stege Memorial Award winner: William Stover, carpentry shop
Carol Stege Memorial Award winner: Melanie Chaney, specialist on 3 Kellogg
Keeping bones strong: Paige Pfenninger, osteoporosis,
Checking pulse of employee opinion:
The trials of breast cancer research: Janet Wolter Dianne Chapman
Little things mean a lot: Michelle Moy, Judy Bustos, Clinical Chemistry lab
In brief: Try a massage, sign up to walk
Honoring Rush doctors:
Kudos: Whitney Addington, Diane LaRochelle, Stuard Massad, Dawn Reimann, Karen Rezabek, Lawrence Robbins, Julie Stein-Grocken, Alan Weinstein, George Wilbanks,
Appointments: Richard Marzec, Richard Prinz, Brett Walley
Packing for picnics: Carol Cotner,

Volume 33 (32), Number 8, August 1994
Studies seek participants: Nurses take primary role at Rush: Linda Clemmings,
In the news: Robert Rosenson, Robert March, Maryl Johnson, Maria Rosa Costanzo, Lawrence Levine, Avery Miller, Paul Hanashiro,
Steve Rothschild, Thomas Dent, James Cavanaugh, Daniel Hardy, Mark McClung
Rare book room named for ‘treasure’: Stanton Friedberg
In brief:
Get in line for fitness: Patrice Al-Saden
Time capsules:
Employees star in action-filled disaster drill: disaster in progress, triage and transport, treatment in the ER, debriefing, makeup,
He keeps Rush green: Erwin Conrad, Victor Moy
Pitch in, not out: Rebecca Dowling,
Taking steps to a better health: Stephanie Osborne, Carlos Gentil
Community outreach focus on national meeting at Rush: Leo Henikoff
Appointments: Thomas Deursch, Carmel Gaughan, Mary Klingelsmith, Joseph Messer
Kudos: Marshall Blankenship, Steven Economou, Shayrn Green, Marianne O'Donoghue
Time clock's days are numbered: Human Resources

Volume 33 (32), Number 9, September 1994
Volunteers made summer special: Esther Jones,
A reason to boast: U.S. News ranking of medical centers
In the news: Melody Cobleigh, Jonathan, Russell Burchk, Maryann Alexander, Karen Pierce, Lynda Powell, Keith Berndtson
Employees praised at meeting: Truman Esmond
They’re winners: Wayne Lerner, Willie McCruel Lori Amin, Megan Davis
Network news: Holy family opens sleep center, cancer center director named
Nurse takes charge of patients’ needs: Shirley Henninger
You name it, they’ll fix it: Department of Food and Nutrition, Irma Coleman, Charlene Davis
Offering patients spiritual help: George Fitchett
Appointments: Erich Brueschke, Randy Epstein, Jonathan Rubenstein, R. Samuel Mayer, Diane Mikrut,
Kudos: Tony Burda, Edgardo L. Yordan
Follow these tips to keep kids safe: Jane Kramer,
Is your boss frazzled? Here is how to manage:
In brief: how’s your health, spinning yarns, many thanks, TB screenings, be there, como se... high fashion, primary car day planned

Volume 33(32), Number 10, October 1994
Chaplain inspires boundless hope: Mary Stainton
Cancer survivor celebrates life:
In the news: Maria Rosa Costanzo, Jules Harris, Elva Poznanski, Denis Evans, Michelle Bos,
Counting on you: United Way
Getting it on the record: a shift to computers: Elise Duffy, Cindy Schripsema,
Its time to sign up: benefits enrollment

Volume 33(32), Number 11, November 1994
Rush Cancer Institute launched: Dr. LeVeaux,
Celebrating a first for primary care: Erich Brueschke, Whitney Addington,
In the news: Steven Gitelis, Robert March, Richard Penn, Karen McAllister, Andrew Davis, Janet Wolter
Westside neighbors collaborate: Richard Phelan, Erich Brueschke, Judd Jensen
NIH awards Rush $8.9 million
Bringing smiles to Rumanian kids: Robyn Hart,
Employee of the quarter: Sonya Bogan-Clayborn
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Grace French, Ontario Frank Brescia
Gearing up for joint commission: Cindy Schripsema
Another chance to kick the habit: Simona Reichmann, R. Samuel Mayer
On the road to save a life: Mike Baker
In brief:
Loads of pride: Leo Henikoff, Celia Villareal, Arthur Watson

Volume 33 (32), Number 12, December 1994
A story about Rush at its best: Peter Ottomanelli,
New look in ’95:
In the news: Alan Harris, Charmane Eastman, Janet Wolter, Laurence Levine, Henry Black, Jane Grady, Zvi Binor, Richard Rawlin,
Jack Lipscomb
Two named endowed chairs: David Clark, Randall McNally
Grant funds study of kidney damage in African-Americans: Department of Preventative Medicine, Dr. Bakris
Fear no science of math: Rush Medical Laboratories
In brief:
Teamwork triumphs: Faces behind the care: Debra Unnerstall, Caroline Lipschultz, John Timmons, Michelle Hartman, Stephanie Weber, Wendy Patterson, Pat Newell, Mark Jaros, Rosa Manning, Selma George, Rufina McCarthy, Sandy Chakonas, Cheryl Clinton, Dave Rozzeboom, Lynn Cochran, Ti Sawetawan, Martha Castellanos, Andrea Pekofske, Valerice Harris, Sheila Roberts, Sharon Chestnut, Gary Solomon, Marilyn Bubula, Thomas Elliott,
Decking the halls with strains of Gospel: Edward Hayes
Getting Rush ready for winter: Buildings and Grounds Department
New options for dental coverage: Say goodbye to mini-MEDLINE:
Survey: Employees focus on fitness: Health Risk Appraisal Screening

Volume 34 (33), Number 1, January 1995
Clinics serve the city’s forgotten: Maria Brown, Craig Garfield
In the news: Jacob Fox, Concetta Forchetti, David Bennett, Elizabeth Cochran, Dan Kuhn, Philip Bonomi, Sarah Lincoln, Suzanne LaFolletts, Keith Berndtson, John Mead, William Elliott, Robert Katz, Michelle Engelken, Marian Sassetti
Women’s health enter expands to Lincoln Park: Michelle Madeksza
New senior vice president for hospital affairs named: James Frankench
Pleasing Rush palates: Voy McLemore, Cheri Boublis
In brief: Turkey trot, shutterbugs, sweetheart gifts, counting on you, spiritual sing, make note of it, drive time, marathon’s on
Banking on your blood: Richard Sassetti,
Guiding students’ hands in the anatomy lab: Sue Jacob
Holiday cheer spread to west side neighbors:
Ob/gyn chair fights for women’s health: Dr. Wilbanks
Appointments: Kevin Barton, Marianne Nelson O’Donoghue, Wendy Manning, Cheryl Easley, Kathleen Drennan, Richard Pabst
Kudos: Phil Larson, Terrie Nolinske, Richard Peach,
Time capsules:
Making spirits bright: Jack Trufant, Truman Osmond

Volume 34, Number 2, February 1995
Cold noses warm kids’ hearts: Robyn Hart,
In the news: Mike Baker, Maryl Johnson, Jacob Fox, Bryan Bernard, Christina Beatie, Pat Samuels, Whitney Addington, Melody Cobleigh, Peter Jokich, Time Lubenow, Preston Foster
Teen volunteer returns the favor: Kathy Pischke-Winn
Chance for a lifetime: heart transplant
Former patients team up to offer others heartfelt support at Rush:
News from the top: Larry Burton
Dedicated printer keeps presses rolling: Ted Brewer
In brief:
Working to fill gaps: Cathy Joyce, Gary Strokosch
Appointments: Reneta Chwalisz, Debra Daly-Grawenda, Jane Grady
Kudos: Thomas Deutsch, Debra Daly-Gawenda
They’re at your service: Michael Crockett, Mark Johnson, Property Management staff

Volume 34 (33), Number 3, March 1995
Complex cases shift to outpatient setting: Shyamala Badrinath,
In the news: Barbara Luke, Mary Beth O’Holleran, Kathy Pischke-Winn, Henry Black, Michael Easton
Taking fear out of hospital stays: Jane Kilian,
Lake Forest joins Rush system:
Employee survey shows need for better problem solving: Larry Burton
Time capsules:
Calling all doctors: Rowena Felix, Joyce Nelson, Physician Referral Service
In brief:
A few simple precautions can keep danger out of reach: Jack Lipscomb
Employee of the quarter: Kristen Wiendenand,
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Richard Linhart, Jerome Reed
Nurse keeps order in the emergency room: Marshall Warren,
Intimacy and Alzheimer’s
Speedy delivery: Getting on-line with electronic mail: Rosalind Agee

Volume 34 (33), Number 4, April 1995
Program offers care for the dying: Kathie Nash,
In the news: Whitney Addington, Richard Penn, Roberta Clarke, Michelle Hoersch, Harold Kessler, Robyn Hart, Lauri Seamark
Three named to endowed chairs: Gordon Trenholme, Stephanie Gregory, Stuart Levin
Special lessons help troubles children: Rush Institute for Mental Well-Being, Rush Day School
Founders Day honors employees May 8 and 9: Essie Thompson, Larry Burton
Van delivers hands-on science: SAME, Westside science and math excellence network
What’s the most difficult part of your job: Ronni Benedetti, Janice Boyd, Myrna Roman, Time Szygenda
She’s never too busy to do her best: Diane Clemans
Employee fair bargain hunters’ paradise:
New trustees named to Board: Michelle Collins, Ashley Moentz, Peter Cherry
Piecing together the puzzle of Alzheimer’s” Elliott Mufson
In brief:
Appointments: Bill Karnoscak, Barbara Kitzes, Valerie Larkin, Leonora Poravas
Kudos: Anita Gewurz, Robert Katz, David Palmer
Students step into primary care: Match Day
Rush trains military chaplains: James Corrigan,
Turning the tables from bad to good: Keith Berndston

Volume 34 (33), Number 5, May 1995
Fertility program makes dream happen: In vitro Fertilization Program (IVF), Barbara Soltes
In the news: Abigail Sivan, Stephanie Cavanaugh, Charles Rush-Joseph, Rosalind Cartwright, David Bennett, Cynthia Comella, Richard Penn, Donna Bergen, Jeffery Curtin, Dusan Stefoski, Amjad Ali
‘Paste’ may speed bone mending: Mark Cohen,
Annual week spotlights brain research:
Alzheimer’s day care puts dignity first: Alzheimer’s Family Care Center
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Time Capsules:

In brief:

New meeting for employees spread news: Rush System for Health
Sixty years of caring: Virginia DeYoung
Appointments: Karen Kowalski, Frances Strootdveck, Debra O’Brien,
Kudos: Jan Fawcett, Kristen Wienandt
Helping kids learn through play: Laurance Armour Day School
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Deirdre Clisham, Frank Steiter, Luis Tirado
New tuition assistance options:
Stroke’s subtle signs need quick attention: Jeffery Curtin
Department excels at current events: Richard Marzec, Medical Center Engineering

Volume 34 (33), Number 6, June 1995
A tribute to caring: Henikoff, Kristen Wienandt, Wally Mroz, Karen Hefferman, Rosalind Cartwright
In the news: Barbara Parke, Maria Rosa Costanzo, Jeffrey Kordower, Harold Kessler, Denis Evans
Nurses recognize their stars: Gwen Bohike, Rose Labriola, Connie Zak
Employees honored for service:
News from the top: James Frankenbach
In brief:
She’s never too busy to serve customers: Rosa Wade

Volume 34 (33), Number 7, July 1995
Center treats tricky genetic problem: Dr. Lloyd-Still, cystic fibrosis
In the news: Elaine Winkel, Eric Ruderman, Mark Cohen, Roberto Cantore, Paula Jackson, James Williams,
Make H2O your No. 1 drink:
CD’s keep patients on track at library:
Appointments: Fred Richardson, Joseph Parrillo, Eileen Dwyer, Jean Meredith
Kudos: Bernard Bach, Stephanie Marschall, Robert Schenck
The new way to get paid: automated time and attendance
Quality care for your new ID badge:
Officers elected Dr. McKiel, Dr. Millikan, Dr. Skul, Dr. Fox
Keep your sunny side under cover in the great outdoors: Marianne O’Donoghue,
Keep your sunny side under cover in the great outdoors: Marianne O’Donoghue,
He tends broken bones and splintered spirits: Novisa Pertusich
Commencement keeps it all in the family: Hassan Najafi
Kellogg undergoes major renovations
Time capsules
In brief:
Recognition programs reach more employees: patient and administrative support services,

Volume 34 (33), Number 8, August 1995
Internships foster science careers: Department of Biochemistry, SAME,
In the news: William Piccione, Maria Rosa Costanzo, Hassan Najafi, Lloyd Klein, Gary Schaer, Alexander Neumann, Raman Mitra,
Michael Davidson, Joseph Parillo, John Schaffner, Alexander Doolas, Jules Harris, Michael Uzer, Lynda Powell, Andrew Davis, Paul Hanashiro, Jeffrey Dugas,
Dr. Costanzo named to chair:
Playing the medical name game: William Elliott,
More info about the automated time and attendance:
Warm breezes trigger sneezes: Anita Gewurz, allergies
Grand helps minority students set their sights on medicine: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
New senior vice president speaks at quarterly meetings: James Frankenbach
Sonny brightens day for psych patients: Sonny Cockrell
Comprehensive plan protects against latex allergies:
Appointments: Charles McKiel, Gary Silverstein
Kudos: Maria Brown, Erich Brueschke, Stuart Campbell, John Lloyd-Still, Marianne O’Donoghue, Marshall Blankenship, Paul Pierpaoli
In brief:
Trustees named: William Goodyear, Perry Pero

Volume 34 (33), number 9, September 1995
How healthy are you: Health risk appraisal screening
In the news: Stuart Lustig, Mark Cohen, Tibor Giant Katalin Mikecz, Guido DiDomenico, Whitney Addington, Jan Fawcett, Robert Rosenson
New department chairman named: Michael Tharp, Gunnar Adersson
Badging pilot under way: Dianne Zimmerman, automated payment system
Employee of the quarter: Marcia McCallum
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Michael Blake, Iguster Berry
Heart care the goes the distance: telemedicine
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In brief:

Volume 34 (33), Number 10, October 1995
Thonar recipient triumphs over terror: Eugene Thonar, Rush Americans with Disabilities Act Task Force, Azra Mufic
In the news: Carolyn Lopez, William Warren, John Zajecka, Lawrence McChesney,
Celebrating two decades of home care: Rush Home Care Network
Are you sure you know the drill: JCAHO,
Group follows vision through lively song: Vision Quest
News from the top: Leo Henikoff
Time to sign up for benefits: 1996 employee benefits

Volume 34 (33), number 11, November 1995
Multimillion dollar Rush study aims to prevent recurrent strokes:
In the news: Philip Gorelick, Paul Wong, John Weitzner, Charles Bush-Joseph, Sidney Rosenson,
New committee puts patient education first: Patient Educational and Planning Development Oversight Committee
Appointments: Joseph Amato, Heidi Baca, Brian Hanna, Raexelle Zinman, Ann Schuppert, Judith Hernandez-Neikrug, Lynn Peters,
Kudos: Mary Choi, David Clark, Jules Harris, Ponunni K.I. Kartha, Clifford Kavinsky, John Long, Theodore Sacklerides
Time capsules:
In brief:
Medical center on track with budget projections:
Dr. Truman named to endowed chair
Sleuthing out solutions: Carolyn Skipper
Employees want teamwork and recognition: employee opinion survey
Rush system plan sets priorities: Theresa Rush Stoica, Rush System for Health
Roll with the badging program:
Alzheimer’s Center celebrates 10 years: Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center (RAD), Zaven Khachaturian, Denis Evans, Jacob Fox

Volume 34 (33), Number 12, December 1995
Transplant patients beat the odds: organ transplants, James Williams (pictures of patients p. 4-5)
In the news: John Weitzner, Jerrold Leikin, Jules Harris, Sarah Lincoln,
One good turn: James Terry Blue
MS wellness program inspires and supports participants: Karyn Karlin
In brief:
Employees who personify Rush values are honored: Patricia Humphrey, Alberta Wells
Studies seek participants: gastric ulcers caused by arthritis
Employees leading healthier lives:
Brightening the holidays: Jane Kilian, Robyn Hart
For sister look-alikes, work is a family affair: Carolyn DeVivo, Laura DeVivo
Keep holiday cheering at healthy level:

Volume 35 (34), number 1, January 1996
Building for research at Rush: Walter Whisler,
Riverside Health System to join Rush System for Health: Dennis Millirons, Leo Henikoff,
In brief:
In the news: Edgar Staren, Robert March, seasonal affective disorder,
He teaches med students- and 5th graders-about the brain: James Kerns
Rush Mail Service sees that the mail gets through
Working the night shift: Willie Weston, James Zeiten, Mikie Abran, Reginald McKinnie
Get out and have some wintertime fun in Chicago:
Appointments: Thomas Ferguson, Susan Vanderberg-Dent, Thomas Dent, Vicki Wilson, Marc Jaros, Mary Katherine Kraus
Kudos: Ken Roebuck, Andrew Davis
Time capsules:

Volume 35(34), Number 2, February 1996
Serving up personalized menus: Food and Nutrition Services
In the news: David Bennett, James Bremer, Stephanie Gregory, William Warren,
Employees hear update on Medical Center operations: Frankenbach, Rush Systems for Health
Remembering Dr. Martin Luther King
Medical Center enters cyberspace: Rush Web
Appointments: Erich Brueschke, Lois Anaya Winkelmann, Barbara Hill,
Kudos: James Williams
In brief: 15 Annual Symposium on Health Affairs, Rush Travel Desk, Roosevelt University
Reason prevails in new dietary guidelines: Linda Lafferty,

Volume 35 (34), number 3, March 1996
Easy Street replicates city scene: Bowman’s Easy Street First Place, Cathy Brady,
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In the news: Jerrold Leikin, Tony Burda, Max Brown, Mary Wood-Molo, Howard Rosenblate, Barbara Soltes, Michael Davidson, Twp named to endowed chairs: Steven Gitelis, Gene Homanberg
Special events scheduled for special kids: Rush Children's Hospital, Roby Hart,
Medical college forms academic emergency medicine department: Robert Simon
Curing asthma in the inner city: Evalyn Grant,
Appointments: Robert Kilbourn, David Gurka, Dianne Zimmerman,
Kudos: Richard Prinz, Phil Larson, Stephanie von Ammon Cavanaugh, Terence Peschke,
Three committees contribute to success of Rush system: Home Care Affiliates Committee, System PR and Marketing Committee,
Information Systems Committee
Be prepared for tornadoes:
Time capsules: Mark Lepper, advanced nuclear body scanner
A leader in the medical library field: Jean Demas, Jonathan Stake
Program extends care to the youngest heart patients: Rush Children’s Heart Center, Rush pediatric cardiac transplant team, Brian Hanna, Joseph Amato,
In brief:

Volume 35 (34), Number 4, April 1996
Stopping diabetic kidney failure: Edmund Lewis, Roger Rodby,
In the news: Henry Black, Michael Schneck, Walter Kao, Lawrence McChesney, James Messero, Ramin Mitra,
New program fuels ‘greening’ of Rush: Amoco Foundation Leader Award, Reginald Adams, Rick Marzec
‘Top docs’ named:
A new vision for Human Resources: Tom Ferguson
Employee of the quarter: Cindy Lollar
Manager of the quarter: Diane Genaze
Team of the quarter: Surgical Hospital, BN Atrium Patient Service Associates
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Antonio Mendez, Robert Ballard
Kudos: Karen Kowalski, Joyce Lane, Andrew Lerrick, Joseph Amato
Secretaries balance needs of doctors and patients: Gail Valadez, Karen Boone
Match Day 1996: Learning their fate: Cathy DiVincenzo, national Resident Matching Program
Founders Day honors employees for commitment and dedication: Tom Ferguson, Rush’s annual Founders Day event
In brief:
Now hear this: ways to prevent hearing loss: Department of Communication Disorders and Sciences, Diane Meyer

Volume 34 (34), Number 5, May 1996
Rush project a key to step in neighborhood rebirth: Health and Family Center at Homan Square
In the news: Robert March, Sheldo Sloan, Michael Newman, Jerrold Leikin, Kevin Kissane
Rush opens new lung transplant program: Steven Kesten, Alvaro Montoya,
Volunteer inspires, lights up lives: Lenny Webb
Appointments: Cynthia Waickus, Phyllis Martin, Lynne Sorkin,
Kudos: Ann Pape, Bruce Uhal
Rush making plans for a strong future: Frankenbach,
Time capsules: Gwen Lewis
Caring for Children in the Third World: Michael Schafer
Juggling priorities catching curveballs: Kristine Rossof, Caryl Weinberg
Rush University forum spotlights research: W. Franklin Hughes, Edward Hollinger, Don Oder, Michael Harris,
Smile and tell: Paula Smith, Randolph Portlock, Patricia Potts, Michael Brooks,
In brief:
Keep your sunny side under cover: Melanoma, Heidi Baca

Volume 35 (34), Number 6, June 1996
Celebrating career milestones: Founders Day, Cindy Lollar, Alberta Wells,
In the news: Diane Mikrut, Judy Friederichs, Howard Zeitz, John Schaffner, Charmane Eastman
Nurses honored by peers: Ruth Gilmore, Elizabeth Lisuzzon, Penny Tanner, Diane Gallagher Jean Heideman, Mary O’Conner, Gloria Trujillo, Meg Stanley, Jeannie Murphy, Daniel Caron, Paula Kikkebusch, Sandra Bartz, Arlene Schwenk, Denise Hauser-Midzrak, Ann Onyeali, Ellen Maxon, Jodi Palonis, Phransie Drew
Employees honored for service:
Managing managed care at Rush:
In brief:
Evan M. Barton, MD 1903-1996
Unit clerk balances it all and maintains a caring attitude: Emma Edwards

Volume 35 (34), number 7, July 1996
Coordinating care from hospital to home: Managed care, Mary Kay Lutz, Rush Home Care Network staff, Judy Nelson,
In the news: Rosalind Cartwright, Howard Zeitz, Jerrold Leikin, Denis Evans,
Wolter named Piccolo chair:
Lunchtime activity puts stress in check: J.T. Blue, Eugene Thonar,
Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives
Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358

Smile and tell: Sharon Hudson, Mary Buchanan, John Taylor, Niels Dale
Pardon our dust as Rush renovates: Schweppe-Sprague, Ac Fac, John Driscoll
Appointments: Thomas Dent, Elaine Lee Wade, Alan Glick, Larry Goodman,
Kudos: Jorge Galante, Vincent Pisani, publications section, Rush Gospel Choir
Employee of the quarter: Ann Pape
Team of the quarter: Michael Marcheschi and Eric Dela Vega,
Manager of the quarter: Paula Dillon,
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Charleston Lewis, Raymond McGill

In brief:
Prostatron helps men avoid prostate cancer surgery: Charles McKiel,
Three decades of dedication: Leroy Irvin

Volume 35 (34), Number 8, August 1996
New LADS playground makes learning fun: Laurance Armour Day School, John Driscoll, Ellen Vigil, Jane Grady, Annie Bell, Leo Henikoff,
In the news: Beverly Sha, Alan Hirsch, Gordon Trenholme, William Elliott,
Riverside Healthcare is latest member of Rush System family: Leo Henikoff, Marshall Field
New system appointments: Theresa Stoica
Medical center gets ready for 1996 Democratic convention:
We all scream for...ice scream: Jack Trufant

John Graettinger 1921-1996
Women’s and children’s hospital builds strong employee teams: Meg Leahey, Barbara Berent, Karren Kowalski, Alberta Wells,

Health appraisal screening set for September: Fourth Annual Employee Health Appraisal Screening, Dawn Weddle
IS works ‘round the clock: Vince Bautista, Lillian Burgos
Appointments: Ellen Vigil, Marlene Morgan,
Kudos: Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center, Samuel Gotoff, publications section, Maria Rosa Costanzo
Strange days make strange dreams: Rosalind Cartwright
One good turn: Ross Starks
Setting their sights on becoming doctors: William Harrison, Leslie Williams, Nicola Pemberton,

Volume 35 (34) Number 9, September 1996
Building for the future of education: Leo Henikoff, Erich Brueschke, Frank Talbert, Janis Orlowski,
In the news: Marco De La Cruz, Chadwick Prodromos, Elva Poznanski, Craig Bradley, William Piccione, Maria Rosa Costanzo,
Deutsch, Frankenbach named department chairman:
Clinical research trials provide safe way to test medications: Henerberg,

United way campaign starts with bang at caring carnival: Ray Cortese, Heidi Henerberg,
Pharmacists review proper use of drugs: David Frame, John Brill, Mary Ellen Carasiti,

In brief:
Famous heart patients: Marshall Goldin,
Time capsules: Stuart Levin,
Olympic dream comes true for Rush security officers: Eileen Koca, Carol Horkavy,
Helping students during medical school: Jan Schmidt
Appointments: Herbert Jefferson Sanders, Keith Boyd, Carolyn Lopez,
Kudos: Jack Trufant, Terrie Nolinske, Phil Larson, Clinton Scott,
Back to school for Rush U:

Volume 35 (34), Number 10, October 1996
Turning a disability into possibility: Ashley Price, Eugene Thonar, James Williams
In the news: Jeff Simon, Stuart Rich,
Schwer named chairman of family medicine department: William Schwer,
Stepping out: Fashion Show
Peds intensive care receives facelift: William Hayden, pediatric intensive care unit,
Time to sign up for benefits: Lynne Sorkin,
Taking a new approach to satisfying patients: Marcia Hargreaves,
Appointments: Torrey Wilson, Edgar Staren,
Kudos: Diane Mikrut, Lynne Braun, Kathy Grady, Margaret Faut-Callahan,
Employee of the quarter: Ann Marie Herlehy,
Manager of the quarter: Cheryl Lafferty
Team of the quarter: Doormen of Rush
Carol Stege Memorial Award Melvin Chaney, Dom Rivera
MD volunteers needed for community health clinics:
In brief:
Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
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Volume 35 (34), Number 11, November 1996
Smile and tell: Jewel Davis, Bill Hoff, Frances Courtney, Josi Lara
Special care for silent bone disease: Charlotte Harris,
Nation’s top accessibility advocate discusses issues: Thonar Award, Eugene Thonar
Unite Way provides help and hope: Lawrence Hall

Volume 35 (34), Number 12, December 1996
Seeing the spiritual side of life: George Fitzhett, David Cella, Jan Fawcett, Mary Daly,
In the news: Roberta Clarke, Larry Goodman, Scott Fridkin, Michael Smith, Xavier Pombar, Rosaline Cartwright,
New chairman for ob/gyne: Sebastian Faro
Oh ...Macarena: Walter Whisler, Charles McKiel, Perry Pero,
’Tis the season for the Rush Holiday Party:
Researchers receive prestigious award: Gonzalo Ferreira, Eduardo Rios, Jingsong Zhou, Jianxum Yi, Roman Shirokov, Natalia Shirkova,
Adom Gonzalez, Alexander Tsugorka
Quarterly employee meetings provide open forum for discussion: Jim Frankenbach, Robert DeCresce, Stuart Rich, Heart Failure and Cardiac Transplant Program,
What employees want to know:
Laundry employees recognized for teamwork and commitment: Goulbourne Morris,
New law requires closer look: human resources, background checks, Phyllis Martin
Making spirits bright during the holidays: Cindy Lollar, Verneice Cherry,
In brief:
Physicians learn the ABCs of managed care: Rush Primary Care Institute, Thomas Dent, Mervin Shalowitz, Whitney Addington,
In memory of a friend: Frank Morrell, MD, 1926-1996

Volume 36 (35), number 1, January 1997
Holiday dreams come true for kids: Holiday Hope Program, Julie Smit, Anthony Ivankovich, Ray Narbone,
In the news: Barbara Soltes, Roger C. Bone, Frederick J. Merkel,
In brief:
Beating holiday stress the natural way: Marco De La Cruz,
Smile and tell: Carmen Olvera, Warren Stockling, Kimberly Bardsley, Ugwunna Iikeowo
Vietnam survivor spreads message of peace: Randall McNally

Volume 36 (35), Number 2, February 1997
Implant provides return of sound: Kimberley Austin, Robert Battista,
In the news: Joseph Amato, Brian Hanna, Nelson Stringer, Charmane Eastman, Patricia Meaden, R. Samuel Mayer
Bonomi named to endowed chair:
Run for fun: Henry Amezaga, Patrice Al-Saden, Francisco Garcia, Lynn Peters, Dawn Weddle,
Radiologists unlock secrets of ancient Egypt: Ed Jones, Paankhenamun, Debra McCottrel, Patricia Mengoni,
Using information systems to improve care: Martha Lehman, John Brill
Time capsules:
Employee of the quarter: Alice Marczuk,
Manager of the quarter: Janet Dougherty
Team of the quarter: Neurological services
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Henrietta Bunch, Chester Januszewski
Get set to dance at Jazzercise marathon:
New year, new Nelson: Judy Nelson
In brief:
Rush secretary not giving up his day job...yet: Jon Steinhagen
Appointments: Catherine Jacobson,
Kudos: Ruth Kleinpell, Laurance Armour Day School, Michael Silver, Jan Zeller, Edmund Lewis, David Rinaldi
Making spirits bright at Rush holiday party:

Volume 36 (35), Number 3, March 1997
Medical Center unveils Rush 2000: Leo Henikoff, Paul Pierpaoli, Roger Rodby, Gary Schwartz
In the news: Marianne O'Donoghue, Maureen Murtaugh, Gary Alder, Shahid Ekbal
Orlowski appointed executive dean of operation:
Oder retires after 31 years at Rush:
Chicago Magazine names 87 Rush physicians among top doctors: Jan Fawcett
Leaders answer managers’ questions bout Rush 200: Sandra McFolling,
Redesign: Identifying new ways to provide quality patient care: Leo Henikoff, gallbladder surgery, Rush Medical Laboratories, Robert DeCresce
Finding new approach to care of the elderly: Patricia Rush
In brief: New scanner can detect risk of hear attack: Stuart Rich, Rush Heart Scan, Joseph Parrillo, Rush Heart Institute,
Appointments: Edgar Staren, Annie Bell,
Kudos: Rober C. Bone
Harry Southwick, MD, 1918-1997
Project promotes team care for older adults: Denis Evans, Olga Mata, Lois Halstead,
Volume 36 (35), Number 3, March 1997
Seeing the patient’s perspective: Jane Grady, Danuata Hoyer, Timothy Anders,
In the news: Jacob Fox, Denis Evans, David Bennett, Laurel Beckett, Ian Fawcett, David Clark, Beverly Sha, Laura Dulski,
Amato to head thoracic organ transplantation: Joseph Amato
Levin elected to mastership by American College of Physicians: Stuart Levin
Get ready to kiss winter blahs goodbye: Mary Williams, Amy Peterman,
Rush 2000 internal consulting group established, design team added: Rush 2000
Time capsules:
Rush Medical Labs setting redesign example for rest of Medical Center: Jeffrey Geller, Charisma Alfaro,
Research forum helps students view future: Jingsong Zhou, Eduardo Rios
In brief:
New research giving hope to bone marrow transplant patients: Bone Marrow Transplant Center, Herbert Kaizer
Have you signed an organ donor card yet:
Stanton Abeles Friedberg, MD, 1908-1997

Volume 36 (35), Number 4, April 1997,
Medicine tests mid-body link: Mary Meengs, Bruno Cortis,
In the news: Jeffrey Kordower, Patricia Mengoni, Donna Williams, Sam Pappas, Dan Angres, Joseph Amato,
Transplant patient’s gratitude is icing on the cake: Lawrence McChesney
Employee suggestion process begins May 1: Leo Henikoff
Smile and tell: William Harrison, Mary Katherine Krause, Jacob Fox, Ruth Williams
George D. Wilbanks, MD, Chair in Gynecologic Oncology established:
Formulary team identifies ways to save money on medication: Rush 2000 Clinical Resources Formulary design team, Carol Eybel, Paul Pierpalo
Rush sponsors National Conference on end-of-Life Issues:
Employee of the quarter: Michael Luellen,
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Robert Howard, Dwayne Dillard
Team of the quarter: Surgical Hospital
Mind-body medicine expert talks about benefits of meditation:
Keeping dancers on their toes: Trish Corich
Appointments: James Frankenbach, Avery Miller, Kevin Necas, W. James Farrell, Dennis Foster
Kudos: Judith Nelson
Associate dean favors interactive education: Edgar Staren,
In brief:
Freshman receive hands-on-training in primary care: Cynthia Waickus, Susan Arjmand

Volume 36 (35), Number 5, May 1997
Founders Day: a time to celebrate: Leo Henikoff, Frances Thomas, Ethel Arnold
In the news: Steven Rothschild, Marco De La Cruz, Elizabeth Jacobi, Martha Keough, Janice Zeller, Harold L. Klawans, David Bennett,
Westside students get excited about new science laboratory:
Employees honored for service:
Design teams identify $12.4 million in savings: Rush 2000 update
Rush 2000 design team’s message to employees: turn off all electrical equipment when not in use:
In brief:
End of life conference brings together professionals who work with the dying

Volume 26 (35), Number 6, June 1997
Rush County unite against AIDS: CORE center, John H. Stroger Jr., Ruth Rothstein, Leo Henikoff, Christie Hefner, Donna Shalala,
Richard M. Daley
In the news: James Cavanaugh, Dianne Chapman, Rosalind Cartwright, Robert Battista
Campaign for Rush raises $222 million
Rush University celebrates 25th annual commencement: Gail Wilensky, Jill Pierce, Clarence Parks, Marshall Goldin, Steven Goldin,
Nasreen Ansari
Appointments: Thomas Cutting,
Kudos: Leo Henikoff, Marshal Blankenship,
In brief
Rush 2000 intranet page up by mid-July
Nursing alumni chair to support study of health and aging: Karen VanDyke Lamb, Nurses alumni association
Samuel Taylor, MD, 1904-1997
Roger bone, MD, 1941-1997
Employee honored on Founders Day
High heels can take big toll on your feet: George Holmes

Volume 36 (35), Number 7, July 1997
A fresh start for lung patients: Michael Breticker, Steven Keston

[Revised January 2016]
Considering pros and cons of outsourcing: Rush 2000, Jerry Huss, Melissa Simon, Jack Trufant, Barbara Kovel

In the news: David Hartman, Melody Cobleigh, Ruzica Ristanovic, Rush-Cook County CORE center

In brief:
- Employee of the quarter: Flora Scuefield
- Team of the quarter: Surgical Nursing and Maternal and child Nursing
- Manager of the quarter: Barbara Martin, Carol Stege Memorial Award: Iguster Berry, Art Pasteur
- Sheldon Garber, 1920-1997
- Appointments: John Pontardelli, Jacob Fox, Charles McKiel, Janet Wolter
- Kudos: Joseph Harrington

Volume 36 (35), Number 8, August 1997

Distance learning puts users in touch and out of traffic: Marty Losoff,
- In the news: brain pacemaker, Robert Rosenson, Marianne O’Donoghue, Daniel Angres, David Hartman, James Cavanaugh, Ruzica Ristanovic, John Hobbs, Luther Christman
- Platelet donor program at Medical Center raises awareness of critical need:
- Kligemann named to direct Bone Marrow Transplant Center: Hans Kligemann
- Artist thanks rush in true form: sculpture: Leo Henikoff, Paula Garrett-Ellis, Armando Susmano
- Holding out for a hero: Committee seeks nominees for annual Thonar Award: Eugene Thonar
- Time capsules: George Hass, Leo Henikoff

In brief:
- Trading cards honor Piccolo
- LEAP changes tuition reimbursement rules:
- What a trip! Employees share vacation memories: Elaine Thomas, Rick Freeman, Clare Quinn, Mario Benitez
- Irene Turner, 1921-1997
- Toasting the term: Byong Moon,
- Rush Hospice Partners adds new member: Olga Mala, Pat Hensley
- Referral line reaches out to senior citizens: Kathryn Christiansen, Old Age Program

Volume 36(35), Number 9, September 1997

Police take steps to better future on property with a criminal past: Thomas Nangle,
- Colorful stroke of generosity brighten treatment room for children: Shamar Strokosch
- Sumner named chairman of anatomy: Dale Sumner
- In the news: Jane Llewellyn, Robert March, Barbara Soltes, Lynda Powell, Rush International Health Services
- Medicare cuts hit teaching hospitals hard: Leo Henikoff
- Surgical staff goes online:
- Doctor’s hobby holds the key to relaxation:
- Cancer research gets multimillion dollar boost: pre-leukemic bone marrow disorders, myelodysplastic syndromes, Rush Cancer Institute, Preisler,
- Candid Comment: What do you remember about your first day of grade school, high school or college: Sandra Chafren, Niranjan Patel, Vito Tramonte, Alison Audet
- Goofing off for a good cause: Latisa Kemp,
- Giant and Goldberg named to endowed professorships: Tibor Glant, Arnold Goldberg
- Family has a fortunate start for Rush nurse: Kristen Dettmer,
- Llewellyn appointed associate vice president of nursing services:
- Team assessing new approach to group patients:
- Students explore Indian medicine: Geeta Maker, Avanti Kumar

Volume 36 (35), Number 10, October 1997

Stories of home from breast cancer survivors: Rebecca Dowling, Jane Llewellyn, Carol Post

In the news: Debra Weese-Mayer, Jean Silvestri, Steven Hollenberg, Ruzica Ristanovic, Janet Wolter, William Panje

Getting the right message means changing the medium:
- Beverly Huckman wins Thonar award: Beverly Huckman, Leo Henikoff
- Food in the fast lane: Linda Lafferty
- Doctors set up Cairo-Chicago connection: Mohammed El-Naggar, Mohamed Badawi, Bill Hayden
- Employee of the quarter: Trudie Gillium
- Manager of the quarter: Priscilla Lynch,
- Team of the quarter: Operating room Services
- Carol Stege Memorial Award: Dorothy Calloway, Steve Cleveland
- Benefits fair kicks off open enrollment: Human Resources Department
- OR increasing efficiency, attracting new business: rush 2000 update
- Ruth Schmidt, RN, 1912-1997
- New CEO named at Oak Park: Bruce Elgant
- Time capsules:
- Appointments: Robert Cohn, Barbara Fuller, Harold Jensen, Harold Kessler, Pamela Strobel, Suzanne Yellen,
- When work becomes a real pain in the neck, set yourself straight:
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Volume 36(35), Number 11, November 1997

Nursing students reach out to care for diverse community: Sara Boskovich,
In the news: Bone Marrow Transplant Center, Rush International Health Services, Rush Children’s Heart Center,
Employees click into new orientation: Rush employee orientation
A look at the life in Spin City: Rush Laundry-Linen Services
In brief:
Kudos: Vesna Skul, Whitney Addington, Cathy Brady, Mickey Bonk,
Appointments: Sheri Marker, Ann Minnick
How do you stay undazed by the holidays, stress-free and festive: Cheryl Bartos, Gina Soto, Joseph Maxwell, Laurel Burton
Cancer clinics take on team approach: Rush Cancer Institute,
The only dumb question is the one not asked:
Time capsules:
Home care network saves time and money by learning ABCs: Rush 2000, Kathryn Christiansen,
Where are they now: Schweppe Sprague Hall, Robert H. and Terri Cohn research Building
Kellogg comes to Kellogg: Starlight Children’s Fundraiser, Rush Children’s Hospital
Bring on the light: Eison Equina, Ann Vierens, Rabbi Jack Frank, Robin Septon

Volume 37 (36), number 1, January 1998

Start the new year with a habit of volunteering at Rush: Michelle Reiter
SAME network opens eighth science lab:
In the news: Xavier Pombar, Mark Cohen, Sam Gotoff, Shyamala, Charmane Eastman, Robert March,
Rush scores an “A” with JHACO:
Admitting patients as quickly as possible: Rush 2000 update
Employee finds half brother after 29 years: Dale Sietsema, Jim Bova,
Health sciences supplies growing demand: John Trufant, College of Health Sciences
Get fit to fight breast cancer: Jazzercise Hotline
Employee tell solutions for New Year’s resolutions: Kris Anfuso, Rod Serry, Veronica DeGuzman, Lynwood Willis
New York’s subway art transfers to hospital halls: Keith Haring
Dear Dr. Data: How did the Medical Center acquire two huge Keith Haring murals?
Appointments: Howard An,
Kudos: John E. Trufant
Here’s an idea to run with: Rush Runners/Walkers program
Employees escape from rush at Rush: Barbara Berent
Take it from me, take a break: Women and Children’s Resource Center
Course sheds light on complex medical lingo: Ida Byrd
War stories from white coats: Medical Center Archives,

Volume 37(36), Number 2, February 1998

CORE Center campaign surpasses goal: Leo M. Henikoff
Rush partners with doctors around the world: Erich Brueschke, Donna Bergen
In the news: Valerie McLaughlin, Lloyd Klein, Michael Breen, Steven Feistain,
Employees take stock of inventory, make improvements and move supply: Hinrichs, Rush 2000, Rebecca Dowling,
Time Capsules: John Long, R. Lincoln Kesler, David Brown, Doctor of Nursing Degree,
James Hunter, 1928-1997
What gift made Valentine’s Day a red-letter day for you: Clarence Brown, Jeanne Sullivan, Raymond Redmon, Maureen Boyce
Employee of the quarter: Angela Maguire,
Manage of the quarter: Ruben Cantu
Team of the quarter: Nursing Standards of Practice Committee
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Roosevelt Pridgeon, Juanite Lee
Art therapist brings hang on healing: Nancy Nainius
The write stuff: Rosemary Camilleri,
Caring for the smallest infants: Robert Kimura

Volume 37 (36), Number 3, March 1998

Time capsule offers peek at Rush’s past: Carol Henikoff, Karen Lamb, Leo Henikoff, Jennifer Hayden, Kathleen Andreoli,
In the news: Schwepe-Sprague, Michael Schneck, Stuart Rich, William Panje, Jerrold Leikin, Scott Fisher, Maureen Murtaugh
Students circulate through heart lab
Harris and Klingemann named to endowed professorships: Jules Harris, Hans-Georg Klingemann
Research Forum showcases student’s work: Cindy Lau
Time capsules: Rush Choir, rehab nursing, IVF,
A byte of advice about your computer
Seeing stars? Rush employees tell about their fleeting, but unforgettable, run-ins with the rich and famous: Penny Lawrence, Eric Querubin, Sharon Memmen, Roger Billhardt
Dreaming therapy: Rosalind Cartwright
Dear Dr. Data: How did Rush and its buildings get their names: Benjamin Rush, Nicholas Senn, Frederick Rawson
Satisfy your hunger for nutrition knowledge: Maureen Mutraugh
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Volume 37(36), Number 4, April 1998
Rush dentist breaks out of the mold to fix statue: Leon Kelleher
Moving earth to move research forward: Leo Henikoff, Terri and Robert Cohn, Erich Brueshke, Walter Whistler, Jacob Fox
Parrillo makes historic move into prestigious medical group: Joseph Parrillo
In the news: Michael Schneck, Melody Cobleigh, Steve Daugherty, Kelvin von Roenn Michael Breen, Leon Kelleher, Stuart Rich
Rush clinic helps heal neighborhood’s wounds: Patricia Potts, Rush Primary Care Institute
Custom fitting care for kids: Abie Lynn
Harold Klawans, MD, 1937-1998
Appointments: Verdi DiSesa, Russ Zajtchuk,
Employee of the quarter: Judith Kethley
Team of the quarter: Medical-Surgical Nursing Team
Manage of the quarter: David Newcom
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Gerald Kaminski, Gregorio Gomez
Transplant recipients take on new challenges: Mike reed
Andrew Thomson, MD, 1925-1998
Match Day: Mady Gittler
New name, new number, even better service: Rush On Call

Volume 37(36), number 5, May 1998
Festivities focus on years of service: Erma Eddings, James Cavanaugh,
Running for a cure: Brian’s Run, Janet Wolter
In the news: Robert March, Melody Cobleigh, Kevin Weiss, Robert Kimura, Whitney Addington, Anthony Cutilletta
Employees honored for service:
In brief:
Rush people: Joel Block, Sandra Schroeder
Rush joins alliance to prevent violence against children: Department of Pediatrics at Rush, William Hayden, Sam Gotoff

Gene-targeting drug advances breast cancer fight: Carol Blendowski, Melody Cobleigh,
In the news: Brian Cole, Jeffrey Snell, Jeffrey Nelson, Eric Ruderman, Russell Burck, Michael Notorangelo,
Ending on a good note: Mildred Perlia, Kay Andreoli,
The best help money cants buy: Leo Henikoff, Margaret McCarthy, The Child Life Department
Time capsules: Homecoming week
In brief:
Rush on call a success: Rush System for Health Marketing, Theresa Stoica, Jeannette DiVito, Diana Hernandez,
Appointments: Verdi DiSesa, Carol Farran, Christopher Goetz, Harvey Priesler, Stephanie Gregory, Janis Orlowski
Cardiologists create channels to relieve angina: Gary Schaer, Jeffrey Snell
Dr. Data: Why wasn’t the Rush paging system affected when a major communications satellite malfunctioned a few months ago:
Rush University celebrates 26th commencement: Marianne Augelli, Rosemary Bone in honor of Roger Bone, Leo Henikoff,
Armour Academic Center dedicated: Erich Brueschke, Sarah Wood, Jack Trufant,
The library delivers: Document Delivery Service
The last word: patient comments from recent surveys and letter

Volume 37 (36), Number 7, August 1998
Rush 2000 moves into service phase: Arti Singh, Phase 2,
In the news: Rosa Costanzo, William Piccione, Eric Ruderman, Jerrold Leikin, Richard Rawlins,
Garage fire damaged assessed:
Bypassing the paper trail: Control-D
Patient checkup: Kimberley Austin
Appointments: Jane Llewellyn, Jim Meyers, Joanne Huerta, Joanne Davis, Joyce Lichauco
Precautions for using mercury
Hungary for feedback:
In brief:
Employee of the quarter: Isabel Lara,
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Danny Reyes, James Jacobs,
Manager of the quarter: Monica Cieslarski
Team of the quarter: Johnston R. Bowman Center for the Elderly Interdisciplinary team
The doctor is in: Irene Silva, Shawn Davies
Time capsules:
Library clicks into a wealth of web-friendly resources: Reference services online, Health Reference Center
The last word
LADS lathers up for fun:
Finding Aid for the NewsRounds Collection, #4719, Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
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Volume 37 (36), Number 8, September 1998
Rush charts a regulatory roadmap: Corporate Compliance Program, Leo Henikoff, Catherine Jacobson,
In the news: Barbara Soltes, Elizabeth Fagan, breast cancer experts at rush, John Zajecka, Richard Rawlins, Henry Black
The United Way Campaign gets off to a swinging start:
Follow their leads:
Perfect pairs: United Way Campaign
Children eagerly take doses of prose, poetry: Paul Sznewajs
Task force set to exterminate Millennium bug:
Government asks more questions, JRB fills in blanks about patients: The Health Care Financing Administration,
Appointments: Judy Bachelder, Cynthia Boyd, Alexander Doulas, Joshua Jacobs, Larry Goodman,
Memories unfold: AIDS quilt returns for Chicago exhibit
The last word:

Volume 37(36), Number 9, October/November 1998: Katie Hughes
Rush recognizes research office: Office for Protection from Research Risks
Patients take profitable path in mental health fundraiser: Rush Day Hospital, Walk for Mental Health fund-raiser
Compliance committee builds program to create initiatives for regulatory fitness: The Compliance Committee
In brief
In the news: Gary Schaer, Charmane Eastman, Leo Henikoff, Shalina Gupta-Burt, Robert Kilbourn
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Walter Dombrowski, Annie Williams
Employee of the quarter: Julia Bowman,
Teams of the quarter: Laurance Armour Day school room 1 Teachers
Manager of the quarter: Judith Nelson
The doctor is in: Mitchell Saltzberg, Lawrence Zisman, Walter McCarthy
Wind me up, wind me down: Yoga untangles body and mind: Employee Wellness
The last word:

Volume 37 (36), Number 10, December 1998
Surgery helps child regain spark: Holly Ghalioungui, Kathryn Bass,
Finding new friends and making wishes come true: Finance Department
The Rush choir: Do you hear what we hear? Irena Schulz, Monica Gutierrez, Eva Saucedo, Liz Krch Cole, Toria Burrell
In brief:
Joining forces to fight the millennium bug:
Thonar award honors Eva Wimpffen
Compliance cornerstone: Business ethics policy promotes adherence to the law: Julia Crawford, Izola Hayes,
Reengineering and redesign: What it means and how it works: Rush 2000, Phase 2, Linda Lafferty

Volume 38 (37), Number 1, January 1999
Hilary Rodham Clinton visits Rush: Leo Henikoff, Michael Smith,
Rush plows through blizzard ’99: John Hinko
Getting it in the bag: Environmental Protection Agency, Phillip Dugger, Bob Donovan, Occupational Safety,
Convenient health services for corporate employees: Rush Corporate Health Center, George Demos,
Employee of the quarter: Sharon Davis
Manager of the quarter: Robert Donovan,
Team of the quarter: security officers (James Frankenbach, Sherly Johnson, Peter Mosby, Matthew Fougerousse)
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Edward Jones, Jeffrey Williams
Nurse weathers snowstorm and delivers home care to patients: Sue Kaleta
Kudos: Jerry Petasnick, Steven Hollenberg, C.R. Kannan, Marianne O’Donoghue
Bulls’ staff take center court during visit to Children’s Hospital:
Time capsules:
Therapists observe, help people overcome illness: Kim Levine, TeAnna Hall-Pagliarulo, Cheryl Lafferty
In brief
Portraits of Mrs. Clinton’s visit:

Volume 38 (37), Number 2, February 1999
Black women face high risk of heart disease: Tara Jesus,
Looking outside Rush for best practices: Rush 2000, Jennifer Hong, G. Tom Ferguson, Robert De Cresce, Bradley Hinrichs
Employees make recipes for love: Jacki Pawlak, Kristin Wrede
Appointments: Julia Cowell, Virginia Maikler, Margaret Faut-Callahan
Kudos: Jan Fawcett, Andrew Lerrick, Annalynn Skipper, Annie Emmick
How sweet it is. Rush employees tell of their most romantic Valentine’s Day memories: Sharon Martin, Jose Moreno, Laurel Pawlak, Francis Fong
Rush celebrates Black History Month
Rush volunteer exhibits her art: Sylvia Westbrook
Did you know?:
People to know: Rush employees who make a difference: Stephen Gillenwater, Lucy Willis, Ida Byrd
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Prescribe to doctor’s orders for good health: Albert Bell,
Time capsules: Allied Health Programs
In brief:
In the news: bioartificial liver, Walter Payten, James Williams, Elizabeth Fagan, Stuart Rosenbush

Volume 38 (37), number 2, March 1999
College’s home health nursing program translates into training site for visitors: Hosihm Ryu, CORE
Medical group requires continuing education for physicians: Meryl Haber
Research affairs reports: Re-review nearing completion: OPRR, David Clark
Kudos: Jack Bohlen, Sebastian Faro
Compliance continues at Rush: Steve Orquist
‘Bioartificial liver’ sustains critical patient awaiting transplant: Lawrence McChesney, Elizabeth Fagan,
Increased productivity and greater savings just two advantages of changes at Rush: Johnnie Collier, John Andrews,
Time capsules: Preparing for electronic El Nino: Rebecca Dowling, Y2K Task Force
In brief: Beauty in the basement: Norbert, David Rinaldi,
In the news: Brian Cole, Stephanie Gregory, Richard Rawlins,
Medical Center makes the grade online:
The strings of spring: Avalon String Quartet’s

Volume 38 (37), Numbers 4-5, April/May 1999
Employees shine at Founders Day ’99: Rebecca Dowling, Monica Cieslarski, Isabel Lara, Greg Knepper,
Memories fuel Rush employees training for 500-mile bike trek: Kim Woods
Time capsules: Thanksgiving in April: Nancy Ebert, Teena Jops, Lawrence McChesney
Appointments: Alexander Doolas
Kudos: Whitney Addington, Bejan Fakouri, Dirk Gillespie, Toula Davos, Agnes Batko, Lech Mazur, Alex Vardouniotis, Naser Zakarna,
Maryam Khanjari
Taking steps not to avoid billing headaches later: Rush 2000, Medicare, Medicaid, Brad Hinrichs, Sandy McFolling,
In brief: The Rush option for adoption: Department of Children and Family Services, Amy Greimann, G. Thomas Ferguson,
Getting the job done at Rush today: remembering what’s important: Cynthia Irwin, Marilyn Silvester,
A little understanding goes a long way: Educating the public about epilepsy
The dynamic duo, plus one: Dorothy Andersen, Betty Brown, Leo Henikoff
Match Day ’99
Treats to enjoy: cooking with soy: Margo Sipiora

Volume 38 (37), number 6, June 1999
Time capsule installed in the Cohn Building: Searle Conference Center, Eric Brueschke, Leo Henikoff
Comprehensive spine center now open at Oak Park Hospital: Bonnie Clipper-Salzberg, Howard An, Rush Medical College Research Building, Schweppe-Sprague Hall,
Outdoor smoking: cleaning the air: James Matos, Rebecca Dowling
In the news: Harry Porterfield, William Piccione, Maria Rosa Costanzo, James Bernhardt, Janet Wolter, Jonathan Rubenstein
In brief: Rush is ready for its close-up Mr. DeMille: Return to Me, David Duchovny, Bonnie Hunt
Spring dust flies at Rush: Eric Shondergaard
Appointments: Martin Gorbien, Richard Rovner, Leonard Cerullo
Kudos: C. Anderson Hedberg, Katherine Griem, Kimberly Austin, Todd Green
Raising expectations: Rush offers knowledge, hope to older patients: Martin Gorbien,
Y2K planning: It’s everyone’s job: Committee of the task force, Jim Shover, Larry Strain, Rebecca Dowling,
Newest Rush grads join ‘moral community at 1999 commencement: Edmund Pellegrino, Brad Bernardini, Joe Bernardini, Leo Henikoff
Compliance hotline debuts: Rush hotline, Steve Orquist
Rush Campus designated smoking areas:

Volume 38 (37), Number 7, July 1999
Resource center for aging now open: Marjoy Clements, Patricia Rush, Rush Institute for Healthy Aging,
Appointments: Dianne McKeever, Deborah Barbard, John Polley
Kudos: Anita Gewurz, Kathy Kujawa, Thomas Deutsch, Henry Black
Time capsules: In brief:
Rush’s SAME Network receives four-year Hughes Institute grant: Reginald Adams, SAME
Rush: Where to get SMART
Staying safe when the heat is on:
New skills in the operating room: Sheila McNally-Hoy, Sharon Marz
In the news: Robert March, Gary Schaer, Jeffrey Snell, John Zajecka
Employee of the quarter: Vickie Bowden,
Carol Stege Memorial Award: John Ranieri, Charleston Lewis,
Team of the quarter: Margaret Richard, Nancy McGuire
Manager of the quarter: Frank Kociper
ArcVentures sold: Compass Medical Educational Network, Health Receivables Management, Marie Sioris,

Volume 38 (37), Number 8, August 1999
Rush Engineering Ambassadors take to the halls: Greg Kozlik, Lester Gordon, Frances Zielinski, Esther Knapp,
Rush on the rise in the U.S. News hospital rankings:
Time capsules: Linda Haggerty, Karen Schuch, Susan Schroeder, Tricia Madden
Wellness on wheels: Gaya Triplette
Appointments: Jack Bohlen, Ali Keshavarian
Kudos: Edward Hollinger, Michael Huckman, Steven Kesten
In brief:
Sixty miles and a couple of smiles: Carol Bledowski, Rebecca Dowling, Ellen Elpern, Jane Llewellyn,
Patient comments corner:
The secretary’s day off:
Comark: A bit of prevention today, no megabytes of pain tomorrow: Comark Crew

Volume 38 (37), Number 9-10, September-October 1999
Reach out and read: Jesse White, Pediatric Primary Care Center, Sharon Sholton
In the news: Philip Gorelick, John Zajecka, Michael Silver, Christopher Coogan, Evalyn Grant, Bruce McLeod, Jan Fawcett, Annual Women’s Board Fashion Show, David Bennett, Steven Feinstein, Alan Harris, Edward Stepanski
Educating the millions: Nicole Johnson, diabetes
In brief:
Preparing for Y2K at home:
Time capsules: McCormick House
Say a little prayer: Helen Speights, Department of Religion, Health, and Human Services
Sweet sounds in the garden room: David Cross, Sarah Davis Buechner

Volume 38 (37), Number 11, November 1999
Office of Research Affairs looks to the future: David Clark, Deborah Barnard, April Trenholme
Breast cancer education aims for prevention: Catherine Schultz, Dina Hess, Kris Rosoff
In the news: Beth Vinol, James Wyatt, Keith Millikan, Elizabeth Fagan, Nightly News, Leanne Berkahn, David Bennett, Katie Kompoliti, Rosalind Cartwright, James Wyatt, Anthony Proske, Roberta Clark, Christine Tangney, Dan Caron, James Cavanaugh, Charrous, Robert March, Robert March,
Thorn award honors dedication to self and honors, Joseph Payne, Karen Batty,
In brief:
New scrubs policy in effect at Rush: Kathleen Behner, Laura Griffith-Gilbert, blue Rush logo scrubs, green Rush logo scrubs
Appointments: Kimberly Baldwin-Stried,
Kudos: Gary Alder, Kathryn Christiansen, Jerry Petasnick, Janice Buelow, Phil Gattone, Janet Wolter, Stuart Campbell, Charlotte Ramazinski, Gia Cisanti, Sharon Ceaser, Joanne Garcia
Employee of the quarter: Tajuana Barnes, Team of the quarter: David Frame, Alan Weinstein, Matt Kemper
Manager of the quarter: Robyn Har-Koress,
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Walter Scott
Platelet donation: there’s always an urgent need: Nikki Johnson, Bruce McLeod,
A model unit: Maria Ramirez, Balvina Del Carmen
Time capsules: Gus Barnardon, College of Nursing’s deanship, Scholars-in-Residence program,
How Rush will ring in the New Year: Telecommunications, Carolyn Whitney

Volume 39 (38), Number 12, December 1999
Donor shares fight of life with mother and sister: Barbara Mosley,
In the news: Michael Schafer, Lloyd Klein, John Zajecka, Robert March, Rebecca Dowling, William Warren, Gunnar Andersson, Sergio Pinski,
A new life in the new year: Daniel Davis, Ramesh Chabiani, Samuel Saltzberg, Deepak Mital, Michelle Burns
Rush docs: Daily Harold
Let the music play: Susan Arjmand,
Medical mission boasts two from Rush: Joanne Capuzello, Scott Girard
In brief:
Appointments: Roueen Rafeyan, Thomas Deutsch, Harold Kessler, Henry Black, Anthony Cutilletta
Kudos: Vernia Crayton, Mary Curtis, Daniel Davila, Almeda Hamlin, Antoinette Henry, Goulbourne Morris, Billy Murphy, Ernel Nelson, Anita Page, Anne Stewart, Anthony Mixon
More of the SAME:
Laundry celebrates record with pride: Pride Day Recognition
Swing into the New Year at the Ninth Annual Medical Staff-Faculty Dinner Dance
Volume 40 (39), Number 1, January 2000
Rush 2000 improvements continue: Fran Jacobs, James Frankenbach, Jim Shover
Hands-on health: College of Nursing
Employee of the quarter: Cecilia Olis,
Team of the quarter: Human Subject Protections Team
Manager of the quarter: Glen Sullivan
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Ray McGill
In the news: Verdi DiSesa, Martin Gorbien Milt Rosenberg, Joyce Keithley, Annalynn Skipper
OR waste is in the bag: Ray Narbone, Ruth Kraman, Janet Dougherty, Beth Kolzow
In brief:
Rush people: Erich Brueschke, Larry Goodman, David Jensen
Kudos: Larry Coleman, Anastasios, John Wiley,

Volume 40 (39), Number 2, February 2000
Healthy hearts need early starts: Anthony Cutilletta,
Cornelius Dickerson, MD: Rush pioneer blazed trails for African Americans:
Annual student-faculty recital: a tradition continues: Susa Arjmand, James Franklin
Lab notes:
The generous gift of music: Nancy Nainis, Julia Hollinger,
In brief:
Caring help wanted: Kathleen Andreoli,
Rush people: Robert DeCresce, Giselle Mosaim, Jorise Roberts
Your quick guide to hear test ABCs:
Approach with caution: surfing the web:
A swing affair: John Larson
In the news: Carmane Eastman, Rev. Russell Burck, Martin Gorbien, Annabelle Volgman, Rosalind Cartwright, Deepak Mital, Jerrold Leikin, Melody Cobeigh, Cynthia Boyd, Barbara Soltes
When the spirit moves you: celebrating history in song: Rush-Cook County Gospel Choir
Rush Forum for Research and Clinical Investigation March 27-29:

Volume 40 (39), Numbers 4/5, April/May, 2000
Town hall talks help to spread the word: Leo Henikoff, Larry Goodman,
Rush students reach out: Rush Service Belize Project, Karen Lamb
In memoriam: Katalin Selmeczi, Karen Goldman
A home-style anniversary: Rush Home Care Network, Maggie Miles
Kiddie kardiology: Gary Schaer,
Lab notes:
An historical feast: Robyn Perkins,
In the news: Rush Institute for Healthy Aging, Kambiz Dowlat, Carlos Mendes de Leon, Vallerie McLaughlin, Annabelle Volgman, Janis Orlowski, Maria Ros Costanzo, Kathleen Shannon
In brief:
In the world of occupation therapy rehabilitation is on task at a time: Anita Putman,
Return to me returns to Rush: Heart Failure and Transplant Program
Physician assistants are busy finding niche in medicine: Allison Truckenbrod, Laurie Lisak,
Students laugh at three faculty members in Jeopardy: Alexander Templeton, Michael Ramsey, Richard Prinz

Volume 40 (39), Number 6, June 2000
Founders Day delivers with service awards and surprises: Voncile Williams, Tajuana Barnes, Glen Sullivan, David Frame, Matt Kemper, Alan Weinstein, Leo Henikoff
Appointments: Steven Rothschild, Herber Miller, Michael Silver, Frank Assadi, Sara Stern, Marie Mahoney, Joseph Amato, Henry Black, George Bakiis, Martin Gorbien, John Wiley, Anthony Perry, Edward McAnanama, John Trufant
In brief:
Rush employees honored for years of service: Sam Hall, Sheri Marker, Ruth Haas, Diane Skierkiweicz, Sandy Makowski, Alice Sachs Memorial Award, Alan Weinstein, David Frame, Matt Kemper, Glenn Sullivan, Frank Leavitt, Jeanne Slack, Lloyd Kilen, Chester Januszewski, Jane Grady, James Frankenbach, Avery Miller, Campbell Award winners, Ponnunni Kartha, Avery Miller, William Richardson, Leo Henikoff,
Manager of the quarter: Arnold Payne
Employee of the quarter: Carlos Gentil
Team of the quarter: Medical Center Engineering Electrical and Electronics Shop
Rush medical waste reduction continues:
Rush research: what’s next: Terri Cohn Research Building
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Enhanced procedures will protect Rush’s youngest patients: Judy Friedrichs, hospital security

Volume 40 (39), Number 7, August 2000
Cohn building ushers in new era: Leo Henikoff, Terri Cohn, Robert H.
How does it feel: Rita Wickham, Rush’s Global Pain Initiative,
In the news: Gunnar Andersson, Martin Gorbien, Nick Greco, Kambiz Dowlat, Jerrold Leikin, Lank Clark, Hohn Wietzner, Leonard Cerullo, Janis Orlowski
An Affair to remember: Rush class of 2000, Leo Henikoff,
Rush scores well in annual poll: U.S. News and World Report
Lighting the way: ADA Torch Relay
Grateful patient falls for Rush: Ken Adams, skydivers for Multiple Sclerosis
A talent for Tango: Armando Susmano, Klaus Kuettner
Employees honored at quarter luncheon: Katie Killean, Edwin Kopytko, Rush Cancer Institute
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Orland Rios, Nick Rodriguez,
Appointments: Joel Block, Donald Jensen, Janis Orlowski, Verdi DiSesa, Kathryn Christiansen,
Kudos: Janis Orlowski, Jerrold Leikin,
Lieutenant governor visits Rush:
Kids corner:
Upcoming courses:
In brief:

October 2000
Rush responds to Tribune series on nursing: Jane Llewellyn, Chris Kennelly, Chicago Tribune
Larry Goodman: Joan Zajtchuk, Susan Jacobs,
Kudos: Andrew Lerrick, Deborah Barnard
Grateful cancer survivor launches campaign for immunotherapy research: Barbara Perlstein
Fundraiser benefits Rush employee waiting for liver transplant: Michelle Bailey-Moga
A hectic day in the nursing life: Grace Villanueva, Judy O’Keefe
Don’t take chances with your health: spin the wheel of fitness: Employee Wellness Annual Health Event
Upcoming courses, ongoing courses:
In brief

December 2000 & January 2001
“Untreatable” patient finds treatment at Rush: Robert March, George Kawa
Rush security van accessible to all: ADA task force, Beverly Huxman, Mark Schilling
Radiology department goes digital: Kyle Rogers
In the news: James Wyatt, Denis Evans, Chicago Magazine, Gary Schaefer, Laurence Levine, Paula Meier, Jeffrey Kordower, Leo Henikoff, John Losurdo, Daniel Angres, Carl Wahlstrom, Merly Lipton, Neil Lurain, John Mead, Michael Sloan, Robert Katz, Brian Cole, Martha Clare Morris, Jerrold Leikin
New Rush program offers employees help in caring for aging families: Martin Gorbien,
New kid on the block: Robert H and Terri Cohn
Kudos: Mitchell Sheinkop, Bruce Elgang, Michelle DeVera, Asya Segalene, Lena AllHarthi, Anit Gewurz, Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago’s 2000 Corporate Awards, Shannon Grund, Mattie Coleman, Mary Kay Lamb
Gift celebrates a lifelong connection to Rush: James and Virginia Merricks, James Merricks,
Surgeon General speaks at Rush: David Satcher
Well, well…: Annual Employee Health Event
It only hurts when I smile: Connie Weissman,
Working together to treat cystic fibrosis: Lucille Lester, Rush Cystic Fibrosis Center
Upcoming/ongoing courses
In brief:

February 2001: Jim Cogan, Midge Cogan
Rush helping to open new horizons in heart care: James Herrick
Appointments: Martin Gorbien, Anthony Perry, Thomas Matkov, Margaret Telfer, James Frankenbach
From every mountainside:
Rush/Barton center opens: George Ryan, Barton Seniro Care, Martin Gorbien,
Corporate compliance program identifies case of inappropriate billing: Catherine Jacobson, C. Anderson Hederg, Rush MSP, Jacqui Sturgess, Pamela Hines,
Docs at the top: Chicago Magazine
In the news: Diane Milkrut, Judith Friedrichs, Ken Bloom, Martin Gorbien, Ted Mazzone, Phillip Dellinger, James Cavanaugh, Roger Wilson
Employee of the quarter: Nachelle Pugh
Manager of the quarter: Sue Huerta
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Joel Cox
Upcoming/Ongoing courses
Sticking with it: health and fitness
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March 2001
What’s cooking? Nancy Snyder, Timothy Dvorak, Joyce Crockett
Step into Spring with the Rush walking club:
Hale and health hearts: Black History Month,
A conversation with the dean: Larry Goodman
Appointments: Michael Davidson, Richard Meagher,
Kudos: Gunnar Andersson, Berdi DiSesa, Nancy Di Fiori, Pow-Ching Chou, Donald Nietzel
In memoriam: Rush says goodbye to two dedicated physicians: John Clark, William Hughes
A healthy balance: Roberta Clarke
Easy on the eyes: Improved prescription labels could reduce the number of medication errors: Bruce Gaynes
Neurosurgery’s nursing needs: Leonard Cerullo
Hall recital: Rush Children’s Hospital
In the news: Rosalind Cartwright, Edward Stepanski, David Bennett, Keith Boyd, Roy Bakay, Richard Fessler, Leonard Cerullo, Paul Carvey, Andrew Donnelly, Jeffrey Kordower, Mary Wood Molo
Upcoming/ongoing courses
In brief

April 2001
Rush wellness program empowers Chicago seniors: Arlene Sanoy, Kathleen Shanks,
New campaign puts spotlight on Rush: Hall Adams, Leo Henikoff,
Kudos: Richard Prinz, Martin Gorbien, Anthony Perry, Gina LaPalio-Lankin,
Rush volunteers: shining examples, shining stars: Mary Buenger, Richard Buenger, Leo Henikoff, Craig Bradley,
Arresting advice: Rush trains Chicago police on suicide prevention: Jan Fawcett, Jim Costabilo,
Let’s talk about rush: Marcia Hargreaves, Leo Henikoff, Rebecca Dowling, Jane Llewellyn, Sheri Marker
High school kids visit:
Big day for M-4s:
My, what a big TV they have: Scott Sherman
Employee of the quarter: Judithe Hernandez
Manager: Kimberly Zajczenko, Debra Jackson
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Human resources-nurse recruitment team
Patient satisfaction stars:
Upcoming/ongoing courses
In brief: Section of Reproductive Endocrinology and Fertility, Employee Wellness

May 2001
Henikoff announces retirement plans: Leo Henikoff
Do you know how old you really are: Michael Davidson
Appointments: Avery Hart,
Kudos: Marina Emborg, Ruth Davis, Danielle Merten, Jennifer Mohlman, Elke Narkiewicz, Rush Medical Office Building at Oak Park Hospital
More answers to your questions: David Jensen, Jim Frankenbach, Rebecca Dowling, Posters from an exhibition: Forum for Research and Clinical Investigation
Your attention, please:
In the locker room: 20/30 Club of Chicago
A special farewell: Donor Awareness Week
Multiplex sweeten deal for Rush employees: Jane Grady,
How Nancy got her swing back: Nancy Kronenfield
Mentoring the managers: Julie Benesh, Josie Corbett, David Coleman
Upcoming courses/ongoing courses
In brief: high blood pressure, Health Delivery Management,

June 2001
Founders Day 2001 salutes another year of service and excellence: Denise Labeled, Diana Berry, Jeanne Blundy, Sue Huerta, Luther Jones, Avery Miller, Jim Frankenbach, Adrienne Lennix, Sallie Hall, Martha Randele, Margie Gardner, Charlene Davis, Joanne Bushong, Mike Devine, Stacy Devine, Cynthia Temenak, Leo Henikoff, Charles Nichols, Henry Russe, Edward Eckenfels, Voncille Williams, Alberta Wells, Fran Pugh, Henry Gewurz, Diana Berry, Jane Grady, The Cancer Institute, Selma George, Maria Oppermann, Michele Prod, Marilyn Krzytek, Jim Frankenbach, Virginia Perillo, Charles Nightingale, Peggy Fluett, Carol Horkavy, Rosa Alamillo
Upcoming/ongoing courses

July/August 2001
Practicing kid-sized medicine a big priority at Rush: Kathryn Bass, Jane Kramer
Kids get a shot in the arm: Robyn Hart
The sweetest of the suite: Rush Children’s Hospital
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Cheers to the Rush classes of 2001- and a new tradition of giving
Then there were seven: Rush adds to breast imaging team: Peter Jokich, Dana Kovolik,
Button up: "It’s happening" buttons
In the news: John Mead, Daniel Goodman, Robin Rosenblate, Mary Wood-Molo, Xavier Pombar, Linda Koehl, Richard Berger
Rush people: Robert Simon, Peter Jokich
Emergency makeover: new faces, new department: Larry Goodman, Paul Hanashiro, James Frankenbach, Stuart Levin
Patient comments:
Employee of the quarter: Mckinley Ellison,
Manager of the quarter: Jeane Dixon
Patient satisfaction "stars": Armando Ortiz
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Mark Limas, Don Rogers
Team of the quarter: Rush Day School Team
Calendar
Ongoing courses
In brief: Thonar nominations, fundraising

September 2001 Volume 41, Number 9
Fun and fitness come to the Atrium this month: Vanessa Kane, Suzanne Smith,
Rush people: L. Penfield, Kenneth Boyer, Susan Jacob, David Clark, Eileen Yates, Charles Behl, Wayne Franckowiac
Kudos: Klaus Kuettner, Phillip Gorelick, Carol Farran, Melody Cobleigh, Annabelle Volgman, George Bakris
Young patient reaches a happy milestone: Tyler Todd, Dina Dmytrenko
Patient comments:
A blessing for the heroes: Religion, health and human values staff
Town hall topics: Leo Henikoff, Larry Goodman, Jane Llewellyn, Jim Frankenbach
Addiction is an illness, recover is the cure: Dan Angres
A grand pair: Mildred Chalmers, Lou Green, l
It's her year: Lois Means
Calendar:
Ongoing courses
In brief: Research Grand Rounds

October 2001, Volume 41, Number 10
Rush joins nation in remembrance and healing: September 11, Dolores Wiens, Beth Burbank, Diane Mikrut,
Sept. 11: Rush employees react: Kathy Grady, Aquanett Jones, Celestine Casty, Laverne Dorsy
Helping kids cope: Renee Mehlinger
Appointments: Melody Cobleigh, Ali Keshavarzian, Brendan Reilly, Denise Oleske,
Kudos: Anita Gewurz, Etoi Garrison, Hilda Tonge, Erin Rogers, Vergie Grant
Selfless six: Rush Cancer Institute, Cheryl Weber, John Cobb, Theresa Asai, Matthew Kemper, Emmanuell Devemey, Alberta Norman, Diana Zegarra
Finding solutions: Rush Internal Consulting Group, Kevin Harper, Jim Shover, Lorri Bogolin, Maria Martinez
Lifting spirits, moving feet: Annual Employee Health Event
Flashy fall attire:
Walk on: American Heart Walk
Take HART: Heart Failure Adherence and Retention Trial
Help keep Rush safe and secure: Wear your Rush ID
Employee of the quarter: Benita Strong
Manager of the quarter: Paula Jo Belize
Team of the quarter: 8 North Unit Advisory, Louis Pumphrey, Nicole Fletcher
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Bob Birnbaum, Cynthia White
Calendar
In brief: JRB,

November 2001, Volume 41, Number 11
Rush celebrates 25 years of the Bowman Center: Martin Gorbien, Esther Knapp, David Dangler, JRB,
Johnson R. Bowman apartments: A nurturing neighborhood:
In the news: Mary Wood Molo, Lloyd Klein, Jay Dutton, Shannon Grund, William Ousley, Debra Hartmann, Deepak Mital, Sonia Vasquez, Delliah Mendez, Bruce Gaynes
Rush nurse volunteers at ground zero: Christian Yager
GIG stimulates interest in geriatrics: Geriatric Interest Group, Rahul Chhablani, Martin Gorbien
Despite uncertainty, mailroom staff delivers: Rose Washington, Alfreda Orr-Norwood, John Segreti,
Halloween Highlights: Judy Trufant, Evan Marcus, Kathryn Rangel
Emergency preparedness reminders:
No napping, please: Bruce Rybarczyk, Thea Cristou, Alice Bauer
Rush Internal Consulting Group: The improvements roll on: Barbara Martin, Tele-Tracking, Jim Shover,
Kudos: Stacie Devine, Jane Llewellyn, William Deutsch
Quality results: Rush's Child Protection Plan
Calendar
Ongoing courses
In brief:

December 2001/January 2002
Volume 41, Number 12
Life at its fullest: Barbara Welch,
Emergency preparedness:
Appointments: Howard Strassner,
Environmental services gets high marks for quality: Healthcare Quality week, Performance Improvement Oversight Committee
Good eats, tall treats: Catering manager
Quick thinking saves the day: Colleen Scott, Shilpa Pujara,
Giving never out of season at Rush: Adopt-a-family program
Media relations spreads the word about Rush:
Do right decorations
Patient comments
Calendar
Ongoing courses:
In brief: Employee Assistance Program

February 2002, volume 42, Number 1
Goodman takes the reins at Rush: Larry Goodman
Rush helps prep potential pre-meds: Minority Medical Education Program
Stitching things up: Travis Commons, Kathy Elkow, Stacey Squires, Kelli Nagel, Jenny Kloepping, Barbara McKenzie, LeTonya King
Partners for life: Alvin Morris, Joan Morris,
Appointments: United Way Campaign, 26 raffle winters
Gooey goodies take center stage: Nancy Snyder,
Are you dense:
Osteoporosis Treatment Center
Heads up
Say thanks of Feb. 20
Manager of the quarter: Robert Ramirez
Employee of the quarter: Vicki Smith-Elzy
Team of the quarter: Mary Ellen Close and Jennifer Vince,
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Lillie Tanner, Lester Lancy
Patient satisfaction stars: Penny Benatazzo, Dana Berry, William Poindexter
In brief: Rush's graphic design team

March 2002, Volume 42, Number 2
Words in action: Rush writers score: Julie Benesh
Healing words: Alex Kotlowitz,
It all adds up: James Calvin, Annual Rush Medical Staff-Faculty Dinner Dance
Food and nutrition aims to please:
ID Do's and Don'ts
Its happening in 2002: "Its happening at Rush" campaign
Goodman names three to top posts: Jacob Fox, Thomas Deutsch, Gunnar Anderson
In the news: Rosalind Cartwright, William Scheftner, Mary Toblin, Larry Goodman, Cynthia Comella, Marianne O'Donoghue, Christopher Coogan, David Bennett, Robert Wilson, Thomas Dent
Just chillin': Cynthia Munoz
Inside edition:
Calendar:
In brief: Atrium building C elevators, robotic Rx,

April 2002, Volume 42, Number 3
Behind the scenes in health care: Toula Dabos, Perlene Norman, Robert De Cresce, Herbert Miller
Tailor made medicine: Stephanie Gregory, Theresa O'Brien,
In the news: Larry Goodman, Richard Bryne, Donald Jensen, Denis Evans, Martin Gorbien, Steven Gitelis, Jeffrey Snell, Jeffrey Kordower, Lourens Zaneveld, Peter Jockich, Nancy Boland, Charles Bush Joseph, Rosalind Cartwright
It's HIPPA, It's happening:
Here, there, and everywhere: Inell-Reddings-Clay
Make way for flooring: Kellogg hallway, Atrium Building
Moments in time: Elaine Randolph, Brooke Schwartz, scrapbooks
Heart and soul: Student-faculty classical music recital
Appointments: Azra Raza,
Well said, well fed: Black History Month
Calendar
In brief: AIDS: action and awareness

May 2002, Volume 42, Number 4
Service with a smile and more: Passion Jackson, Larry Goodman, Michael Ewing
Skin cancer: check early, check often: Clarence Brown,
AIDS, Africa, Action: Susannah Sirkin
In the news: Sharon Brooks, Richard Berger, Beverly Sha, Edward Stepanski
Rush leaders get down to work: Larry Goodman
New phones: reliability for you, savings for Rush: Eric Breese
Conversion timeline: telecommunications
Get a life back: Occupational therapy Month
They give and give and give: Volunteer Appreciation Day
How low can they go-go-go: Denise Banton
Bragging rights: AARP Modern Maturity, Hugh Delehanty
Team: Telecommunications, James Maul
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Valencia Auterberry,
Manager: Irene Izquierdo
Employee: Rebecca Kemp
Calendar
In brief: Attendance Issues Certificate Program, night school, discount dining

June 2002, Volume 42, Number 5
Bobby Williams, Team of the year, James Campbell, Adrianne Schaffer
Calendar:
In brief: Thonar Award, HIPPA, American Heart Association Heart Walk

July/August 2002 Volume 42, Number 6-7
Magnet madness pays off big: Magnet Award, Sue Huerta, Llewellyn, Beverly Hancock
New retirement plan provides the perfect match: O'Neil
Appointments: John Trufant, Louis Kraus,
Kudos: Gunnar Andersson, Robert Eisenberg, Sara Bryne, Noga Askenazi, James Frankenbach, Edward Brennan
A new position a continued focus on patients: Jeanne Blundy
Identify yourself: employee identification
You are here: signage courtesy
In memoriam: Harvey Preisler
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Robert Klett
Employee: Lolesia Johnson
Manager: Patricia Sanford
Team: Demerial Norman
Patient Satisfaction star: Sharon Brooks
Wise works: Studs Terkel, Paul Greenwood
Spring is for students, faculty: Harold Kessler, Prabhavathi, Thomas Deutsch, Benjamin Wang
Calendar
In brief: Thonar Award, HIPPA, American Heart Association Heart Walk

September 2002, Volume 42, Number 6
Leaping into a new career: Mark Lamas,
Mr. President...Mr. President: Marshall Goldin, Larry Goodman, F.W. de Clerk,
African-American women needed for study of physical activity’s effects on blood pressure:
Work hard, play hard: Linda Graham, Chuck Behl, Wayne Francowiac, Cynthia Lefrtridge
In the news: Richard Rawlins, Darius Francescatti, Lloyd Klein, Donald Jensen, Jeffrey Kordower, Martha Clare Morris, Jonathan Kelly, Carol Salt, Dori Schaeer, Vallerie McLaughlin, Jan Fawcett, Rosalind Cartwright, John Zajecka, Kirk Packo, Usha Vasan, Elizabeth Berry-Kravis, Harold Kessler, Robert Wilson, Paula Dillon, Connie Nelson Carlene Porter, Sarah Steinhoff, Kristen Knightly, Stephanie Gregory
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Did you know: Jay Eckberg
Roadside attractions: “It’s happening at Rush” ads
Appointments: Don Boydston, Andrew Cannan, Ambika Babu, Jennifer Norris, Joanne Davis, Ewa Radwanska, David Clark, Anny Byron Waud, Patient and Family Resource Center
A yearning for learning: Michael Wheet, Price Smith, Janice Boyd, Elizabeth Eccleston,
Patient comments
Calendar
In brief: Research Grand Rounds, Emergency preparedness committee

November 2002, Volume 42, Number 7
Make big plans for Rush’s future: Christine Malcolm, Michele Flanagan, Larry Goodman
Survey says…: Johnston R. Bowman Health, Vonda Chester, Felice Richardson, Tee Pape, Willa Morris, Lorna Myrie, Shirley McCord, Old Brown
Inspired and inspiring: Hispanic Heritage Month, Rick Santana
Did you know…: Lillian Davidson,
Wow—it’s now: WOW Award
Teamwork is the key for emergency department turnaround: Dino Rumoro, Julio Silva, Jeanne Blundy,
Comprehensively speaking: Anna Walter, Stephanie Lucas, Gina LaPalio-Larkin, Martin Gorbien, Nancy Conforti, Joan Marie Looks
Appointments: Bruce Elegant, Jane Llewellyn, Christine Malcolm, Michele Flanagan, Robert Balk, Theodore Mazzone, Theodore Oegema
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Louis Hyde,
Manager: David Turner
Employee: Patricia Wyatt
Patient satisfaction star: Susan Holman-Kotello

December 2002/January 2003, Volume 42, number 8
It’s always giving season for kids, Piccolo: Time Heller, Kristi Piccolo, Joy Piccolo O’Connell, Traci piccolo, James Williams, Anthony Thomas,
Season’s greetings: Snow City Arts Foundation
Brown gets Thonar;
Festive feast: Hanukkah
Speaking for Rush’s patients: Bertha Perez, Joyce Marudeck,
Come together: Robert Reid, David Baldwin, Charles Chalott
On the road again: Rush Home Care Network
SAME, circus spotlight learning:
The “other” health care professionals: Jack Trufant, Deb Wallace, allied health professionals
Pharm team: Luther McClain, Wayne Washington, Viravady Insisengmay, Phil Foster,
Appointments: Lac Van Tran, John Brill, Robert Higgins, Mary Katherine Krause, Phillip Bonomi, Leyla deToledo-Morrell, Jeffrey Kordower, Elliott Mufson, James Calvin,
Kudos: Theresa Burkhart, Judy Friedrichs, Shannon Grund, Howard Strassner, Thomas Witt

February/March 2003, Volume 43, Number 1
A friend for life: Cecile Wege, Mary Katherine Krause
Fighting the flakes and other winter skin woes:
In memoriam: Michael Maffetone, PhD: Living out a dream: Cheryl Rucker-Whitaker
Appointments: Catherine Jacobson, Peter Butler
Kudos: John Brill, Martha Lebman, Daniel Deziel, Jerome Hoeksema, Michael Huckman, Elizabeth Lorbeer, Chhavi Gandhi, Antionette Hernandez, Rebecca Marsh, Sakina Shikari
What’s in a name: Jones, Senn Murdoch, Jelke, Rawson
Catching up with GME: Mykael Moss
Q & A with the chairman: Robert Higgins
Carol Stege Memorial Award: Charlotte Johnson
Employee: Robert Narowski
Manager: Susan Breitenstein,
Team: 8 North Atrium discharge planning team
Calendar
In brief: JCAHO,

April/May 2003, Volume 43, Number 2
Private sacrifice, public service: Kristy Peterson, Esko Peterson, Jamil Bayram, Frederick Brown
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An inside job: Rush uses new system to access brain and heart: Demetrius Lopes,
Symposium bridges gap for persons with disabilities interested in nursing careers: Rush College of Nursing
Finance makes a splash on the bottom line and online: Chuck Behl, Wayne Franckowiak
Measure up and lose weight:
Food and nutrition! What’s cooking: Valerie Hemmersback, Department of Food and Nutrition
HIPPA is here:
NewsRounds turns 40: Celebrating four decades of evolution
For our patients:
Sign up for you 403(b) today:
Employee of the quarter: Katherine Hannold
Manager of the quarter: Brenda Wade
Start of stars award: James Sims
Stege Award: Oscar Hunter, Pearlean Thomas
Team of the quarter: Environmental Services team
Calendar:
In brief: National Cancer Survivors Day, Chris Dondlinger,

June 2003, Volume 43, Number 3
Founders Day: Portraits of dedication and service: Ruth Haas, Elizabeth Small, Bob DeCresce, Deb Jones, Jane Llewellyn, Joyce Walsh, Sarah Spearman Florence Barnes, Donald Bethke, Edwin Arquines, Bernadette Prieb, Susana Richert, Brenda Crumb, Deborah Meyers, Ruth Maxey, Robert Narowski, Elizabeth Casseday, Edwin Kopytko, Elizabeth Krch-Cole, Beverly Hancock, Arnold Payne, Bette Burton, Patti Altman, Sue Huerta, Lillian Houston, Ronald Colbert, Philip Chor, Jim Frankenbach, Gerald Drumgoole, Margaret Richard

August/September 2003, Volume 43, Number 3
Exceptional teaching pays off: Tony Bell, LADS, Maria Walker, Cynthia Boyd
Acting locally to improve the patient experience:
Rush andrology lab battles male infertility: Rush Center for Advanced Reproductive Care,
Words of wisdom: Benjamin Carson, Lois Maschio, Joe Swihart
Kudos: Sharon Manson, Rush clinical staff, Larry Goodman, Monica Malec, David Rothenberg, Rush’s Medial Media Relations, Janet Wolter, Rush Mediation Program, Rush Chapter of the National Student Speech Language Hearing Association, Jane Llewellyn
Opening doors to Latino patients: Cynthia Benitez,
Thank you, Rush volunteers: Steve Kubizcky
Patient satisfaction stars of stars: Cathy Murphy
Employee of the quarter: Denis Hause-Mizdrak
Manager of the quarter: Bryan Latham
Team of the quarter: Rush Neurology Team
Clinical News: Jeffrey Snell, Leonard Verhagen, Philip Gorelick, Philip Bonomi, Marshal Goldin, breast cancer

October/November 2003, Volume 43, Number 4
Is how medicine should be: Rush marketing and planning team
Name change: what you should know
We asked, you answered: Denis Hughes, Ibrahim Benadada, Mary Odwazny, Christopher Sullivan
Appointments: Thomas Deutsch, Christine Malcolm, Steven Barnes, Susan Vanderberg-Dent, New trustees: Jorge Galante, Catherine Grotelueschen, Jay Henderson, Marcie Mervis, Frank Techar, Richard Wambold
Kudos: Regina Whitfield, Richard Peach, Tony Burda, The Department of Religion Health and Human Values, Gamma Phi Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International, Robert Hendel
Clinical News: Seas Ruland, Martha Claire Morris, Denis Evans, Charles McKiel, Martha Gulati
Oncology nurse bikes for cancer cure: Sheila Davis, Tour of National Hope Team, Sheila Davies
And the award goes to: Josephine Volgi, Joyce Williams, Phillip Raskosk, James Smith, George Statos, Calendar:
In brief: American Heart Walk

December 2003/January 2004, Volume 43, Number 5
Three doctors bring hearing and happiness to preteen girl: First patient to receive BAHA hearing device. Thomas Haberkamp, David A. Kolod
Rush epilepsy center: Founded by Frank Morrell. Director Michael C. Smith. Hillary Clinton
On display: Endowed faculty enliven Searle: Jacob Rotmensch, George Wilbanks, Howard Strassner
New endowed chairs: Roy Bakay, Robert DeCresce, Thomas Deutsch, S. Forrest Dodson, Cheryl Knudson, Warren Kudson, Klaus Kueittner, Lawrence Layfer, Jacob Rotmensch, Richard Trohman [Revised January 2016]
Appointments: Margaret Faut-Callahan, Gloria Santanta, Clare Giuffrida, Diane McKeever, Joshua Jacobs


Hematology and Oncology employee recognition winners: Carol Blendowski, Philip Bonomi, Lada Franklin, Lada Franklin, Beth Hayden, Matt Kemper, Margaret Matuszewski, Terri O'Brien, Bridget Simkowski, Shirley Turner, Mario Zarantennello


New Heart Center Understands Women: Director Annabelle Volgman and Martha Gulati

Thonar Turns Tables on Batty: Eugene J-M.A. Thonar award recipient Karen Nancy Batty

Science LADS: New Science Labs Open at Laurance Armour Day School

Rush IVF Center Celebrates 20 Years of Helping Couples: Brenda Autrey and Tiffany Autrey

Help Keep New Rush Look Intact: Appropriate Use of Rush Logo

In Brief: Health and Fitness Expo, IMD Guest House, Computer Discounts, Student-Faculty Recital, Fend off Flu

March/April 2004, Volume 43, Number 6


Rush Connects: Telephone Directory Gets an Update: Rush telephone directory goes online

Pediatric Floor Gets an Extreme Makeover

More Rush Employees Deployed to Iraq: Marva Askew, Esko Peterson, Floyd Smith, Shaun Smith

Appointments: Terri Landfield Cohn, Martin Stark, Ross Abrams, Philip Janicak, Robert Kimura, Keith Millikan, Bruce Rosenzweig

Kudos: Andy Hedberg, Catherine Jacobson, Rosalind Cartwright, Robert Higgins, Beth Tanner and Jessica Fulton, Johan D. Asabo, Statamas Dimitropoulos, Roy Venzon, Todd Hagle, Susan Blesdale, Jerome Hoeksema, Joshua Jacobs, Jim Schroeder, Rush University Medical Center (best website redesign)

Clinical News: Minimally Invasive Treatment for Stroke, Lactation Program Successful with Very Low Birth Weight Babies, Neurostimulator May Suppress Seizures, Minimally Invasive Total Knee Replacement Surgery

New Rush Referral Guide Arriving on Doctors’ Doorsteps: Rush physician directory given to Chicago-area physicians to aid in specialty care referrals

And the Award Goes to: William Annang, Adult Critical Care Medical Intensive Care Unit, Cathy Provenzano-Marquez, Julius Zebrauskas, Lynnwood Willis

Joyful Noise

JCAHO Survey Results: Highest Rush Has Ever Received

In Brief: Rush Home Care Network to be Sold, New Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment Program

August/September 2004, Volume 44, Number 1

Across the Nation, Rush Leads the Way in Specialty Care: Ranked higher than any other hospital in Illinois in Geriatrics, Orthopedics, Neurology and Neurosurgery, and Kidney Diseases

Founders Day Memories: Awards to Cathy Murphy, Denise Hauser-Mizdrak, Sandra Jareczek, Shivam Viswanathan, Steve Ulinski, Bonnie Hammel, Reginald McKinnie, Amod Saxena, Dolores Wiens. 5, 10, 15 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 year anniversaries announced.

Going Above and Beyond: Rush’s Quarterly Award Winners: Stacey Gley, Chris Martin, Sandra Jareczek, Peggy Thomas, Physical Therapy Outpatient Department, Marketing and Communications, Refik Kulasik, Juan Irizarry, Joel Miranda, Mattie Patterson, Sharon Brown, Linda Greenberg, Sharon Brooks

January/February 2005, Volume 44, Number 2

Rush Offers Slam Dunk Care for Bulls and Sox

Rush Answers Challenge of Caring for the Uninsured

McCormick Tribune Foundation Gives $7.5 Million to Rush University Medical Center for State of the Art Emergency Preparedness Facility

The Heart Team at Rush Work Together to Save a Life: Patient receives a heart transplant

Jerry Lewis visits Rush to speak on chronic pain

8 North Atrium designated a Destination Unit by the Nursing Executive Center


Neuro-imaging Initiative for Alzheimer’s Disease: Rush is Only Chicago Site in Study

Giving Birth to a Dream: Nurse Honored for Excellence: Maria Reyes

Appointments: Charles Behl, Peter Butler, Tony Davis, Rebecca Dowling, Brent Estes, Marcia Hargreaves, Brad Hinrichs, Sheri Marker, Ron Neff, Lisa Pitler, Simone Tseng, Mick Zdeblick

Kudos: Hilary Applequist, Nora Byrne, Jeffrey Mjaanes

Going Above and Beyond Every Day: Rush’s Quarterly Award Winners: Lynna Stefanos, JoAnn Taylor, Sharon Manson, Carmela Gonzalez, Emergency Department’s Day Shift, Respiratory Care Team, Celia Villarreal, Lettie Wilmer, James Washington, Frank Brescia, Roberto Garcia, Heather Finke, Sharon Brown-Elms and Arlene Linko

Walking for a Cause

Thonar Award for Linquist, Praise for Rush: Eugene Thonar award goes to Judith Linquist.

Rush and College of Nursing Win Advocacy Award: Henry Betts Employment Advocacy Award for contributions in promoting employment for people with disabilities.

20,000-Hour Volunteer, Mary Martin
In Brief

Summer 2005, Volume 44, Number 3
Boles Family Gives Rush $20 Million, the Largest Gift in Rush’s 168-Year History: John and Mary Jo Boles donate $20 million for advanced imaging technology
Celebrating Founders Day: Voncie Williams celebrates 50 year Rush employment. Lynna Stefans, Sharon Manson, Sharon Brown Elms, Beverly Huckman, Tia Stepney, Dorothy Glenn, Brad Hinrichs
Incontinence: Don’t Suffer in Silence: Marc Brand
Specialist at the Spine and Back Center at Rush up to bring you Relief: Sheila Dugan, Kim Hammerberg
Rush Generations: A Healthier Today and a Vital Tomorrow: Free Health And Aging Membership Program for Older Adults and People Who Care for Older Adults
Sound Effects: An Audio Snapshot of Life at Rush: Snow City Arts Youth Creates CD of Hospital Sounds and Music
Clinical News: Mild Cognitive Impairment May Indicate Underlying Disease in Older Adults, Patients Swallow “Camera-in-a-Pill” To Help Doctors Check for Disease of Esophagus, GERD
Problem Solvers: The Office of Patient Special Services, Maria Fraser, Nancy Konstant
Making Beautiful Music: Annual Student-Faculty Classical Music Recital
Rush People: David Ansell, Paul Carvey, James Mulshine, Ronald Smith
Kudos: Linda Lafferty, Rush University Diabetes Center, Blair Tenllado, Hilary Snapp, Edward Stepanski, The Department of Marketing Communications, Barbara Weintrab, Marilyn O-Rourke, Wendy Tuzik Micek, George Fitchett, Kulsum Akbar, Jacqueline Diaz, Eric Gantwerker, Kenya Hemingway, Faiza Vaince
Award-Winning Effort: Susan Tarchala, Gene Ward, Lynn Lach, Penny Grabiner, Roger Ford, Maria Ramirez, Asif Hussein
Student Milestones: Fourth-year Medical College Students receive residencies
White Sox Baby Blanket Giveaway
Graduation: 32nd Commencement
Do You Know RUSL? Rush University Simulation Laboratory (RUSL)
Celebrating Service: Thank You, Rush Volunteers: Brittany Colar, Georgia Waters
United Way Thanks You! Rush raised $110,620 for United Way

December 2005, Volume 44, Number 4
Storm Stories: Rush to the Rescue: James McAuley helps hurricane victims in Houston. Janine Fromm, David Esterquest help Katrina victims
Rush Physicians Helped Make a Bit of Baseball History
Among the Nation’s Best: Rush Ranks as a Top Hospital for Quality and Safety. Rush Receives High Honors From Huntington’s Disease Society of America
A Thonar for a Thomas: Joseph Thomas receives Eugene Thonar Award
Rush Department of Food and Nutrition Services- an Award-Winning Team
Kudos: Bernard Bach, Anita Gewurz, Carol Palmer Wardlaw, Carmen Hampson, Kevin Joyce, Annabelle Volgan, Deb Weese-Mayer, David Clark, Marilyn Grace O’Rourke, Steve Gadomski
Appointments: Brian Smith, Carmen Solorzano, Reverend Mark Tabbut
Going Above and Beyond Every Day: Mary Nicholas, Bette Burton, Debbie Gist, Judith Salitore, Marcia Patterson, Margaret Richard, Willie Carter, Domingo Cerda
A Hip Way to Help Teens Cope with Asthma
Tips for Taking Care of Diabetes
Sisters Working it Out is Making a Difference: Health Advocacy Program for West-Side Women
A Sweet Reminder of One Family’s Commitment to Rush: Brian Piccolo Cancer Research Fund Run
Learning to Sleep: Edward Stepanski
IMD Guest House Offers Families a Welcome Respite: IMD Opens Guest Apartments for Family Members of IMD Patients
“B” is for: Fourth Chicago Bulls Reading and Learning Center opens at Rush
Happy Birthday, LADS!: Laurance Armour Day School Celebrates 35th Anniversary

April/May 2006: Volume 45, Number 1
Achieving Our Vision by Living Our Mission and Values
Rush Cancer Program Receives National Recognition: Cancer Program Awarded 2005 Outstanding Achievement Award from American College of Surgeons Commission on Cancer. Philip Bonomi, Joyce Williams, Katherine Grieum
Make Your Home-Owning Dreams a Reality with New Employer-Assisted Housing Program at Rush
Taking Family Medical Leave Just Got Easier
Rush Encourages Seniors to Brown Bag It: Brown Bag Program Hopes to Reduce Adverse Drug Reactions in Seniors
Innovation: The Rush Neurosurgical Family Information Group
Collaboration: First Baby of the Year Sparks New Tradition at Rush
Accountability: Rebuilding Lives, Restoring Hope: Rush Students Help Hurricane Katrina Victims
Respect: Am Uplifting Surprise Energizes an Entire Department
Excellence: In Pursuit of Excellence: Rush Pursues Magnet Award
Sweet Home Chicago: Employees and Patients Have Picture Taken with 2005 Sox World Series Trophy
Kudos: Gary Alder, Lynne Braun, David Klood, Andrew Lerrick, James O’Donnell, Monica Peek, Kathleen Shannon, Mitchell Sheinkop, Debra Weese-Mayer, Cynthia Boyd, Peter Butler, Melanie Dreher

[Revised January 2016]
In Brief: Scholarship Fund Established In Memory of William Wagner

July 2006, Volume 45, Number 2
The Rush Transformation Gets Under Way
Founders Day: A Rush Tradition at its Finest: Linda Bunting, Bernie Peculis, Interpreter Services, Paula Christian, Ruben Cantu, Sharon Gates, Alisha McIntyre, Jacqueline Brennan, Ginny Casey
Going Above and Beyond Every Day: Sharon Meltzer, Bernie Peculis, Gregory Gleyzer, Paul Marion, Josephine Internicola
Rush Volunteers Making a Difference
Appointments: Stephen Hankamp, Alan Landay, Gurvinder Deogun, Lisa Sullivan, Alison Walsh, Max Brown, Emily Wang, Leo Verhagen, Lisa Agostino, Mary Ellen Close, Laura Coffey, Oliver D'Silva, Therese Ertman, Maureen Finigan, Lindsay Goldstein, Mary Gustafson, Beverly Hancock, Angela Hurley, Omar Lateef, Michelle Lawton, Julie Lopez, Renee Luvich, Katie McEwen, Mary Jo McHugh, Marsha Mulbarger, Judy O'Keefe, Thomas Okrasinski, Aloka Patel, Kirsten Pelka, Paul Severin, Dennis Stanford, Eve Sullivan, Cleo Taylor, John Trufant, Jennifer Vince, Barbara Wizniuk, Roy Bakay, Richard Byrne, Harel Deutsch, Kevin Von Roenn, Lorenzo Munoz, Shaun O'Leary
 Sox Docs: Charles Rush-Joseph, Kathy Weber
Clinical News: Rush Doctors Help Develop Knee Implants Specifically for Women, Trying to Grow New Heart Muscle in Heart Attack Patients
Rush and Field Museum Collaborate to Preserve History: John Hibbelsn

September 2006, Volume 45, Number 3
Simply the Best: Rush Receives Magnet Again: Rush Nursing Receives Magnet for Second Time on June 14, 2006. Beverly Hancock, Jane Llewellyn, Betsy Durso, Joyce Eberhardt
Herb Family Makes $20 Million Donation to Rush: Donation in Support of Rush Transformation
Living Values Everyday: Latasha Blake, Steve Bild, Rush’s Lactation Support Team, James Sims, Allan Sauter, Charlotte Johnson and Harold Johnson
Commencement Celebration: John Trufant, David Leach
Rush Again Ranks Among Country’s Top Hospitals
Introducing the Rush Transformation Center: First Floor Atrium
Rush Transformation Special Events
We Care- The Rush Employee Emergency Fund Program
You Care- The Rush Employee Community Grant Program
Rush Collaborating with Saint Anthony Hospital to Improve Their Diabetes Care: Lloyd A. Fry Foundation Awards Rush $300,855 grant in Support of Saint Anthony Project
Celebrating Nursing: Second Annual Celebrating Nursing Contest Teaches Chicago Public School Students Nursing Care and Skills
Innovation and Collaboration Produce Better Meal Service for Patients: Lisa Shimada, Daphne Tse-Guillen
Rush People: Richard Peach Receives Fulbright Scholarship
Kudos: Robyn Golden, Stan Lapidos, Laurie Bederow, Donald Oder, George Fitchett, Jordana Goldman, Patrick Young, Laura Thorp, Richard Kang, DeAndre James, Animesh Barua, David Lee, Deborah Carroll, Richard Freeman-Rush’s Own Guardian Angel: Rush security guard talks about experience with Guardian Angel Organization and security at Rush
Universities Study Again Ranks Rush Among Top Medical Centers Nationwide
Living Values Every Day: 2nd Quarter Employee Awards: Christopher McNeal, Barbara Martin, Information Services Epic Build Team, Virginia Perillo, Heriberto Montes, Robert Moten
Without Warning Group Demonstrates Compassionate Care at Rush: Early Onset Alzheimer’s Support Group Provides Comfort
“Day for Children” Helps Kids Cope with Parents’ Alzheimer’s
Study Shows Vegetables Help Fight Memory Problems in Old Age
Transforming Rush Today and Into the Future
Engineering Internship Program Provides Education, Job Opportunities for Area High School Students
Rush Clinical News: Rush Among Top Medical Centers Nationwide
Living Values Every Day: 2nd Quarter Employee Awards: Christopher McNeal, Barbara Martin, Information Services Epic Build Team, Virginia Perillo, Heriberto Montes, Robert Moten
Without Warning Group Demonstrates Compassionate Care at Rush: Early Onset Alzheimer’s Support Group Provides Comfort
“Day for Children” Helps Kids Cope with Parents’ Alzheimer’s
Study Shows Vegetables Help Fight Memory Problems in Old Age
Transforming Rush Today and Into the Future
Engineering Internship Program Provides Education, Job Opportunities for Area High School Students
Rush Gains Another Illinois “First” with its Masters in Perfusion Technology Program
Collaboration and Compassion Soaring High: Michael Sorensen, volunteer pilot for Angel Flight Central
Rush Freeman-Rush’s Own Guardian Angel: Rush security guard talks about experience with Guardian Angel Organization and security at Rush
Foundations Carries on Joksimovic’s Life’s Work: Elizabeth J. Joksimovic Memorial Foundation carries on the work of its namesake in providing financial support to organizations involved in cancer research, women’s health and family health
Rush Foundation Carries on Joksimovic’s Life’s Work: Elizabeth J. Joksimovic Memorial Foundation carries on the work of its namesake in providing financial support to organizations involved in cancer research, women’s health and family health
Rush People: Deborah Gross, Olimpia Paun, Michael Liptay
Kudos: Sharon Byrd, Richard Rawlins, Cheryl Rucker-Whitaker, Sarah Ayres, Oliver D’Silva, Bonnie Go, Payel Gupta, Tracy Hampton, Kiffon Keigher, Katie Kessler, Ann Lieb, Elisa Malek, Ali Merchant, Melissa Sperfslage, Linnea Waters, Diane Zec
A Gifted Nurse Makes a Difference: Laura Vaught

[Revised January 2016]
New Eye Center: A Star is Born: Regenstein Eye Center

In Brief: Rush Nursing Students Now Eligible for Nurse Educator Scholarship, Rehab Associates Opens New Clinic: Complementary Care Chicago at Rush Oak Park

March 2007, Volume 46, Number 1

Patient Stories, Team Approach at Center of New Rush Advertising Campaign

Laurance Armour Day School Tradition Continues: LADS to Move to a New, Improved Location

The cast of the Medical Center's new television commercials include the following Rush clinicians: Mark Cohen, Christopher Coogan, Stephanie Dunlap, John Fernandez, Susan Grossenbach, Robert Higgins, Eric Okum, Kerry Keane Palm, Margaret Richard, Theodore Saclarides, Walter Virkus

The following Rush clinicians appear in the videos on the rushstories.org microsite. Many of them also appear in the Medical Center's new radio commercials and print advertisements: Roy Bakay, Lynne Braun, Sharon Byrd, Richard Byrne, Melody Cobleigh, Cynthia Comella, Penfield Faber, Marlis Frey, Diane Genaze, Steve Gitelis, Katherine Grielem, Janet Haw, Andres Kanner, Andrew Lawrence, Nancy McGuire, Shawn Paris, Patricia Piasecki, Jeffrey Soble, Irene Stewart-Haapoja, Leo Verhagen, Annabelle Volgman, Thomas Witt

Getting Into the Act: Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey perform at Rush

Epic Training Begins: Rush's electronic medical record system begins training with employees

Living Values Every Day: Josette Lebersorger, Al Strickland, Sabina Kuduzovic, Clarence De Young, Alma Calloway, Ronald Moore

Rush Offers Healthier Foods for Employees, Patients: Adds Healthier Snacks, Eliminated Trans Fats in Cooking Oils

Gregoire Excited to Lead Food and Nutrition Services: Mary Gregoire rejoins Rush's Department of food and Nutrition Services

Thonas Award Winner Proud to Help Keep Rush Clean: Leroy Kramer wins award

Stuffed Animals Wanted for Rush Children's Hospital Respiratory Medicine Unit

Dreher Sees Rush Leading National Change in Nursing Education: Plans more Emphasis on Clinical Collaboration, Patient Communication and Leadership Skills: Melanie Dreher

2007 Brings Big Changes for Employee Education and Training: LEAP-Online begins to handle computer based training

Rush Celebrates the Holiday Season

Innovation, Accountability Help Call Center Meet Patient Needs: Jose Celorio, James Black, Judy Padilla, Erik Linquist and Barbara Krah

Rush Employees Wow with Acts of Compassion: Vikie Allen and Andrea Pellegrini win WOW awards for caring and kindness

Patient Ambassador Brings Personal Touch to Care: Dale Cumbo

Pat Dineen Raises the Bar for Rush Volunteers

Party Honors Rush Doctor for Compassionate Care: Syed Shah

A Bullish Holiday Season at Rush


Geriatric Interdisciplinary Team Training (GITT) Program Celebrates 10 Years of Geriatric Health Care Training

In Brief: Rush Introduces New Syncope Clinic

Rush Relies on Education to Help Save Abandoned Babies

Rush Helps to Light the Chicago Night

Rush Opens Girls' and Women's Bleeding Disorders Clinic

Rush Celebrates the Holiday Season

You Care Program Supports Volunteer Work of Rush Employees: Esko Peterson has seen first-hand the difference the South Side YMCA's Youth Basketball Association (YBA) has made for the children who participate in the program.

Radiation Oncology Renovation Improves Patient Care and Surroundings: New TomoTherapy Treatment Delivers Higher Radiation Dosages Safely

Rush Ball Raises Record Amount for Medical Students: Members of the Rush medical staff and faculty and other friends of Rush Medical College gathered to support financial assistance for Rush medical students during the 16th annual Rush Ball, held at the Chicago Hilton in February.

Rush Medical College gathered to support financial assistance for Rush medical students during the 16th annual Rush Ball, held at the Chicago Hilton in February.

Medical Students Receive, Celebrate Residency Assignments on Match Day

Rush Generations Helps Older Adults Age Well: New Class Extends Program Throughout City, Suburbs

Rush University Medical Center is a Company that Cares

Rush Volunteers Build Playground for West Side Children

College of Nursing Change Doctorate Degree to PhD: Change Reflects Growing Emphasis on Research: Carol Farran

Nursing and Health Sciences Program Rated Highly National Rankings

Geriatrics Renovation Shows Extra Attention and Care for Older Patients’ Needs

June 2007, Volume 46, Number 2

Rush Community Benefits Aid People in Need

Rush Transformation Begins Reshaping Medical Center Campus

Rush Provided $155 Million in Community Benefits Last Year

Epic Technology Transformation

New Evacuation Chairs Enhance Safety in Rush Buildings

Living Values Everyday: Angel Scruggs, Julie Lopez, Sharon Brooks, Renae Lockhart, Kenneth Wilhan

Coleman Foundation Awards Rush $5 Million Grant: Historic Contribution Will Support Renovation of Outpatient Cancer Center: Michael Hennessy

You Care Program Supports Volunteer Work of Rush Employees: Esko Peterson has seen first-hand the difference the South Side YMCA's Youth Basketball Association (YBA) has made for the children who participate in the program.

Rush University Medical Center is a Company that Cares

Rush Volunteers Build Playground for West Side Children

College of Nursing Change Doctorate Degree to PhD: Change Reflects Growing Emphasis on Research: Carol Farran

Nursing and Health Sciences Program Rated Highly National Rankings

Geriatrics Renovation Shows Extra Attention and Care for Older Patients’ Needs

[Revised January 2016]
Collaborative Music Therapy Program Brightens Patients’ Days
Rush Researchers Receive Top Rankings in NIH Grant Reviews: Studies May Lead to Treatments for Alzheimer’s Disease, HIV/AIDS, Degenerative Muscular Diseases
Rush People: Kudos: Bruce Elegant, Robert S.D. Higgins, Beverley Sha, Andrew Lerrick, Rupel Dedhia, Elizabeth Salisbury, Maria Thottungal, Rachel Reichlin, Tracy Yun, Mary Katherine Krause, David Shelledy
In Brief: Volunteers Honored for Many Contributions to Rush

September 2007, Volume 46, Number 3
Founders Day Celebration: Rush Employees Honored at Annual Event: Barbara Martin
Employee of the Year: McNeal’s Innovative Thinking Gets the Job Done: Christopher McNeal
Team of the Year: EPIC Team Relies on Collaboration to Carry Out Implementation Project
Henry P. Russe Humanitarian Award: Rothschild Brings Care to the Most Vulnerable: Steven Rothschild
Alice Sachs Memorial Award: Four Recipients Who Define Compassionate Care: Anna Duszynski, Omar Lateef, Maureen O’Connor, Maria Reyes
James A. Campbell, MD Distinguished Service Award: Mary Johnson
Patient Satisfaction Award: James Sims
Living Values Every Day: Mara Tushia, Deborah Green, Barbara Milner, Frank Stelter
Rush University 2007 Commencement

January 2008, Volume 47, Number 1
Rush Culture of Inclusion Recognized with Federal Eve Award
Study Ranks Rush in Top Three Medical Centers Nationwide
U.S. News & World Report: Rush Again Ranks Among Nation’s Top Hospitals: orthopedics, geriatrics, kidney diseases
New Initiative Will Further Diversity Commitment: Diversity Leadership Group
Rush Leaders Advice County Regarding Health System Overhaul: members of the Cook County Bureau of Health Services Review Committee included the following individuals: Larry Goodman, Kathleen DeVine, David Hefner, Catherine Jacobson, Richard Jaffe, Valerie Jarrett, Terry Mason, Lori Mitchell, Eric Whitaker, John Wiest
Living Values Every Day: Laura Zuckerman, Patricia Altman, Aloha Benig, Sunshine Chavez, William Annang, Haris Orle, Mark Green
National Guard Trains with Rush Before Iraq Deployment: Dino Rumoro, Rachel Burke
A View from the Top: Aerial photographs of construction site
Rush University Medical Center’s Stroke Care Program Gets Gold Seal of Approval: Jean Range, Shyam Probhakaran
School at Work Program Celebrates Graduation
Memory Tree Lives On
Chicago Heart Walk Hits the Streets
Rush Breaks Ground for New Orthopedic Ambulatory Building
Board Chairman Edward Brennan: 1934-2007
Community Service Inspires Gates: Sharon Gates
Rush Breast Imaging Center Designated a “Center of Excellence:” American College of Radiology, Peter Jokich
LADS Has a New Home! Laurance Armour Day School child care facility has opened
Rush People: Department of Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness, Susan Huerta, Raj Behal, Bernard Bach, Richard Byrne, Patricia Farrell, David Kloss, James Young, Ziyad Hijazi, Theresa Asai, Yimin Chen, Kelly Cushing, William Elliott, Janet Engstrom, Mary Katherine Krause, Katherine Liu, James Mulshine, Kalipada Pahan, Saurab Brahmachari, Nina Turcato, James Young, Anthony Perry, Erin Emery, Diane Genaze, Debra Markovitz, Deborah Wallace, Clare Gifford, Margaret Waszkiewicz, Nancy Reid, Barbara Martin, Robyn Golden, Gail Scally, Karla Laverty, Sandy McFolling, Norma Torres, Dianne Meyer, Sharon Martin, Jay Behel, Teri Sommerfield, Alyssa Howell
New Hospital Will Rise on Butterfly Wings: Bed Tower Shape Will Promote Efficiency and Interest
Be Prepared: “Do 1 Thing:” Is your family prepared for an emergency or disaster?
Renovations Upgrade Jelke Building’s Appearance and Function
First Annual Gold Rush Golf Outing Exceeds Expectations: $40,000 in scholarship funds raised by event
In Brief: Rush Offers Travelers Extra Protection,
Rush Pediatric Primary Care Center Celebrates Patients
Rush Partners with Perkspot
Employee Handbook Available
Preemie Picnic Reunites Rush’s Smallest Graduates from Neonatal Intensive Care Nursery

April/May 2008, Volume 47, Number 2
Rush Reaches Out to Community for Transformation Hiring
Rush to Become a Smoke-Free Campus
Contractors Included in Diversity Commitment: Minority and Women Owned Firms to Receive at Least 30 Percent of Contract Expenditures
New Buildings Move Closer to Becoming a Reality
Rush Values Award Makes its Debut in 2008
Rush Transformation Saves a Tree
Living Values Every Day: Lilibeth Franco, Melissa Daverin, Miriam Dominguez, Geri Narsete Prevo, James Maul, Angel Delacruz
I Care in Action: Team Pursues Tourette Syndrome: Leo Verhagen
Richard M. Jaffee: Elected Chairman of Rush Board of Trustees

[Revised January 2016]
Midwest Orthopaedics at Rush Doctor Travels to Nicaragua to Provide Joint Replacements: Craig Della Valle, Emily Dittle
New GEM Program will Prepare Nursing Students to be both Clinicians and Leaders
Improving the Patient Experience by Listening and Responding: Patient and Visitor Relations
Rush Hosts AARC International Fellow: Zujin Luo, David Shelledy
Gifts will Help Patient Safety, Fight Childhood Obesity
Rush’s Electroencephalogram Lab Receives Accreditation
A Golden Employee Gives Flowers of Thanks: Bethany Thomas
Rush Recognized as an Outstanding School Partner
Epic Continues with Phase II
Kicking it Old School
Golden Lamp Society Makes $176,000 Grant to Nursing
Rush Celebrates Being a Company that Cares: for the second year in a row, Rush earned a place on the Companies that Care Honor Roll
Rush Doctor Goes Extreme in Pursuit of Healthy Living
In Brief: Belize Service Project Enriches Rush Student Experience
Rush's Pediatric Oncology Unit Receives $15,000 Grant
Rush Transformation: Clearing the Way: Marshall Field IV Building gets demolished
Rush Nurse Travels to the Philippines for Medical Mission: Shawna Pringle
Rush Revamps its Home Page, and HR Intranet Gets a Makeover
Scholarship Extends Adams’ Legacy of Providing Educational Opportunity: scholarship in honor of Reginald "Hats" Adams, director of community outreach at Rush
Rush’s Brighten Project Goes Abroad: Stan Lapidos
Breathe Free: Quit Smoking with Help From Rush
Save Time, Money at the Print Shop- Order Online!
Lend Your Voice: Rush/Stroger Gospel Choir is looking for new members
Rush University Gets High Marks in Latest U.S. News Grad School Survey

October 2008, Volume 47, Number 5
Award-Winning Employees Embody Rush’s I Care Values
Employee of the Year: Advocate for Transplant Patients Offers Emotional and Physical Support: Lara Tushia
New Benefits Improvements Reflect Employee Requests
Employee Insurance Provider to Change to Aetna
Living Values Every Day: Jon Steinhagen, Deborah Green, Bertha Kelly, Greg Lamonica, Virginia Perillo, Gloria Thomas, Viviana Ramirez
Manager of the Year: Rush Nurse Keeps ED Running Smoothly: Patricia Altman
Manager of the Year: Manager of the Year Speeds Process to Improve Patient Experience: Kimberly Humberger
Patient Satisfaction Star Award: Compassionate Nurse Helps Ease Stress for Parents of Youngest Patients: Melissa Daverin
Henry P. Russe, MD, Humanitarian Award: Passion for Service Motivates Belice: Paula Jo Belice
James A. Campbell, MD, Distinguished Service Award: Thomas Keeps Raising Bar for Herself, Others: Charlene Thomas
Alice Sachs Memorial Award: Sachs Award Winner’s Attitude, Kindness Brighten Patients’ Days: Valencia Auterberry

[Revised January 2016]
Snow City Arts Celebrates 10 Years with Rush
Rush Partners with Hubbard Street Dance Chicago to Offer Novel Parkinson’s Therapy
RU Caring Health Fair Helps Kids Get Ready for School Year
East Tower Trials Continue
Rush People: Appointments: John Hibbeln, Joan Kurtenbach, Dino Rumoro, Alicia Smith, Annabelle Volgman, Jaime Parent, Lauris Freidenfelds, Paul Carvey, Louis Kraus, Tricia Johnson, Philip Liebson, Joanne Miller, Maria Reyes, Arlene Sperhac, Joseph Zbilut, Linnea Carlson-Sabelli, Kathleen Delaney
Air Angles to Provide Patient Transport Services for Rush
In Brief: Employees, Students and Volunteers: Get Your Free Flu Shot and Enter to Win $1000
Upcoming Diversity Meet and Greet
Wear Your Heart on a String: Bravery Bead Program
It’s Not Too Early to Adopt-a-Family
Rush Staff Continue to Go Green

January 2009, Volume 48, Number 1
Rush Celebrates Groundbreaking for East Tower, September 2008 (Images: Audra Wagner, Kelsie Gardner, Shay Elias, Stephanie Blevins of Rush Comparative Research Center; various other images)
Rush’s Patient Satisfaction Scores Reach All-Time High (Image: Sarah Zucker, clinical nurse coordinator)
Tobacco-Free Campus Motivates Employees to Quit Smoking (Image: Pamela Napier of Women’s and Children’s Resource Center)
Rush Honors its Volunteers (Image: Janice Leclerc, Rush volunteer since 1990)
The Transformation’s Testing Grounds (Image: Exterior wall mock-up)
Vendor Fair Extends Rush Commitment to Local and Diverse Businesses (Image: Local vendors)
Personal Experience Guides Thonar Award Winner in Helping People with Disabilities (Image, Paula Brown, project coordinator in the Rush Office for Equal Opportunity and Thonar recipient, with Larry Goodman)
Larry King Cardiac Foundation Partners with Rush to Provide Heart Care of the Underserved (Images: Larry King with Annabelle Volgman; Patients receive consultations during heart screenings)
Living ICARE Values Every Day: (Images: Reward recipients)
Employee of the Quarter, Lorie Blanchard, clerical coordinator, emergency department
Team of the Quarter, pediatric chemotherapy safety group
Patient Satisfaction “Stars”
Carol Stege Award Winner for Environmental Services, Antoinette Henry, environmental services technician
Carol Stege Award Winner for Winter for Medical Center Engineering, Dave Sherman, electrical maintenance
Rush Values Award Winners, Kelsie Gardner, Rush Comparative Research Center, and Beth Shields, clinical pharmacist
Rush People (Images: Rush Heart Walk team, Buyer, Gregoire, Rapier, Ansell, Fung, Peterson, and Wiley):
Appointments: David Buyer, Mark Foreman, Mary B. Gregoire, Wilber M. Rapier
Kudos: Rush Heart Walk, Professional Nursing Staff, David Ansell, Steve Whitman, XinQi Dong, Henry Fung, Jorge Galante, Stephanie Gregory; Andrew Lerrick, Jhuli Patel, Terry Peterson, Guy Petruzzelli, Judith Wiley, Theodore J. Saclarides, Valeriy Shafiro, James Young, College of Nursing, RUMC)
You Care Extends Rush’s Reach (Image: Clarence Cooper from South Side YMCA)
In Brief:
The Latest in Spine and Back Research at Rush
The Culture of a Woman’s Heart
New Women’s Wellness Program: Total Control Program for Pelvic Fitness
New Leap Schedule Available—Stretch Yourself!
A Unique Opening: Snow City Arts Foundation invites you to a special art event, featuring artwork by Rush’s very own pediatric patients

April 2009, Volume 48, Number 2
Rush Moves Closer to Realizing Epic Goal
Newsrounds Interview: Alicia Smith Talks about the Patient Experience
LEAP Online: Coding Education Available on LEAP Online
Living Values Every Day: Joel Frens, Mary Jane Tully, Department of Radiology hypoglycemia safety team, Edna Carr, Bevis Clark, Julia Cunningham, Audrey Dean, Sarah McCaffrey, Willie Fells, Matias Gomez, Richard Brown, Aimee Kosinski, Angela Moss, Guadalupe Ordaz-Nielsen, Arline Wilson
New Martial and Sex Therapy Program Helps Strengthen Couples: Ann Hartlage
expected to open, 2015: Atrium and Kellogg building renovations scheduled to be completed, 2016: Oldest buildings on campus will be demolished

Rush You Care Grant Helps Support U.S. Soldiers Overseas

Rush Watches History-Making Moment: inauguration of President Barack Obama

Rush Professor, Resident Impart Care Values During Guatemalan Mission: Alberto Lin, Steve Clar

New Comprehensive Clinic for Gastrointestinal Cancers Puts Patients at Center of Collaborative Care: Coleman Foundation

Comprehensive Clinic for Gastrointestinal Cancers: Shiriram Jakate, William Leslie, Gerry Bohac, Sohrab Mobaran

Rush Receives Chest Pain Center Accreditation: Yanina Purim-Shem-Tov, Gary Schaer, Four Steps to Speed Cardiac Care

Minute by Minute: One Rush Patient’s Heart Attack and Treatment: Ed McDevitt

Bulls’ Visit Highlights Schedules for Rush Pediatric Patients

Rush People: Appointments: John Lowenberg, Susan Bottum, John Brennan, Ron Huberman

Kudos: Mohamed Farhat, Neel Shah, Sea Chen, Jonathan Strauss, Philip Bonomi, James Mulshine, Rush Training Center, William Karnosck

In Memoriam Robert Hixon Giore

New Rush Commercials Bring Patient Stories to TV: Web: Michael Liptay, Lawrence Layfer, Kathy Culinor, Jacques Abramowicz, Robert Kimura, Aloka Patel, Maria Reyes, John-Lloyd-Still, Ai-Xuan Holterman, Meghan Howie-Timmel

In Brief: PNS Celebrates 25th Anniversary with Symposium and Gala: Jane Llewellyn


Adopt-a-Family Program Says Thanks

26th Annual Rush University Forum for Research and Clinical Investigation

And the Lucky Winner Is

August 2009, Volume 48, Number 4:

Employee of the Year: Compassionate Care at the Core of Nurse’s Approach to Patients: Joel Frens

Rush I Care I Count All-Employee Survey Begins September 21

Team of the Year: Complex Issue Calls for Collaborative Team Effort: pediatric chemotherapy safety group: Allen Korenblit, Melissa Keller, Beth Shields, Liz Flaming-Giannakis, Kathy Gast, Paul Kent, Elizabeth Casseday, William Hayden, Matthew Kemper, Chandala Watson

Managers of the Year: SICU Manager Inspires Through her Passion for Nursing: Mary Jane Tully

Praise and Accomplishments Define Gibbons’ Role: Patricia Gibbons

James A. Campbell, MD, Distinguished Service Award: Sheri Maker

Patient Satisfaction Star Award: Compassionate Administrator Helps Improve Patient Satisfaction Scores in the Operating Room: Bevis Clark

Henry P. Russe, MD, Humanitarian Award: Hinrichs’ Humanitarian Efforts Take Many Forms: Brad Hinrichs

Alice Sachs Memorial Award: Sachs Award Winner Adds Personal Touch to Care: Kimberly Weber

Rush University Medical Center Ranked Among the Top Hospitals in the Country in Nine Specialties by U.S. News & World Report Magazine

Human Resources is sponsoring some events related to diversity and respect
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Stimulus Plan Supports Rush Research Projects: The federal government’s economic stimulus package is translating into new jobs and new scientific studies at Rush, where researchers recently have received National Institutes of Health grants funded by the stimulus plan: James Mulshine, Dan Predescu, David Williams

Rush Research Portal Expedites Grant Application Process: Jennifer Garcia, Jessica Avila, Donna Knuth

Green Roofs Enhance New Rush Buildings and the Environment

New Medical Devices Help Improve Patient Care: Telemetry System, VeinViewers, and Defibrillators Enhance Patient Safety

Rush Research in the News: Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center Research, New Exercise for Osteoarthritis of the Knees, Baseball and Softball Pitching Injuries

Rush Program Helps Employee Realize Dream of Owning Home: Ada Brown

Living I Care I Count All Values Every Day: Currie Moore, Anne Burgeson, Office of Medical Student Programs, Shira Miller, John Robertson, Yvonne Stafford, Tony Viteri, Virginia Rogers, Lynwood Willis

Rush Launches Autism Resource Center: a comprehensive online and phone referral source for services ranging from therapy and after-school programs to dental practices catering to children with autism: team consists of Natalie Forburger, Hollie Sobel, and Louis Kraus

Rush People: Appointments: Sharon Byrd, Guy Petruzelli, Jack Stires, Denise Wiley

Kudos: Kathleen Gainor Andreoli, David Ansell, Steven Whitman, Brian Cole, McLorn Carpenter, Melissa Alexander, Nicole Friel, Sharon Gates, Beverly Huckman, Catherine Jacobson, Carl Lambert, Jane Llewellyn, Juanita Mora, Richard Rawlins, Peter Zavislak, Mario Moric, Asokumar Buvanendran, Kathleen Delaney, Mary Johnson, Pamela Levin, Susan Swider, Earl Abramson, Beverley Kroll, James Frankenbach, Harvey Pyes, Richard Shafstein, Stan Lapidos, Steven Rothchild, Lois Holstead, Cathy Catrambone, Robyn Golden, Kathy Keim, Susan Breakwell, Rush University Medical Center’s primary stroke center

Rush’s Department of General Surgery presented lectures during the Illinois Surgical Society Clinic Day: Matthew Ough, Erin Farlow, Norman Wool, Chad Jacobs, John Butsch, Michal Liptay, Ai Xuan Holterman, Keith Millikan

Board of Trustee elections’ Robert DeCresce, Bishop Jeffrey Lee, Alywin Lewis, Stephen Potter

Rush University College of Nursing Faculty Practice Program received $50,000 contribution

Rush University Launches New Student Information System RUConnected Provides Easy, Efficient One-Stop Computing
Rush Clinicians Travel to Vietnam to Teach Excellence in Patient Care: Werner Meier, Dawn Reimann
In Brief: Rush’s Outpatient Chest Pain Center Now Open: Gary Schaer, James Calvin
Save the Dates: The Benefits Fair, the Oct. 22 Rush Block Party
Help Choose Rush’s New E-mail Provider
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Great Leapfrog Forward- Rush Ranked Among Country’s Top Hospitals: Rush made Leapfrog’s top hospitals list for 2009
Transformation Milestone: Rush Tops off the New Hospital: final steel beam in East Tower is raised, employees sign it
Freidenfelds Combines Customer Service, Security: Lauris Freidenfelds, Eric Turner
Test Driving Materials in the New East Tower
Rush University Course Aids Students in Collaboration: Health care in America, Rush College of Nursing to Develop Much-Needed Curriculum for LGBT and HIV Postive Adults
Thank You from the Adopt a Family Program and the Rush United Way Committee
A Lifetime of Healing: Janet Wolter, MD, Retires After 46 Years at Rush: Janet Wolter, MD, Clinical and Education Conference Room to be named after Wolter and will provide education for residents and fellows, Rush hosting Janet Wolter, MD, seminar and luncheon February 27, 2010
Rush Research in the News: Kalipada Pahan, Ece Mutlu, Caryl Etkin, Gary Schaer, Alan Landay
Questions & Answers About a Heart-Healthy Lifestyle: Cassie Vanderbilt
Employee Awards: 3rd Quarter: Diane Skierkiewicz, Traci Colvin, 7 South Atrium discharge team, Elizabeth Scott, Joy Warner, Maria Hoy, Lolita Reynolds, Sabina Kudzuovic, Rebecca Fransted, Lori Yoder, Barbara Milner
Appointments: Daniel Deziel, Howard Kaufman, Carrie Daly, Craig Dell Vallee, Mark Foreman, Steven Gitelis, Walter Virkus, Mark Cohen, John Fernandez, Judith McCann, Kirk Packo, Stephanie Pesa, Guy Petruzzelli, David Shelledy, Beth Volin, Wrenetha Julion, Debbie Gross, Susan Breitenstein, Donald Waddell, Katherine Flood, Abigail Polglase, Karen Tessler, JoEllen Wilbur, Lynne Braun, Lou Fogg, Arlene Miller, Tricia Johnson, Anabelle; e Volman, College of Nursing’s Interdisciplinary Palliative Care Education Program, Susan Breakwell
News Briefs: Free Community Events, Joint Preservation Treatment Options, Stroke: Know the Warning Signs, New Developments in Dentistry to Combat the Aging Process, Diabetes Management, Addressing Sensitive Issues in Men and Women, What You Need to Know About Women’s Cancers
Stop by the Woman’s Board Gift Shops and See What’s New, Rush Generations Health Fair is a Hit Rush and Social Media- Tweets, Blogs, Facebook and More
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Mission of Mercy- Clinicians at Rush Travel to Haiti to Help Earthquake Victims- David Ansell, Martin Gorbien, Lauren Kessler, Stephanie Wang, Sharon Dopak, Patricia Huerta, Meagan Grant, Cynthia Waickus
New Coleman Foundation Comprehensive Brain and Spine Tumor Clinic Offers Collaborative Care, Advanced Treatments and Hope- Aidnag Diaz, Richard Byrne, Robert Aiken
Assistant Secretary of Aging Visits Rush to Hear Caregiver Stories- Kathy Greenlee, Madeleine Rooney, Anthony Perry
Lasting Hope: The Rush Transplant Program Provides Even High-Risk Patients with a New Chance: Mike Louden, Edie Chan, Forrest Dodson
The Gift of Life: One Organ Donor’s Story- Rachel Thomas
Inspired by Personal Illness, Rush College of Nursing Students Give the Gift of Life- Dana Merk, Lance Oleson
Rush University Students Mark King Day with Service
Match Day Sets Future Course for Students
Rheumatology, Communication Disorders and Sciences, and Otolaryngology- Head and Neck Surgery to Move into Orthopedic Building
News Briefs: Free Community Events: Effective Management of Inflammatory Bowel Disease, Spine and Back Treatments, IBD Clinic at Rush to Offer Quick Care for Patients
Rush’s Smallest Patients Get in the Olympic Spirit
Spring into Better Health: Adopt Simple Habits to Achieve Big Changes
Rush Patient Expresses Gratitude in Song: Dick Haughey
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Gail L Warden Employee of the Year Award: Shira Miller Calms Young Patients and Families with Warmth and Understanding
Wayne M. Lerner Manager of the Year Award: A Manager’s Commitment to Excellence Motivates Those Around Her: Traci Colvin
Bradley G. Hinrichs Team of the Year Award: Nurses Collaborate to Keep Transplant Program on Successful Track
James A. Campbell, MD, Distinguished Service Award: Roles Change, Commitment to Excellence Remains Constant: Cathy Bishop
Patient Satisfaction “Star:” The Emergency Room Patient Experience- An Employee Who is Committed to Meeting the Needs of Our Patients- Sabina Kudzuovic
Henry P. Russe, MD, Humanitarian Award- Volunteer Work in Dominican Republic Opens the Door for Haitian Relief Mission- Stephanie Wang

Concern for Patients Drives 54 Years of Dedicated Service- Voncile Williams

Alice B. Sachs Memorial Award: Three Nurses Exemplify Compassionate Care at Rush: Tanya Melich-Munyan, Katie Richards, Sunayna Sharma

Employee Anniversaries
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Rush Charity Care Program Provides a Lifeline for Patients in Financial Difficulty: Stephanie Young

Rush Provided More Than $191 Million in Community Benefits in Fiscal Year 2009

Triumphant! Rush Receives Magnet Designation for Third Time: Erik McIntosh, Diane Gallagher, Jane Llewellyn

Students and Faculty Mingle During University Tea Events: Larry Goodman

Rush Charity Care: Finding Solutions, Easing Minds

Biochemistry Internships Open Doors to Knowledge, Opportunity: Ashley Powell

Rush Receives Magnum Accreditation and Designated as a Stroke Specialty Program: Anthony Perry

Howard Kaufman, MD: Aligning Clinical Work and Research to Provide the Best in Cancer Care: Cancer Center: Philip Bonomi, Kathy Griem, Judith Luborsky, Richard Byrne, Stephanie Gregory, Michael Liptay

Clinical Benefit of Multiple Sclerosis Drug Discovered at Rush: Floyd Davis, Dusan Stefoski

Edward A Brennan Entry Pavilion: Will Open the Doors to the New Rush: Mich Zdeblick


Appointments: Peter Butler, Denise Harmening, Dino Rumoro, Mary Ellen Schopp, Lynne Thomas Gordon, Eric Alvarez, Kathleen Delaney, Erin Emery, Robyn Golden, Stephanie Gregory, Ira Halper, Robyn Hart, Jillian Jewroat, Marilyn Wideman, Dawn Boyd, Rush University Medical Center as Companies that Care Honor, Medical Center given status of associate hospital in the region XI Chicago Central Emergency Medical Services, Rush University Medical Group

News Briefs: Rush Ranks Among Nation's Top Hospitals

Governor Quinn Joins Rush Community in Welcoming Pink Ribbon Cyclists: Kim Cook, Larry Goodman

Another Reason to Eat your Fruits and Vegetables: Cassie Vanderwall offers tips on healthy eating

New Clinical Laboratory Sciences Program Now Offered at Rush University: Rush now offers a combined program for specialist in blood bank (SBB) certificate and Master of Science (MS) in clinical laboratory management

Rush Pulmonary Hypertension Clinic

New Rush Center for Urban Equity Helps Improve Care for Underserved: $10 Million NIH Grant Supports Center's Efforts: Lynda Powell, James Calvin, Steven Rothschild, Molly Martin

"Changing the Face of Medicine,” Exhibit Celebrates Women’s Contributions to Health Care Thonar Award Winner Inspires Those with and without Disabilities: Erica Beth Van Zuidam

The following events will take place at Rush in conjunction with the “Changing the Face of Medicine” exhibit: reception with address from Julie Freischlag, presentations by Rush archives, talk by Alice Eagly

Celebrate Diversity Week: January 25-29

Program Helps Patients with Intellectual Disabilities: Sarah Ailey, Robyn Hart

Employee Awards: 2nd Quarter: Tresca Wilson, Lisa Aaronson, Catherine Kittridge, Cancer Integrative Medicine Program, Ronald Terrell, Thomas Novakovich, Kristin Kleiderer, Kenneth Nunn, Vilenscia Hassan, Sarah Horvath, Arlinda McDearmon, Carolyn Palmer, Velma Wilson

People News: Kudos: Gunnar Anderson, David Ansell, Raj Behal, Steven Bines, XinQi Dong, Carol Farran, Steven Graves, Paul Holinger, Andres Kanner, Stan Lapidos, Dino Rumoro, Werner Meier, Howard Strassner, Jennifer Tornatta, Rush's older adult programs, Robyn Golden, The Cystic Fibrosis Center at Rush, The Coleman Foundation Blood and Marrow Transplant Program Rush Oak Park Hospital's Wound Care Center

News Briefs: Community Programs, New Developments in Lung Cancer Diagnosis and Treatment, Benefits Checkup, Qi Gong Workshop, Take Charge of your Diabetes, Rush and the Bulls Team Up, Summer and Winter, Squash a Year-Round Favorite, Rush Celebrates its Smallest Patients

Insert: Help Bring Rush Closer Together: take Part in Diversity Week, January 25-29
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I Care, I Connect Improving Customer Service at Rush: Adella Hicks

Rush Reachers Out to Hire from the Community: Devonaire Neely, Qianna Allen, Lashonna Glover

Rush Vasculitis Clinic: Provides Treatment of Little-Understood Disease: Antoine Sreih
In Their Own Words: What about the Tower’s Opening Has You Most Excited?

Sonnenschein, Paula Dillion, Marsha Mulba

The Intervention Platform

December 2011: Volume 50, Number 7

Mark Your Calendar: Rush Benefits Fair: November 1

People News: Appointments: Edie Chan, Di Chen, Gene Ward, Maya Green, Kalipada Pahan, The Rush University Cancer Center

RU Caring Helps Kids Kick Off New School Year

It's Not March, Clifford Kavinsky

Rush Valve Clinic Opens: Offers Minimally Invasive Procedures for Otherwise Untreatable Valve Problems: Ziyad Hijazi, Robert Sprengel

Department, Tony Williams, David Clet

Employee Awards: Summer: Eric Zack, Darlene Chatmon

New Ch

Rush University Celebrates Start of 40th Year, Looks to the Future: Thomas Deutsch
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Tower’s Advanced Technology Will Optimize Patient Care

Rush University Celebrates Start of 40th Year, Looks to the Future: Thomas Deutsch

New Chief Nurse Talks about Quality of Care, Connection with Patients: Cynthia Barginere, Luzviminda Calo

Employee Awards: Summer: Eric Zack, Darlene Chatmon-Dudley, Jose C. Mendez, Barbara Pisani, Physician Referral Services Department, Tony Williams, David Clettenberg, Toni Sibby, Rachel Rush, Rebecca Allison, Kimberly George, Paul Manuyag, Jaime Sprengel

Rush Valve Clinic Opens: Offers Minimally Invasive Procedures for Otherwise Untreatable Valve Problems: Ziyad Hijazi, Robert March, Clifford Kavinsky

It's Not Too Early to Adopt a Family

RU Caring Helps Kids Kick Off New School Year

People News: Appointments: Edie Chan, Di Chen, Gene Ward, Maya Green, Kalipada Pahan, The Rush University Cancer Center

Celebrate Case Management Week, October 9-15

Mark Your Calendar: Rush Benefits Fair: November 1-4
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The Intervention Platform- Enhancing Patient Care and the Patient Experience: David Ansell, Ken Tuman, Demetrius Lopes, Scott Sonnenschein, Paula Dillion, Marsha Mulbarger, Patty Nedved

In Their Own Words: What about the Tower’s Opening Has You Most Excited?
Employee Awards: Fall’ Laura Crawford, Donnell T. Wardell, Julie Lopez, Denise Banton, Carmen Avila, Matthew Breeding, Phyllis Nash, Janet Renteria, Gwendolyn Smith, Colleen McIntyre, Dorothy Mogilnicka, Ashley Mulhern, Rupal Rawalji, Tara Norden, Andrea Zettler, Don Rogers, Claudia Martin, Diane Bryant, Beth Shields

News Briefs: Community Programs: Treatments for Common Conditions of the Hand, Wrist, and Elbow
Cleansing and Detoxification Diets
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